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Modeling and calculation of the capacitance of a planar capacitor containing
a ferroelectric thin film

O. G. Vendik, S. P. Zubko, and M. A. Nikol’ski 

St. Petersburg State Electrical Engineering University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 24, 1997!
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The capacitance of a two-layer planar capacitor containing a thin layer of SrTiO3 is calculated
by conformal mapping using the partial capacitanc e method. Simple formulas are obtained
for approximation calculation of the capacitances of individual components of a planar structure,
and their limits of applicability are determined. A relation for the capacitance of a planar
capacitor is derived which takes account of the size effect in a ferroelectric film within the context
of the partial capacitance method. The calculated result is compared with the experimentally
measured capacitance. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!00104-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Recently interest has been rekindled in the practical
of controllable ferroelectric components in microwa
technology.1–4 This has been largely the result of advances
microwave cryoelectronics at liquid-nitrogen temperatu
stimulated by developments in microwave circuit eleme
based on high-temperature superconductors.5 The practical
application of devices working at liquid-nitrogen temper
tures makes it possible to actively employ the ferroelec
nonlinearity, since the dielectric losses at this tempera
are much lower than at room temperature.6 The large value
of the dielectric constant of ferroelectrics has led to the
cessity of using these materials in the form of thin films w
thickness on the order of one to several microns when u
as components of microwave devices.6 Thus, the use of fer-
roelectrics in microwave devices is based on a planar te
nology in which the main design elements are a planar an
capacitor, a coplanar or gap transmission line. To util
these elements toward this end, it is necessary to dev
mathematical models of these elements which can form
basis of a system of computer-aided design~CAD! of micro-
wave devices utilizing ferroelectric materials. The develo
ment of such models is the goal of the present work.

The dependence of the dielectric constant of bulk a
film samples of ferroelectric materials on the temperat
and electric field strength is well described on the basis o
validated phenomenological model.7,8 In addition, models
are needed which allow one to calculate the capacitance
planar structure formed by a ferroelectric thin film on
insulating substrate with metal~superconducting! planar
electrodes with allowance for the fringing fields in the a
bient free space~air!. Such a calculation can be based on t
method of conformal mapping, which allows one to tran
form the field in a planar structure into the field of a san
wich capacitor.9 The planar structure in question consists
three component parts: the ferroelectric film, substrate,
air. A separate calculation of the capacitance of each of
component parts with subsequent summation constitutes
basis of the partial capacitance method. This method
first
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implemented in the works of Kochanov;10,11 however, its
current name was gradually formed only in the Englis
language literature.12–16 The partial capacitance method
based on the introduction of zero boundary conditions

for the normal components of the field at the bounda
of the media — the ‘‘magnetic wall’’ — and subseque
correction of the value of the dielectric constant of each
the media. The use of this method to calculate complica
planar structures requires an estimate of its accuracy. S
an estimate was first made for a coplanar transmission lin11

by comparing with a calculation performed on an ana
computer: the error did not exceed 1–2%. Later the met
was included in a handbook12 and used in calculations a
a priori reliable without an estimate of possible errors.13–15

A comparison was made in Ref. 16 of the calculated a
experimentally measured group velocity of the wave in
coplanar line. The revealed error did not exceed 5%, wh
can most probably be assigned to errors in the meas
ments. For a two-layer planar structure containing a thin fi
with a large dielectric constant~«5300–10 000!, and a thick
substrate («510– 25), the applicability of the partial capac
tance method was subjected to a special analysis,17 which
made it possible to determine the limits of applicability
the method. Corresponding quantitative estimates are g
below.

CONFORMAL MAPPING OF A PLANAR STRUCTURE

The distribution of the electric field in planar capacito
is nonuniform.

To calculate the capacitance of a planar capacitor, i
customary to use conformal mapping. The use of conform
mapping based on the Christoffel–Schwarz transformati9

makes it possible to transform the structures shown in Fig
and 1b into a rectangle~Fig. 1c!. The capacitance of a sand
wich capacitor without fringing fields~Fig. 1c! is easily cal-
culated:

C5
«0« rK~k8!

2K~k!
, k85A12k2, ~1!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Conformal mapping of the planar structure: a — two planar electrodes in free space; b — result of mapping into a sandwich capacitor without fringin
fields.
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whereK(k) is the total elliptic integral of the first kind,k is
the modulus of the elliptic integral,«0 is the permittivity of
free space, and« r is the dielectric constant of the medium
which the electric field is concentrated.

For the structures shown in Fig. 1a and 1b we have

ka5
s

l
, kb5tanhS ps

4hD /tanhS p l

4hD . ~2!,~3!

The ratioK(k8)/K(k) can be represented by the follow
ing approximate form~Ref. 18, pp. 38 and 39!:

F~k!5
K~k8!

K~k!
55 p21lnF2

11~12k2!0.25

12~12k2!0.25G for k2<0.5,

pF lnS 2
11k0.5

12k0.5D G21

for k2>0.5.

~4!

The error of the above approximate form does not
ceed 1025 ~Ref. 18!. Note that the above formulas give th
capacitance of planar structures per unit length in the di
tion perpendicular to the plane of the figure.

FORMULAS FOR CALCULATING THE CAPACITANCE OF
THE COMPONENT PARTS OF A PLANAR STRUCTURE

Consider a planar capacitor~Fig. 2!. Its capacitance is

FIG. 2. Diagram of a planar capacitor consisting of an insulating subst
a thin dielectric layer with a large dielectric constant and conducting e
trodes separated by a gap of widths.
-

c-

formed by the capacitance of the stray fields in the amb
space~air! with dielectric constant«151, the capacitance o
the ferroelectric layer of thicknessh2 with dielectric constant
«2, and the capacitance of the substrate of thicknessh3 with
dielectric constant«3. The calculation was based on the pa
tial capacitance method.10–16 We represent the composit
layered capacitor~Fig. 2! as three simple planar capacito
with homogeneous filler~Fig. 3! connected in parallel, and
seek its capacitance as the sum of the three partial cap
tances

C5C11C21C3 , ~5!

whereC1 , C2, andC3 are the capacitances of the compone
parts of the planar capacitor, which are the fringing field
air, the ferroelectric film, and the substrate.

e,
-
FIG. 3. Separation of a planar capacitor~Fig. 2! into partial capacitances
~the procedure underlying the present calculation!: a — electrodes in ‘‘air’’;
b — thin dielectric layer, c — thick dielectric layer.
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Here the dielectric constants of the media are decrea
in accordance with the equalities

«2* 5«22«3 , «3* 5«321. ~6!

These changes in the values of the dielectric constan
the layers constitute the main idea of the partial capacita
method, in which each layer is screened from the other lay
by a ‘‘magnetic wall’’ which does not transmit the norm
components of the electric field vectors. The mutual infl
ence of the various layers on the field distribution in each
them is taken into account by the changes in the values o
dielectric constant of each of the layers represented in
case under consideration by relations~6!.

Now let us calculate each capacitance separately ta
the above into account.

1. The capacitance of the air gap~Fig. 3a!

k15
s

l
, C15«0F~k1!•w. ~7!

2. The capacitance of the ferroelectric layer bounded
the ‘‘magnetic wall’’ ~Fig. 3b!

k25tanhS ps

4h2
D /tanhS p l

4h2
D , C250.5«0«2* F~k2!•w. ~8!

3. The capacitance of the substrate bounded from be
by the ‘‘magnetic wall’’ ~Fig. 3c!

k35tanhS ps

4~h31h2! D /tanhS p l

4~h31h2! D ,

C350.5«0«3* F~k3!•w. ~9!

Formulas~7!–~9! allow for the width of the planar ca
pacitorw indicated in Fig. 2. For practical calculations it
convenient to use a simplified variant of formulas~7!–~9!,
which is obtained by expanding the given formulas in a
ries in a small parameter. As a result we obtain

C15w•«0

2

p
lnS 4

l

sD , ~10!

C25
w•«0~«22«3!

s/h21~4/p!ln 2
, ~108!

C25w•«0~«321!
1

p
lnS 16

h32h2

ps D . ~109!

Formulas~10! use the quantitiessll, h2 /s, and s/h3,
respectively, as the small parameter.

LIMITS OF APPLICABILITY OF THE CALCULATIONAL
FORMULAS

The partial capacitance method has a bounded regio
applicability. The reason is that the partial capacitan
method is based on introducing

‘‘magnetic walls’’ between separate layers of the plan
structure. Some correction is achieved by the correction
the dielectric constant of the layers. For a large distance
tween the electrodes the electric field lines are no lon
concentrated within the chosen layer but extend beyond
thereby violating the concept of the ‘‘magnetic wall.’’ It i
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possible to formulate the following restriction on the app
cability of the method, which vouchsafes the applicability
the concept of a ‘‘magnetic wall.’’

The method is applicable if the inequality

s<10h2 ~11!

is satisfied for«2 /«3.102.
This is in good agreement with results17 calculated for a

two-layer planar structure without assuming the presenc
a magnetic wall. Calculation shows that if inequality~11! is
satisfied the error in the calculation of the total capacita
of the planar structure arising as a consequence of the a
approximations will not exceed61%.

We may also compare the results obtained using the
act formulas obtained by conformal mapping,~7!–~9!, and
using the simplified formulas~10!–~109!.

We consider a specific realization of a planar capac
in which we vary the width of the gaps over wide limits for
the remaining dimensions fixed~these are given in Table I!.

Figures 4a–4c plot the values of each of the partial
pacitances calculated according to formulas~5!–~7! and~8!–
~10!. For ease of visualization, the inverse capacitance
each of the layers is plotted as a function of the relat
width of the gap. In each of these cases the gap width
scaled to a characteristic length of the corresponding st
ture: in the case of electrodes it is their length, in the case
dielectric layers it is their thickness. It can be seen from
figure that the simplified formulas work well if the following
inequalities are satisfied: 1! for the capacitance formed b
the fringing fields in air

s<0.25l ; ~12!

2! for the capacitance of the ferroelectric layer

s>h2 ; ~13!

3! for the capacitance of the substrate

s<0.5h3 . ~14!

Obviously, inequalities~12!–~14! are to be applied in
conjunction with inequality~11!.

ACCOUNT OF THE SIZE EFFECT IN THE FERROELECTRIC
FILM

It is well known8 that a size effect is manifested in thi
films of ferroelectric materials, i.e., they manifest the dep
dence of the electrophysical parameters of the materia
the thickness of the layer.

It has been established that the size effect manifest
self differently

TABLE I. Numerical characteristics of planar structures for calculation
the partial capacitances, results of which are plotted in Figs. 4a–4c.

Thickness, « r Length l, Width w,
mm mm mm

Electrodes h150 ¯ 2000 w5600
Layer 2 h251 «251000 2000 w5600
Layer 3 h35500 «3511 2000 w5600
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for different orientation of the ferroelectric polarization ve
tor relative to the boundaries of the layer.19 Here the form of
the boundary conditions plays a role: metal, hig
temperature superconductor, insulator.20 We will assume that

FIG. 4. Limits of agreement of the calculation of partial capacitances ba
on the exact formulas and on simplified formulas obtained by confor
mapping: a–c — the partial capacitances shown in Fig. 3.
-

the ferroelectric polarization is equal to zero~‘‘frozen’’ ! on
both surfaces of the ferroelectric layer.

Thanks to this, there exists a ferroelectric polarizati
gradient transverse to the layer. Thus, in the case of a pl
capacitor the direction of the electric field vector in the ce
tral part of the layer~where the field is uniform! is perpen-
dicular to the polarization gradient~Fig. 7!. In this case the
size effect can be manifested only ifh,1022 mm ~Ref. 19!.
Therefore, with reference to the field components paralle
the boundaries of the layer, the dielectric constant of
ferroelectric is not affected by a size effect.

We denote the dielectric constant relative to the fie
components parallel to the boundaries of the layer by«s .
Since the size effect is not manifested relative to these c
ponents,

«s5«2 . ~15!

We denote by«h the effective dielectric constant for th
field components directed along thez axis~Fig. 5!. Assuming
that the ferroelectric polarization is ‘‘frozen’’ at the bound
aries between layers, we obtain

1

«h
5

1

«2
1

2

ah2
, ~16!

wherea51/A2l1 andl1510219 (m2).8,19,20

Thus, the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric layer
anisotropic.

The effective anisotropy of the ferroelectric layer due
the size effect can be represented as a tensor

u«u5U«xx 0 0

0 «yy 0

0 0 «zz
U , ~17!

where«xx5«yy5«2 and«zz5«h .
We now apply the formula for the capacitance of a p

nar capacitor on an anisotropic dielectric layer9 and obtain

C25«0

w

A«yy
F s/A«xx

h2 /A«zz

1
4

p
ln 2G21

A«xx«yy«zz. ~18!

Substituting the values of the components of the diel
tric tensor of the layer, we obtain an expression for the
pacitance of a planar ferroelectri c layer with allowance
the size effect

d
l

FIG. 5. Formation of effective anisotropy of the ferroelectric layer due
the size effect~1 is the substrate!.
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C25«0

w«2

s/h21~4/p!ln 22A«2 /«h

, ~19!

where the ratio«2 /«h taking relation~16! into account has
the form

«2

«h
511

2«2

ah2
. ~20!

Thus, the capacitance with the size effect taken into
count within the framework of the partial capacitan
method can finally be represented in the form

C5«0w•F 2

p
lnS 4l

s D1
«321

p
lnS 16

~h31h2!

ps D
1

«22«3

s/h21~4/p!ln 2A112«2 /ah2
G . ~21!

MODELING OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF A
FERROELECTRIC LAYER AS A FUNCTION OF
TEMPERATURE AND FIELD STRENGTH

We employ the following phenomenological model
the dependence of the dielectric constant of a ferroelectric
the temperature and electric field strength7,8:

«~js ,T,E!5«00@~a~js ,T,E!1/21j~js ,E!2/3

1~a~js ,T,E!1/22j~js ,E!2/32h~T!#21, ~22!

whereT is the temperature andE is the field strength.
The remaining components of formula~22! are given by

h~T!5
TF

4TC
A11S 4T

TF
D 2

21,

j~js ,E!5Ajs
21S E

EN
D 2

,

a~js ,T,E!5j~js ,E!21h~T!3. ~23!

Here we have used the following model parameters: the
rameter«00 is defined in terms of the Curie–Weiss consta
TC is the Curie temperature;TF is the effective Debye tem
perature associated with those vibrations of the crystal
lattice that are responsible for the ferroelectric polarizati
this parameter plays an important role in modeling the pr
erties of incipient ferroelectrics such as strontium titan
(SrTiO3) and potassium titanate (KTaO3); EN is the normal-
izing field, defining the dielectric nonlinearity of the mat

TABLE II. Mean values of the model parameters obtained for SrTi3

samples.

Model «00 TC , TF , EN , js C5«00TC ,
parameter K K kV/cm K

Mean 2100 42 175 19.0 0.02 8.83104

value for
a single crystal
Mean 3000 34.5 155 7.0 1.2 10.43104

value
for films
c-

n

a-
;

e
,
-
e

rial; «s is a parameter characterizing internal strains in
crystal and may be considered as a measure of imperfec
in the crystal.

Table II gives numerical values of the model paramet
for SrTiO3 films,7,8 obtained by processing experimental da
for a single crystal and for a series of thin-film sandwi
capacitors.

Table II also lists the values of the Curie–Weiss const
C, which is the most stable characteristic of the ferroelec
state of the material.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

To compare with experiment, we select out a study o
planar capacitor based on a SrTiO3 film incorporated in a
microstrip microwave resonator.21 Figure 6 shows the desig
of the resonator with the incorporated planar capacitor.
mensions of the design elements are listed in Table III.

The capacitance of the planar capacitor was measu
from the shift of the resonant frequency of the resona
~10–12 GHz!. Note that the dielectric constant of SrTiO3

does not experience any noticeable dispersion up to freq
cies on the order of 100 GHz. Applied to the given desig
formula ~21!, obtained above for a planar capacitor of mo
general design, requires some correction.

1. The ferroelectric layer extends above the electrod
therefore, its effective dielectric constant in the last term
formula ~21! should be represented as

«2* 5«221. ~24!

2. If the capacitance of the capacitor in question is m
sured at low frequencies, then the total length of the el
trodesl 59 mm should be taken into account when calcul
ing the air capacitance. However, in measurements
microwave frequencies the electrodes form a resonator

FIG. 6. Diagram of the planar capacitor investigated experiment
~Ref. 21!.

TABLE III. Dimensions of a microstrip resonator and the incorporated p
nar capacitor shown in Fig. 6.

Thickness, « r Length, Width
mm mm w,mm

Electrodes h150.3 ¯ l 59000 3730
SrTiO3 layer h250.5 «25«(js ,T,E) l 15100 3730
LaAlO3 layer h35430 «3522 l 59000 3730
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their dimensions determine its unperturbed resonant
quency. In this case the air partial capacitance is formed
the capacitance of the gap in the microstrip line.22 This ca-
pacitance can be described approximately as the capacit
per unit length of the short gap in a conducting screen:22

C5«0w
2

p F lnS w

s D11G . ~25!

Taking the above into account, we may rewrite formu
~21! in the following form:

C5«0w•H 2

p F lnS w

s D11G1
«321

p
lnS 16

h31h2

ps D
1

«221

s/h21~4/p!ln 2A112«2 /ah2
J . ~26!

Note also that in the calculation of the capacitance o
planar capacitor we have ignored the thickness of the e
trodes.

Reference 21 shows the dependence of the measure
pacitance of a planar capacitor on the temperature and
applied voltage. We convert the applied voltage into b
field strength by simple formula

E5
U

s
. ~27!

This calculation is a rough approximation, since the r
field distributio n in a planar capacitor is determined by t
inhomogeneity of the boundary conditions and the nonline
ity of the medium.

We gather all the above-said into formula~26!. We find
the model parameters of the ferroelectric«00,TC ,TF ,EN ,

FIG. 7. Capacitance of a planar capacitor based on a SrTiO3 film plotted as
a function of the temperature for different values of the applied volta
solid curves — calculation, points — experiment; Applied voltage:1 — 0,
2 — 5, 3 — 50 V.
e-
y

ce

a
c-

ca-
he
s

l

r-

and js that minimize the mean-square deviation of the c
culated and measured capacitances. The results of this se
are listed in Table IV.

Figure 7 plots the experimental and the calculated
pendence of the capacitance of a planar capacitor on
temperature and field strength. Comparison of the data lis
in Tables II and IV shows that the parameters of the mate
used in Ref. 21 lie within the limits of variation associate
with different technologies of manufacture of strontium
tanate films.

CONCLUSION

The model considered allows one to calculate the cap
tance of a layered planar structure containing a thin laye
ferroelectric material. The calculation is based on the par
capacitance method and conformal mapping. The partial
pacitance method is based on the introduction of ‘‘magne
walls’’ between the layers, i.e., on the assumption that
field lines are parallel to the boundaries of the media and
not extend beyond them. Applicability of the partial capa
tance method is vouchsafed by fulfillment of the correspo
ing conditions on the geometrical dimensions of the str
ture.

The exact but cumbersome formulas given by conform
mapping can be simplified significantly by expanding in
small parameter. If the discussed conditions are satisfied
error of using the simplified formulas to calculate the capa
tance of planar capacitors does not exceed 1–2%. The
viously expounded model description of the dependence
the dielectric constant of an incipient ferroelectric on t
temperature and constant electric field strength comb
nicely with the partial capacitance method. Taking the s
effect into account leads to the appearance of an additio
term in the model formula for the capacitance of a thin fer
electric layer. Figure 7 shows the good agreement obtain
between the corresponding calculation and the experime
data for the dependence of a two-layer planar capacitor
the temperature and applied voltage.
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An analytical method is proposed for calculating the capacitance of a planar capacitor
constructed in the form of a two-layer structure. The method is used to calculate the capacitance
of a planar capacitor containing a ferroelectric film. A number of calculations were
performed to check the accuracy of the partial capacitance method. The calculations made it
possible to determine the limits of accuracy of the partial capacitance method for a permissible
calculational error of63%. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!00204-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectrics are very attractive materials on which
base controllable

microwave devices. The large dielectric constant of f
roelectrics allows them to be used as elements of microw
circuits in the form of thin films with thickness of the orde
of 1 mm ~Ref. 1!. Of substantial importance is the possibili
of reliable calculation of the parameters of planar structu
containing a thin film with a large dielectric constant. T
basis of the calculation in the quasistatic approximation
the partial capacitance method~PCM!. The partial capaci-
tance method was first used by Kochanov.2,3 The use of this
method to calculate planar structures requires an estima
their accuracy. The first such estimate was made by Koc
nov himself3 by comparison against a calculation perform
on an analog computer: the error did not exceed 1–2%. L
the partial capacitance method was included in a handbo4

and recommended for calculations asa priori reliable. The
partial capacitance method is also used to determine the
electric characteristics of ferroelectric films,5 where a planar
capacitor containing a ferroelectric film is used as a me
logical element, and all the calculations are made using
partial capacitance method.

The main goal of the present work is to verify the re
ability of the partial capacitance method in relation to calc
lations of the capacitances

of planar structures similar to the one shown in Fig. 1
method is also proposed combining methods of confor
mapping and mirror images and allowing one with good
curacy to calculate the capacitances of planar structures

FIG. 1. Two-layer planar capacitor with a ferroelectric film~original struc-
ture!.
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simplify the calculation, the capacitor electrodes are assum
to be semi-infinite, which is not a fundamental point.

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Let us turn our attention to the structure shown in Fig.
Thanks to the symmetry of the structure, an electric wall c
be situated in the symmetry plane: Fig. 2a. We will use
method of conformal mapping.6 In order to transform the
original plane into the inner region of a plane-parallel capa
tor, two successive mappings are needed. The first map
function

W5sinF pT

2~h11h2!G ~1!

maps a semi-infinite strip of theT plane onto a quadrant o
the W plane. For brevity, we do not display the correspon
ing graphical constructions. For the second mapping we
the Christoffel–Schwarz transformation

L5E
0

w dw

A~12w2!~12k2w2!
~2!

with modulus

k5FcoshS sp

4~h11h2! D G
21

.

The transformation maps the indicated quadrant of theW
plane onto the inner region of a planar capacitor in theL
plane~Fig. 2b!. HereK(k) is the elliptic integral of the first
kind. The numbers in Fig. 2 label equivalent points of t
original and transformed structures. The boundary betw
the dielectrics is transformed into a curve in theL plane, the
form and position of which determine the capacitance of
investigated structure. Since the coordinates of the curve
related with one another implicitly~through the coordinates
x,y of theT plane!, for the calculations that are to follow it is
useful to describe this curve in the coordinatesw, f ~Fig. 2!.
We represent the functionw( f ) describing the boundary o
the dielectrics in the form of a Fourier sine series expans
on an interval of lengthT, whereT is the distance betwee
the points1–4 in Fig. 2,
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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w~ f !5 (
n51

M

Dn sin~n2p f /T!, ~3!

where

T52ASL
21K~k1!2,

SL5E
0

sin(0.5h1p/(h11h2)) dw

A~12w2!~12k2w2!
,

k15A12k2.

Here K(k) is the elliptic integral of the first kind. The ex
pansion coefficientsDm are found by numerical integratio
of relations obtained by conformal mapping of the bound
of the dielectrics.

The electrostatic field, being the solution for the giv
closed region, should satisfy boundary conditions and
homogeneous equation

div$«~ f ,w!grad@w~ f ,w!#%50.

Using the formulas of vector analysis, we can rewr
this equation in the following form:

grad@«~ f ,w!#grad@w~ f ,w!#1«~ f ,w!Dw~ f ,w!50. ~4!

The first term in Eq.~4! vanishes for a homogeneous m
dium @Eq. ~4! goes over to the Laplace equation# or leads to
the appearance of a delta function at the boundary betw

FIG. 2. Transformation of the original structure: a — capacitor divided in
half by an ideal conducting wall, b — result of conformal mapping onto th
planeL,w1 j t . The surface separating the two regions with different
electric constant in the resulting planar capacitor is indicated.
y

e

en

the two media for the case under consideration. Formally
can be assumed that Eq.~4! is the Poisson equation, wher
the first term describes a charge distributed over an infini
thin layer on the boundary between the media. Taking all
above-said into account, it may be recapitulated that in
ducing a surface charge has the same effect on the field
planar capacitor as the boundary between the dielectric
dia. Thus, the interesting electrostatic

field will be represented as a superposition of two co
ponents: an external uniform field defined by a voltage
1 V applied to the electrodes of the capacitor

Eext~u,t !5
1

jK ~k1!
~5!

and the field of the surface chargesEs(u,t). Consequently,
the solution of the problem reduces to finding the surfa
charges( f ) and the corresponding fieldEs(u,t).

The surface charge distributions(t) should satisfy
boundary conditions for the normal field components at
boundary between the dielectrics

Eext
n ~ f !1Es

n~ f !1s~ f !/2«0

Eext
n ~ f !1Es

n~ f !2s~ f !/2«0

5
«2

«1
, ~6!

where«0 is the dielectric constant of the vacuum;«1 and«2

are the relative dielectric constants of the substrate and
ferroelectric layer, respectively;Eext

n ( f ) is the normal com-
ponent of the external field at the boundary;Es

n( f ) is the
normal component of the field due to the charge distribut
s( f ) on the boundary;s( f )/2«0 is a component producing
discontinuity in the normal component in the electric field

FIELD DISTRIBUTION OF A LINEAR CHARGE AT THE
BOUNDARY OF TWO DIELECTRICS FOR GIVEN BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

We distinguish a strip of widthdl on the boundary of
the two media, perpendicular to the plane of the figure~Fig.
3!. We treat this strip as a uniformly charged thread w
linear charge densitydt5s( f a)dl @C/m# at the point with
coordinatesf a , w( f a). To solve the stated problem, it is ne
essary to find the Green’s function for the region bounded
two electric and two magnetic walls in theL plane. In order
to make use of a ready solution, we transform the origi

FIG. 3. The same structure as in Fig. 2, with the difference that the die
tric filler is uniform and an electric charge is found on the interface, w
surface densitys( f ).
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coordinate plane~the L plane! according to the ruleZ
5(K(k)2L)exp(jp/2) ~Fig. 4!. The calculation of the po-

FIG. 4. The structure under consideration is transformed to facilitate find
the electrostatic field induced by a charged thread running along the
with coordinatesx( f a), y( f a).
to
w

a

ed
tential and the field of a linear charge located between c
ducting planes was considered in Ref. 7. The solution for
potential created by an isolated charged thread between
ducting planes is written in the form of the complex functio

dv~Z, f a!5 lnFsinpS Z1Z̄~ f a!

2K~k1!
D Y sinpS Z2Z~ f a!

2K~k1! D G
3

s~ f a!dl

2p
, ~7!

Z( f )5x( f )1 jy( f ); Z̄( f )5x( f )2 jy( f ); and Z is the com-
plex number formed by the coordinates of the observat
point.

The complex functionZ( f ) establishes a corresponden
between the curvew( f ) ~Fig. 4! and the coordinatesx,y in
the Z( f )5x( f )1 jy( f ) plane. The solution for the case o
interest to us is formed by an infinite series of pairs
threads, in each of which the threads are separated from
another by the same distance and equal in the sign of t
charges and are situated symmetrically with respect to
magnetic walls. Thus, for the potential created by an isola
charged thread between conducting planes and magn
walls, we can write

g
e

dc~Z, f a!5 (
n50

`

lnFsinp~@Z2 j 2Kn1Z̄~ f a!#/2K1!3sinp~@Z2 j 2K~n11!1Z~ f a!#/2K1!

sinp~@Z2 j 2Kn2Z~ f a!#/2K1!3sinp~@Z2 j 2K~n11!2Z̄~ f a!#/2K1!

3
sinp~@Z1 j 2Kn1Z~ f a!#/2K1!3sinp~@Z1 j 2K~n11!1Z̄~ f a!#/2K1!

sinp~@Z1 j 2Kn2Z̄~ f a!#/2K1!3sinp~@Z1 j 2K~n11!2Z~ f a!#/2K1!
G s~ f a!dl

2p
. ~8!
nce
ec-
n.

i-

to
Since the series is rapidly converging, it is sufficient
calculate 5–6 terms. For convenience in what is to follo
we rewrite expression~8! in the form

dc~Z, f a!5D~Z, f a! s~ f a! dl. ~9!

Expression ~9! gives the electric potential created by
charged thread.

Now it is possible to find the field created by a charg
thread

dE~Z, f a!5UdD~Z, f a!

dZ UexpS 2 j argS dD~Z, f a!

dZ D Ds~ f a!dl.

~10!

DETERMINATION OF AN UNKNOWN SURFACE CHARGE
DISTRIBUTION s„f …

Condition ~6! can be rewritten in the form

Hs~ f !1Eext
n ~ f !1Es

n~ f !50, ~11!

H5
«21«1

2«0~«12«2!
. ~12!
,
We represent all three terms of Eq.~11! as harmonic Fourier
cosine series with periodT

Eext
n ~ f !5 (

n50

m

Cn cosS 2pn f

T D . ~13!

The coefficients of the series can be calculated directly si
the equation of the curve describing the boundary of diel
trics is known and, consequently, its slope is also know
The functionEs

n( f ) is related to the unknown charge distr
bution s( f ) by the following integral operation:

Es
n~ f !5E

0

T/2

s~ f 8!ReS dD~Z~ f !, f 8!

dZ
exp~ j b~ f !! D

3
d f8

cos~q~ f 8!!
, ~14!

whereq( f ) is the angle defining the slope of the tangent
the boundary in thef 2w coordinate plane;b( f )5q( f )
1a, wherea is the angle between the coordinate axesf ,w
and t,u ~Fig. 3!.
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We represent expression~14! as an integral transform
with kernelK( f , f 8)

K~ f , f 8!5ReS dD~Z~ f !, f 8!

dZ

exp~ j b~ f !!

cos~q~ f 8!!
D . ~15!

In the description of the kernelK( f , f 8) it is necessary to use
expansion~3! defining the coordinates of the boundaryf 1 ,
w( f a).

Taking into account that the surface charge is rep
sented in the form

s~ f !5 (
n50

m

An cosS 2pn f

T D , ~16!

we obtain

Es
n~ f !5 (

n50

m

AnE
0

T/2

cosS 2np f 8

T D K~ f , f 8! d f8. ~17!

We also representEs
n( f ) as a series

Es
n~ f !5 (

k50

m

Bk cosS 2pk f

T D ~18!

and write down an expression for the coefficients of t
seriesBk

Bk5 (
n50

m

AnBk,n , ~19!

where

Bk,n5F 2

TE0

T/2

cosS 2pk f

T D E
0

T/2

cosS 2pn f8

T DK~ f , f 8!d f8d fG ;
~20!

theBk,n are coefficients of the matrix representing the ope
tor transforming from the surface charge distribution~16! to
the field strength~18!.

Now Eq. ~11! can be rewritten as a system of line
equations in the coefficientsAn

FH1B0,0 B0,1 . . . B0,m

B1,0 H1B1,1 . . . B1,m

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Bm,0 Bm,1 . . . H1Bm,m

GF A0

A1

. . .

Am

G5F 2C0

2C1

. . .

2Cm

G .

~21!

Finding the unknown distributions( f ) reduces to finding the
coefficientsAn . Toward this end, it is necessary to calcula
the matrixB. Having calculated the matrixB with the aid of
Eq. ~20!, after finding the coefficientsAn and invoking rela-
tions ~13!, ~16!, and ~18! we find all the field component
configuring the induction flux through the cross section
the capacitor shown in Fig. 4. As a result, we obtain
following formula for the capacitance:
-

s

-

f
e

C5«0«1E
0

T/2S Eext
n ~ f !1Es

n~ f !2s~ f !/2«0

cos~q~ f !!
Dd f1«0«1

3F E
0

SzE
0

T/2dD~Z, f !

dZ

s~ f !

cos~q~ f !!
d f dZ1

K~k!2Sz

K~k1! G .
~22!

The quantitySz entering into the formula is defined a
the intersection point of the boundary of the dielectrics a
the y axis ~Fig. 4!.

DISCUSSION OF THE ACCURACY OF THE CALCULATION

Errors in the calculations using the partial capacitan
method are due mainly to one source—the representatio
the functionw( f ) describing the boundary between the d
electrics in the form of a finite series. The second source
error—the finite number of terms in expression~8!—is un-
important, and therefore will not be considered further. U
ing a different number of base functions in the calculatio
that is to say, a different size of the matrixB assigned by Eq.
~20!, it is possible to estimate the error. It was found that
the size of the matrixB equal to 15–16 the limiting values o
the capacitance of the structure differ from the calcula
values by not more than 0.2%.

THE PARTIAL CAPACITANCE METHOD

The application of the partial capacitance method to
structure under consideration was discussed in detail in R
5, and therefore only calculational formulas are given bel

C(p)5C1
(p)1C2

(p) , ~23!

whereC1
(p) andC2

(p) are the capacitance of the substrate a
of the ferroelectric, respectively.

In the calculation I used the simplified formula6

TABLE I.

«2

h2510mm, s5200mm h2510mm, s5100mm

C C(p) DC, % C C(p) DC, %

300 0.397 0.391 1.60 6.642 6.556 1.30
1000 0.981 0.984 –0.33 1.790 1.795 –0.2
3000 2.648 2.680 –1.20 5.004 5.049 –0.9
5000 4.315 4.376 –1.40 8.218 8.303 –1.0

10 000 8.483 8.617 –1.60 16.250 16.440 –1.2

h255 mm, s580mm h255 mm, s520mm
300 0.506 0.500 1.20 1.347 1.326 1.56

1000 1.225 1.234 –0.74 3.883 3.864 0.49
3000 3.279 3.332 –1.60 11.130 11.120 0.0
5000 5.333 5.43 –1.80 18.37 18.37 0.00

10 000 10.470 10.67 –1.90 36.5 36.51 –0.0

h251 mm, s520mm h251 mm, s55 mm
300 0.524 0.519 0.82 1.243 1.224 1.53

1000 1.097 1.113 –1.46 3.341 3.332 0.28
3000 2.736 2.809 –2.67 9.334 9.352 –0.1
5000 4.374 4.504 –2.97 15.330 15.370 –0.2

10 000 8.470 8.744 –3.20 30.320 30.420 –0.3
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C(p)5«0S «1

1

p
lnS 16~h11h2!

ps D1
«22«1

s/h21~4/p!ln~2! D .

~24!

Note that the partial capacitance method is inapplica
in the case when«2,«1 , i.e., when the second term in Eq
~24! becomes negative.

COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

To check the accuracy of the partial capacitance meth
I performed a number of calculations for different geometr
over a wide range of variation of«2 /«1 . Results of the cal-
culation s are shown in Table I. All calculations were ma
for a substrate with«1510 and thicknessh5500mm; ca-
pacitances are indicated in nanofarads~nF!. Figure 5 gives a
qualitative picture of the dependence ofC5 f («2) obtained
by the proposed method~curvea! andC(p)5 f («2) obtained
using the partial capacitance method~curve b!. The second
curve is constrained by the condition«2.«1 . It is obvious
that there exist two sources of error in the partial capacita
method at small and large values of«2 . The partial capaci-
tance method underestimates the capacitance at low valu
«2 and overestimates it at high values of«2 .

Figure 6 shows a contour plot of equal-error curves
the coordinatess, «2 . A typical value of the error for geom

FIG. 5. Qualitative shape of the dependence of the capacitance of a
layer structure as a function of the dielectric constant«2 : a — the proposed
method, b — the partial capacitance method.
le

d,
s

e

e

of

etries of practical interest is 1–2%. However, it should
borne in mind that at large values of the ratioss/h2(>100)
andh1 /h2 (>500) the error can significantly exceed its e
pected value (>5). It should also be noted that the extrao
dinary

simplicity and good accuracy of the partial capacitan
method makes it a reliable tool for practical calculatio
within the limits of the above-mentioned restrictions.

I am indebted to Prof. O. G. Vendik for posing the pro
lem and for useful discussions; I am also very grateful
S. P. Zubko for help with the text.
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Effect of molecular nitrogen on the electron mobility in a mixture of argon
and optically excited sodium vapor

N. A. Gorbunov and A. S. Mel’nikov
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A parametric study of the electron energy distribution function~EEDF! and the electron mobility
in the mixture Na1 Ar 1 N2 is carried out. An analysis is made of the conditions that
obtain in a photoplasma when the detachment of the mean electron energy from the neutral gas
temperature is due to superelastic collisions~collisions of the second kind! with excited
sodium atoms. The case of low ionization of the medium at low vibrational temperatures of the
ground state of the nitrogen molecules is considered. To find the EEDF a numerical
solution of the Boltzmann transport equation is carried out. It is found that in the indicated
mixture the presence of nitrogen leads to a depletion of the EEDF in the region of efficient
vibrational excitation of the molecules and promotes the formation of inversion in the
EEDF ] f («)/]«.0 in the energy range corresponding to the Ramsauer minimum in the cross
section of elastic collisions of electrons with the argon atoms. It is shown that the
nonequilibrium character of the EEDF leads to a complicated dependence of the electron
mobility on the partial ratios of the components of the mixture, the degree of ionization of the
medium, and the population of the resonantly excited sodium atoms. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!00304-9#
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INTRODUCTION

The electron transport parameters in a weakly ioniz
gas depend on the electron energy distribution funct
~EEDF!, which, as a rule, is nonequilibrium under actu
experimental conditions. In contrast to a plasma of atom
gases, in a molecular plasma excitation of rotational and
brational levels is possible. For a number of gases, suc
nitrogen and carbon dioxide, the excitation cross section
the vibrational levels of the electron ground state hav
number of maxima grouped together in a narrow~on the
order of 1 eV! energy interval. This is because vibration
excitation takes place via formation of an unstable nega
ion. The indicated nonmonotonic dependences give rise
complicated form of the EEDF in a molecular plasma.

Numerous works have been dedicated to the calcula
of the EEDF in a molecular-nitrogen plasma under g
discharge conditions~see Refs. 1–3 and the literature cite
therein!. It has been shown that processes of excitation
vibrational levels play a defining role in the electron ener
balance over a wide range of experimental conditions. It
been established that the form of the EEDF in the region
efficient vibrationa l excitation and de-excitation depends
the distribution of the molecules over the vibration
states.4–6 Vibrationally excited molecules have been found
have an effect on the electron transport parameters in a
lecular plasma.7 It has been shown8 that in a mixture of the
above-enumerated molecular gases and heavy inert gase
appearance of a negative differential conductivity is poss
in the plasma.

The distribution of the molecules over vibrational leve
has its strongest effect on the form of the EEDF in non-s
3611063-7842/99/44(4)/6/$15.00
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sustaining discharges under the weak influence of a long
dinal electric field when heating of the electron gas is due
collisions with the excited molecules. The EEDF for the a
terglow of a discharge in pure nitrogen was calculated9,10 for
various degrees of ionization of the medium and differe
vibrational temperatures of the electron ground state. T
influence of the occupancie s of the electron-excited state
the high-energy part of the EEDF has been modeled.
energy distribution in a nitrogen afterglow for the vibration
temperature of the ground stateTv50.3 eV was measured in
Ref. 11. This same reference gives an analytical calcula
of the EEDF based on representing the inelastic electr
molecule collision integral in the Fokker–Planck approxim
tion. Detailed numerical calculations for the conditions of t
experiment in Ref. 11 were performed in Refs. 12 and
Reference 14 presents the results of measurements o
EEDF in an electron-beam low-temperature nitrogen d
charge under conditions in which the vibrational temperat
was near the gas temperature and equal roughly to 0.03

An analysis of the results of Refs. 9–14 shows that
EEDF in non-self-sustaining nitrogen discharges~discharge
afterglow, beam discharge, photoplasma! in the energy range
from «151.5 eV to«253.6 eV corresponding to the range o
efficient vibrational excitation depends substantially on
distribution of the molecules over vibrational levels of th
electron ground state. In the case when the vibrational t
peratureTv is near the gas temperatureTa in the indicated
energy range, a depletion of the EEDF due to excitation
vibrational levels is observed. With growth of the vibration
temperature the number of electrons in this energy inte
increases due to superelastic collisions~collisions of the sec-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ond kind! with vibrationally excited molecules. IfTv@Ta ,
then a quasi-equilibrium distribution of the electrons
formed in the energy interval from«1 to «2, whose tempera-
ture is nearTv . The form of the EEDF for energies«,«1

depends substantially on the degree of ionization of
plasma.

In our previous works15–18 we considered the mecha
nism of formation of the EEDF under conditions of a no
self-sustaining discharge in two-component mixtures of
dium and inert gases. We showed that in such mixtures
nonequilibrium character of the distribution function su
stantially alters the electron mobility.16 The influence of the
appearance of inversion on the EEDF explains the effect
served earlier19 of low conductivity of a photoplasma in a N
1 Ar mixture.17 In the present work, by inverted distributio
we mean an EEDF having positive derivative@] f («)/]«
.0# in some energy interval. In Refs. 15 and 18 we est
lished the existence of a critical population of the resonan
excited sodium atoms, above which an inversion is create
the EEDF such that a negative electron mobility effect
possible in the weakly ionized plasma in a mixture w
heavy inert gases. However, in a two-component mixt
this effect is possible only in a narrow range of conditio
which are difficult to achieve experimentally. To enhance
negative mobility effect, we propose to use an admixture
nitrogen, which has a pronounced maximum in the excitat
cross section of the vibrational levels, which makes it p
sible to alter the form of the EEDF in a controlled manne

A qualitative explanation of the enhancement of inv
sion in the EEDF in a three-component mixture is illustra
by Fig. 1, which plots cross sections of the main proces
forming the electron energy distribution.

The argon in the example mixture defines the neces
growth of the transport collision frequency of the electrons
energies exceeding the Ramsauer minimum. To obtain in
sion in the EEDF it is necessary to form a fast electr

FIG. 1. Collision cross sections of the main processes forming the EED
a Na1 Ar 1 N2 mixture:1 —transport cross section of elastic collisions
electrons with the argon atoms,2 — excitation cross section of 3S23P
resonance levels,3 — cross section of superelastic collisions with excit
sodium atoms,4 — total excitation cross section of the eight vibration
levelsX1Sg

1 of the nitrogen molecule.
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source in the growing part of the cross sections of the ela
collisions of the electrons with the argon atoms. Under
conditions in question, fast electrons are formed as a resu
superelast ic collisions with excited sodium atoms~the flux
q2 in Fig. 1!.

In a two-component mixture the efficiency of the sour
is reduced as a result of inelastic collisions~collisions of the
first kind! with the sodium atoms. Therefore, it is of intere
to consider a three-component mixture, where excitation
vibrational levels of the nitrogen molecules~the flux qv in
Fig. 1! leads to a decrease in the frequency of inelastic c
lisions with Na. The choice of nitrogen as the third comp
nent of the mixture is motivated by the fact that the ma
mum of the excitation cross section of the vibrational lev
of N2 is located in the near-threshold region of sodium ex
tation. The high efficiency of nitrogen in forming an inverte
EEDF is due to the fact that fast electrons leave the zon
excitation of resonant sodium levels with small energy los
compared to the excitation threshold.

The aim of the present work is to analyze the mechan
of formation of a nonequilibrium EEDF in non-self
sustaining discharges for three-component mixtures con
ing of argon, sodium, and molecular nitrogen. Manifestatio
of the nonlocal character of the EEDF in a low-pressure m
lecular plasma are considered in Refs. 20–22.

THEORETICAL MODEL

To calculate the EEDF, we used the Boltzmann eq
tion, which in the steady-state approximation has the for

d

d« FD~«!
d f~«!

d«
1V~«! f ~«!G5C~«!, ~1!

whereD(«) is the diffusion coefficient in energy space

D~«!5«3/2H S dnel~«!1
8Be

«
ncurl~«! DTa1

4

3
nee~«!

3F E
0

«

f ~«8!«83/2d«81«3/2E
«

`

f ~«8!d«8G J , ~2!

dnel~«!5v(
j

2m

M j
njsel

j ~«! ~3!

is the effective frequency of energy losses in the elastic c
lisions, summed over all components of the mixture w
concentrationsnj and cross sectionssel

j («); v andm are the
velocity of the electron and its mass, respectively;M j is the
mass of the atoms~molecules! of species j; Be52.47
31024 eV is the rotational constant of the nitrogen mo
ecule; ncurl(«) is the excitation frequency of the rotation
levels;nee(«) is the electron–electron collision frequency12;

V~«!

5«3/2Fdnel~«!1
8Be

«
ncurl~«!12nee~«!E

0

«

f ~«8!A«8d«8G ~4!

is the dynamic friction coefficient in energy space;
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C~«!5(
i ,k

H «s ik~«!Fni f ~«!2
gi

gk
nkf ~«2Eik!G

2~«1Eik!s ik~«1Eik!

3Fni f ~«1Eik!2
gi

gk
nkf ~«!G J ~5!

is the inelastic collision integral;s ik(«) is the excitation
cross section of thekth level with populationnk and statis-
tical weight gk from the i th state with populationni and
statistical weightgi ; andEik is the energy gap between th
levels.

The normalization of the EEDF is given by

E
0

`

f ~«!A« d«51. ~6!

The electron mobility is expressed in terms of the isotro
part of the EEDF as follows:

m52
2e

3mE
0

` ] f ~«!

]«

«3/2

nel~«!
d«, ~7!

wheree is the charge of the electron.
Equation ~1! was solved numerically by the trial-and

error method.15

Elastic cross sections of the electrons with sodi
and inert gases were taken from Refs. 23 and 24, and
Na(3S23P1/2,3/2) excitation cross section was taken fro
Ref. 25. The effective excitation cross section of the ro
tional levels of the nitrogen molecule was taken from R
26, the excitation cross sections of the vibrational lev
were taken N2 from Ref. 27, the energies of the vibration
levels corresponded to Ref. 28, and the transport cross
tion of the elastic collisions for nitrogen is given in Ref. 2
The cross sections of excitation from the ground state of2

to the higher-lying electron states were chosen in an an
gous way as in Refs. 11 and 29.

We take the distribution of the molecules over vibr
tional levels of the ground state to be Boltzmannian w
temperatureTv , which we take to be equal to the temper
ture of the atomsTa . The gas temperature in the calculatio
was varied within the limits 4502600 K, which corresponds
to sodium densities in the range 101221015cm23. For a char-
acteristic size of the plasma greater than 1 cm~under the
conditions considered below! for these densities the loca
approximation is valid in the calculation of the EEDF. W
characterize the total population N* of the resonant states o
sodium 3P1/2 and 3P3/2 by an effective population tempera
ture T*

T* 52DE@ ln~N* g0 /N0g* !#21, ~8!

whereDE52.1 eV is the energy corresponding to the cen
of gravity of the doublet;g* is its statistical weight; andN0

and g0 are the density and statistical weight of the sodiu
atoms in the ground state.

The analysis that follows is for conditions in the plasm
that are realized for a relatively high content of inert gas
comparison with the total density of the alkali and the m
lecular admixture. In the range of electron temperatures
c

he
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.
s
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-

r

-
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der consideration 0.1 eV,Te,1.5 eV it is possible to ignore
processes of excitation of levels of the inert gas. Here
below, by Te for the nonequilibrium EEDF we understan
the quantityTe5(2/3)^«&, where^«& is the mean energy o
the electrons. In the range of densities considered be
@Na# ; @N2#, the frequency of inelastic collisions with th
sodium atoms significantly exceeds the frequency of elec
excitation of the nitrogen molecules. In this regard, our c
culations ignored the excitation of theA3Su

1 state and all
higher-lying electron states of the nitrogen molecule. We
nored processes of excitation of all sodium levels lyi
above the 3P state from the 3S state. We did this becaus
their excitation cross sections are at least an order of ma
tude less than the cross section of the 3S23P transition.

CALCULATED RESULTS

By way of an example, Fig. 2 plots the calculated ele
tron mobility as a function of the partial ratios of the com
ponents of the mixture forT* 50.7 eV. The calculation of
the EEDF for these conditions neglected stepwise excita
from the 3P states of sodium and the Coulomb collision
whose influence we discuss below. It can be seen that
electron mobility in a three-component mixture depends s
stantially on its composition. There are two regions of valu
of the electron mobility, in one of which its values are po
tive, and in the other, closed, region they are negative. AsT*
decreases, the negative mobility existence region shri
and forT* ,0.4 eV the mobility takes only positive values

Let us consider in more detail the conditions for t
appearance of a negative electron mobility. As was show
Ref. 30, there are two necessary~but insufficient! conditions
for the appearance of the negative mobility effect. The pr
ence of a negative derivative]@«3/2/nel(«)#/]«,0. This cri-
terion is met in the mixture under consideration only f
argon in the energy region above the Ramsauer minim
This inequality determines the fraction of argon atoms t

FIG. 2. Isolines of the electron mobility~in units of 1023 V21
•cm21

•s21) in
a Na1 Ar 1 N2 mixture for zero degree of ionization plotted as a functio
of the partial ratios of nitrogen and argon in the mixture. The pointM
denotes the mobility minimum.
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should exceed the total concentration of the two other co
ponents by three orders of magnitude. It is clear from Fig
that in the region where the indicated condition is not f
filled the electron mobility becomes positive. The maximu
argon concentration is determined by the fact that the
quency of superelastic collisions with excited sodium ato
should exceed the frequency of energy losses in elastic
lisions in the region of the Ramsauer minimum.15 As can be
seen from Fig. 2, when the argon concentration exceed
certain value the mobility again becomes positive. This
due to a rapid relaxation of the electrons on elastic collisi
with argon in the region of energies below the Ramsa
minimum. The second condition for existence of the effec
absolute negative conductivity is the presence of inversio
the EEDF ] f («)/]«.0.

Let us consider the role of nitrogen in the formation
inversion in the EEDF. Toward this end, we turn to Figs
and 4, which plot results of a calculation of the EEDF a
the electron temperature for various concentrations of
molecular admixture and fixed value of the ratio@Na#/@Ar#
corresponding to the minimum point in the electron mobili
Figure 4 also plots the energy fractions going into excitat
of molecular vibrations, inelastic losses in collisions w
sodium atoms, and the total energy losses in elastic and
tational collisions.

For zero nitrogen concentration the main role in the f
mation of the EEDF is played by processes of excitation
de-excitation of the sodium atoms. As a result, a qua
Maxwellian distribution is formed, with electron mobilit
near the equilibrium EEDF in argon forTe5T* ~Ref. 15!. At

FIG. 3. Electron energy distribution function for different nitrogen conce
trations and degrees of ionization. Ratios of the components of the mix
for curves1–4 correspond to the pointsM, M, R, andQ ~Fig. 2!, respec-
tively. The degree of ionization for curves1, 3, and4 is equal to zero; for
curve2 it is equal to 1029.
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the pointR ~see Figs. 2 and 3!, where the relative nitrogen
content is small, processes of vibrational excitation lead
the formation of a small inversion in the EEDF~Fig. 3, curve
3!. Here the mobility takes small~in comparison with the
equilibrium EEDF, whose temperature is found from t
equation of energy balance! but positive values.

With growth of the concentration of the molecular a
mixture ~the pointM in Figs. 2 and 3!, the role of excitation
of the vibrational levels grows. For nitrogen the excitati
cross sections of the transitionsX1Sg

1(v50)→X1Sg
1(v)

~v is the vibrational quantum number! fall rapidly with
growth of v. Therefore, processes with energy losses of
same order of magnitude as the vibrational quantum of
N2 moleculeE150.29 eV play the main role. It can be see
from Fig. 4 that growth of the efficiency of excitation of th
vibrational levels is accompanied by a falloff of the inelas
losses in collisions with the sodium atoms. This is beca
the maximum of the vibrational excitation cross section c
responds to the near-threshold region of resonance trans
energies of the sodium atom. In this range the excitat
frequency of the molecular vibrations is comparable with
frequency of inelastic collisions with the sodium atom
SinceE1!DE, the energy balance is reached at almost
same mean energy of the electrons~Fig. 4!. For the given
ratios of the components of the mixture, a depletion of
EEDF in the region«1,«,«2 is observed~Fig. 3, curve1!.
A decrease in the efficiency of inelastic collisions with s
dium atoms in the ground state takes place since elect
are demoted to the subthreshold region of the 3S23P cross
section«,DE as a result of excitation of molecular vibra
tions.

By leaving the efficient vibrational excitation zone«
,«1 the electrons relax preferably on elastic collisions w
argon atoms. In the energy region corresponding to the R
sauer minimum, relaxation into the low-energy range is
tarded. Not succeeding in falling into the thermal ener
region, the electrons undergo superelastic collisions with
cited sodium atoms and return to the high-energy region.

-
re

FIG. 4. Electron temperature and energy loss fraction (C) for T* 50.7 eV
and different nitrogen concentrations in the mixture. The ratio@Na#/@Ar#
corresponds to the minimum in the electron mobility~the pointM in Fig. 2!;
1 — Te , 2–4 — energy loss fraction of the electrons for elastic and ro
tional collisions, inelastic collisions with Na, and vibrational excitation
levels of theX1Sg

1 state of the N2 molecule, respectively.
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a result, a minimum is formed in the EEDF. Since an
verted distribution is formed in the region of the Ramsa
minimum, it makes the defining contribution to the integ
~7! and the mobility becomes negative.

Further increase of the nitrogen density with all oth
conditions kept equal~the pointQ in Figs. 2 and 4! increases
the relaxation rate of the electrons on vibrational, rotation
and elastic collisions with nitrogen molecules. Superela
collisions do not succeed in returning the electrons to
high-energy region, and a large part of the fast electron
relaxes into the thermal energy region. The number of e
trons in the low-energy region grows, and the inversion
the EEDF in the region of the Ramsauer minimum dis
pears~curve4 in Fig. 3!. In this case the mean energy of th
electrons decreases and the mobility becomes positive.

The results of our calculations show that there is a co
position of a three-component mixture at which the nega
electron mobility reaches its maximum absolute value. T
value and the composition of the mixture at which it
reached depend on the concentration of excited sodium
oms in the 3P state. However, the simultaneous necessity
a high concentration of excited atoms and small degree
ionization of the medium are contradictory requiremen
Therefore, as our next step let us consider the problem
critical populations of the excited atoms and permissi
electron concentrations at which the negative mobility eff
can exist for the ratio of components corresponding to
point M in Fig. 2.

Taking Coulomb collisions into account decreases
width of the inversion interval in the EEDF since electron
electron collisions tend to build the equilibrium form of th
energy distribution. In the final tally, an increase in the d
gree of ionization leads to destruction of the inversion in
EEDF ~curve 2 in Fig. 3!. Figure 5 plots the results of
calculation of the electron mobility as a function of the co
centration of resonantly excited sodium atoms for differ
degrees of ionization of the medium. It can be seen that
three-component mixture for degrees of ionization of the m

FIG. 5. Dependence of the electron mobility in a Na1 Ar 1 N2 mixture for
different temperatures of excitation and degrees of ionization. The pa
ratios of the components of the mixture correspond to the mobility minim
~the pointM in Fig. 2!. The degree of ionization for curves1–5 is 0, 10211,
10210, 1029, 1028, respectively.
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dium less than 1029 the negative electron mobility effect i
possible. The critical population of the excited atoms
degrees of ionization less than 10210 corresponds to excita
tion temperatures from 0.55 to 0.7 eV. This corresponds
conditions in which less than 10% of the sodium ato
should be found in excited states. In comparison with a tw
component mixture of Na and Ar~Ref. 15! the region of
existence of negative mobility in a three-component mixtu
is expanded by two orders of magnitude in the degree
ionization and by one order of magnitude in the populat
of the excited sodium atoms.

In the above analysis we utilized the two-level model
the sodium atom and the assumption thatTv5Ta for the
equilibrium distribution of the molecules over the vibration
levels. This corresponds to conditions that can be realized
resonant optical excitation of the 3S23P transition of so-
dium in the indicated mixture. However, under real expe
mental conditions various plasma-chemical processes
take place that alter the population of the N2 vibrational lev-
els and excited states of the sodium atoms. Here let us
strict the discussion to parametric calculations reflecting
influence of the indicated factors. Growth of the vibration
temperature leads to a decrease of inversion in the EE
There exists a criticalTv at which the mobility cannot take
negative values. For the ratio of components of the mixt
corresponding to the minimum value of the negative mob
ity in Fig. 2 for T* 50.7 eV the critical value ofTv;0.4 eV.

Analysis shows that processes of stepwise popula
from the 3P state can play a substantial role in the formati
of the EEDF for highT* ;DE. The nearest levels 4S and
3D, having the largest excitation cross sections, have
greatest influence. Reliable experimental data on these c
sections are still lacking. The available theoretical calcu
tions disagree by an order of magnitude in the near-thresh
energy region, which is the region having the maximum
fect on the formation of the EEDF. In our calculations w
used Ochkur’s calculated cross sections.31 In contrast to the
cross sections given in the review article by Krishnan a
Stumpf,32 Ochkur’s calculated cross sections allow for t
exchange interaction as well as the dipole interaction, wh
leads to a growth of the corresponding cross sections in
near-threshold region by 40260%. Calculation of the EEDF
taking into account processes of stepwise excitation for c
ditions corresponding to the pointM in Fig. 2 shows that for
zero populations of the 4S and 3D levels the mobility does
not take negative values. This is because stepwise excita
increases the electron flux into the thermal energy region
decreases the degree of inversion in the EEDF. Calcula
shows that the EEDF is sensitive to the populations of theS
and 3D levels. The existence range of the negative mobi
is bounded from above byT* ,DE. A detailed analysis of
the influence of these processes could be had within
framework of a self-consistent model of a plasma, wh
goes beyond the scope of this work.

To sum up, we have analyzed the influence of nitrog
on the form of the EEDF in the three-component mixtu
N21 Ar 1 Na. We have shown that a nitrogen admixtu
increases the degree of inversion in the distribution funct
in the region of energies corresponding to the Ramsa
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minimum in the cross section of elastic collisions of the el
trons with the argon atoms. We have found that the ene
range of possible existence of negative electron mobility
the mixture N2 1 Ar 1 Na is extended into the region o
smaller populations of the excited sodium atoms and hig
degrees of ionization of the medium in comparison with
Ar 1 Na mixture.

We would like to express our deep gratitude to V.
Ochkur for calculating the cross sections of stepwise exc
tion in sodium and to L. D. Tsendin for discussion of t
results of this work.
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Excitation of bands of the first negative system of the N 2
1 ion in collisions of N 1 and O1

ions with N 2 molecules

M. R. Gochitashvili and B. I. Kikiani
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Absolute values of the excitation cross sections of the~0,0! bands@for O1(4S), O1(2P)2N2

pairs# and the~0,0!, ~0,1!, ~1,2!, and~2,3! bands@for N1(3P)2N2 pairs# of the first
negative system of the N2

1 ion have been measured in collisions with nitrogen molecules of
nitrogen and oxygen ions in the ground state and in a metastable state in the interval of ion
energies 1210 keV. The process of excitation of the~0,0! band of the first negative system
of the N2

1 ion by oxygen ions in the metastable2P state is of a quasi-resonant character. The
presence in the beam of ions in metastable states was monitored by measuring the excitation
efficiency of the~0,0! bandl3914 Å of the N2

1 ion in different operating regimes of the high-
frequency ion source. For N1 ions in the3P ground state, as the collision frequency is
decreased the relative vibrational population of thev851 andv852 levels of theB2Su

1 state of
the N2

1 ion is observed to deviate strongly from the value calculated in the Franck–Condon
model. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!00404-3#
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1. Excitation processes in ion–molecule collisions in t
energy range from several hundred to several thousand
tron volts are important for an understanding of phenom
taking place in the upper layers of the Earth’s atmospher1,2

in the interaction of particles of the solar wind with the a
mospheric gases of the planets,3 in a gas-discharge plasma
etc. One of the main sources of information about these p
nomena is luminescence in the visible range of the spect
induced in collisions.4–6 In this regard, of first importance i
information about processes of excitation of nitrogen ato
molecules, and ions in collisions of electrons, protons, a
ions of atomic nitrogen and oxygen with nitrogen molecul
In particular, data on cross sections of excitation of the ba
of the first negative system~NS! of the N2

1 ion ~the transition
B2Su

12X2Sg
1) in these collisions are needed.7–10 This is

because the luminescence of the indicated bands in the p
aurora is the most intense and is easily identified.1 In addi-
tion, as was noted in Refs. 1 and 11, cascade transitions
higher-lying levels to vibrational levels of theB2Su

1 state of
the N2

1 ion are not observed and, consequently, such stu
can give information about the population of these levels
the very instant of the collision event.

Results of a study of ion–molecule collisions in the i
dicated energy range are also of significant theoretical in
est. At present there is no commonly accepted opinion of
mechanism of electron–vibrational excitation in these co
sions. In particular, the question of the causes and natur
the deviation of the relative populations of the vibration
levels from the calculated values following from the Franc
Condon~FC! model has received insufficient study.12

In measurements of the cross sections of excitation
emission of molecules by N1 and N1 ion beams it is impor-
tant to know in which states these ions are found. The rea
for this, as was shown, for example, in Ref. 13, is that at
3671063-7842/99/44(4)/6/$15.00
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energiesE;1 keV the cross sections of excitation of th
bands of the first negative system of the N2

1 ion by N1 and
O1 ions in their collisions with N2 molecules can differ by
several orders of magnitude, depending on the state of
impinging ion.

The present paper reports results of measurement
cross sections of the excitation of the bands~0,0! l3914 Å,
~0,1! l4278 Å, ~1,2! l4236 Å, and~2,3! l4200 Å by the N1

ion in the 3P ground state and of the~0,0! band by the O1

ion in the4S ground state and the metastable2P state in their
collisions with N2 molecules in the energy rangeE50.3
210 keV.

2. The measurements were performed on a ma
spectrometer setup by means of optical spectroscopy.
experimental setup and the technique for calibrating the s
tem for recording the optical radiation are described in R
14: a primary particle beam from an rf source, accelerate
the required energy and focused, was mass-analyzed
magnetic mass-analyzer, slit-collimated, and directed i
the collision chamber filled with the investigated target g
The measurements were carried out under single-collis
conditions. The radiation emitted upon excitation of the m
ecules was observed at an angle of 90° with respect to
direction of the primary beam. A spectral analysis of t
radiation was performed with the help of an MDR-2 mon
chromator.

The emission was recorded by an FE´ U-79 photomulti-
plier in the integrating regime. With the aim of reducing th
dark current of the photomultiplier, the photocathode w
cooled by liquid-nitrogen vapors.

One peculiarity of the rf source used is that, depend
on its operating regime, a certain fraction of the N1 and O1

ions are found in metastable states@the states N1(1D,1S,5S)
and O1(2D,2P)#. Therefore, in those cases where it w
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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needed we monitored the composition of the beam and
termined the contribution to the efficiency of excitation
the bands of the first negative system of the N2

1 ion by ions
in metastable states.

3. Inelastic processes with N1 and O1 ions present in
the primary particle beam in metastable states have b
studied by a number of authors.13,15,16In particular, the au-
thors of Ref. 13 measured the absolute cross sections o
citation of the~0,0! l3914 Å band of the N2

1 ion in collisions
of N1, O1, and C1 ions in the ground and metastable sta
with N2 molecules at ion energiesE51 keV.

From these measurements it follows that excitation
the indicated band by oxygen ions in the4S ground state
proceeds with significantly lower efficiency than excitati
by ions in the metastable2D and 2P states~the ratio of the
corresponding cross sections is 1:9:300!. Consequently, even
a small admixture in the primary particle beam of oxyg
ions in metastable states can introduce a substantial err
the measured cross section of excitation of this band by
in the ground state.

In the present study, the presence of ions in metast
states was monitored by measuring the efficiency of exc
tion of the ~0,0! l3914 Å bands of the N2

1 ion for different
operating regimes of the rf source. It follows from the me
surements that in the case of O12N2 collisions the effi-
ciency of excitation of the indicated band decreases sig
cantly when the pressure of the working gas in the rf sou
is increased, and also when the voltage on the rf generat
decreased. This can be explained by a decrease in these
of the fraction of O1 ions in metastable states in the prima
particle beam.

Figure 1 plots the energy dependence, obtained in
present work, of the efficiency of excitation of th
~0,0! l3914 Å band of the N2

1 ion in collisions of the oxygen

FIG. 1. Energy dependence of the efficiency of excitation of the b
~0, 0! l3914 Å of the first negative system of the N2

1 ion for the pair
O12N2 for different pressures of the working gas in the high-frequen
source:1 — P52.431022, 2 — 831022, 3 — 231021 Torr.
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en
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ion with nitrogen molecules at different pressures of t
working gas in the 4f source:P152.431022 Torr, P258
31022 Torr, andP35231021 Torr. By efficiency we mean
the sum of terms, each of which is the product of the cr
section of excitation of the given band by ions in the cor
sponding state by the relative fraction of these ions in
primary particle beam. As can be seen, these curves d
not only in their shape, but also in the overall magnitude
the excitation efficiency. For a fixed energy, as the press
in the rf source is increased the excitation efficiency d
creases.

Control experiments carried out in the present wo
show that at high enough pressures the fraction of ions
metastable states in the primary particle beam reache
minimum. Results of these experiments are plotted in Fig
in the form of a curve of the relative value of the efficien
of excitation of the indicated band plotted as a function
the oxygen pressure in the rf source at ion energ
E52.5 keV. It can be seen that at pressuresP>1021 Torr
the corresponding curve reaches saturation.

Comparison of our data with the data of Ref. 13 sho
that for E51 keV and the oxygen pressure in the rf sour
P152.431022 Torr the excitation efficiency we measure
(s1517310218cm2, curve 1 in Fig. 1! is significantly
greater than the values of the excitation cross section
tained in Ref. 13 for oxygen ions in the4S ground state
(s50.73310218cm2) and the metastable2D state (s56.6
310218cm2) significantly less than for ions in the meta
stable2P state (s5220310218cm2). Consequently, it can
be surmised that the value of the excitation efficiency
obtained is determined to a significant extent by oxygen i
in the metastable2P state~for E51 keV!.

In the present work the presence in the beam of oxy
ions in the metastable2D state was checked in a speci
control experiment. Toward this end, we examined excitat
of the Meinel bands ~3,0! l6874 Å, ~4,1! l7037 Å,
~5,2! l7240 Å~the transitionA2Pu2X2Sg

1) of the N2
1 ion in

O12N2 collisions. It can be surmised that O1(2D) ions will

d

FIG. 2. Dependence of the efficiency of excitation of the~0,0! l3914 Å
band of the N2

1 ion in O12N2 collisions on the working gas pressure in
high-frequency source (E52.5 keV!.
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excite this band with a large efficiency due to the quasire
nant character of the inelastic process

O1~2D !1N2~X1Sg
1!→O~3P!1N2

1~A2Pu!

~energy defectDE'0.06 eV!. The experiments showed tha
in our case the Meinel bands are hardly excited at all, wh
is probably an indication of the absence of oxygen ions in
metastable2D state in the primary particle beam. The sm
fraction of these ions in the primary particle beam in co
parison with O1(2P) ions is due to a peculiarity of the
mechanism of formation of these ions during dissociat
ionization in collisions of electrons with oxygen molecul
in the rf ion source. An analysis of the energy terms of
oxygen molecule and the oxygen molecular ion shows
the most efficient mechanism of formation of dissociati
products in various states is decay of highly excited state
the O2

1 ion in the region of internuclear distances corresp
din g to Franck–Condon transitions. Such states incl
C4Su

2 , III 2Pu , B2Sg
2 , b4Sg

2 , andA2Pu . In the decay of
the C4Su

2 state of the O2
1 ion, ions of atomic oxygen in the

4S ground state and the metastable2P state are formed in the
relative amounts;95% and 5%, respectively.17 Decay of the
III 2Pu state of the O2

1 ion leads to the formation of O1 ions
in the metastable2D and 2P states in the relative amoun
;33 and 66%, respectively.18 Decay of theB2Sg

2 , b4Sg
2 ,

andA2Pu states leads to the formation of ions in the O1(4S)
ground state.18 It follows from the foregoing discussion tha
oxygen ions in the4S ground state make up the main fractio
while oxygen ions in the metastable2P state make up a sma
fraction of the oxygen ions in the primary particle beam a
ions in the metastable2D state are essentially absent.

Using the data of Ref. 13, we can estimate from o
results the fraction of oxygen ions in the4S ground state and
in the metastable2P state in the primary particle beam fo
different values of the pressure of the working gas in the
source. Simple calculations show that the fraction of O1(2P)
ions in the primary particle beam for a pressure of 2
31022 Torr in the rf source is;7.4%, for a pressure of 8
31022 Torr it is ;3.4%, and for a pressure of 231021 Torr
it is 1.4%.

As was already mentioned, the O1(2P) ions make a sub-
stantial contribution to the excitation efficiency as measu
by us. Therefore, the decrease in the excitation efficie
brought about by an increase in the pressure inside th
source is due entirely to a decrease in the fraction of th
ions in the primary beam. The contribution of the metasta
ions to the excitation efficiency also depends substantially
their energy — it decreases as their energy is increased

As the energy of the oxygen ions is increased, the re
tive contribution of the ions found in the4S ground state to
the excitation efficiency noticeably increases. As can be s
from Fig. 1, for the ion energyE510 keV the change in the
excitation efficiency with decrease of the pressure inside
rf source does not exceed;30%.

After determining the fraction of metastable ions in t
primary beam, it is easy to reconstruct the dependence o
cross section of excitation of the~0,0! l3914 Å band by O1

ions in the4S ground state and in the metastable2P state
from the energy dependence of the excitation efficiency~Fig.
o-
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1! by solving some simple algebraic equations. The result
this reconstruction are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that
cross section of excitation of the given band by O1(2P) ions
grows slowly with increasing ion energy. Such an ener
dependence of the cross section is not in accord with
quasiresonant character of excitation of the given band in
inelastic recharging process

O1~2P!1N2~X1Sg
1!→O~3P!1N2

1~B2Su
1!~v850!

~energy defectDE.0.12 eV!. It is possible that this is the
result of neglecting the contribution to the excitation ef
ciency from the O1 ions found in the metastable2D state. As
follows from our estimates, taking the contribution of th
O1(2D) ions to the excitation efficiency into account h
only an insignificant effect~within the limits of experimental
error! on the energy dependence of the cross section of
citation of the ~0, 0! l3914 Å band by O1 ions in the 4S
ground state. This is due to the fact that at higher ion en
gies the contribution of the ions found in the4S ground state
to the excitation efficiency becomes decisive.

An analogous procedure was carried out for the p
N12N2. In this case the contribution of the nitrogen ions
metastable states to the excitation efficiency does not exc
;30%. The energy dependence of the excitation efficienc
completely determined by the nitrogen ions in the grou
state.

Final results of our measurements of the energy dep
dence of the absolute cross sections of excitation of the~0,0!
l3914 Å, ~0,1! l4278 Å, ~1,2! l4236 Å, and~2,3! l4200 Å
bands of the first negative system of the N2

1 ion in collisions
of N1 in the 3P ground state withN2 molecules are plotted
in Fig. 4.

An analysis of the obtained results shows that the in
ence of an admixture of ions in metastable states on
process of excitation of the molecular ion N2

1(B2Su
1) in

N1 O12N2 collisions is substantial in the case of oxyge

FIG. 3. Energy dependence of the excitation cross section of
~0, 0! l3914 Å band for O12N2 collisions:1 — O1(2P), 2 — O1(4S).
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ions in the low-energy end of the investigated energy inter
and is small over the entire energy interval in the case
nitrogen ions.

Errors in the measurement of the absolute cross sect
at the low-energy end of the investigated energy inter
amount to;30% and at the high-energy end, to;20%. The
errors in the relative measurements do not exceed;5% over
the entire interval of investigated energies.

4. The deviation of the populations of the vibration
levels during excitation of theB2Su

1 state of the N2
1 ion in

collisions of various ions with N2 molecules from their val-
ues calculated according to the Franck–Condon model
investigated in earlier works.9,19,20 In the present work this
question is examined with allowance for the presence in
primary particle beam of ions in metastable states.

Our data for the particle pairs N1, O12N2 are plotted in
Fig. 5 in the form of the dependence of the ratio of t
excitation cross sections of the~1,2! and ~2,3! bands to the
excitation cross section of the~0,1! band on the collision
velocity. For comparison, Fig. 5 also plots the values of th
ratios calculated in the Franck–Condon mod
s(1,2)/s(0,1)51.3531021 (I ) and s(2,3)/s(0,1)51.7
31023 (II ).12 These calculations used the Franck–Cond
factors of the unperturbed states of the nitrogen molec
Our results confirm the earlier observed deviation of
population of the excited vibrational levels from the val
calculated in the Franck–Condon model: as the collision
locity is lowered, the relative population of the vibration

FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the excitation cross sections of the ban
the first negative system of the N2

1 ion in N1(3P)2N2 collisions: 1 —
~0,0! l3914 Å,2 — ~0,1! l4278 Å,3 — ~1,2! l4236 Å,4 — ~2,3! l4200 Å.
al
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levels v851 and 2 increases in comparison with the calc
lated value.

Various models of electron-vibrational excitation in co
lisions of ions with N2 molecules were discussed in Ref
20–28. In the range of low and intermediate energies~from
several hundred to several thousand electron volts! the for-
mation of excited molecular states is due to a nonadiab
transition between the potential energy surfaces of the in
and final states of the three-particle system of colliding p
ticles in the region of minimal separation of the surfaces. T
deviation of the relative populations of the high-lying vibr
tional levels from the value calculated in the Franck–Cond
model is possibly due to a violation of the assumptions m
in the calculation: the electron transitions occur instan
neously for a fixed value of the internuclear distance in
molecule when the relative population of the vibrational le
els of the final electron state is determined by the Franc
Condon factors of the unperturbed molecule and is con
quently independent of the collision velocity and the natu
of the impinging ion. However, as was shown in Refs. 2
26, in the region of minimal separation of the potential e
ergy surfaces of the three-particle system of colliding p
ticles vibrational excitation of the molecules takes pla
leading to a redistribution of the populations of the vibr
tional levels of the final state. Of course, it goes witho
saying that in these cases the use of the Franck–Con
factors for the unperturbed molecule requires special care
particular, as was pointed out in these papers, the degre
deviation of the relative populations from their values calc

of

FIG. 5. Dependence of the ratios(v8,v9)/s(0,1) of excitation cross sec
tions of the bands of the first negative system of the N2

1 ion on the velocity
of the ions:1 — s~1,2!/s~0,1!; 2 — s~2,3!/s~0,1! for the pair N12N2, the
N1 ions in the3P ground state;3 — s~1,2!/s~0,1! for the pair O12N2, in
the primary particle beam the O1(2P) ion component is;1.4%; 4 —
s~1,2!/s~0,1! for the pair O12N2, in the primary particle beam the O1(2P)
ion component is;7%.
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lated in the Franck–Condon model depends on the collis
velocity, the specific form of the potential energy surfac
and the quantum number of the excited vibrational level.
be specific, the degree of deviation grows with decreas
the collision velocity and increase of the vibrational quant
number v8. A large deviation of the relative population
from their calculated values is observed in both cases.
example, under conditions of close collisions, when the
pact parameter is of the order of the internuclear distanc
the molecule, momentum transfer of significant magnitud
possible to an individual nucleus of the molecule. In this c
the transition to the excited molecular state originates fro
vibrationally excited initial molecular state. The same res
can be obtained if the system transitions to the final s
directly through an intermediate state20,23 or if the system in
the initial state receives a vibrational excitation due to
strong exchange interaction~causing a stretching of the mo
ecule! with some other near-lying state.24 In this case the
degree of vibrational excitation and, consequently, the de
tion of the relative population from its value calculated in t
Franck–Condon model depend substantially on the reside
time of the system in the intermediate or vibrationally e
cited initial state.23,24

In our case, the main reason for the deviation of
relative population of the vibrational levels in the N12N2

collision from its value calculated in the Franck–Cond
model is the factor of efficient momentum transfer und
conditions of close collisions~the cross sections we mea
sured were small! between identical nuclei — the impingin
N1 ion and one of the two N atoms in the N2 molecule.

Of particular interest, in our opinion, are the results
the O12N2 pair. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that in this ca
a significant deviation of the relative vibrational distributio
from its value calculated in the Franck–Condon model
observed only for a comparatively small admixture~;1.4%!
of O1 ions in the metastable2P state~Fig. 5, curve3!. With

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the potential curves of the system ON2)1: R
is the distance between the primary particle and the center of mass o
molecular target;R1 , R2, andR3 are theR values of closest approach of th
curves of the initial and intermediate, intermediate and final, and initial
final states, respectively.
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increase of the fraction of ions in metastable states in
primary particle beam the population of high-lying vibr
tional levels decreases, especially for small collision velo
ties. For example, for the collision velocityv;1.1
3107 cm/s, as the fraction of O1(2P) ions in the primary
particle beam is increased from;1.4% to ;7% the ratio
s~1,2!/s~0,1! decreases by roughly a factor of two. The po
here is, as was already mentioned, that the process of e
tation of the B2Su

1 state of the N2
1 ion in collisions of

O1(2P) ions with N2 molecules has a quasiresonant char
ter and consequently occurs for large distancesR between
the ion and the center of mass of the molecule. Here i
natural to assume that a weak perturbation of the N2 mol-
ecule can be expected and momentum transfer to one o
atoms does not take place. Therefore, for O1(2P) ions a
distribution of the relative populations of the vibrational le
els similar to the distribution calculated according to t
Franck–Condon model is expected. As the velocity of
ions is decreased, as was already pointed out, the cont
tion of the metastable ions to the efficiency of excitation
the B2Su

1 state of the N2
1 ion grows and the relative popu

lation of the vibrational levels should correspondingly a
proach the distribution calculated in the Franck–Cond
model. Indeed, for the ion velocityv50.763107 cm/s, when
the number of oxygen ions in the metastable2P state in the
primary particle beam is comparatively large,;7% ~Fig. 5,
curve 4!, the ratios ~1,2!/s ~0,1! is 0.14, which is close to
the value calculated in the Franck–Condon model. For
velocity the ratios ~1,2!/s ~0,1! is determined entirely by O1

ions in the metastable2P state. It follows from the above
discussion that a deviation of the relative vibrational popu
tion in O12N2 collisions from its calculated value is onl
observed for O1 ions in the4S ground state. This result ca
be explained by an analysis of the diagram of potential
ergy curves of the system (ON2)1 constructed in the quasi
diatomic approximation.20,29

For the case of O1(4S)2N2(X1Sg
1) collisions, the re-

distribution of vibrational levels~relative to their values cal-
culated in the Franck–Condon model! in the excited molecu-
lar stateB2Su

1 of the N2
1 ion is probably explained by the

influence of the O(3P)2N2
1(X2Sg

1) intermediate state. In
this case, an electronic transition occurs via the given in
mediate state or the vibrationally excited initial molecu
state N2(X1Sg

1). The latter can be vibrationally excited as
result of an exchange interaction of the initial state with t
intermediate state.

We may sum up by enumerating the main results of
present work. In collisions of N1 and O1 ions in their
ground states we have measured the absolute excitation
sections of the~0,0! band ~for the pair O12N2) and the
~0,0!, ~0,1!, ~1,2!, and~2,3! bands~for the pair N12N2) of
the first negative system of the N2

1 ion in the interval of ion
energies 1210 keV. For N1 ions in the3P ground state, as
the collision velocity is decreased a strong deviation of
relative vibrational population of the final state from its val
calculated in the Franck–Condon model is observed w
for O1 ions in the metastable2P state the measured an
calculated values of the vibrational population distributi
are similar.

he

d
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In conclusion, we would like to express our gratitude
V. M. Lavrov for his interest in this work.
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Current–voltage characteristics of underneutralized Knudsen thermionic converters
with electron emission from the collector
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Calculations of the potential distribution4 are used to study the current–voltage~I–V!
characteristics of unneutralized Knudsen thermionic converters with unlimited electron emission
from the collector. It is shown that the optimum work function of the collector satisfies
the condition of unlimited emission. The effect of a number of characteristic parameters of a
converter on its I–V characteristics are studied: the degree of neutralization, the ratio
of the emitter and collector temperatures, and the work functions of the emitter and collector.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!00504-8#
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INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of thermionic converters of thermal in
electrical energy is highest in the Knudsen regime, when
mean free path of the electrons exceeds the interelect
gap. In this regime the emitter is simultaneously a source
electrons and ions~the electrons are produced by thermion
emission and the ions by surface ionization!, and the thermi-
onic converter is a Knudsen diode with surface ionizati
The advantage of the Knudsen regime compared to the
regime for a thermionic converter is the absence of the
ergy losses in and voltage drop across the working
which are necessary in the arc in order to generate io
There is an absolute need for more efficient thermionic c
verters in modern power sources for both space- and gro
based applications.

In practice, the Knudsen regime can be realized eithe
using a binary Cs–Ba filling1 or by building a converter with
a small gap.2

In thermionic converters with Cs–Ba, the barium vap
is used for independent control of the emitter work functi
and, because of the high adsorption energy of barium,
possible to obtain an optimum emitter work function, wh
remaining in the Knudsen regime for interelectrode gapsd of
about 1 mm. On the other hand, when the gap is reduced
possible to raise the cesium vapor pressure while remai
in the Knudsen regime. Ford;20 mm an optimum emitter
work function at a temperature of 1800–2000 K is ensu
by adsorption of cesium on the emitter surface. In this ca
the Knudsen regime is realized without adding barium vap
For a fixed temperature of the collector, its optimum wo
function in the Knudsen regime is such that the elect
emission from its surface is comparable to the electron em
sion form the emitter surface. We note also that a high c
lector emissivity is realized in thermionic converters with
Cs–Ba filling because the collector temperature must be
higher than the barium reservoir temperature~;1000 K! cor-
responding to an optimum barium vapor pressure. Theref
it is important to take the reverse current from the collec
into account when studying the distributions of the poten
3731063-7842/99/44(4)/8/$15.00
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from the current–voltage~I–V! characteristics of thermionic
converters.

The first studies of the effect of electron emission fro
the collector were made by McIntyre.3 However, because o
the large number of parameters and the complexity of
calculations, no systematic data were obtained, and the
culations were done only for a few examples and are actu
only useful for a rough estimate of the effect of emissi
from the collector. A more detailed study of the distributio
of the potential in thermionic converters with unneutraliz
emitting collectors has been made.4

This paper is devoted to a study of the I–V characte
tics, including a detailed analysis of the singular points
these characteristics, and also to a study of the effec
various parameters on the I–V characteristics.

1. One of the important parameters determining the
eration of a thermionic converter in the Knudsen regime
the degree of neutralization

g5
ni

1~0!

ne
1~0!

. ~1!

Here ni
1(0) and ne

1(0) are the densities of the ions an
electrons escaping from the emitter immediately at its s
face. In the unneutralized regimeg , 1. Besidesg there are a
number of other parameters which must be taken into
count in studies of thermionic converters: the ra
Q5TE /TC of the emitter and collector temperatures, and
work functionsxE andxC of the emitter and collector mea
sured in units ofkTe .

In Ref. 4 the calculations were done assuming unlimi
emission from the collector, i.e., it was assumed that
emission from the collector is so high that the flux of ele
trons entering the plasma is limited only by the potent
barrier near the collector and not by its emissivity. It w
found that, as opposed to thermionic converters with a n
emitting collector, in this regime there are no oscillating p
tential distributions. The evolution of the potential distrib
tions as the external voltageu is varied is shown in Fig. 1. As
the voltage is increased, there is a transition from a poten
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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distribution with a virtual collector~anode! ~curve I of Fig.
1! to one with a virtual emitter~cathode! ~curve III ! through
an intermediate type~curve II of Fig. 1!. At the peak of the
virtual collector ~or virtual emitter! the potential reaches
minimum value in the gap. Here and in the following, w
shall use dimensionless values of the potentialsh, measured
in units of kTE /e ~wherek is Boltzmann’s constant ande is
the charge of the electron!. We denote the minimum poten
tial in the interelectrode gap byhm and the plasma potentia
by hp . We shall denote the parameters corresponding to
transition from potential distributions with a virtual collecto
to those with a virtual emitter by the indexa. The pointa
has been analyzed in detail before.4

FIG. 1. The possible types of potential distribution~z is the distance from
the emitter measured in Debye radii!.
e

In calculating the I–V characteristics we use the meth
described in Ref. 4. Firsthp andhm are found at the char
acteristic points on the potential distribution. Two conditio
serve for finding these potentials: quasineutrality in t
plasma and zero total charge in the layer betweenhm and
hp . In order to determine the densities of the correspond
groups of particles~ions from the emitter, electrons from th
emitter, and electrons form the collector! at an arbitrary
point, we have introduced the functionFs . The quasineutral-
ity condition is written in the form

~ni2ne!uh5hp
5F~hp ,hm ,Q!5gFi~hp!

2FeE~hp ,hm!2bFeC~hp ,hm ,Q!50. ~2!

Here ni and ne are the densities of the ions and electron
respectively;b5ne

2(hm)/ne
1(0); ne

2(hm) is the electron
density leaving the collector at the peak of the virtual emit
~or virtual collector!. The contributions to the charge are d
termined through the functionsGs , which for an arbitrary
gap (A,B) are are defined as the integral ofFs over the given
gap interval. The condition that the total charge in the la
@hp ,hm# equal zero has the form

G~hp ,hm ,Q!5gGi~hp ,hm!2GeE~hp ,hm!

2bGeC~hp ,hm ,Q!50. ~3!

The parameterb depends onhm as4

b5Q23/2 exp@~hm2u!Q2xE~Q21!#. ~4!

The forms of the functionsFs and Gs are given in
Ref. 4.

By specifying the external voltageu, it is possible to
determinehp andhm from the solution of Eqs.~2!–~4! and,
from the magnitude of the minimum potential, to calcula
the transferred current. Detailed studies of the I–V char
teristics will be made in the following: Fig. 2 shows a fami
of I–V characteristics for different collector work function
FIG. 2. I–V characteristics for different
xC : I — 0.0, II — 2.0, III — 4.0, IV —
5.3, V — 6.7, VI — 7.6, VII — 8.6;
g50.1, xE515, Q52.
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xC . On the I–V characteristic corresponding toxC57.6
~curveVI!, three characteristic points are indicated: the po
a, as well as points corresponding to the passage thro
zero of the collector potentialhC ~point 1! and the plasma
potential~point 2!.

2. As a rule, the points1 and 2 lie to the right of the
point a on the I–V characteristic, so we shall concentrate
analysis specifically on the regionu.ua , which corre-
sponds to a potential distribution with a virtual cathode.
has been shown5 that for the quasineutrality of the plasm
and the collector potential jump to match, the following co
dition must be satisfied:

d

dh
~ni2ne!uh5hp10,0. ~5!

h5hp10 has been chosen because for a potential
tribution with a virtual emitter, the transition from
quasineutral plateau in the anode region must be accom
nied by an increase in the potential, i.e., we must havehC

>hp . We shall refer to the condition~5! as the differential
criterion.

In examining solutions including the reflection of ion
from the collector sheath, we shall use yet another, m
rigid criterion for the correctness of the solution. Let us co
sider an arbitrary point with potentialh and the function
G(h) given by

G~h!5E
hm

h

~ni~h!2ne~h!!dh. ~6!

Here and in the following, for convenience we shall omit t
argumentshm andQ in the functionsF andG. The function
G(h) is related to the electric field strength at the point w
potentialh, E(h), by the equation4

G~h!52E2~h!/2. ~7!

It follows from Eq. ~7! that the functionG must be less
than or equal to zero, i.e.

G~h!<0. ~8!

We shall refer to Eq.~8! as the integral criterion. Equa
tion ~8! has to be used along with the differential criterion f
the following reasons: criterion~5! is local and makes it pos
sible to verify the correctness of the solution only in t
nearest neighborhood of the boundary point of the quasin
trality region. Sinceni5ne in the quasineutrality region
when condition~5! is satisfied the anode layer near the p
teau is enriched in electrons, i.e.,ni,ne . However, when
the collector potential is positive, the total density (ni2ne)
can change sign in the anode region and, although Eq.~5! is
satisfied, the total charge in the layer between the plasma
some point in the anode region~the functionG! turn out to
be positive.

The I–V characteristics were calculated assuming unl
ited emission from the collector. Evidently, for high collect
work functionsxC this condition fails. For each point on th
I–V characteristics we can find a limiting valuexC

` corre-
sponding to unlimited emission. This value is found from t
condition hC5hp , since if xC.xC

` , then hC,hp and the
t
gh

e

t

-

s-

a-

re
-

u-

-

nd

-

unlimited emission condition is violated. We shall do th
calculations assuming thathC5hp . Calculations4 show that
at the pointa the plasma potential is negative. Therefo
even in the neighborhood of that point, forxC5xC

` the in-
equality hC,0 holds, i.e., ions are not reflected from th
potential jump near the collector. However, ifxC is small, it
may turn out to be positive and in this case it is necessar
take reflection of the ions into account. We denote the va
of the work function of collector corresponding to the co
dition hC50 by xC

r ; if xC,xC
r , then ions are reflected from

the potential jump at the collector. BothxC
` andxC

r depend
on u.

Therefore, each point on the I–V characteristic cor
sponds to a range of values of the collector work functio
@xC

r ,xC
`#, such that ifxC lies within this interval, then the

condition of unlimited emission is satisfied and the ions
not reflected. In this case it is not necessary to change
expression forFi in Eq. ~2! and, therefore, the correspondin
formula for Gi . This, in turn, means that if the calculation
have been done assuminghC5hp(xC5xC

`), thenhp andhm

are the same for allxC within this interval. In this case the
I–V characteristic is independent ofxC , i.e., it is universal.

Note that similar considerations can be applied to
region to the left of the pointa. Since in this case the col
lector is in contact not with the quasineutrality region b
with a virtual collector, the work functionxC

` corresponds to
having hC5hm ; as before, the value ofxC

r corresponds to
having hC50. The parametersxE , xC , u, and hC are re-
lated by the simple equation4

xE2xC1u5hC . ~9!

For a given value ofu, xC
r andxC

` are found by substi-
tuting hC50 and hC5hp in Eq. ~9! for a virtual emitter
(hC50 and hC5hm for a virtual collector!; hp(u) and
hm(u) are found by solving Eqs.~2!–~4!. It is clear from
Fig. 3, which showsxC

r andxC
` as functions of the voltageu,

that for large negative voltages, the interval@xC
r ,xC

`# is quite
wide. Then, thexC

r are small.

FIG. 3. xC
r ~1! andxC

` ~2! as functions ofu for g50.01,xE515, andQ52.
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When constructing the universal I–V characteristic
the region of a virtual emitter, the work function of the co
lector was not assumed to be constant, but for eachu the
value ofxC was chosen to be equal toxC

` , in order to satisfy
the conditionhC5hp . At each point of the I–V character
istic a test was made to see if criterion~5! is satisfied. The
point where condition~5! is violated is the boundary fo
existence of solutions of this type. We shall denote its
rameters by the indexv. The statev is determined from the
condition that forhC5hp ,

d

dh
~ni2ne!uh5hp

50. ~10!

At this time the derivative changes sign, and foru.uv

no solutions with a potential plateau exist. The parameter
the point v2hmv , hpv and uv , can be found using the
condition~10!. Adding condition~10! to Eqs.~2! and~3!, we
obtain a system of three equations which can be written
the form

A1g1B1b1C150, A2g1B2b1C250,

A3g1B3b1C350 ~11!

with the coefficients

A15exers~2hp!, B15exers~Qd!22 exp~Qd!,

C152exp~hm!•exers~d!;

A252exers~2hp!1
1

~2php!1/2
,

B25Q•exers~ud!22 exp~Qd!2
1

~pQd!1/2
,

C25exp~hm!•S exers~d!2
1

~pd!1/2D ;

A35Ir ~2hp!2Ir ~2hm!,

B352
1

Q
~ Ir ~ud!1122 exp~Qd!!,

C35exp~hm!•~ Ir ~d!21!.

Hered5hp2hm , exers(x)5exp(x)•„2erf(x1/2)… ,

erf~x!5
2

p1/2E0

x

exp~2t2!dt, Ir ~x!5E exers~x!dx.

In Eq. ~11! the coefficients with subscript 1 correspon
to the functionsFs , those with subscript 2, to derivatives o
theFs , and those with subscript 3, to the functionsGs . The
solution of Eq. ~11! gives the parameters of the pointv.
Some calculated parameters of the pointv corresponding to
xE515 are listed in Table I.

Calculations of the I–V characteristic in the virtual em
ter region on the assumption thathC5hp showed thathp is
negative along the entire segment of the I–V characteri
from the pointa to the pointv for arbitraryg. Thus in the
-

of

in

ic

virtual emitter region there is always a range of the collec
work function,@xC

r ,xC
`#, for which the I–V characteristic is

universal.
The statev corresponds to an extreme value of the c

lector work function,xCv
` . Given our assumption thathC

5hp , we can obtain an expression forxCv
` from Eq. ~9!:

xCv
` 5xE2hpv1uv .

If xC is much greater thanxCv
` , the condition for unlim-

ited emission is violated for allu. WhenxC is slightly greater
than xCv

` , in the region (ua ,uv) there is a small range o
voltages within which this condition is satisfied. Evidentl
when the condition for unlimited emission is violated, osc
latory potential distributions develop. AsxC increases, there
is a transition to the developed oscillatory potential distrib
tions typical of operation with a nonemitting collector.

Let us see to what extent the condition for unlimite
emission is satisfied in the optimum Knudsen regime fo
thermionic converter with Cs–Ba filling. This sort of therm
onic converter has been optimized without self-consistent
counting for the effect of the electrons emitted from the c
lector on the potential distribution.1 Let us consider a typica
example for a high temperature thermionic converter:TE

52200 K, TC51100 K (TE /TC52), gap lengthd51 mm,
and optimum cesium vapor pressurePCs5231022 Torr. In
this case, the optimum electrode work functions werexE

0

53.42 eV (18.06kT) andxC
0 51.85 eV (9.77kT). The ratio

xE
0/xC

0 51.85, which is somewhat smaller thanTE /TC . For
the givenxE

0 with g50.2,xCv
` equals 10.05, and withg50.1,

xCv
` 510.38. Therefore, if the collector work function is les

than the optimum, then in the underneutralized regime
condition for unlimited emission is obviously satisfied. A
analysis showed that this conclusion is valid for other te
peratures of the emitter and collector, as well.

3. We now proceed to a study of the portion of the I–
characteristic where ion reflection is important. The I–
characteristics must be calculated for fixed values of the
lector work functionxC . In order for the condition of unlim-
ited emission to be satisfied in the virtual emitter region, it
necessary thatxC be less thanxCv

` . It is clear from Fig. 3
that for u5uv the value ofxC

r , which we shall denote by
xCv

r , is very close toxCv
` . If we choose a value ofxC less

than xCv
r , then for someu the value ofxC turns out to be

equal toxC
r . As an example, the dashed linexC57.5 in Fig.

3 intersects thexC
r (u) curve atu527.5. At this time the

collector potentialhC changes sign and ion reflection sets
I–V characteristics were calculated for a number of v

ues ofxC within the intervalxCa
r ,xC,xCv

r . xCa
r is found

from the condition that at the time when the plasma pas
through statea, the potential of the collector surface pass
through zero. ForhC50 and u5ua , Eq. ~9! yields xCa

r

TABLE I.

Q52 Q53

uv hpv hmv uv hpv hmv

g50.01 25.15 20.10 24.82 28.65 20.05 24.73
g50.1 26.27 20.12 22.61 29.39 20.06 22.51
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5xE1ua . Including ion reflection makes the formula for th
ion density depend onhC :

Fi~h,hC!55
2exers~2h!2exp~2hC!

3exers~hC2h!, h,0,

2 exp~2h!2exp~2hC!

3exers~hC2h!, h>0.

~12!

The formula forGi also changes. As before, the I–
characteristic was constructed by solving the system of E
~2!–~4! using the appropriate formulas forFi andGi . At the
time hC passes through zero, the ion density increases
idly and additional neutralization of the electron spa
charge occurs, so that there is a sharp rise in the current
a bend is seen in the I–V characteristic~point 1 of Fig. 2!.
Here the voltage at point1, u1, is found from the condition

u15xC2xE , ~13!

which corresponds to the contact potential difference.
In Fig. 2 one can see the envelope and the parts of

I–V characteristic corresponding to the different values
xC which are characteristic of all I–V characteristics. T
work function of the collector influences the I–V characte
istic, despite the unlimited emission from the collector, b
cause of ion reflection and the strong effect of the ion den
on the potential distribution and onhm .

4. The following feature of the I–V characteristic show
up in the neighborhood of the transition through zero of
plasma potentialhp . During the calculation each point of th
I–V characteristic was checked to see if the differential c
terion ~5! was satisfied there, i.e., the sign ofd(ni2ne)/dh
was determined. The calculations showed that for sm
negative values ofhp a situation arises in whichd(ni

2ne)/dh changes sign, i.e., there is an approach to an
treme solution of the type which occurs at the pointv, with
the difference that in this case, this solution takes into
count the reflections of ions from a barrier at the collect
The corresponding point is an extremum in the lower bra
of the I–V characteristic~Fig. 4! which corresponds to a
negative plasma potential.

FIG. 4. An example of a segment of a I–V characteristic forg50.1, xE

515, andQ52 in the neighborhood of point2 for two values ofxC : I —5.5
and II — 7.5.
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Besides solutions with a negativehp , there are solutions
with a virtual emitter for positivehp ~the upper branch of the
I–V characteristic!. An analysis showed that the extremu
point on this branch is determined by a solution withhp

50. At this point the differential criterion is violated whe
the outer boundary of the virtual emitter and the quasin
trality region are matched. In the neighborhood of the e
trema in the upper and lower branches there is a rangeu
where two solutions of the system of Eqs.~2!–~4! can be
found. These solutions are formal and it is still necessary
verify that the integral criterion~8! is satisfied for them.

The upper and lower branches always intersect. We s
denote the point of intersection as point2. The portion of a
I–V characteristic in the neighborhood of point2 is shown in
Fig. 4. All the possible formal solutions are indicated in th
figure. At point2, itself, for a given current~i.e., for a single
value of hm) and a single collector potential, there are tw
solutions with different values ofhp of which the smaller is
negative and the larger, positive.

We now apply criterion~8! to verify the correctness o
the formal solutions in the neighborhood of point2. It is
evident that criterion~8! must be satisfied for all points in th
anode region, as well as for the points in the outer portion
a virtual emitter. If at some point betweenhm and hC the
functionG(h).0, then the corresponding potential distrib
tions cannot exist. Detailed studies showed that criterion~8!
is violated only in a small neighborhood of point2.

Let us consider the solutions corresponding to the up
branch of the I–V characteristic in the neighborhood of po
2. In this case, criterion~8! is violated in the outer part of the
virtual emitter. Figure 5b shows plots ofF(h) andG(h) in
the interval (hm ,hp) corresponding to point2 on the I–V
characteristic forxC57.5. It is clear that, besides the poin
hp , there is yet another point within this interval whereF
andG go simultaneously to zero. The potential at this po
is negative and equal to the plasma potential for the solu
corresponding to the lower branch at point2. For a small
shift to the left along the upper branch from point2 G(h) is
positive within some range of values ofh lying within this
interval; that is, the integral criterion is violated and the fo
mal solution is not a solution to the problem. FunctionsF(h)
and G(h) of this type, which correspond to the pointa in
Fig. 4, are shown in Fig. 5a. Calculations showed that o
the entire segment of the I–V characteristic to the left
point 2, the solutions do not satisfy criterion~8!. To the right
of point 2, G is negative and the integral criterion is n
violated, as illustrated in Fig. 5b, which corresponds to po
b of Fig. 4.

In the upper branch at point2 and to the left of it, the
function F(h) goes to zero three times within the interv
(hm ,hp) ~Fig. 5a and 5b!. The zeros ofF correspond to
extrema ofG. The two outermost extrema are minima ofG,
while the middle extremum is a maximum. If we choose
point on the upper branch lying to the right of point2, then
two variants are possible: eitherF(h) has three zeroes
within the interval, as before, and all the extrema ofG are
negative~this case occurs immediately adjacent to point2!,
or F(h) goes to zero once andG has a negative minimum a
the corresponding point~Fig. 5c! and is always increasing o
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the segment from the minimum point to the pointhp . In
both cases, at the right boundary of the interval (hm ,hp) the
functionG goes to zero by definition. The boundary point
the upper branch,u* , corresponds to the functionG going to

FIG. 5. F ~1! andG ~2! as functions ofh for the upper branch wheng50.1,
xE515, Q52, andxC57.5; u56.66 ~a!, 6.60 ~b!, and 6.55~c!.
zero at the maximum, and this means that here the funct
F and G go simultaneously to zero; i.e., this is a potent
distributi on with a plateau whose potential lies within th
interval (hm ,hp). The calculations showed that the potent
of this plateau is always negative. Thus, for a givenhm ,
there are two solutions with different plasma potentials a
the pointu* corresponds to the intersection point of the u
per and lower branches~point 2!.

A similar examination of the solutions on the lowe
branch showed that to the right of point2, G(h) becomes
positive in the neighborhood of the jump at the collect
Figure 6 shows plots ofG(h) for different points on the
lower branch of the I–V characteristic forh>hp . CurveI in
Fig. 6 corresponds to point2 and curvesII and III corre-
spond to pointsc and d in Fig. 4, which lie on the I–V
characteristic to the right of point2 with curveIII belonging
to the extremum point on the lower branch. It is clear fro
curvesII andIII that there is a region where the functionG is
positive. Our calculations show that to the left of point2 on
the lower branch the integral criterion is satisfied eve
where. Thus, the formal solutions of the system of Eqs.~2!–
~4! can not be regarded as solutions to our problem eve
where, even when condition~5! is satisfied: on the lower
branch the solutions lie to the left of point2 and on the upper
branch, to the right. The formal solutions of Eqs.~2!–~4!
which do not satisfy the integral condition are indicated
the dashed lines in Fig. 4. The I–V characteristic is sin
valued and continuous; at point2 there is only a bend in the
I–V characteristic, while the plasma potential changes d
continuously at this point.

The curvesF(h) and G(h) in Figs. 5 and 6 are for
g50.1, xE515, Q52, and xC57.5. An examination of
these curves over a wide range of these parameters sho
that they have a similar form.

The effect ofxC on the I–V characteristic was studie
over a wide range of variation in the degree of neutralizat
g. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the calculations forg50.1
~curvesIV–VII!.

FIG. 6. Plots ofG(h) for the lower branch withg50.1,xE515, Q52, and
xC57.5; u526.60 ~I!, 26.58 ~II !, and26.56 ~III !.
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If xC,xCa
r , then ion reflection and the departure of t

I–V characteristic from the envelope set in to the left
point a and the transition from a virtual collector to a virtu
emitter occurs on the branch with reflection. Figure 2 sho
I–V characteristics for a number of values ofxC smaller
thanxCa

r ~curvesI–III !. It is clear that the I–V characteristi
to the right of the reflection point moves to some part bel
the envelope. This is because of a change in the rela
contribution to the total current from the flux of collecto
electrons to the emitter compared to the flux of emitter el
trons to the collector.

5. When emission takes place from the collector, t
I–V characteristic depends on many parameters:g, Q, xE ,
xC , andTE . As the above remarks imply,TE enters only as
a unit for measuring the potentials, whilexC affects the I–V
characteristic only because of ion reflections.

Let us consider the dependence of the I–V character
on the emitter work function. We assume that the calcu
tions have been done and the I–V characteristic constru
for some fixed value ofxE5xE

f . It has been shown4 that the
voltage at pointa is given by

ua5~ha2xE!•~121/Q!2 lnQ/Q, ~14!

while at the pointa the potentialha is independent of the
emitter work functionxE and is determined only byg andQ.
On going to a new value ofxE , ha remains unchanged
while the voltage at pointa is given by

ua5ua
f 52~xE2xE

f !•~121/Q!. ~15!

Here ua
f is the voltage at pointa for xE5xE

f . It can be
shown that the other points of the segment of the I–V ch
acteristic where there is no ion reflection also shift to
same value. This simplifies the problem of calculating
I–V characteristic for otherxE .

Suppose the I–V characteristic has been calculated
some valuexC5xC8 of the collector work function. Then the
onset of ion reflection corresponds to point1, at which the
voltage isu185xC8 2xE

f @in accordance with Eq.~13!#. In or-
der for point1 to move the same distance as pointa on going
to the new value ofxE ~i.e., in order for the distance betwee
these two points to remain unchanged!, it is necessary to
change the collector work function so that

xC2xC8 5~xE2xE
f !/Q. ~16!

It can be shown that, in the ion reflection region, f
these two I–V characteristics~one constructed forxE

f and
xC8 , the other forxE and xC) at points located the sam
distance from pointa, the potential distribution and, there
fore, the transferred currents are the same. Thus, if asxE

varies we varyxC according to Eq.~16!, then the I–V char-
acteristic shifts as a whole along theu axis by an amount
ua2ua

f and all the calculations can be done for a fixed va
of xE5xE

f . For the following calculations we have chose
xE

f 515.
In the calculations shown below the collector work fun

tion was chosen to be close to optimal from the condit
xE /xC5TE /TC , 1 i.e., xC5xE /Q. It is interesting to note
that in this caseu1 lies within the range (ua ,uv), and is
always roughly in the middle of this interval.
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Figure 7 illustrates the effect ofQ on the I–V character-
istic. Studies showed that for allg, asQ is reduced the char-
acteristic shifts to the right and the current at point2 is al-
most unchanged while the current at point1 drops. Asu is
increased, the curve approaches saturation. The magnitude
the saturation current is independent ofQ and equals the
corresponding quantity for a nonemitting collector. This is
easy to understand, since when the collector voltage is i
creased there is a large jump in the potential and electro
from the collector cannot overcome this barrier and affect th
potential distribution near the emitter.

When studying the effect ofg on the I–V characteristic
it is convenient to take the current relative to the saturatio
current j s . The corresponding I–V characteristics are show
in Fig. 8. It is clear that, on one hand, reducingg causes an
increase in the absolute magnitude of the open circuit voltag
uxx , while, on the other, for currents close to the saturatio
current, it causes the I–V characteristic to shift to the righ
As a result, I–V characteristics corresponding to differentg
and a single value ofQ intersect one another, with the inter-
section point always lying at currents between 0.2 and 0
and between the singular points1 and 2. The existence of
such a universal point for I–V characteristics with differentg
may be useful for the analysis of experimental I–V charac
teristics.

Studies showed that the I–V characteristics are ver
similar to one another in the reverse current region. If w
superimpose the open circuit points for a fixed value ofQ
and differentg, then the I–V characteristics in the reverse
current region will be close to one another. Thus, one of ou
major conclusions is the following: in an underneutralized
thermionic converter with unlimited electron emission from
the collector, a change in the saturation current in the fo
ward branch should be accompanied by a proportion
change in the current in the reverse branch. This proportio
ality exists because the electronic charges in the virtual em
terregion~on the forward branch! and in the virtual collector
region ~on the reverse branch! are neutralized by the same
ions. A comparison between the reverse current portions
experimental I–V characteristics from thermionic converter

FIG. 7. I–V characteristics for differentQ: I — 1.6, II — 1.8, III — 2.0,
IV — 2.2,V — 2.4,VI — 2.6,VII — 2.8,VIII — 3.0; g50.01,xE515, and
xC5xE /Q.
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FIG. 8. I–V characteristics for differentg: I —
0.01,II — 0.02,III — 0.05,IV — 0.1,V — 0.2;
xE515, Q51.6, andxC5xE /Q59.375.
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with a Cs–Ba filling and the theoretical curves confirms t
conclusion.

CONCLUSION

We have performed systematic calculations of the I
characteristics of thermionic converters in the underneut
ized regime assuming unlimited electron emission from a
collector. We have analyzed a number of singular points
the I–V characteristic associated both with the onset of
reflection from the collector potential jump and with th
plasma potential’s passing through zero. It has been sh
that the I–V characteristic is everywhere single valued a
continuous. The effect of various parameters on the form
the I–V characteristic has been investigated.

The calculations were done subject to a number of
sumptions. As usual, it was assumed that all the char
particles which reach one or another electrode are abso
there. It was assumed that there is no trapping of char
particles in a potential well. This assumption has been
cussed and justified elsewhere.4

It was, furthermore, assumed that the electrodes ha
uniform work function. The electrodes actually have a spo
structure. This should lead to some difference between
s

l-
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n
d
f

s-
d
ed
ed
s-

a
y
e

experimental and theoretical I–V characteristics. All of t
bends obtained near the singular points of the theoretical
characteristics are smoothed out. For example, ion reflec
begins when the spot on the collector with the lowest wo
function has a potential equal to zero. As the collector p
tential is raised, spots with a higher work function will ope
up and the ion reflection process will become smooth. N
ertheless, a comparison of experimental I–V characteris
with the theoretical ones can be used to evaluate the m
parameters of the thermionic converter operating regime
can then be used for quantitative diagnostics of hot-collec
Knudsen thermionic converters.
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Self-consistent development and fractal structure of leader discharges along a water
surface
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Ideas regarding the development of single- and multichannel leader discharges over water
surfaces are generalized on the basis of experimental data.1,2 The Ohmic conductivity of water is
found to be manifested in the self consistency of their dynamics and fractal structure. The
fractal dimensionality of a single-channel leader discharge is found to be 0.9660.05 and that of
a multichannel discharge to be 1.8560.05. Mechanisms are proposed for the branching of
leader discharge channels and for the development of bifurcations from branches and channels.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!00604-2#
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Single- and multichannel leader discharges over wa
surfaces similar to Lichtenberg figures have been studied
the author.1–3 The Ohmic conductivity of water was found t
cause a nonlinearity in theR(t)C-discharge circuit and a
one-to-one correspondence between the channel lengths
the current passing through them, and that, as a whole
discharge develops in a self-consistent manner. Given
multiplicity of elements in the structure of discharges of th
type, the self consistency of their development must a
have an effect on their structure. This paper is devoted
study of the structure of leader discharges over water
faces and its relationship to the dynamics of their devel
ment based on the earlier experimental work.1,2

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experimental setups of Refs. 1 and 2 are sketche
Fig. 1a and 1b. They consisted of a cell with water~1!, a
storage capacitorC50.1mF ~2!, an anode in the form of a
wire 0.0075 cm in diameter or a tip with that radius~3!, and
a cathode~4!. A detailed description of the setup and dia
nostic methods is given in the earlier papers. Both exp
ments used the same range of initial voltages on the cap
tor (U05326 kV!, conductivity of the water (.1
31024V21

• cm21), length of the air gap between the ano
and water surface (0.1–0.3 cm, depending onU0), and depth
of immersion of the cathode below the water surfac
(.0.3 cm!. Only the types of cathode were different. In Re
1 a one dimensional cathode consisting of a wire 8 cm lo
with a diameter of 0.16 cm was used~Fig. 1a! and in Ref. 2,
a flat, circular cathode with a diameter of 7 cm~Fig. 1b!.
This resulted in a substantially different distribution of t
electric field at the water’s surface. In the first case a sing
channel discharge develops and in the second, a multic
nel discharge~Fig. 2!. In both cases, however, the charac
of theR(t)C-circuits and their nonlinearity were determine
by the resistance of the layer of water above the cathode
their electrical characteristics varied with time in a quali
tively similar fashion.1,2
3811063-7842/99/44(4)/6/$15.00
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After a voltageU0 was applied to the anode, a pulse
corona developed in the air at its tip. As the corona leng
ened and reached the water’s surface, the current in the
cuit rose and the discharge channel contracted and grew
ward the surface of the water. The potential jump at
water’s surface at the time the current channel reached
water initiated the formation of several radial leader chann
in the plasma spot on the water. As they developed, the
of the spot increased, as well as that of the layer of wa
above the cathode through which the current flowed. T
reduced the resistance of the layer and caused the curre
rise further. As the current rose, and, therefore, the po
dissipated in the circuit increased, the resistance of the
charge channel in the air and the resistance of the lea
channels fell; this reduced the voltage drop across them
sustained the potentials at their tips, enabling them to m
onward.1 This, in turn, ensured a further increase in the c
rent. Naturally, in the case of the one-dimensional cath
this occurred only for the channel that developed above
except during the beginning of the discharge, when the c
ditions for all the channels were similar. This sort of one-
one correspondence between the channel lengthsl and the
currenti in them, which can be regarded as a positive fe
back, was maintained until the potentials of the tip and
water below it were no longer equal owing to the rise in t
voltage drop across the leader channel. At that timetM , the
leader stopped and its length and the current throug
reached their peak values (l M andi M). From this time on, the

FIG. 1. A sketch of the experimental apparatus:~a! single-channel and~b!
multichannel leader discharges.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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power losses in the expanding channel exceeded the p
released there. The disruption of the power balance in
leader channel caused the plasma to decay, especially i
tip, where the losses are greater. This caused a contractio
the channel length and accelerated the current drop bec
of an l , i -correspondence which set in as a negative fe
back. Thus, the individual channels and the entire struc
of the discharge as a whole develop only during the st
when the current is rising with positive feedback between
channel length and the current passing through it.1,2

FIG. 3. A sketch of the interaction of a leader tip with the residual char
leaders~a! moving toward the emitter and~b! moving toward the collector.

FIG. 2. Single-channel~a! and multichannel~b! leader discharges (U056
kV! and the coarse structure~c! of a multichannel leader discharge from th
photograph of~b!. Scale 1:1.
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The final structure of a multichannel discharge cons
of 3–6 initial channels, their branches, and their subbranc
and those of the channels.2 In accordance with an analysis o
the dynamics of the channel development in Ref. 2, in t
case two channels1 and2 ~sectorsw1 andw2 of Fig. 2b and
2c! appear synchronously and then channel3 ~sectorw3),
completing the formation of a stable initial electrosta
structure. Here the first two initial channels developed ra
ally in one half plane and the third channel, in the other h
plane. This is related to the axial symmetry of the anode fi
at the water’s surface and its dominant role in the init
development of the channels. The first bifurcations of
channels are, respectively,w1.w2.80 deg and w3

.140 deg. However, the angles of the later bifurcations
close to 40–50 deg for all the channels, and the final str
ture of the branches of the first two initial channels occup
a sectorw11w2.180 deg. This all indicates that, with dis
tance from the anode, the local field in front of the tips of t
channels affects the discharge structure; this field is rand
and causes the differences in the channel developm
Therefore, the discharge structure is formed by the motion
the initial channels and their branching as they move un
the influence of the central and local electric fields.

Channel branching is fundamentally intrinsic to e
tended discharges in air, but its mechanism has appare
not been specially studied. Bazelyan and Razhanskii4 have
considered the branching of a streamer as the developm
with time, of a second streamer on its side when the ra
field strength exceeds 150 kV/cm and the effective poten
10 kV. In our case, these magnitudes are not so high
photographs show that the branches of the final bifurcati
have roughly the same lengths, which suggests that
branches develop at the same time. Thus, another mecha
for branching must be invoked. Schonland5 considered the
cause of the convolution and branching of discharge ch
nels to be the space charge in front of them, but did
propose a specific mechanism.

The data of Refs. 1 and 2 indicate that the reason
leader branching is the splitting of its tip owing to flattenin
of its initially hemispherical shape with radiusr 0 because of
the interaction between its charge and the residual charg
the same sign in front of the tip which accumulates as the
moves~Fig. 3a!. The flattening of the tip causes regions wi
radiusr 1,r 0 to appear at the channel edge near the gen
trices of the channel where the field strength is higher tha
the center of the tip along the channel axis. Since the ve
ity depends on the field strength, with the passage of time
central part of the front of the tip will slow down, while th
peripheral regions will accelerate. Finally, this leads to bif
cation. Let us evaluate the feasibility of this mechanism
comparing the average time interval for leader branch
with the calculated time required for a residual positi
charge equal to the charge in the tip to develop ahead of
tip based on the proposed mechanism and the experime
conditions. The residual charge ahead of the tip is a con
quence of the corona discharge from the tip and its mag
tude should be determined by the corona currenti k and the
branching timeDt. When the leader finishes developing, t
potentialw.2 kV at its tip1 is roughly the same as the ign
:
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tion ~quenching! potential for corona in air andi k.1
31026 A.6 The chargeqh at the tip, however, is determine
by its potential and capacitanceCh with respect to the cath
ode. For a diameter of the last centimeter of the leader len
l k close to the diameter of the tip,Bh.131022 cm, a water
layer of thicknessd.0.3 cm, and a dielectric permittivity fo
water of «.80, the capacitance of this centimeter-lo
leader is

Ch.
«Bh• l k

4p•d
.2310213F.

Since essentially only the tip, i.e., a segment of
leader of length.1022 cm, interacts with the residua
charge, we haveCh.2310215 F. Forwh.2 kV, its charge
and the branching time will be

qh5Chwh.4310212C, Dt5
qh

i k
.431026 s.

In the initial stage of the development of the leader,wh

.6 kV and, sinceq}w0 while i k}w0
2,6 in this caseDt.1

31026 s. At the same time, judging from Fig. 2a, the t
split 5–6 times in the last centimeter of the leader and 3
times in the first centimeter while they traveled, respective
for .10 and.1ms.1 Thus, the average branching times
the end and at the beginning of leader development were.2
and .0.3ms, respectively, which are of the same orders
magnitude as the times calculated above.

Similarly, in the case of a negative leader moving towa
the anode, a negative residual charge will develop ahea
the tip and inhibit its motion~Fig. 3b!. However, the lower
mass of electrons will promote a higher transverse~relative
to the trajectory of the leader! lability of this discharge. And
in this case, first of all, the tip will split up faster and, secon
the deflection angles of its trajectory~without splitting! will
be smaller. Smaller amounts of branching and convolution
the channels of leaders moving toward the anode have a
ally been observed.7

As noted above, one consequence of the branch
mechanism proposed here is fluctuations in the axial velo
of the leader. This has also been observed experiment4

and confirms the existence of a branching mechanism a
ciated with splitting of the leader tip. During splitting with
out neighboring charges, parts of the tip will tend to mo
apart in diametrically opposite directions, as suggested
the first bifurcation angle ofw3.140 deg. Later when the
tips split, the resulting branches already have neighbors
their electrostatic interaction reduces the bifurcation ang
to 40–50 deg. In addition, the electrostatic interaction of
tips of three successive branches of a single channel, w
form a fan~Fig. 2!, makes the central branch tend to mo
rectilinearly, so it has better conditions for further develo
ment. At the same time the side branches will inevita
compete with the branches of neighboring channels and h
a higher probability of ceasing. This determines the symm
try of the structure of a branch with respect to its channel
the regularity of the discharge structure along the perime
Under actual conditions, the splitting of a tip and its traje
tory are also affected by external random factors~films, mi-
th
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croscopic particles on the water’s surface! which disrupt the
regularity of the discharge structure. Thus, a set of cause
effect factors, including the flattening of a tip and the depe
dence of the velocity of its front on its radius, as well
some random interactions of the tips, determine the stoc
ticity of the process by which the discharge structure
formed.

It has been found2 that the bifurcations from the chan
nels and branches develop normal to them and with a d
relative to the movement of the tips. Given thattM.20ms in
a single-channel discharge and bifurcations are present a
almost the entire channel length~Fig. 2a!, while tM.4 ms in
a multichannel discharge, while bifurcation is observed o
at the base of the channels~Fig. 2b!, we conclude that the
time constant for formation of the bifurcations is<4 ms un-
der these conditions. The fact that bifurcations develop in
depth of the structure and normal to its elements indica
that their development is entirely controlled by the local fie
and not by the anode field.

As can be seen from Fig. 2a and 2b, bifurcations deve
against a background of a diffuse luminosity along the ch
nels, i.e., in the boundary layer of a nonequilibrium plasm
Their appearance and regularity (D l .531022 cm! can be
ascribed to the fact that they are initiated by bunches of i
in the longitudinal ion acoustic oscillations excited by t
fluctuating motion of the leader tips. As noted above, the fi
centimeter of the tip channel length is covered over a ti
Dt&1 ms, and it splits up 3–4 times (n53 –4!, i.e., the fre-
quency of the fluctuations in the tip velocity isv
5(2pn)/(Dt).23107 s21. Assuming that the ion tempera
ture is less than the electron temperature, i.e.,Ti,Te.0.3
eV,4 we find the ion sound speed and wavelength of
longitudinal ion oscillations to be8

Ch5S Te1 5
3Ti

M i
D .23105 cm/s,

and

l i5
Ci•2p

v
.631022 cm.

This wavelength of the ion oscillations, i.e., the interv
between the bunches in the ion density, is fully consist
with the interval between the bifurcations and thereby c
firms the proposed bifurcation mechanism.

Judging from an enlarged image of the middle portion
a leader~Fig. 2a! ~better focused!, the bifurcation also has a
structure but it cannot be analyzed because of the insuffic
resolution in this picture. It may be assumed, however, t
the structure of the bifurcations is also the result of splitti
of leader tips. Thus, the structure of the discharge as a w
consists of two hierarchical stages, whose developmen
spaced in time with different mechanisms for the appeara
of the steps and for formation of their elements.

Besides the electrostatic factors considered here, a
rent competition among the leader branches affects the
charge structure. The phenomenon of current competi
among the channels of multichannel discharges in de
gases is little studied. In its general form, the scheme of
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competition is universal: a random initial predominance
one of the channels allows it to receive more energy, wh
as it is dissipated in the channel, ensures a higher condu
ity and rate of development and, therefore, a subsequen
vantage in consuming energy from the source. The simu
neous reduction in the latter time makes it more difficult
other channels to develop. A scheme of this sort including
l , i -correspondence, however, provides much more de
and makes it possible to relate the final preeminence o
leader or branch in the picture~large length and sector occu
pied by the branches! to a random advance in time or
random predominance in its site of origin.

It is clear in Figs. 2b and 2c that in the initial stage
development of leaders, wherer ,0.5 cm, the tips are able t
spread out and the current competition between the le
branches is minimal. In the ranger .0.5–1 cm, the side
branches of all the leaders are close in perimeter to with
distancel.0.1 cm, the current competition among them
creases, and the electrostatic interaction, in turn, keeps th
from splitting. Only when the radius has increased to 1.2
and the corresponding increase in the perimeter of the st
ture and reduction in the number of branches have ta
place owing to current competition does the distance
tween the tips increase and they again begin to split. Here
branches which overtake their neighbors, i.e., win in the c
rent competition (l , i -correspondence!, gain the opportunity
to spread further and finally suppress the lagging branc
This combination of electrostatic and current interactio
among the leaders leads to the periodic formation of la
elements in the discharge structure and it becomes hiera
cal in terms of both its perimeter and its radius. Furthermo
both these interactions couple the development of e
leader to the development of the entire discharge struct
which implies that the discharge is self consistent.

The self-consistent development and hierarchical na
of the structure suggest that it must be fractal. It has b
found9 that the structure of a leader discharge over a die
tric surface~Lichtenberg figure! has a fractal dimensionality
D.1.7. This means that the overall length of all the e
ments in a structure within a circle of specified radius
L(r )}r D. The fractal dimensionality is defined as the slo
on a log–log plot ofL(r ). A computer simulation of fractals
of this sort ~referred to as Laplacian because of the cor
sponding field distribution! gives a dimensionality ofD
51.7560.02 assuming that the probability of bond breaki
~a square lattice constant! is proportional to the local field
strength.9,10

It is rather difficult to determineL(r ) with the required
accuracy from photographs of the discharge. However, s
the number~of bonds! of the branches intersecting a circle
radiusr is

n~r !5
dL~r !

dr }r D21,
11

the fractal dimensionality of the discharge structure can
determined using this formula. For this purpose, an ann
grid was superimposed on Fig. 2b and the number
branches and channels intersecting a circle of given ra
was determined using it. Figure 4a shows that the numbe
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intersections of elements of the structure as a function
radius forU054 kV, beginning withr 50.5 cm, has a fluc-
tuating character. ForU056 kV, the fluctuations began a
r 50.9 cm. The fluctuations in the graph remained when
number of elements was counted by different observers
though the number of elements that were recorded va
because of their different levels of perception. Furthermo
the character of the graph does not change if we cons
only branches with lengths~wavelengths! greater than 0.2
cm ~the structure is coarsened! ~Fig. 4b!. In the initial stage,
up to r ,0.3 cm for U054 kV, the actual number of
branches~Fig. 4 a! and their possible number upon doublin
over 0.1 cm~Fig. 4c! differ little. This is because along th
perimeter of the structure the tips of the channels are q
separated; they essentially develop and bifurcate under
influence of only the central field underl , i -correspondence
conditions and when only a positive feedback exists. As
distance between the tips decreases, their splitting begin
be slowed down by the charge interaction, which serves
negative feedback. The existence of positive and nega
feedback in the system inevitably causes oscillations du
its development~the fluctuations in Fig. 4!.

These features of the development of the structure
more clearly visible in a plot of the average distance betw
branches,l̄52pr /n(r ), as a function of radius~Fig. 5!. This
figure shows that, for U054 kV in the interval
0.5,r ,1.2 cm a separationl̄50.16 cm is achieved and
maintained, with oscillations, that is close to the minimu
distance between the elements of the structure. Similarly,

FIG. 4. the number of structural elements of a multichannel leader disch
as a function of radius:~a! actual discharge,~b! coarse structure,~c! dou-
bling the number of branches over a 0.1 cm channel length;U054 kV.

FIG. 5. The average distance between branches as a function of ra
(U054 kV!.
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U056 kV, in the interval 0.9,r ,2 cm, l̄50.2 cm, i.e, a
maximal density of filling the space with elements of t
structure is maintained. Linearn(r ) dependences which av
erage these fluctuations~the smooth curve of Fig. 4a! were
used to calculate the fractal dimensionality. In all cases,
U054 and 6 kV and the three or four initial channels,D
51.8560.05.

The fractal dimensionality of the structure of a sing
channel discharge~Fig. 2a! was determined using two rela
tions: L( l )} l D and N( l )} l D. In the first case,L( l ) is the
length of all elements of the structure over a lengthl ~Fig.
6a!, which was measured with a curvometer on a three-tim
enlarged photograph. In the second case,N( l ), the number of
bifurcations in the structure of a channel in lengthl ~Fig. 6b!,
was determined from the same photograph. In a channel
ment of length 4 cm from the anode, whereL( l ) and N( l )
are linear, the corresponding values of the fractal dimens
ality of the structure wereD50.9660.05 and 0.9760.03,
respectively.

The difference between these values for the fractal
mensionality of a leader multichannel discharge,D51.85,
and for a single-channel discharge,D50.96, is related to the
two dimensional and quasi-one-dime nsional characters
spectively, of the electric field distributions in these cases
well as to the relationship between the deterministic and r
dom factors in the development discharge structure.
longer timetM.20ms for a single-channel discharge to d
velop compared to thetM.4 ms for a multichannel dis-
charge offers a greater possibility for randomness to sh
up. This circumstance also partially explains the differen
between the value ofD51.85 for a multichannel discharg
over a water surface andD51.7 over a solid dielectric,9

since the characteristic time for a discharge to develop in
latter case is.1.0ms. In addition, the difference in the va
ues ofD is explained by the large degree of filling of th
space with structural elements of the discharge in our c
since the elements developed, not only along the perimet
the ‘‘growth’’ zone, as in a solid dielectric,9,12 but also in the
inner regions of the structure owing to the Ohmic conduc
ity of water and the flow of a current to the cathode over
entire area of the water layer above it within the confines
the structure.

The results of Refs. 1–3 and this paper yield the follo
ing conclusions:

FIG. 6. The total length of structural elements of the discharge~a! and the
number of bifurcations in the discharge structure~b! as functions of the
channel length of a single-channel leader dischargeU056 kV.
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1. The structure of a leader discharge is formed by t
hierarchical stages. The first involves the simultaneous
pearance of the initial channels and their subsequent bra
ing, mainly in the field of the anode, and the next step,
development of bifurcations off the channels and branche
the local fields of the structure.

2. Both stages proceed through the movement and s
ting of the tips. The motion of a tip is determined by i
charge and the field strength, while splitting is related to
flattening of its shape as it moves.

3. The increase in the number of channels of t
branches owing to splitting of their tips introduces a rando
ness in the development of the discharge and causes co
tition and selection of channels owing to their charge int
action and thel , i -correspondence.

4. The selection of channels during the self-consist
development ensures a hierarchical and fractal structur
the leader discharge.

5. Side branches and bifurcations are elements of
hierarchical structure of a leader but they are also inhe
factors in its development which create the conductivity
the leader channel and thereby maintain the potential at
tips.

6. The Ohmic conductivity of water is responsible f
the nonlinear development of the channel through thel ,
i -correspondence, which sets in as a positive feedback
di/dt.0 and a negative feedback fordi/dt,0.

These results also offer the possibility of compari
leader discharges over water~dielectric! surfaces with atmo-
spheric leaders in a most general way. Although the elem
tary processes in their plasma fronts are the same, the fo
tion of macroscopic structures and the macrosco
processes in an atmospheric leader take place in a hi
field and, therefore, have a more marked deterministic ch
acter~less branching!. On the other hand, the delayed kine
ics in the low longitudinal field strength of a leader along
water surface opens up greater possibilities for random p
cesses and the leader development becomes more stoch
This should lead to a difference in the fractal dimensiona
ties of their structures. On the other hand, the importance
transverse structural elements~lateral branches and bifurca
tions! in the development of leaders on water surfaces in
cates that they must be taken into account in developin
model for atmospheric leaders.

In conclusion, it might be added that using water, rath
than a solid dielectric, to study leader discharges elimina
the need to replace the samples, since the properties o
water surface do not change. The ease of changing the
ductivity of water makes it possible to vary the dissipati
losses in a controlled way, which is important for establis
ing the relationship between the losses and the fractal dim
sionality of a leader discharge structure.
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Generation of pulsed pressure in a liquid by means of a metallic plasma
and measurement of its characteristics

V. P. Kortkhondzhiya, M. O. Mdivnishvili, and M. I. Taktakishvili
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Certain characteristics of pulsed pressure generated in a liquid by means of a metallic plasma are
investigated experimentally. The problem of increasing the duration of the pressure pulse by
plasma-chemical reaction is discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~99!00704-7#
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Pulsed pressure can be created in a liquid by m
techniques:1–4 by means of explosives, spark discharge,
electrohydraulic effect, etc. Of particular interest is the e
plosion of a wire in a liquid, because: a! the technique does
not require high voltages, so that pulsed pressures ca
produced in a cavity of comparatively small dimensions; b! a
spatial profile is easily imparted to the pressure; c! the tech-
nique is inexpensive and readily implemented.

The objective of the present study has been to inve
gate certain characteristics of pulsed pressure generated
liquid by a metallic plasma with a capacitor bank embedd
in the exploding wire and operating at high energies. W
have investigated two regimes of this process: 1! the produc-
tion of pulsed pressure by the explosion of a wire who
material does not enter into plasma-chemical reaction w
the liquid; 2! the production of pulsed pressure when t
material of the exploding wire enters into plasma-chemi
reaction with the liquid in which explosion takes place.

A pulsed pressure is created in a liquid by an explod
wire as follows: A wire of copper, aluminum, or other m
terial is strung across a cavity filled with a slightly compre
ible, neutral liquid by means of insulators.

A high-current electrical pulse is delivered to the wir
causing the wire to melt and evaporate and thus generati
metallic plasma, which is characterized5 by high tempera-
ture, a large number of particles;1020cm23, and high pres-
sure. This pressure is transmitted from the metallic plasm
the cavity walls through the liquid occupying the cavity.

Figure 1a shows an oscillogram of the pulsed discha
current for the detonation of a copper wire in water. Clea
the energy of the capacitor bank is spent in exploding
copper wire in a time of the order of 0.2 ms. Certain con
tions, to be discussed below, must be met in this case.

The pulsed pressure generated by the exploding wir
measured by two methods, one using a crusher gauge6 and
the other by means of a piezoelectric pickup.7,8 The crusher
gauge comprises a metal cylinder moving in a metal bra
piece soldered to a tube. The measurement of pressur
means of a crusher gauge operates on the principle tha
deformation imparted to the gauge by the pressure is pro
tional to this pressure. The crusher gauge must be calibr
before it can be used to measure pulsed pressure. It is
3871063-7842/99/44(4)/3/$15.00
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brated by a static pressure for several crusher gauges
single batch fabricated from the same blank. This step
necessary in order to reduce the subsequent measure
error. In the calibration operation a graph of the absol
change l 5 l 02 l 1 or the relative change in length of th
crusher gauge under the influence of a static pressur
known magnitude is plotted. Herel 0 is the initial length of
the gauge, andl 1 is its length after deformation. This grap
is subsequently used to determine the amplitude of
pulsed pressure from the deformation of the crusher gau

A piezoelectric pickup can be used to trace the tim
variation of the pulsed pressure. Figure 1b shows a pu
pressure oscillogram obtained in the detonation of a cop
wire of diameter 1.5 mm and length 300 mm in a water-fill
tube of diameter 500 mm. After the first peak, which cor
sponds to detonation of the wire, several peaks of sma
amplitude are observed. They are associated with mult
reflections of waves from the vessel walls and are well
solved by the piezoelectric pickup. The duration of the pr
sure peak created by the detonation of the copper wire i
the order of 30ms. The piezoelectric pickup is calibrated b
means of a crusher gauge, which records the amplitude o
pulsed pressure. The variation of the output voltage puls
the pickup as a result of the pulsed pressure as a functio
the latter in the piezoelectric pickup structure used by us

FIG. 1. Detonation of a copper wire in water. The energy stored in
capacitor bank is 22.5 kJ, the wire diameter is 1 mm, and the length of
wire is 30 cm:~a! oscillogram of the discharge current;~b! oscillogram of
the pressure~the pressure maximum is;108 Pa).
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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linear up to 73107 N/m2. The structure of the pickup com
prises a ring in which is packed a soft metal, a piezoelec
element, and more soft metal in sequence. This struc
safeguards the piezoelectric element against fracture in
measurement of pulsed pressure in a slightly compress
liquid.

Experiments on the generation of pulsed pressure
means of an exploding wire have demonstrated the existe
of optimal conditions conducive to the development of ma
mum pressure. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the pu
pressure obtained in the detonation of a copper wire on
diameter of an exploding wire of specified length for a spe
fied energy of the capacitor bank. It is evident that the ma
mum pulsed pressure in the detonation of a wire of len
300 mm for a fixed energy of the capacitor bank equal
22.5 kJ is obtained when the copper wire has a diamete
1.4 mm. Consequently, the parameters of the given exp
ment for a wire of diameter 1.4 mm are optimal for maxim
ing the pulsed pressure.

The conditions for maximizing the rate of energy relea
in the discharge gap in the underwater electrical detona
of wires have been determined in Refs. 9 and 10. An eq
tion is given there for calculating the optimum explodin
wire diameter. An estimate of the diameter of a copper w
from this equation under the optimal conditions of our e
periment gives a result consistent with the experiment
observed value within 10% error limits.

It is important to note the specific characteristics of t
detonation of wires of certain materials in a liquid when t
generated metallic plasma enters into plasma-chemical r
tion with the liquid. The plasma-chemical reaction can
written in the general form

n•M1m•L→n•K1m•G1Q,

i.e., the interaction ofn metal ~M ! atoms withm liquid ~L !
molecules results in the formation ofn molecules of a com-
poundK andG gas atoms with the release of energyQ from
the exothermic reaction. This reaction is important for tw
reasons. First, the generated gasG develops an additiona
pressure, which is added to the pressure developed by
metallic plasma. Second, the attendant plasma-chemica
action bears a certain resemblance to the detonation of a

FIG. 2. Dependence of the pulsed pressure amplitude on the diamete
wire of length 30 cm. The material of the wire is copper, and the energ
the capacitor bank is 22.5 kJ.
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explosive, and the duration of the pressure pulse is lon
than in the detonation of a wire whose plasma product d
not enter into reaction with the liquid.

These considerations are illustrated by the detonation
aluminum, zirconium,11 and titanium in water. In particular
when an aluminum wire is detonated, the aluminum va
attains a temperature of 3000 K, and the following react
can take place:

2Al13H2O→Al2O316H,

Al1H2O→Al ~OH)313H.

As a result of these reactions, three hydrogen atoms
associated with a single aluminum atom, and heat is relea
The hydrogen generated in the process develops a pres
that is added to the pressure of the aluminum plasma. M
over, for the reason stated above, the duration of the pres
pulse is greater than in the detonation of a copper w
whose plasma does not enter into chemical reaction w
water. The difference is evident from the following table:

Wire material Cu Al
Liquid occupying the cavity H2O H2O
cavity diameter, mm 50 50
Wire diameter, mm 1 1
Wire length, mm 230 230
Pressure amplitude,3105 N/m2 560 1100
Pressure pulse duration, ms 0.18 1.

The detonation of the wire is accompanied by stro
ultraviolet radiation, which can ionize the resulting vapo
gas mixture. This effect can lead to electrical breakdown
the mixture, where the greater the residual voltage across

FIG. 3. Oscillograms of the discharge current~upper traces! and residual
voltage ~lower traces! in the detonation of an aluminum wire of diamete
1 mm and length 30 cm in water:~a! detonation at a discharge voltage o
4 kV; ~b! detonation at 5 kV.
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discharge gap after detonation of the wire, the earlier w
bethe onset of electrical breakdown of the vapor-gas mixt
Oscillograms of the current and voltage generated by
detonation of an aluminum wire are given in Fig. 3. Figu
3a corresponds to the detonation of an aluminum wire
diameter 1 mm and length 100 mm at a discharge voltag
4 kV. The voltage remaining in the discharge gap after de
nation of the wire is not sufficient for electrical breakdown
the vapor-gas mixture. When the voltage is increased, br
down of the vapor-gas mixture takes place after a cer
time lapse attributable to a drop in the pressure to a leve
which breakdown can occur. It is evident from the oscil
gram in Fig. 3b, which was obtained at a voltage of 5 k
that the discharge current pulse at the left end of the up
trace and the pulse associated with breakdown of the va
gas mixture have almost merged, while the voltage osci
gram represented by the lower trace indicates that all
energy stored in the capacitor bank is consumed in deto
ing the aluminum wire of diameter 1 mm and length 100 m
and in electrical breakdown of the vapor-gas mixture. T
latter event, in turn, generates a second pressure pulse.
important to note that because the water is heated to a
temperature and partially dissociates, the excess of ato
hydrogen produced by the plasma-chemical reaction and
oxygen subsequently explode as well.

We summarize the work in a few concluding remark
Short~of duration 25230ms) pressure pulses can be gen
ated by creating a pulsed pressure in a liquid by means
metallic plasma.

If the metallic plasma enters into plasma-chemical re
tion with the liquid, the generation of a gas by the plasm
chemical reaction can produce a pulsed pressure with at
twice the pressure amplitude obtained in the detonation
wire in the liquid when plasma-chemical reaction does
occur.

If the metallic plasma enters into plasma-chemical re
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tion with the liquid, the duration of the pressure pulse
several times the duration obtained without plasma-chem
reaction.

In the case of electrical discharge in water 50% of t
energy is spent in the dissociation of water,1 and only the
remainder is left for generating pulsed pressure. Accord
to our data, when pulsed pressure is generated by means
metallic plasma under optimal experimental conditions,
most all the energy of the capacitor bank, exclusive of
part spent in heating the conducting wires, actuating
spark gap, etc., goes for the generation of pulsed pressu

The authors are grateful to N. A. Kervalishvili, G.
Suramlishivili, M. K. Lortkipanidze, and G. P. Tsikarishvi
for their interest and valuable discussions.
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Construction and study of a magnetoactive plasma ion source
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The interaction of intense electron beams with plasmas in a nonuniform magnetic field is studied
for the purpose of obtaining a magnetoactive plasma ion source. The resulting experimental
data are used to trace the dynamics of the changes in the basic parameters of the source, both
during the stage where it interacts with the beam and in the cooling stage. It is found that
the charged particles are contained for a long time and that the efficiency of energy transfer from
the beam to the source is high. This source is intended to be used for shaping and accelerating
multiampere ion beams. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!00804-1#
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Intense ion fluxes are necessary in a number of area
science and technology, in particular for creating sho
wavelength coherent radiation sources.1–4 At present, the
theory of ultraviolet and x-ray lasers and their practical re
ization are greatly impeded by a lack of experimental inf
mation on the cross sections for elementary events suc
the cross sections in for n-fold ionization of an atom, the
lifetime t in of multiply charged ions in excited states, th
n-fold ionization potentialEin , and so on. There are no ex
perimental data on elementary events for the collision cr
sections of electrons with excited atoms, even those wi
simple electronic structure~He, Li, Na!. On this topic an
experimental study of the interaction of a high power el
tron beam with a plasma has been undertaken in orde
obtain an ion source with which a study of these parame
has been begun. These studies have led to rational choic
the electron beam currentI, the beam acceleration voltageU,
the working gas pressureP, the configuration and strength o
the magnetic fieldB, and the geometric dimensionsr andl of
the system required to obtain optimal parameters of the
source.

In various experiments with beam–plasma discharge
has been found that for relatively low neutral gas tempe
tures there is a group of ‘‘superhot’’ electrons with a te
perature of about 109 K.5,6 As a rule, there has been agre
ment that the heating of the plasma electrons is related to
excitation of slow waves withVw,c.1–8 In the experiments
various ways of transferring energy from an electron beam
the plasma electrons have been pursued and at present
is no single point of view regarding the mechanism of ene
transfer. This is because of the complexity and inherent n
linearity of the phenomena, the large influence of the ini
and boundary conditions, and a lack of reliable experime
data.

We shall examine the most important discharge cha
teristics which can be used to elucidate its basic behav
Not enough attention has been paid to studies of the ion
tion of the neutral gas and the buildup of charged particle
the source to valuesn@n0 , wheren0 is the initial density of
the neutral gas. In addition, these processes often contro
macroscopic behavior of the beam–plasma interaction
3901063-7842/99/44(4)/4/$15.00
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whole and are especially important for creating a plasma
source.

The buildup of charged particles in the active region c
be described by a system of balance equations for the e
trons and ions in a beam–plasma discharge:9

dne

dt
5

ne

te
1I ,

dni

dt
5

ni

t i
1neS n01k01n02

V1

V0
k1D . ~1!

Herene , ni , n01, andn02 are the densities of electrons, ion
atoms, and molecular ions, respectively;V1 /V0 is the ratio
of the volume of the outer layer of the discharge, into whi
molecules penetrate, to the total volume;k0 and k1 are the
probabilities of ionizing the atoms and of dissociating t
molecular ions;I is the rate at which ions enter a unit volum
of the discharge; and,te and t i are the electron and ion
lifetimes in the discharge. The greatest theoretical difficu
in solving Eq.~1! is to determine the electron lifetimete in a
system with nonuniform magnetic fields. We can write

te
215t t

211tk
211t r

211tc
211td

21 , ~2!

wheret t is the loss time through thermal conduction,t r is
that through ionization,tc is that through loss of electron
along the axis of the system, andtd is that through radial
loss of electrons because of turbulent diffusion.

All these times, as well as the probabilities of ionizatio
and dissociation, depend to a substantial degree on the
sity of the electrons and their energies. In addition, in ea
stage of the discharge the effect of one or the other loss t
in Eq. ~2! may be utterly different. Thus the system of Eq
~1! is essentially nonlinear. For that reason, the characte
the ionization and charged particle buildup in the plas
source during the beam–plasma interaction is to be de
mined experimentally.

An electron beam is directed into a space filled with t
working gas at a pressure ofP51024 Torr. The beam was
shaped and accelerated using an electron injector wh
emitter was a lanthanum hexaboride wafer with a usable a
of S51.5 cm2. The maximum beam current wasI 525 A
with an accelerating voltageU530 kV. The pulse duration
was t52 ms. After the electron beam had passed throu
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the interaction region, it was dumped at a grounded collec
The beam–plasma interaction took place in an axially sy
metric, stationary, nonuniform magnetic field with a mirr
configuration. The mirror ratio wasF5B0 /Bm51/4, where
B050.09 T is the magnetic induction at the center of t
system andBm is that in the mirror region.

The stainless steel vacuum vessel had a diameted
545 cm in its central portion and the distance between
mirrors of the magnetic trap wasL540 cm.

The energy of the electron beam was measured by
allel resistive and capacitive voltage dividers with the sa
attenuation and the current, by a movable collector in
high vacuum region where there were no collective effe
owing to the interaction of the beam and plasma. The in
grated visible luminosity of a small segment of the plas
(r 050.5 cm) was recorded using a photomultiplier with
collimated set of diaphragms. The electron density was e
mated from the cutoff of microwave probe signals at wa
lengthsl50.8 and 0.4 cm. The hard bremsstrahlung gen
ated by the fast electrons was measured using scintilla
detectors, as well as with a pinhole camera. The energ
the orbital motion of the charged particles per unit volum
was determined with a diamagnetic probe consisting o
solenoid shielded from charged particle bombardment
electromagnetic pickup.

The energy spectra of the electrons and ions for ener
E<10 keV were analyzed using a multigrid probe. T
change in the pressure of the working gas during the in
action between the beam and gas was measured with a
sure probe located 4 cm from the discharge boundary.

The simultaneous changes in the set of basic parame
of the ion source made it possible to determine the m
processes responsible for forming the hot electron plas
ionizing the working gas, and the buildup of charged p
ticles in the system. Figure 1 shows a series of oscillosc
traces with a scan duration of 3 ms which can provide so
idea of the variations in the major macroscopic characte
tics of the source. Tracea characterizes the change in th
voltage accelerating the electron burst.

The formation of an ion source with an electron te
perature much greater than the ion and neutral gas temp
tures, i.e.,Te /Ti@Te /T0@1 can be described in the follow
ing way. At first the electron beam ionizes the neutral g
through direct collisions with the gas molecules and after
ms a plasma withn>nbeam is formed. Plasma oscillation
with a growth rateg5(nbeam/n)1/3v0e , where v0e is the
plasma frequency. In these experiments, the character
length for pumping these oscillations isL1'Ve /g ~whereVe

is the beam velocity! or about ten centimeters, i.e., the co
ditions were favorable for efficient transfer of the energy
the electron beam to the gas. Nonlinear oscillations limi
the growth in amplitude of the oscillations. As they inte
acted with these oscillations, the electrons in the sou
gained enough energy to ionize the working gas efficien
At the same time,10 electromagnetic noise was emitted fro
the system. Wave–particle interactions in the source cau
diffusion of the charged particles. The average diffusion
locity Vd51.23104 cm/s after 700ms. The ratior /R!1
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~where r and R are the radii of the beam and ion sourc
respectively!.

Measurements of the expansion velocity of the ou
boundary of the plasma ‘‘hot electrons’’ using miniatu
thermal probes and x-ray photography of the plasma volu
with a pinhole camera showed that the electron-beam pla
ion source retained a sharply defined geometric shape p
tioned symmetrically about the axis of symmetry of the s
tem and occupied a volume much smaller than that of
vacuum vessel. The radial size of the source in the middle
the magnetic mirror depends mainly on the ratio oftc and
td . The expansion time ist5tdtc /(td1tc).

The plasma source within which the ‘‘hot electrons’’ a
concentrated is a volume formed by rotating an ellip
whose major axis coincides with the axis of the syste
about that axis. The axes have lengths of 12 and 30
respectively, and the volume of the hot region wasV
52800 cm3.

At the same time as the geometric size of the source
increasing, its density was rising~oscilloscope trace c! and
400 ms after the start of the beam injection signal, the m
crowave probe began to be cut off~a probe volume of length
0.8 cm!. This indicates an average electron densityne>1.7
31013 cm23. No noticeable attenuation of the 0.4-cm

FIG. 1. Oscilloscope traces of the variations in the major microsco
plasma characteristics:~a! beam acceleration voltage,~b! photomultiplier
signal,~c! particle density,~d! x-ray signal, and~e, f! direct and integrated
diamagnetic signals.
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wavelength microwave signal was observed under these
ditions. Thus, the average electron density in the source
within the range 1.731013<ne<6.831013 cm23.

Trace b of the integrated luminosity of a volume eleme
of the source shows that the luminosity rises rapidly at
beginning and, after reaching a maximum, drops sharply b
factor of two to form a plateau which lasts essentia
through the entire beam pulse. The sharp rise in the l
signal was associated with the onset of a beam instability
the increased excitation of atoms and molecules prior
breakdown of the gas. The energy radiated by excited at
and molecules in the breakdown period exceeded the e
gies radiated in bremsstrahlung and radiative recombinat
As the electron energy and charged particle density
creased, the number of excited atoms within the source
creased, so that, despite the expansion and enlargeme
the optical emission volume, at later times the emission
tensity was observed to fall and the main contribution to t
emission was from excited atoms and molecules in
boundary layers of the source.

As neutral particles from the walls of the vacuum ves
and the space surrounding the source were incident on
surface of the source, they were ionized over a mean
path l0 given by l05V0 /(nnes i), whereV0'106 cm/s is
the component of the neutral particle velocity normal to
emitter axis. Substituting other data from the experimen
this equation yieldedl0<0.5 cm.

One characteristic feature of this source was the p
ence of a group of electrons with an average energy sev
times the electron beam energy. The production of th
electrons was detected in trace d, which shows the varia
in the intensity of hard x rays with energiesE.30 keV. This
emission began when the charged particle density in
source,n.nbeam~roughly 200ms after injection began!, and
then the intensity increases monotonically throughout
beam injection time. A study of this emission by standa
methods made it possible to determine the temperatureTer

and densityner of the hot electrons.11 Thus, spectroscopic
studies show that the average energy of the hot electrons
Ter;105 eV.

The energy fluxQ lost from the discharge throug
bremsstrahlung was determined using the standard form
Q51.7310227nnerT

1/2
•Z2, wherener is the density of elec-

trons with temperatureTer5105 eV, and n is the total
charged particle density estimated from the microwave pr
data. The measured energy flux wasQ54.231025 J/cm3.
Taking n'231013 cm23, we find nr'431011 cm23, i.e.,
nr /n'231022. The energy of the bulk of the electrons
the discharge measured by the multigrid probe was 100

Oscilloscope traces e and f show the variation in
unintegrated and integrated diamagnetic signals and d
mine the rise in the gas kinetic pressure in the source.
measured gas kinetic pressure in the source isW53
31016 eV/cm3. It is clear from these traces that heating o
curs essentially throughout the electron beam pulse. The
ergy lifetime of the source wastc51.5ms and the energy in
the source began to decrease when the beam acceler
pulse began to decay. The energy lifetime is associated
the high energy electrons, which have a small cross sec
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for scattering on the ions, and, therefore, a long collis
time tei5ATer

3/2/n, whereA is a constant. They could, there
fore, be confined for a long timet>1023 s by the magnetic
system and contained a large fraction of the thermal ene
of the source.

Traces d and f show that the charged particle lifetimete

is much greater than the time of flightt0 of the neutral par-
ticles across the system, so the charged particle density in
system could become greater than the initial neutral dens
i.e., plasma buildup was observed. After the electron be
energy was turned off, the charged particles in the source
left to themselves and begin to leave the system. The se
of oscilloscope traces in Fig. 2 illustrates the variation of t
same macroscopic plasma characteristics which have b
analyzed in the active phase of the discharge.

The decay characteristics of the source imply that
rates of fall of the luminosity and charged particle density
substantially higher than the decay times for the x-ray bre
strahlung and source energy, since the cold electrons in
source have large cross sections for interactions with
neutral gas and source ions and, therefore, shorter times
tween collisions, i.e.,

teG

tex
5S TeG

Tex
D 3/2

@1.

In each collision event, the velocity vector of a charg
particle changed by an amount comparable to magnitud
the velocity itself, i.e., the charged particle entered the l
cone (a5arcsinAB0B, where B0 and B are the magnetic
fields in the center of the mirror and in the center of t
solenoid, respectively;a535° for the magnetic system~mir-

FIG. 2. Oscilloscope traces of the variations in the macroscopic pla
characteristics during the heating and cooling phases. The scan durat
0.1 s.
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ror!! and the particle left the mirror volume, since the me
free path of the particle exceeded the geometric dimens
of the mirror.

The oscilloscope traces of the x-ray emission illustr
the long confinement of the hot electrons resulting from th
small cross sections for scattering by the ions and neu
gas. The time variation in the diamagnetic signal is simila
that in the x-ray probe signal.

All of the above confirms once again the conclusion t
the bulk of the thermal energy of the source is contained
group of ‘‘fast’’ electrons.

The deep layers of the source are protected from the
of neutral particles and the neutrals are multiply ionized
the bulk of ‘‘cold’’ electrons in the source.

Therefore, the electron beam transfers its energy to
ization and heating of the working gas in the source with
high efficiency (;60 %). As the source interacted with th
beam, it remained macroscopically stable and the ene
lifetime in the active phase was 1023 s, and in the passive
phase, 1021 s. The mean free path of the neutral particles
considerably shorter than the source dimensions, so ion
tion took place mainly in the boundary regions and charg
particles were observed to accumulate in the system.
n
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This source has been used for shaping and accelera
multiampere ion beams.
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Modeling the development of the stepped leader of a lightning discharge
A. A. Dul’zon, V. V. Lopatin, M. D. Noskov, and O. I. Pleshkov
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A stochastic–deterministic model is presented for the propagation of a downward-moving leader.
Lightning formation is described by a stochastic growth of branching discharge channels
which is determined by the electrostatic field. The dynamics of the electric field and of the charge
distribution over the lightning structure are calculated deterministically. The model includes
the initiation of lightning, a preliminary discharge in a cloud, the propagation of a downward-
moving stepped leader toward the earth, and the initiation and upward motion of a return
stroke from the earth’s surface. Numerical execution of the model yields a dynamic picture of
the development of the downward-moving leader and of the intracloud discharge structure.
The effect of the charge density in the cloud and the parameters of the developing channels on
the spatial–temporal, current, and charge characteristics of the stepped leader’s propagation
are studied. The effect of free-standing structures on the distribution of points on the earth’s
surface where lightning strikes is examined. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~99!00904-6#
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INTRODUCTION

Conducting cloud–earth lightning channels develop a
result of the stochastic propagation of a stepped leader
ward the earth. The major factor responsible for the dyna
ics of this process is the electric field strength near the lea
tip.1–3 During the first stages of propagation of the leader,
field strength at its tip depends on the charge in the lea
channel and the volume charge distribution in the cloud.
the leader moves toward the earth, the buildup of charge
the earth’s surface and on objects protruding above it be
to have an ever greater effect on the field distribution. As
leader approaches a critical distance~the striking distance!
from the earth, a return leader may develop. Mathemat
models of the propagation of the downward-moving step
leader including the parameters of the thundercloud, at
sphere, and underlying surface is not just of scientific int
est, but also is of practical value for the improving lightnin
protection systems.

There are currently several different models for t
propagation of the stepped leader.4–14 Numerical implemen-
tations of these models have been used to study the dist
tion of lightning strike points over the earth’s surface,4,9,12

determining the probability of damaging various earthbou
and flying objects,7,8,10–12 and calculating the protectio
zones for lightning arrestors.7,8,10,12

However, the existing models employ major simplific
tions. They describe the motion of the stepped leader o
between the based of a cloud and the earth, without con
ering the development of intracloud lightning channels,
properties of the discharge channels are assumed to be
independent, and the redistribution of charges in the cl
and the channels as the leader moves is neglected.

In this paper we propose a stochastic–determini
model for the propagation of a stepped leader based o
3941063-7842/99/44(4)/5/$15.00
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modification of a fractal model for dielectric breakdown.14,15

The formation of the intracloud structure of the lightning a
the earthward propagation of the stepped leader are desc
by a stochastic growth in the fractal structure controlled
the electric field strength. The dynamics of the distributio
of the electric field and charge are determined determin
cally on the basis of Maxwell’s equations and suitable se
empirical formulas for the conductivity of the lightnin
channels.16 Unlike the existing fractal models for the deve
opment of the stepped leader,6,12 which are based on the law
for fractal structure growth proposed by Niemeyeret al.,14 in
our model currents flowing along the discharge channels
introduced.17 A numerical execution of this model is used
study the spatial–temporal, current, and charge charact
tics of the stepped leader’s development, as well as the
tribution of strike points over the earth’s surface.

MODEL FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A STEPPED LEADER

The model describes the development of a negativ
charged stepped leader moving from a cloud to the earth
the development of a return leader from the earth. Thus,
model region includes only the lower, negatively charg
region of the cloud, the part of the earth’s surface loca
below the cloud, and the space between them~Fig. 1!. The
initiation site for the lightning is assumed to lie between t
center of the negative charge distribution and the region
localized positive charge in the lower part of the cloud. Th
assumption is justified by the possible existence of lo
positively charged regions in the lower part of clouds1–3 and
by data on the location of the rf signals accompanying
initiation of a lightning discharge.18–20 The development of
the discharge channels within the cloud and in the earthw
direction is described by stochastic growth steps. The pr
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. The model geometry:~1! thundercloud,~2!
intracloud discharge,~3! earth’s surface,~4! stepped
leader,~5! negatively charge region,~6! lightning
initiation point, ~7! cloud base,~8! positive charge;
V andr are the vertical distributions of the potentia
and negative charge density.
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ability P of a step’s growing in some directionn is deter-
mined by the state of the medium and the projection of
local electric fieldEn in this direction,

P5H ~En!h

Z
, En>Ec ,

0, En,Ec ,
~1!

whereZ5S(En)h is a normalizing factor.~The sum is taken
over all possible growth directions!.

The critical fieldEc and growth parameterh depend on
the propagation conditions. The critical fieldEc in the cloud
is assumed to be 5 times smaller thanEc in air because of the
substantial reduction in the breakdown voltage in air wh
ice crystallites and water vapor and droplets are presen
well as because of the pressure drop with altitude. T
growth parameterh can be estimated by analyzing the lead
propagation mechanism. It is logical to related the grow
probability to the intensity of energy release in the stream
zone. In that case, the growth parameter should be equ
two (h52).

At each growth step the electric field distribution
found using Gauss’ theorem

div ~««0E!5r, ~2!

where« is the dielectric constant,«0 is the permittivity of
free space, andr is the density of the free charge distributio
in the lightning channels and cloud.

As first approximation in the model, we assume a u
form initial distribution of negative charge in the lower pa
of the cloud~Fig. 1!. This approximation differs substantiall
from the classical dipole model for the electrical structure
a cloud and corresponds more to the field distribution crea
by the charges in several thunderstorm cells.

The boundary conditions for solving Eq.~2! are the fixed
potentials on the upper and lower boundaries of the mo
region and the free potentials at the side boundaries~Fig. 1!.
The potential of the lower boundary corresponding to
earth’s surface is assumed to be zero. The upper boun
lies between the positively and negatively charged parts
the thundercloud. Its location also corresponds to a zero
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tential. The potential of the side boundaries is recalculate
each growth step using the condition that the flux of the fi
strength vector at them is zero.

The charge distribution varies with time. Charge is c
lected in the storm cloud and charge is carried to the earth
the propagating stepped leader. The characteristic time f
lightning initiation until the leader reaches the earth is a
proximately 0.02 s.1–3,21Since this time is much shorter tha
the Maxwell relaxation time of the charges in the cloud a
in the air, the conduction currents in the latter can be
glected. Charge is collected in the cloud only by the grow
intracloud lightning structure.

The charge distribution obeys the continuity equation

dr

dt
52div j , ~3!

wherej is the current density in the lightning channels.
Charge transfer along the lightning channels obe

Ohm’s law

I 5g•El . ~4!

Here I is the current,g is the conductivity of a unit channe
length ~the running conductivity!, El is the drop in the field
per unit channel length.g is equals the product of the spe
cific conductivity of the plasma in the leader channel,s, and
the effective transverse channel cross sectionS (g5s•S).
The variation in the conductivityg is determined by the
balance between the production and dissipation of Joule
in the lightning channel.3,21 As a first approximation it is
assumed that the increase in the conductivity is directly p
portional to the energy release, i.e.,

dg

dt
5jg•El

2 , ~5!

wherej is the growth rate parameter for the conductivity.
Equation ~5! is a differential analogy of the Rompe

Weitzel formula for the conductivity of a long spark in gase
The conductivity per unit length of a newly formed chann
is taken to beg0 . For an adequate description of the dyna
ics of the charges and of the change in the conductivity in
model, we introduce the physical timet. Each stage in the
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growth of the lightning structure corresponds to an inter
of physical timeDt. It follows from Eq. ~1! that the prob-
ability v of channel growth per unit time has a power la
dependence on the field strength, i.e.,

v~E!5
Eh

Q
, ~6!

whereQ is a time constant.
Assuming that the magnitudes of the growth in the d

ferent channels are statistically independent of one anot
we find that the probabilityW that any one of the lightning
channels will grow during the time unitDt is determined by
summing over all the possible directionsW5Sv(E). The
time interval corresponding to a growth step is inversely p
portional toW, so that

Dt5~W~E!!215
Q

SEh
5

Q

Z
. ~7!

Therefore, the time constantQ has the significance of a
transition parameter to physical time.

The propagation of the stepped leader causes the
strength near the earth’s surface to increase. When the
strength reaches the critical level, a return leader is initia
from the surface. The propagation of the return leader ob
the same probability dependence~1! on the field strength as
the stepped leader and they cease to develop further
they meet. The strike point of the lightning is assumed to
the place where the return leader is initiated.

In the numerical simulations the model was execu
numerically on a two dimensional square mesh. The size
the mesh corresponds to the average length of the le
steps. The lightning structure develops on one edge or
diagonal of the mesh in a single step in accordance with
probability distribution~1!. The distributions of the electric
fields and charges are calculated using a finite-difference
proximation to Eqs.~2!–~7!.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model proposed here has been used to study
spatial–temporal and charge characteristics of a develo
leader in a lightning discharge. The ranges of variation of
model parameters were chosen on the basis of experim
data from the literature and a comparison of the morphog
esis of the calculated patterns with observations in nat
The computer model can therefore be regarded as a me
for solving the inverse problem that yields additional para
eters beyond the natural observations. A two-dimensio
calculation yields dimensionless quantities which can o
be compared qualitatively with measurement data.

A stepped leader is initiated as a result of a prior bre
down between a negatively charged region of a cloud an
local positive charge located near the cloud base or fluc
tion in the negative charge~Fig. 2a!. At first the preliminary
breakdown channel propagates vertically, but then s
branches begin to develop. The resulting pattern is qua
tively consistent with the data of VHF lightning detectio
and ranging~LDAR! as to the location of the initial lightning
development stage;18,19 this is evidence of the validity of the
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model. The intracloud discharge structure collects charge
ficiently and raises the field strength in its lower part. Wh
the field strength exceeds the critical field strengthEc ~air!, it
becomes possible for an earthward stepped leader to pr
gate. A delay in the development of the stepped leader r
tive to the onset of the intracloud discharge has been not
by many observers.19,20 The development of the intraclou
structure continues predominantly in a horizontal directio
and the rate of channel branching in it is higher than for
channels of the stepped leader. The propagation of
stepped leader from the cloud base to the earth is also
companied by random branching~Fig. 2b!. As a rule, one of
the branches of the leader begins to predominate and o
takes the others~Fig. 2c!. The approach of the tip of the
dominant branch to the earth causes an rise in the fi
strength at the underlying surface. As a result of this, a ret
leader sets out from the surface~Fig. 2d!. If tall structures
exist at the surface, then they will be places where a ret
leader starts. In this case, initiation occurs sooner and
return leader travels a larger distance before it meets
stepped leader~Fig. 3!. The calculated patterns are consiste
with generally accepted ideas and observations. The distr
tion of lightning strike points over a plane surface is close
normal. The peak of the distribution lies under the lightni
initiation point ~Fig. 4a!. The existence of tall structures o
the surface causes a significant redistribution of the st

FIG. 2. The development of a stepped leader and of the intracloud light
structure. Model parameters:r50.6, g0520, j51, Q55, Ec(air)52.5,
andEc(cloud)50.5.

FIG. 3. The development of a return leader from a tall structure w
h52. The model parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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points ~Fig. 4b!. Then the probability of damage to a stru
ture becomes greater as its height increases and when i
closer to the position below which the lightning was initiat
~Fig. 5!.

The development of the stepped leader is accompa
by polarization of the entire lightning discharge structure.
intracloud portion is charged positively, while the part mo
ing toward the ground is negatively charged. The line
charge density of the leader increases exponentially on
proaching its tip.~There are no unambiguous published d
on the charge distribution along the channel of a step
leader. A uniform charge density distribution and one t
decreases exponentially with altitude have been propose3!
The redistribution of the charges over the lightning struct

FIG. 4. Distributions of lightning strike points over a surface. The num
of trials is N05300. The model parameters are the same as in Fig. 2~a!
Plane surface,~b! with a tall structure (h52) located under the lightning
initiation point.

FIG. 5. The probability of damage to a tall structure as a function of
position relative to the coordinates of the initiation point~1! and of its height
above the center~zero distance! ~2!. The points correspond to data averag
over 200 computer runs.
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causes part of the cloud potential to be carried away to the
of the stepped leader and raises the potential of the cl
near the site of the intracloud lightning channels. The fi
strength at the leader tip increases, while it decreases in
channels. After the leader has covered half the distance
tween the cloud and the ground, the field at the tip of
dominant branch is roughly an order of magnitude high
than the average field strength between the cloud and
ground, while the field strength in the leader channels is
order magnitude lower than the average field strength. Th
relationships among the fields are consistent with exist
ideas regarding the distribution of the fields in the stepp
leader channel.3,20 The highest current and conductivity a
attained in the channels of the dominant branch of
stepped leader. The currents increase as the leader
proaches the earth. The channels of the intracloud lightn
structure have a lower conductivity than the stepped lea
channels. Efficient transport of charge to the leader chan
initiation point ensures a ‘‘thick’’ intracloud discharge stru
ture.

The characteristics of a stepped leader depend to a g
extent on the cloud parameters and the features of the e
ronment in which the lightning discharge takes place.
terms of our approach, by varying the model parameters
possible to reproduce the spreads in the currents and ve
ties of downward propagating leaders observed in nat
These simulations show that the magnitude of the charg
the cloud has the greatest effect on the spatial–temporal
current characteristics of the stepped leader’s developm
Increasing the charge on the cloud leads to a proportio
increase in the average field strength between the cloud
the earth. As a result of the drop in the time for the stepp
leader to develop, the maximum running conductivity of t
channel~Fig. 6! increases, while the discharge structure b
comes more strongly branched. Increasing the conducti
growth parameterj from 0.2 to 5 yields similar conse
quences, but this effect is not as strong qualitatively, a
changing the initial channel conductivityg0 by an order of
magnitude essentially had no effect on the developmen
the leader.

The distribution of the time interval from the time th

r

s

FIG. 6. The time for a stepped leader to develop~1! and its maximum
running conductivity~2! as functions of the initial charge density in a clou
g0520, j51, Q55, Ec52.5 ~air! and 0.5~cloud!. The points correspond to
data averaged over 200 computer runs.
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lightning is initiated to the time the leader reaches the gro
is shown in Fig. 7 for different model parameters. The pro
gation velocities of the stepped leader differ by roughly
order of magnitude in these cases. Based on the relation
between the velocities and the character of branching
them, slow and fast leaders can be compared with obse
a- andb-stepped leaders.2,21The leader propagation velocit
increases slightly on approaching the ground. Figure 8 sh
typical plots of the length of the dominant lightning bran
as a function of time for the two types of leader. The curr
in the fast leader is roughly an order of magnitude hig

FIG. 7. Some distributions of the time for a stepped leader to develop
different model parameters. The number of runsN05300; r50.6 ~a!, 1.8
~b!; the remaining parameters are as in Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. The length of the dominant branch of the leader as a functio
time. r51.8 ~1!, 0.6 ~2!; the remaining parameters are as in Fig. 6.
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than in the slow leader. The experimentally observed spr
in the current in stepped leaders is also roughly an orde
magnitude.1,3

Our model, therefore, provides an adequate descrip
of the basic features of the development of a stepped lea
A simulation was in qualitative agreement with experimen
data. The model can serve as a basis for creating new,
cient computational techniques for calculations of the prot
tion zone of lightning arrestors and of the probability
damage to various objects as functions of their geometry,
parameters of the underlying surface, and the characteri
of a thundercloud.
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Determination of the recombination parameters of a semiconducting material
by the Prony method

Yu. A. Bykovski , K. V. Kolosov, V. V. Zuev, A. D. Kiryukhin, and S. I. Rasmagin

Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute (Technical University), 115409 Moscow, Russia
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A generalized Prony method is used to process experimental data of the relaxation type. The
method can be used to separate a compound relaxation process into elementary
components~damped exponentials! and to systematically trace the variation of their parameters
in the presence of external excitation, thereby opening additional channels of information
on the generating physical process. The method is applied to the processing of photoconductivity
decay data for complex-doped, compensated silicon in the temperature range 100–300 K
after pulsed excitation by laser radiation withl51.06mm in a microwave field. The position of
the energy level is obtained as 0.1760.01 eV, in good agreement with the energy of the
oxygen-vacancy complex. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01004-1#
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INTRODUCTION

The level of development of the production technolo
of semiconductor devices in today’s world is a major fac
governing the development of industry at large. There is
a single branch of the national economy in which vario
semiconductor elements, sensors, and microproces
would not be used. Devices are manufactured on the bas
high-quality semiconducting materials with predetermin
properties that remain stable in the face of selectively
geted external influences.

These demands raise the issue of reliable, on-line m
ods for determining various parameters of a semiconduc
material prior to the fabrication of structures and instrume
in which it is to be used. Contactless measurement te
niques based on the exploitation of special characteristic
the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter ha
gained widespread acceptance at the present time.1–5 The
interaction of a microwave field with a semiconductor is u
lized on an especially broad scale for the contactless de
mination of the parameters of a semiconducting material3–5

In this paper we discuss aspects of determining the
combination characteristics of a semiconducting material~in
the example of complex-doped silicon! by pulsed laser irra-
diation in a microwave field. The relaxation curves are p
cessed by the Prony method~a method for the simultaneou
estimation of exponential parameters6!.

It is important to note that the burgeoning developm
of computer engineering has now made it possible for hig
efficient computer algorithms to be used in real time on co
paratively low-cost general-purpose computers.7,8

BASIC PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS

The interaction of a microwave field with a conductin
material is known to be governed largely by the conductiv
in the bands of the material.9 Conditions can therefore b
established whereby the power of microwave reflectio
3991063-7842/99/44(4)/5/$15.00
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from a semiconductor is characterized by the density of b
equilibrium and nonequilibrium carriers in the allowed ban
of the semiconductor.

Existing phenomenological models can be used to re
the characteristic decay time of the nonequilibrium carr
density to impurity parameters: the position of the impur
energy level, the recombination coefficient, and the impu
concentration.10 Levels in the band gap can be replaced
carriers both from an allowed band~attachment level! and
from two bands~recombination level!. If the investigated
level is a recombination level and if the densityNa of a
compensating acceptor impurity inn-type silicon is greater
than the density of shallow donors, the temperature dep
dence of the time constantstn and tp is dictated by the
dependence of the recombination coefficients for electr
gn and holesgp :

tn5
1

gn~Na2Nd!
; tp5

1

gpNd
. ~1!

In the case ofa-attachment, i.e., when the equilibrium o
a level with a band is established in a time shorter than
carrier lifetime, the temperature dependence of the none
librium carrier lifetimet can have the form10

t5tpS 11
M

NCM
D , NCM5Nc•expS 2

EM

kT D , ~2!

wheretp is the recombination time through a deep level
the type~1!, NCM is a characteristic density in the band if th
Fermi level is situated at an attachment level,NC is the den-
sity of states in the conduction band,M is the density of
attachment levels, andEM is the energy position of the at
tachment level.

Consequently, the attachment energy level
(M /NCM)@1 can be determined from the temperature d
pendence oft. It is important to note that if more than on
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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impurity level appears at a given temperature, the photoc
ductivity decay curve can be expressed by a linear comb
tion of exponential terms:

f ~ t !5(
i 51

N

ai expS 2
t

t i
D , ~3!

whereai denotes the partial amplitudes, andt i are the partial
relaxation times.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Gold-doped samples of as-grown KE´ F-3.5 silicon were
prepared for the experiment. The relaxation time of the p
toconductivity in the as-grown sample was 130ms. Gold was
deposited on the substrate by vacuum evaporation, and
mal diffusion was performed in a vacuum furnace
900 °C. After heat treatment and preliminary inspection
sample was placed in the experimental apparatus show
Fig. 1.

Short ~,80 ns! laser pulses withl51.06 mm were di-
rected onto the sample5 in a cryostat (T51002300 K),
generating nonequilibrium carriers in the sample. Since
nonequilibrium conductivity of the sample varied with tim
the intensity of the reflected microwave~l53 cm, P,2
mW! was modulated in accordance with the decay time
the photoconductivity. The parameters of the microwa
field and the laser beam were chosen so that the microw
signal of the diode6 would be proportional to the conduc
tivity of the sample. The signal was then transmitted throu
the amplifier 7 and the eight-bit amplitude-to-digital con
verter~ADC! 8 and was finally recorded as discrete readin
in the computer11.

Inasmuch as the characteristic decay times of the ph
conductivity of the doped sample were 0.1230 ms, the pa-
rameters of the ADC were chosen so as to achieve un
biguous recording of the entire frequency range of
signal6,11 ~the discretization step was 50 ns, and the num
of readings on the decay curve was 2048!. The relaxation
curves were recorded at various temperatures and were

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the experimental arrangement.~1) microwave
oscillator;~2) attenuator;~3) short-circuited piston;~4) T-bridge;~5) sample
in the cryostat;~6) microwave diode;~7) amplifier; ~8) ADC; ~9) synchro-
nizing unit; ~10) laser with light-emitting diode;~11) computer.
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analyzed to assess the feasibility of determining the impu
parameters of the dopant and entrained secondary dopan
ements.

PRONY METHOD

The problem of determining the parameters of Eq.~3!
can be solved formally by the least-squares method, provi
only that the number of readings in the data sample exce
the number of parameters estimated. In reality, howeve
nonlinear system of transcendental equations is encount
in solving this kind of problem, even in the simplest cas
and it is problematical whether the system is even solva
by numerical methods~to say nothing of the colossal expen
diture of computational resources that would be required!.6,7

The Prony method can be used to reduce the problem to
linear least-squares procedures, the first of which determ
the relaxation parameters, while the second determines
partial amplitudes. A detailed description of the Pro
method can be found in the relevant literature~see, e.g., Ref.
6!. We merely call attention to the number of terms in E
~3!, because it is chosena priori.

The values of certain parameterst calculated by the
Prony method can be complex. This means that the raw
contain oscillatory components. Terms of this kind are g
erated by the inevitable noise present in the experime
data. Ostensibly, therefore, the larger the terms in Eq.~3!, the
more accurately the Prony method can approximate the
perimental noise and the more accurate will be the val
obtained for the components of the useful signal. Unfor
nately, this statement is true up to a limit, because the Pr
method becomes unstable for a large number of parame
by virtue of the fact that the systems of linear equatio
whose solution is the very basis of the method beco
poorly conditioned.6

Our investigation has been carried out for ten terms.
have arrived at this particular choice, first of all, by drawi
on cumulative experience and, second, by taking into
count a priori information about the investigated phenom
enon.

SIMULATION RESULTS

To draw some conclusion as to the applicability of t
Prony method for processing our experimental data, it
been necessary to run a preliminary simulation.

For this purpose a sequence of 20 samples of relaxa
curves was generated artificially, each curve having the fo

f ~ t i !5af expS 2
t i

t f
D1as expS 2

t i

ts
D , ~4!

where t f and ts are the partial relaxation times~fast and
slow times, respectively!, af and as are the corresponding
partial amplitudes,t i5d• i is the reading time,d550 ns,
i 50 . . .2047.

The functional relation~4! symbolizes the experimenta
curve, so that the parameterst f , ts , andd have the dimen-
sions of time. In turn,t f , ts , af , and as depend on the
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parameterT ~which denotes the temperature!; the corre-
sponding dependences are shown in Figs. 2 and 3~slow test
and fast test!.

A stochastic process~white noise with different vari-
ancess! was initially added to the deterministic process~4!
of each raw data sample. The resulting set of samples
thus processed by the Prony method. The processing sh
that the parameters determined by the Prony method a
with the test set within 0.1–3% error limits except for th
parts where the partial amplitude of some exponential fu
tion become smaller than the fivefold~14 dB! variances of
the white noise~Fig. 2, slow test!. Here the total signal am
plitude must be at least 100 timess ~40 dB greater!.

We have also simulated the application of analog-
digital conversion to the sequence of raw data samples
various ADC word lengths. Here we assumed that the t
signal amplitude corresponds to half the word length. T
simulation results are shown in Fig. 3. It is evident that
Prony parameters agree with the initial parameters within
error limits ~except for the small-amplitude parts! when an
ADC word length of at least eight bits is used.

The simulation has thus shown that the Prony meth
yields satisfactory results~i.e., the errors of the method d
not exceed the instrumental error! in the solution of problems
with four parameters if at least an eight-bit analog-to-dig
converter is used and if the total amplitude-to-noise ratio
at least 40 dB. Regions of measurement of the Prony par
eters wherein the partial amplitude-to-noise ratio is low

FIG. 2. Simulation results~data sample1 white noise!. Comparison of the
results by the Prony method with a test set of parameters. The signa
noise ratio varies from 30 dB to 50 dB.
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than 14 dB must be excluded from consideration in this ca

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed processing technique has been tested
study of the temperature dependence of the photocondu
ity relaxation curves of high-resistance silicon obtained
gold doping.

Each relaxation curve has been processed by the P
method, which discloses the presence of two damped ex
nential functions in each curve@Eq. ~3! with N52#. Figure 4
shows the temperature dependence of the parameters of
two exponentials: the partial relaxation timest fast(T) and
tslow(T) along with the corresponding amplitudesAfast(T)
andAslow(T).

To determine the errors of the Prony parameters,
have taken into account experimental errors together w
processing errors. We use the simulation results~Figs. 2 and
3! to estimate the latter. Some of the experimental points
the temperature curve oftslow are not shown, since the reli
ability of these points is low on account of the smallness
the partial amplitudeAslow in the corresponding temperatur
range~Fig. 4, 140 K,T,200 K).

In the temperature range where thetslow rises abruptly
@;M /NCM , Eq. ~2!# the amplitudeAslow(T) decays by the
same law (;NCM /M ). It is readily shown that this situation
is possible if thea-attachment mechanism is operative. T
situation is physically straightforward: The lower the tem
perature, the smaller is the thermal excursion from the

to-
FIG. 3. Simulation results~data sample1 discretization noise!. Comparison
of the results by the Prony method with a test set of parameters. The ana
covers 6-, 8-, and 12-bit ADCs.
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tachment level, and the smaller is the fraction of nonequi
rium electrons residing a long time at the level (tslow

increases!. On the other hand, as the temperature is lower
the decrease in the thermal excursion means that a sm
fraction of electrons in the conduction band is required
maintain equilibrium with the attachment level, andAslow

therefore decreases as the temperature is lowered. Th
tachment energy level determined from the depende
tslow(1/T) or Aslow(1/T) is equal to@0.1760.01# eV, which
coincides with the energy of the acceptor oxygen-vaca
A-complex.12 The fast component of the relaxation time
this temperature range corresponds to the initial trapping
electrons at free attachment levels@t fast5(gcnM )21#. An
order-of-magnitude estimate gives the density of these le
M greater than or equal to 1016 cm23. For an energy of 0.17
eV and a density of states for siliconNc'2.931019 cm23

~at 300 K! the recombination coefficient at the attachme
level gcn is at most equal to 531028 cm3

•s, which is rea-
sonable for the trapping of an electron in a neutral acce
state of the attachment level.

In analyzing these data, it is important to recall that t
exciting irradiation time is shorter thant fast over the entire
temperature range, so that the filling of the attachment le
does not reach saturation during irradiation; once the ex
nal excitation stops, the levels only begin to fill, trappi
nonequilibrium carriers from the band. In this way our a
sumed conditions differ from those usually discussed,10 so
that the relations betweenAfast and Aslow for a-attachment

FIG. 4. Results of processing the experimental data. Results of process
family of photoconductivity decay relaxation curves by the Prony method
gold-doped silicon sample is investigated.
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can vary with the temperature as shown in Fig. 4, in wh
case

Afast;Dn~0!
M

NCM1M
, Aslow;Dn~0!

NCM

NCM1M
,

whereDn(0) is the density of nonequilibrium electrons
the initial time; sinceAfast.Aslow in the investigated tem-
perature range~Fig. 4!, we haveM>NCM .

If we stay within the confines of the given model, th
emergence ofAslow ~and, accordingly,tslow) at lower tem-
peratures can be attributed to narrowing of the energy
between the acceptor complex and the conduction band@see
Eqs.~2!; the condition (M /NCM)@1 fails asNCM increases#,
and the temperature dependence oftslow in the temperature
rangeT,180 K is the temperature dependence of the reco
bination coefficientgn at the level governing the recombina
tion time in thea-attachment model.10 In this same tempera
ture interval the temperature dependence oft fast is
determined by the temperature dependence of the reco
nation coefficient of the attachment level.

Another explanation for this phenomenon could be
activation of a restrictive mechanism of recombination
the surface9 with a characteristic timets for largetslow. This
time, in turn, is either approximately equal tots

5b2/(16D) when recombination is restricted by the influ
of nonequilibrium carriers to the surface, as can happ
when the surface recombination rates exceeds the threshol
valuesthr5Dp/b ~in our casesthr>300 cm/s forb50.1 cm
and D>10 cm2/s), or it is approximately equal to
ts5b/(2s) in the opposite cases<sthr . For the first case,
accordingly, we havets<10 ms, which is close to the ex
perimental time limit~Fig. 4!, and in the second case fo
ts53ms ~Fig. 4! we obtains'33104 cm/s, which contra-
dicts the conditions<sthr'300 cm/s. We can therefore con
clude that the first alternative holds in our case, and the t
limit is specified asts5b2(16D). The temperature depen
dence oftslow'ts is then determined by the temperatu
dependence of the diffusion coefficientD5kT/e•m(T),
which at the point of maximum mobilitym(T) ~'100 K for
silicon! has the formTn, 0,n,1, so thatts;1/Tn11 de-
creases as the temperature increases, as is indeed obs
experimentally fortslow ~Fig. 4!. The amplitude ratio in this
situation describes the ratio of the fractions of the noneq
librium density of nonequilibrium carriers that vanish as
result of surface recombination~slow component! and at
bulk recombination levels~fast component!.

Another important consideration is that only the ele
tronic component of the signal is addressed here, i.e.,
photoconductivity is monopolar~it must be assumed thattn

@tp). If this were not the case, the amplitude ratio wou
more aptly reflect the ratio of the electron (mn) and hole
(mp) mobilities, because the reflected power signal is p
portional to the conductivity. The satisfaction of the cond
tion tn@tp is confirmed by the large asymmetry with whic
the levels are filled and by the large asymmetry of the c
ture cross sections of the acceptor state for gold inn-type
silicon.11 We must naturally conclude, therefore, that t
hole lifetime tp is very short, not exceeding the excitatio
irradiation time.

g a
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To determine the errors of the Prony parameters,
have taken into account the experimental errors together
the errors of the processing method. We have estimated
latter on the basis of the simulation results~Figs. 2 and 3!.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of a genera
Prony method for analyzing the photoconductivity decay
laxation curves in the presence of noise for a bounded
width. Our simulation has shown that the Prony meth
yields satisfactory results when the partial amplitude-
noise ratio is at least 14 dB.

The method has been tested in an analysis of the ph
conductivity decay curves in gold-doped silicon irradiat
with laser pulses in a microwave field. An analysis of t
experimental data for the investigated sample has enable
to disclose the onset of an entraineda-attachment level situ-
ated at a depth of 0.1760.01 eV; this energy is close to th
activation energy of theA-center oxygen-vacancy comple
~0.16 eV!.

The method can be used to systematically trace the t
perature variations of both the relaxation times and the c
responding partial amplitudes, thereby opening additiona
e
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us
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formation channels for the acquisition of data on t
evolution of recombination processes.
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Energy barriers at the interfaces in the MIS system Me–Yb 2O3 –Si
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The electrophysical properties of silicon MIS structures with ytterbium oxide as the insulator are
investigated. It is established that the electrical conductivity of the MIS structures are
described by a Poole–Frenkel mechanism. The capacitance–voltage curves are used to measure
the trapped charge in the insulator and the density of surface states. The energy barriers
for electrons at the interfaces are determined by the method of internal photoemission of charge
carriers into the insulator. The parameters of deep electron traps in ytterbium oxide are
investigated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01104-6#
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INTRODUCTION

The extensive application of metal–insulato
semiconductor~MIS! systems in semiconductor discrete d
vices and integrated circuits has created a need to searc
promising new dielectric materials and to investigate th
properties. Of considerable scientific and practical inter
are rare-earth oxides, whose films have high dielectric c
stants («58 – 20) and high resistivities (r51012– 1015V
•cm) and are heat-resistant and chemically stable.1,2 Investi-
gations have shown that these materials can be used to
ricate silicon MIS varicaps with a high capacitance over
factor,3 memory electric switches,4 and effective brightening
and passivating coatings for silicon photoelectric device5

However, the energy barriers at the phase interfaces and
energy band diagrams of silicon MIS systems utilizing ins
lator films made from oxides of RE elements have not b
determined to date. We have therefore investigated the p
toelectric properties of silicon MIS structures using ytte
bium oxide as the insulator, and we have determined
energy barriers at the interfaces and the parameters of
tron trapping centers in the insulator.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

MIS structures of the type Me–Yb2O3– Si ~Me stands
for Al or Ni ! were prepared on KE´ F-5 ~111!-oriented and
KDB-4.5 ~100!-oriented single-crystal silicon substrate
Prior to deposition of the insulator film the polished silico
wafers were degreased by boiling in toluene, followed
ultrasonic washing in acetone. The native oxide layer w
removed by processing in a dilute aqueous solution of
drofluoric acid. An ytterbium oxide film of thicknes
d50.25– 0.28mm was prepared by the thermal spraying
metallic ytterbium from a molybdenum boat in a 1025 Torr
vacuum on a VUP-5 apparatus with subsequent thermal
dation of the resulting Re layer at a temperature
500– 550 °C for 30 min. Semitransparent electrodes of a
0.4 mm2 deposited on the Yb2O3 film by the thermal spray-
ing of aluminum or nickel through a stencil in a (1 – 2
31025 torr vacuum. A solid aluminum contact was depo
ited on the opposite polished surface of the silicon substr
4041063-7842/99/44(4)/5/$15.00
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The current–voltage I–V curves and current–
temperature curves were measured at a constant voltag
means of an E´ D-05M electrometer. The density of surfac
statesNSS at the Yb2O3– Si interface and the fixed charge
the insulatorQF were calculated by the method of high
frequency~1 MHz! capacitance–voltage~C–V! curves. The
energy barriers at the metal–Yb2O3 and Si–Yb2O3 inter-
faces were determined by the method of internal photoem
sion of electrons into the insulator6,7 from the spectral and
voltaic dependences of the photocurrent. The photoemis
currents were measured by means of an electrometer w
sensitivity of ;10215A during illumination of the samples
by monochromatic light obtained from a DKsE´ L 1000-5
1-kW xenon lamp and an MDR-2 high-transmission mon
chromator.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The I–V curves of the Al–Yb2O3– Si structures~Fig. 1!
for positive ~1 on Me! and negative voltage polarities ar
linear in the coordinates$ ln(I•d/V), V1/2%, whereI is the cur-
rent andV is the applied voltage. The rectification ratio fo
the various samples was in the interval 1.2–2.0. The re
tivities of the ytterbium oxide films, determined from th
I–V curves, were equal to 1014– 1015V•cm. The current–
temperature curves, measured in the temperature ra
T52902400 K for various values of the dc voltage on th
structure, become linear in the coordinates$ ln I, 103/T% ~Fig.
2!. The current activation energy in temperature units, cal
lated from these curves, decreases monotonically from 1
1.3 to 0.86–0.9 eV as the voltage is increased from 2 V
5 V. These results show that the electrical conductivity of
MIS structures is limited by the volume of the insulator a
is satisfactorily described by the Poole–Frenkel mechani

TheC–V curves of the Al–Yb2O3– Si structures~Fig. 3!
have a typical high-frequency profile with saturation of t
capacitance upon accumulation and inversion at the sur
of the semiconductor. The capacitance of the samples
creases approximately from 160 pF to 40 pF as the dc volt
is varied from accumulation values to values correspond
to inversion at the surface of the semiconductor. The con
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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voltages lie between22 V and 2 V. The flat-band potentia
and the capacitance overlap factor for various samples
equal to 0.5–0.9 V and 3–4, respectively. The hysteresi
the C–V curves along the voltage axis falls within the inte
val 0.2–0.5 V. The density of surface states and the trap
charge in the insulator are equal to (2.524)31011cm22

•eV21 and (4 – 7)31028 C/cm2, respectively.
Figure 4 shows typical plots of the photocurrent per ph

ton I f
1/n as a function of the photon energyhn of an

Al–Yb2O3– Si structure in the coordinates$I f
1/n , hn% for

various positive and negative voltages;n52 andn53 cor-
respond to the application of negative and positive voltag
respectively. It is evident thatI f

1/n increases linearly as th
photon energy increases in an interval;10kT. The curves
for a positive voltage on the electrode attached to the ox

FIG. 1. Current–voltage curves of Al–Yb2O3– Si structures for positive~1!
and negative~2! voltages.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the current in an Al–Yb2O3– Si struc-
ture for various applied voltages:~1! V522 V; ~2! 25 V; ~3! 12 V; ~4!
15 V.
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~Fig. 4a! corresponds to the photoemission of electrons fr
silicon. The emission of holes from the metal is negligible
this case, because the threshold photon energy for this p
ity does not depend on the material of the field electro
Moreover, theC–V curves show that the capture of negati
charge by deep traps in Yb2O3 is observed as the photocu
rent passes through the insulator in this case. The thres
photon energy corresponds to the energyEb of the potential
barrier at the Si–Yb2O3 interface for the given applied volt
age.

The curves for negative biases on the field electro
~Fig. 4b! correspond to electron emission from the met
The threshold photon energy for this polarity depends on
material of the field electrode, and a negative charge bu
up in the insulator layer. The threshold photon energy
these curves is equal to the energy of the potential barrie
the metal–ytterbium-oxide interface for the given voltage

Investigations have shown that the dependence of
potential barrierEb on the square root of the applied voltag
is linear, and the photocurrent for electric fields in the ins
lator greater than 105 V/cm is described by the expression

I t5A~hn2Eb01kVd
1/2!n, ~1!

whereEb0 is the height of the potential barrier at zero ele
tric field in the insulator,k is the Schottky coefficient,Vd is
the voltage drop across the insulator, andA is a coefficient
that depends onhn.

The zero-voltage energy barriers at the boundary of
ytterbium oxide boundary can be determined by extrapo
ing the linear graphs ofEb versusV1/2 to their intercepts on
the Eb axis.

Figure 5 shows typical photovoltaic curves represent
the voltage dependence of the photoinjection current fr
aluminum into the ytterbium oxide film in the coordinate
$I f

1/2, V1/2% for two different photon energies. The curves a
quire good linearity in these coordinates, corroborating
analytical relation given for the photoemission current. T
heights of the energy barriers at the interfacial boundarie
the Yb2O3 film, as determined from these curves by the tec

FIG. 3. Capacitance–voltage curves of Al–Yb2O3–n-Si ~1! and
Al–Yb2O3–p-Si ~2!.
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FIG. 4. Graphs of the normalized photo
current of an Al–Yb2O3– Si structure as
a function of the incident photon energ
for ~a! positive voltages:~1! V53 V;
~2! 4 V; ~3! 5 V; ~b! negative voltages:
~1! V522 V; ~2! 24 V; ~3! 25 V.
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nique described in Ref. 8, were practically equal to the v
ues obtained from analysis of the spectral curves of the p
tocurrent. The heights of the energy barriers at the ph
interfaces in ytterbium oxide MIS structures are shown
Table I.

The heights of the energy barriers at the interface w
silicon are identical within the experimental error limits f
MIS systems containingn-type andp-type silicon. The en-
ergy barrier for a Ni–Yb2O3 interface is 0.4 eV higher than
for an Al–Yb2O3 interface. The resulting difference betwee
the barrier energies is equal to the absolute difference in
work functions for the emission of electrons from the met

When Al–Yb2O3– Si structures are irradiated in the u
traviolet range with a photon energy (hn55.3 eV! greater
than the width of the Yb2O3 band gap (Eg55.2 eV!, the
C–V curves are observed to shift along the voltage axis
ward positive values for both polarities of the applied vo
age, indicating the capture of electrons by deep traps in
Yb2O3. The graphs of the shiftDVFB of the flat-band poten-
tial as a function of the irradiation time have a subline
profile ~Fig. 6!. In this case the rate of change ofDVFB

increases as the voltage on the structure is increased.
After an Al–Yb2O3– Si structure, under the influence o

an applied dc voltage, is irradiated with monochromatic lig
having a photon energy higher than the potential barrier
smaller than the width of the band gap of ytterbium oxide

FIG. 5. Photovoltaic curves~photocurrent versus voltage! for different pho-
ton energies:~1! hn52.89 eV;~2! 2.75 eV.
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similar shift of theC–V curves along the voltage axis towar
positive values is observed. This result attests to the cap
of negative charge by deep traps in the insulator. In this c
the dependence of the shift of the flat-band potential of
C–V curves on the irradiation time is sublinear, tending
saturation after long~approximately one hour! irradiation
times. The trapped charge and the flat-band potential s
increase as the voltage applied to the structure is increa
The trapped charge is preserved for a long time at ro
temperature after the irradiation and dc voltage are disc
tinued. The effective charge trapped in the insulator, cal
lated from the shift of theC–V curve, is an order of magni
tude smaller than the charge transferred through
structure; the latter charge is determined by integrating
current over time.

When an Al–Yb2O3– Si structure is irradiated with light
the photocurrent decreases with time~Fig. 7!, attaining a
steady-state value. The observed photocurrent decay kin
is attributable to the photoinjection and trapping of electro
in the insulator. Charge carriers trapped in deep states in
insulator diminish the electric field in it, causing the phot
current through the structure to decrease.

The photostimulated depolarization method has b
used to determine the energy depth of the electron trap
Yb2O3. After photopolarization, the MIS structure was sho
circuited to an electrometer without any external voltage, a
the spectral curves of the depolarization photocurrent at p
ton energies lower than the energy barriers at the bound
of the Yb2O3 film were measured. The spectral curves of t
depolarization photocurrent, measured immediately a
photopolarization at incident photon energies of 5.2 eV
1 h and in repeated measurements are shown in Fig. 8.
evident that after photopolarization the indicated curves

TABLE I. Interface barrier energies in MIS structures.

Interface with Height of the
Yb2O3 phase energy barrier, eV

Al 2.9–2.92
Ni 3.3–3.32
n-Si 3.19–3.21
p-Si 3.18–3.21
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quire a photocurrent peak that had not been observed be
the insulator was charged and whose amplitude decreas
repeated measurements. This photocurrent is produce
the photoexcitation of trapped electrons from traps into
conduction band of the insulator and their drift under t
influence of the built-in electric field. In repeated measu
ments of these curves the degree of filling of the elect
traps decreases, and the amplitude of the photocurrent
is smaller. After complete photodepletion of the electr
traps the peak vanishes, and the photocurrent~curve4 in Fig.
8! and theC–V curves recover their original~before photo-
polarization! values and positions. This result confirms th
the capture of electrons by deep traps and photostimul
depletion of the latter take place when the structure is i
minated under certain conditions. The experiment descri
here is highly reproducible. The results in Fig. 8 can be u
to estimate the energy depth of the electron traps in Yb2O3.
It is evident that the electron trapping centers are situa
almost in the middle of the Yb2O3 band gap at a distance o
2.4–2.7 eV from the bottom of the conduction band. T
trapped charge densities in the insulator, calculated from
kinetic discharge photocurrent kinetic curves, lie in the int
val (1.8– 1.9)31028 C/cm2.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the shift of the flat-band potential on the irradia
time for different voltages:~1! V527 V; ~2! 6 V.

FIG. 7. Kinetic curves of the photocurrent for various voltages applied
the structure:~1! V523 V; ~2! 25 V; ~3! 26 V.
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A simultaneous analysis of the photovoltaic a
capacitance-voltage curves before and after irradiation of
structures with light leads to the assumption that the cha
trapped during irradiation is located in the interior of th
insulator. The magnitude and centroid of the trapped cha
in the insulator have been determined from the shift of
photovoltaic curve after irradiation.9

Figure 9 shows the photovoltaic curves of the struct
before and after irradiation with 3.1-eV photons at a dc vo
age of26 V for 40 min. After irradiation the photocurren
through the structure is observed to decrease as a resu
trapped charge. The magnitudeQ and centroidXC of the
trapped charge can be calculated from the relations

Q5
««0

d
~ uDVu11uDVu2!, ~2!

XC5dS 11
uDVu1

uDVu2 D 21

, ~3!

where«0 and « are the dielectric permittivities of vacuum
and the insulator, respectively, andDV1 and DV2 are the

n

o

FIG. 8. Spectral curves of the photodepolarization current:~1! after photo-
polarization;~2! repeated measurement;~3! third measurement;~4! fourth
measurement.

FIG. 9. Photovoltaic curves for an Al–Yb2O3–n Si structure before~1! and
after ~2! irradiation.
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shift of the I F –V curves along the voltage axis due to irr
diation for positive and negative polarities of the appli
voltage, respectively.

The calculated values of the centroid, determined fr
the Si surface, of the chargeQt trapped in the insulator an
the ratio of the trapped charge to the transmitted chargeQg

for various irradiation regimes are given in Table II.
It is evident that the centroid of the trapped charge

situated almost in the center of the insulator layer. This re
shows that the Yb2O3–Si interface is a sharp boundary in th

TABLE II. Parameters of electron trapping centers in an Al–Yb2O3–Si
structure.

Irradiation regime
Structure XC , mm Qt, C/cm2 Qt /Qg ~injection of electrons!

Al–Yb2O3–p-Si 0.13 3.6310210 0.16 from Al
0.13 6310210 0.31 from Si

Al–Yb2O3–n-Si 0.13 4.5310210 0.21 from Al
0.16 7.35310210 0.12 from Si
s
lt

investigated structures and does not contain a disturbed
sition layer of finite thickness. This condition is probab
associated with the comparatively low temperatures at wh
the insulator films are prepared, so that large stresses ar
created in them.
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Efficiency of stimulation of gaseous chemical reactions by a diffracted light beam
whose energy is absorbed by vibrational transitions

O. A. Gunaze and V. A. Trofimov

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
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Laser-induced reversible chemical reaction kinetics in a gas mixture with the absorption of light
energy by molecular vibrational transitions is investigated by mathematical modeling. The
influence of beam diffraction, the relaxation time of vibrational energy into heat, and the order of
vibrational transition on the structure of the region of high absorption and on the propagation
of switching waves is analyzed. The discussion applies to pulses having a duration much longer
than the time of energy transfer between vibrational levels. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01204-0#
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INTRODUCTION

Laser-induced processes in chemically active gase
media are major objects of investigation by virtue of th
many practical applications. However, the control of chem
cal reaction in a gas is itself a typical example of proble
that can be solved in a vigorously growing science: la
dynamics. The implementation of various nonlinear opti
self-organization processes, including optical bistability,
the system comprising the light beam and chemically ac
gas mixture is attracting the attention of ma
researchers.1–11 In papers devoted to this topic, as a rule, t
diffraction of optical radiation has either been ignored al
gether or is taken into account in the aberration-free appr
mation, which is valid only in the initial stage of interactio
of optical radiation with a chemically active gas mixture, i.
while nonlinear absorption can still prevent its profile fro
being transformed into a structure with two maxima. In t
meantime, when the input radius of the beam is decrea
the influence of its diffraction can fundamentally alter t
space–time evolution of the region of high concentration
the reaction product.8

It must also be borne in mind that diffraction effec
occur even when the initial diffraction length of the beam
several times the length of the cell containing the gas m
ture, because the concentration of the reaction product
creases rapidly during the interaction of laser radiation wit
chemically active gas mixture under certain conditions~op-
tical bistability conditions! in the regions of highest intensit
in the medium. As a result, owing to the dependence of
absorption on the concentration of the given species of
light energy is ‘‘sapped’’ in this region of the beam. A co
sequence of this phenomenon is a partitioning of the be
into subbeams, for each of which the diffraction length d
creases and, hence, the same happens for the whole be

Another meagerly studied problem is the stimulation
chemical reactions when light energy is injected through m
lecular vibrational levels and is subsequently converted
thermal energy. This technique for the control of reaction
conducive to the more efficient utilization of laser energy:9 A
4091063-7842/99/44(4)/8/$15.00
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high concentration of reaction product can be attained a
lower temperature of the medium and at a higher beam
put power. We also emphasize that the interaction of opt
radiation with molecules with the absorption of its energy
a vibrational transition, in turn, exhibits the bistability pro
erty under certain conditions.3 The coexistence of bistabl
dependences in several variables can also qualitati
change the kinetics of a laser-induced gas reaction.

In this paper we analyze the interaction of a diffract
laser beam with a two-component gas mixture when li
energy is absorbed by a molecular vibrational transition.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We wish to investigate the propagation of optical rad
tion in a cell containing a gas mixture; the cell is closed
mass transfer. Let heat transfer with the environment t
place through the side wall of the cell, and let the end wa
be thermally insulated. We also assume that energy is tr
ferred between molecular vibrational levels in a time mu
shorter than the pulse duration. As a result of this assu
tion, the populations of the vibrational levels fit a Boltzma
distribution.3 However, the transfer time exceeds the rela
ation time of vibrational energy into translational energ
The variation of the temperature of the medium must the
fore be taken into account. We also assume that the mol
lar vibrational levels are not equidistant and that the abso
tion of light energy is a resonance process in then→n11
transition.

We consider the influence of a light beam having a
dius such that the diffraction length is commensurate w
the length of the cell containing the gas mixture. This co
dition is indicative of the need to take optical diffraction in
account. We also assume that the length of the cell is c
parable with the path of nonlinear refraction under the infl
ence of the thermal lens due to heating of the medium
also the influence of the thermal lens due to the variation
the composition of the medium as a result of chemical re
tion. We assume in this regard that the concentrations of
reaction product and the starting mixture are locally relat
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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This approximation is valid, for example, in a reactio
A1B↔C ~whereA andB are the starting substances, andC
is the reaction product! if the concentration of one of the
starting substances~say B! is highly predominant over the
other substances and if the diffraction coefficients of the
action product and the initial gas differ only slightly. Th
chemical reaction can then be characterized by a single f
tion: the concentration of its product. In this case the int
action of the diffracted beam with the medium can be
scribed by the system of dimensionless equations

]A

]z
1 iDD'A1 i«nlA1d0d~N,E!A50,

0,z<Lz , 0,x,Lx ,

«nl5a~T2T0!1b~N2N0!, d~N,E!5sN
En

~11E!n12
,

«
]T

]t
5xD'T1g f ~N,T!1TE

E2E~T!

tVT
, t.0,

]E

]t
5qId~N,E!2

E2E~T!

tVT
,

]N

]t
5 f ~N,T!1DND'N, D'5

]2

]x2
,

f 5~12N!expS 2
1

TD2kN expS 2
Tc

T D , I 5uAu2, ~1!

subject to the initial and boundary conditions

Auz505A0~x!AI 0~ t !,

I 0~ t !5~12exp~2t/t!!2, t50.1,

A0~x!5expS 2
~x2Lx/2!2

a2 D , Aux50,Lx
50,

]N

]x U
x50,Lx

50, x
]T

]xU
x50,Lx

56h~T2T0!,

Au t5050, Tu t505T0 , f u t5050, Eu t505E~T0!.
~2!

In Eqs. ~1! and ~2! the complex amplitudeA(z,x,t) is
normalized to its maximum input value,N(z,x,t) is the di-
mensionless concentration of the reaction products,T(z,x,t)
is the temperature of the medium, normalized to the act
tion energy of the direct reaction in temperature un
E(z,x,t) is the normalized vibrational energy per unit vo
ume of the gas in the given mode, andE(T) is the equilib-
rium value of this energy at the specified temperatureT.

Under the above-stated assumptions the equilibrium
brational energy is given by the expression

E~T!5
1

exp~TE /T!21
.

In the calculations we use an expression forE(T) preva-
lent in the literature:3 E(T)5exp$2(TE /T)%. Moreover,z is
measured in units of the diffraction lengthl d52ka0

2, k is the
-

c-
-
-

-
,

i-

wave number,a0 is the initial beam radius, the transvers
coordinatex is measured in units ofa0, and D is a coeffi-
cient, which is equal to unity under the given normalizatio
but is retained in Eqs.~1! to aid in analyzing the influence o
beam diffraction on the spatial distributions of the tempe
ture, concentration, and intensity of the light beam.

The coefficientd0 characterizes the amplitude absor
tion of light by all molecules associated with the reacti
product. The timet is measured in units of the characteris
relaxation time. The parameter« characterizes the rate o
change of the temperature relative to the rate of the cha
of the composition of the gas mixture. The coefficientsx and
DN are equal to the ratios of the characteristic relaxation ti
to the characteristic heat-conduction and diffusion times,
spectively. The parameterq is the ratio of the initial beam
power to the power spent in changing the composition of
mixture from the original gas to the reaction product. T
coefficient g, which is proportional to the term (Tc21),
characterizes the reaction energy,Tc is the ratio of the acti-
vation energies of the reverse and forward reactions,k is the
ratio of the pre-exponential factors of the reverse to the f
ward reaction,tVT is the normalized time constant for th
relaxation of vibrational to translational energy,s is the total
absorption cross section of the maximum number of m
ecules of a given species in the vibrational transitionn→n
11 with the difference between the populations of levelsn
and n11 of the absorbing mode as specified by the ra
En/(11E)n12, and the parameterTE is equal to the ratio of
the photon energy to the activation energy of the forwa
reaction.

Self-induced effects of the light beam are described
the enl term in Eqs.~1!, in which a is the ratio of the input
beam powerP0 to the thermal self-focusing power (a,0
corresponds to self-defocusing of the beam!, and b is pro-
portional to the difference in the refractive indices of t
reaction product and the starting substance. It is positiv
the starting substance is less dense than the reaction pro
and it is negative in the opposite situation;Lx is the boundary
of the region along thex axis. Under the boundary condition
~2! the constanth dictates the rate of heat transfer with th
environment, whose temperature isT0.

In the numerical simulations a symmetric differencin
scheme is used for the quasi-optical equation, approxima
the differential operator with second-order accuracy in
space variables and time. Implicit differencing schemes
first-order approximation in time and second-order appro
mation in the space coordinates are used for the equation
N, E, andT.

RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In keeping with the subject set forth in the title to th
article, we fix the interaction parameters

D50.01, a5b50, g50, TE51,

DN5x51025, Tc50.375, k50.5,

a50.1, h52, Lx52, Lz51, ~3!
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for which optical bistability is achieved in the case of weak
diffracted beams (D→0). The diffraction coefficient in Eqs
~3! corresponds to the effective manifestation of diffracti
along the investigated propagation channels, because th
gree of its influence is governed by the ratioD/a2.

The values of the parametern50, 1, 2 correspond to the
absorption of light energy between the molecular vibratio
levels 0 and 1, 1 and 2, and 2 and 3, respectively.3 Since the
number of molecules existing in the unperturbed medium
the state with quantum numberj corresponding to a vibra
tional energyEj fits a Boltzmann distribution, as characte
ized by the functionE(T) in Eqs.~1!, the temperature of the
thermostat ~surrounding the gas cell! must be raised to
achieve efficient stimulation of the reaction forn52. Con-
sequently, the kinetic laws for a laser-induced reversi
chemical reaction with the absorption of light energy by t
vibrational ground level (n50) or by the first excited leve
(n51) are analyzed forT050.125~as in our earlier papers!,
whereas forn52 the numerical simulations are carried o
with T050.25. The values given below fors andq in Eqs.
~1! differ for different numbersn for the same reason. How
ever, for the analysis to be complete we investigate the
pendence of the time of onset of efficient reaction on
ambient temperature forn52 with light energy absorbed in
the vibrational transition 2→3 (n52). The modeling results
are shown in Table I. Heretexp is interpreted as the time o
onset of reaction near the input cross section of the cell.
evident from the table thattexp increases rapidly as the tem
perature of the thermostat is lowered. AtT0,0.13 an effi-
cient reaction is not observed in our investigated time in
val 0<t<Lt5200. Outgoing heat transfer prevails over t
input of light energy in this case.

a… Case n 50

We are concerned primarily with the laws governing t
formation of the region of high concentration of the reacti
product when the radiated laser energy is absorbed by
ground molecular vibrational transition. In this case the
sorption coefficient decreases monotonically as the vib
tional energy increases, corresponding to saturation of
vibrational transition.

It is important to stress the fact that the spatial distrib
tion of the concentration of the reaction product and its
namics are acted upon by several different physical factor
once. For example, an increase in the vibrational ene
leads to the above-indicated saturation of the absorption
efficient and, hence, a reduction in the injection of light e
ergy into the medium. However, owing to the large rela

TABLE I. Dependence of the time of onset of efficient reactiontexp on the
ambient temperatureT0 with the absorption of light energy by the 2→3
transition (n52) for q550, s510, andd0510.

T0 texp

0.25 1
0.2 10
0.18 30
0.135 150
0.125 .200
de-
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ation of energy into heat, the same increase in energy le
to saturation of the temperature of the gas mixture, and
manifestation of this process is also twofold. On the o
hand, an increase in the temperature stimulates reaction
that the concentration of the reaction product and, hence
absorption coefficient increase. On the other hand, the e
librium vibrational energy increases, reducing the fraction
its conversion into translation energy and bleaching of
medium. The end result of this behavior is slowing of t
chemical reaction. Consequently, the ratio of the parame
« andtVT assumes an important role when the input of lig
energy takes place through molecular vibrational transitio
It essentially determines the time of departure of the vib
tional energy from its equilibrium value and is a measure
the negative feedback between the absorption of light ene
and variation of the concentration of the reaction product;
increase inN causesE to increase, and this, in turn, dimin
ishes the injection of light energy into the medium.

Finally, we discuss the effects of optical diffraction.
also has a twofold outcome. On the one hand, being m
fested specifically as an increase in the beam radius, diff
tion shortens the region of efficient reaction along thez axis
and decreases the part of the region with the maximum c
centration of the reaction product. On the other hand, diffr
tion can induce focusing of the light beam as a result of
refraction of its rays by the induced distributed amplitu
lattice of the absorption coefficient — the reflection of ra
from the less dense side regions of the medium. This p
nomenon further stimulates chemical reaction in the reg
around the axis. The time of influx of light energy due
focusing of the beam depends on the velocity of propaga
of the transverse switching wave; this velocity, in turn, d
pends ontVT . It obviously vanishes if the switching wav
escapes from the region occupied by the beam. We note
beam focusing is also induced by the transformation of
profile to a distribution with an intensity trough on the ax
as a result of the efficient absorption of light energy. It a
has a finite lifetime, which is dictated by diffusion process
and thermal conductivity. These effects result in compl
time-dependent spatial distributions of the light energy,
temperature of the medium, and the concentration of the
action product.12

We therefore reemphasize that the stimulation of che
cal reactions in gases by diffracted light as its energy is
sorbed by the ground vibrational transition is influenced
many physical factors, which simultaneously stimulate~posi-
tive feedback! and limit ~negative feedback! the reaction pro-
cess. We therefore begin our analysis of the interaction o
laser beam with a chemically active gas mixture by exam
ing the influence of beam diffraction, because in the abse
of an unambiguous conclusion as to what role it plays,
results of the numerical simulations can be interpreted
different ways. To that end, we carry out the calculatio
with the coefficientD51025, for which diffraction effects
have scarcely any effect on our investigated paths.

As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows plots of the time depe
dence of the light intensity for weak beam diffractio
D51025 ~a! and for fully developed diffractionD51022

~b!. A comparison of these figures shows that for the int
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action parameters~3! the character of the time evolution o
the intensity does not depend on the diffraction coeffici
and is essentially governed by the dynamics of the abs
tion coefficient. However, it does have a significant influen
on the attainable values of the intensity and the time at wh
bleaching of the medium sets in. We emphasize that, bec
the reaction efficiency exhibits a threshold-type depende
~due to the onset of optical bistability! on the intensity, the
transition to diffracted beams is accompanied by a qua
tive transformation of the region of high concentration of t
reaction product, in particular, a decrease in its longitudi
length.

Several stages of interaction of the laser beam with
medium are discernible in the figure and also depend on
relaxation time of the vibrational energy: FortVT510 there
is an initial interval with a slight rise in the intensity, whic
does not occur fortVT<1. In the initial stage of interaction

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the light intensity at the center of the c
(z5Lz/2, x5Lx/2) during the propagation of a weakly diffracted beam,D
51025 ~a! and a strongly diffracted beam,D51022 ~b! in the presence of
absorption of light energy by the ground vibrational transition (n50) for
q58, d0510, s51, and various relaxation times:tVT51024 ~solid curve!,
1 ~dashed curve!, 10 ~dot-and-dash curve!.
t
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the beam intensity varies only slightly, because the chem
reaction rate is insignificant.

The reaction rate then increases abruptly~explosive ab-
sorption develops as a result of the closure of positive fe
back between the absorption of light energy and the incre
in concentration of the reaction product!. We denote this
time by texp. Its dependence on the relaxation time for ful
developed beam diffraction is shown in Fig. 2a.

In the next stage the absorption coefficient decrease
account of saturation of the vibrational transition, and t
light intensity begins to increase gradually. A comparison
the rate of growth of the intensity for diffracted and weak
diffracted beams~Fig. 1! shows that diffraction only slightly
alters the time evolution of the intensity. However, its ma
nitude depends to a large extent on the relaxation time
the longitudinal cross section of the cell, as illustrated in F
2b. We see that the light intensity near the output cross s
tion of the cell begins to increase for large values oftVT .
This behavior is attributable to an increase in the opti
thickness of the gas mixture, and bleaching of the latter
quires a longer time interval for the input of light energy; th
interval, in turn, depends on the relaxation timetVT . Nota-
bly, the essentially constant output intensity observed in F

FIG. 2. ~a! Dependence of the time of onset of efficient reaction on
logarithm of the relaxation time of vibrational energy at the center of the
(z5Lz/2, x5Lx/2) in the propagation of diffracted beams (D51022) for
the parametersq58, d0510, ands51 with the absorption of light energy
by the ground vibrational transition (n50); ~b! intensity I 5uA(z,x,t)u2 on
the beam axis (x5Lx/2) at the timet530 in the center of the cell (z
5Lz/2, solid curve! at its exit (z5Lz , dashed curve! as a function of the
logarithm of the relaxation time~the parameters are the same as in Fig. 2!.
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2b ~dashed curve! indicates that astVT increases, the
vibrational-energy saturation of the absorption coefficien
partially offset by a longitudinal increase in the region
high concentration of the reaction product~Fig. 3a!. As a
result, the optical thickness of the medium remains ess

FIG. 3. Longitudinal distribution of the concentration of the reaction pro
uct on the cell axis (x5Lx/2) with the absorption of light energy by th
ground transitionn50 ~a! and by the first excited transitionn51 ~b! for
various relaxation times:tVT50.1 ~solid curve!, 1 ~dashed curve!, 10 ~dot-
and-dash curve!, D51022, and d0510 at the timet530 for q58 and
s51 ~a! and at the timet580 for q550 ands510 ~b!.
s

n-

tially unchanged astVT increases from 0.1 to 1.0; this fact i
conjunction with the increased output intensity attests to
more efficient injection of light energy.

We now analyze the spatial distribution of the region
high concentration of the reaction product. In the case
instantaneous relaxation of the absorbed light energy
heat a very distinct longitudinal kink occurs with an esse
tially uniform concentration of the reaction product with
the boundaries of the central region of the beam~Fig. 4a!. As
a consequence of high absorption the light intensity after
switching cross section is small, so that the transverse w
of the region of 10% concentration of the reaction prod
remains constant. But if the vibrational energy relaxation d
namics becomes significant, the region of maximum conc
tration moves with time in both the longitudinal and th
transverse direction. In this event, diffusion causes the tra
verse motion of the concentration wave to be superimpo
with another motion induced by beam diffraction, as illu
trated in Fig. 4b. This figure shows the concentration le
lines, and one can clearly track the increase in the longitu
nal and transverse dimensions of the region of efficient re
tion in comparison with the case represented in Fig. 4a. S
sequently, at certain values oftVT the maximum
concentration can also be attained at the back wall of the c
We emphasize that the increase in the longitudinal length
the region of high concentration is accompanied by simu
neous motion of the leading edge of the region of high op
cal intensity along thez axis as a result of bleaching of th
medium due to vibrational-energy saturation of the abso
tion coefficient.

A similar spatial distribution of the region of efficien
reaction is encountered for weakly diffracted beams~e.g., for
D51025). Now, however, its transverse width decreas
with increasingz, because there is no transverse flux of lig
energy from the beam-occupied axial zone of the cell.

We now consider the evolution of the optical intens
profile in the presence of strong diffraction (D50.01). It

-

FIG. 4. Level lines of the concentration of the reaction product at the timet550 for q58, d0510, s51, n50, D51022, and relaxation times
tVT51024 ~a! and 10~b!.
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should be noted that for all three designated relaxation tim
tVT510, 1, 0.1 an annular beam structure evolves at a cer
time, which depends ontVT . Inasmuch as the depth of th
trough in the intensity profile on the beam axis and its rate
change are determined here by the concentration of the r
tion product, which, in turn, depends ontVT , the longitudi-
nal cross section of its formation~like the length of subse
quent focusing of the beam! also depends ontVT .

A scenario of the time evolution of beam focusing c
be conceived by comparing the optical intensity profiles
different times for various relaxation timestVT and cross
sectionsz. At a certain time following the formation of the
region of high concentration of the reaction product, an
nular beam structure is formed in a particular cross sectio
the mediumz0, causing light to be focused in a cross secti
z01z1 . Diffusion causes the transverse width of the highN
region to increase with time forz,z0. As a result, the reac
tion product acquires a distribution that is nearly unifo
within the limits of the beam, so that the beam loses
annular profile and is transformed into a nearly Gauss
shape, and the optical focus atz01zf disappears. Because o
time lag, the concentration in the medium lying after t
cross sectionz0 begins to increase later than in the regi
lying before z0, causing the Gaussian profile to transfor
into an annular profile in a new cross sectionz01z1, so that
now the beam is focused in a new cross sectionz01z1

1zf 1. Subsequently, after a certain time lapse, a beam st
ture having a single maximum is also formed already wit
the limits of the regionz,z01z1. The focusing process the
repeats. Consequently, like the interval of the medium
which the light intensity has a minimum on the axis, t
beam focus moves lengthwise along the cell. However,
direction of motion of the focus is no longer monoton
owing to the variation of the transverse width of the beam
a result of absorption of its light energy and diffraction.

We have already observed these features of the dyn
ics of the light intensity profile in previous modeling of th
propagation of annular beams in a chemically act
mixture,12 including a detailed analysis of the motion of th
optical focus. For the case treated in the present paper
beam initially has a Gaussian profile. The laws describ
the motion of its focus therefore differ from those describ
in Ref. 12.

In particular, the focus of the beam probably moves fro
larger to smallerz in the initial stage of formation of the
high-concentration region, and only then does the abo
described dynamics of its motion take place.

It follows from these considerations that beam diffra
tion ~like saturation of the absorption coefficient! in a certain
time interval can cause the light intensity to increase in p
of the medium. In view of the complex dynamics of th
transformation of the beam intensity profile, generally spe
ing, the intensity can undergo several time oscillations on
axis of the initially Gaussian beam.

b… Case n 51

We now analyze the effectiveness of controlling
chemical reaction when light energy is absorbed by the
excited molecular vibrational level for the parameters
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n51, q550, s510, 0,t<75, d054,10. ~4!

We note that the time interval up to the onset of exp
sive absorption is shortened by increasingq and s. It is
important to emphasize that one value ofd(E) corresponds
to two values ofE for the given dependence of the absor
tion coefficient on the vibrational energy over a large ran
of the latter. Consequently, after the rapid departure of
vibrational energy from its equilibrium value as a result
the onset of explosive absorption, the absorption coeffic
can lie either on the rising partd(E) ~positive feedback! or
on the descending part ofd(E) ~negative feedback!, depend-
ing on the timetVT and the parameter«, which characterizes
the rate of change of the temperature of the mixture. I
obvious that the stimulation of chemical reaction will follo
a different scenario under these conditions.

The main laws discerned for the preceding case are
valid, but they become even more pronounced. Howev
owing to the fundamentally different dependence of the
sorption coefficient on the vibrational energy~it now has a
maximum!, there are qualitative differences from the ca
n50. For example, the time dependence of the intensity
the center of the cell~Fig. 5! has a distinct minimum only for
tVT510. It is important to emphasize that the beam intens
undergoes several oscillations. The period and numbe
such oscillations depends strongly on the relaxation time
the vibrational energy: The period is equal to 40 f
tVT50.1, is of the order of 6 fortVT51, and is of the order
of 3 for tVT510. The time of onset of the light intensit
oscillations also differs, decreasing astVT increases. Oscil-
lations take place both in the stage of the partially form
domain of high absorption (tVT50.1) and in the time inter-
val of maximum departure of the vibrational energy from
equilibrium value (tVT51), as well as in the explosive ab
sorption stage. All three situations have in common the
velopment of intensity oscillations after formation of the r

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the light intensity at the center of the c
(z5Lz/2, x5Lx/2) with the absorption of light energy by the first vibra
tional transition (n51) for D51022, q550, d054, s510, and various
relaxation times:tVT50.1 ~solid curve!, 1 ~dashed curve!, 10 ~dot-and-dash
curve!.
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gion of high concentration of the reaction product, wher
the optical density is sufficient for the formation of an ann
lar beam profile. This result evinces the diffractiona l orig
of the oscillations. They can be amplified by the existi
dependence of the absorption coefficient on the vibratio
energy if the absorption varies near the maximum.

The dependence of the time of onset of efficient react
on tVT also exhibits qualitative changes~cf. Figs. 2a and 6!:
we see that, as light energy is absorbed in the vibratio
transition 1→2, texp no longer icreases monotonically wit
tVT but instead there is an initial decrease intexp followed by
a slow increase. This complex dependence is attributabl
the increase in the absorption coefficient as the product c
centration and the vibrational energy increase in the ini
stage of interaction and to its decrease with a further incre
in E. We note that the substantial increase in the relaxa
time of efficient reaction for small values oftVT is due to the
essentially quadratic dependence of the absorption co
cient on a small quantity~N and E are small in the initial
stage of interaction!. In the interval of timestVT51210 the
behavior oftexp is similar to the case of absorption of ligh
energy by the ground vibrational transition.

The initial part of the dependence oftexp on tVT can
probably be explained as follows. For smalltVT the rapid
temperature increase near the input cross section of the c
accompanied by the formation of a domain of high abso
tion, which then begins to move along the cell. Since
absorption coefficient is proportional toE in the case ana
lyzed here, the velocity of the domain is also proportiona
E. For smalltVT the nonuniformity in the longitudinal dis
tribution of the vibrational energy is clearly pronounced
virtue of the strong absorption of light energy by the new
formed domain. AstVT increases, the formation of the do
main near the front wall of the cell slows down, the abso
tion coefficient becomes more uniform along the medi
~within the boundaries of the incipient domain!, and the do-
main evolves more uniformly with time. In this case, acco
ingly, the value oftexp for tVT'0.1 represents the arriva
time of the leading edge of the domain of high absorption
the cross sectionz5Lz/2.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the time of onset of efficient reaction on the lo
rithm of the relaxation time of vibrational energy at the center of the c
(z5Lz/2, x5Lx/2) for the following parameters of propagation of diffracte
beams,D51022, q550, d054, ands510 with the absorption of light
energy by the first vibrational transition (n51).
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The foregoing conclusion is also confirmed by an ana
sis of the dynamics of formation of the longitudinal doma
of concentration of the reaction product. The steady-s
distribution ofN alongz for d0510 is shown in Fig. 3b. Two
observations are relevant in this regard. First, ford0510 and
tVT50.1 the boundary of the domain is situated to the left
the cross sectionz50.5 ~Fig. 4 shows the results of the ca
culations for d054). Second, our analysis of the case
weak heat removal has important bearing on the establis
spatial distributions. In the presence of fully developed th
mal diffusion the structure of the absorption domain can
dergo a more pronounced change fortVT>tD (tD is a time
constant characterizing the thermal conductivity of the m
dium!.

In contrast with the preceding case, the transverse st
ture of the domain of high absorption is also transform
For example, for small relaxation times~say,tVT50.1) the
diffraction of radiation essentially fails to broaden the highN
region with increasingz. The structure of the level lines o
the reaction product concentration is similar to the case
weakly diffracted beams.

WhentVT is increased to 1, diffraction of the beam in
fluences the region of efficient reaction only in part of t
cell. For large relaxation times the transverse cross sectio
the domain of high concentration increases alongz, repeating
the broadening of the beam radius.

An analysis of the light intensity profile shows that th
motion of the focus retraces the path encountered in the
sorption of light energy by the ground transition. The on
difference is more distinct focusing of the beam both
terms of its peak intensity and in terms of its radius~it de-
creases by a factor of 1.5–2 at the exit from the medium
the parameters compared!. This feature indicates sharpe
transverse boundaries of the domain of high absorption.

c… Case n 52

The bistable dependenceE(T) mentioned in Ref. 3 for a
chemically neutral medium can also occur in this case. C
sequently, the unambiguous interpretation of the results
the numerical simulations requires a preliminary investig
tion of critical points of the system of equations describi
the stimulation of chemical reaction with the injection
light energy through the 2→3 transition within the frame-
work of a point model. This problem is of independent i
terest and is beyond the scope of the present study. Her
stress the fact that the laws governing the laser-indu
chemical kinetics of a gas reaction with the absorption
light energy by the vibrational transition 2→3 (n52) for
T050.25 are similar to those obtained forn51 and
T050.125.

CONCLUSIONS

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that allow
ance for processes involving the relaxation of absorbed l
energy into heat in the laser stimulation of reversible che
cal reactions fundamentally alters their kinetics from t
laws obtained on the basis of instantaneous relaxation
particular, the stimulation process has a distinctly tim

-
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dependent character due to bleaching of the medium
result of saturation of the vibrational transition.

The complex dependence of the absorption coeffic
on the vibrational energy and beam diffraction can lead
the development of oscillations~damped in the given situa
tion! of the concentration of the reaction product in part
volume of the medium.

The influence of the diffraction of optical radiation ha
ing a Gaussian intensity profile at the entrance to the
results in focusing of the light beam due to the formation
a trough in the intensity distribution along the axis of t
beam as it propagates. Saturation of the absorption co
cient, on the other hand, causes the focus of the beam
move.
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Total internal reflection of a Gaussian light beam
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An approximate theoretical model for calculating the reflected and refracted fields of a Gaussian
light beam at a plane interface between two isotropic media is formulated on the basis of a
Fourier integral. In the vicinity of the critical angle of incidence~for total internal reflection! the
model predicts the presence of two refracted beams, one displaced along the interface by
an amount equal to the Goos–Ha¨nchen shift; curvature of the phase fronts and nonalignment of
the effective directions of energy and phase propagation occur for each beam, as in an
anisotropic medium. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01304-5#
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Wave reflection and refraction phenomena are often
countered in the most diverse branches of physics. O
would think that these phenomena could be described b
simple and reliable model based on the plane-wave appr
mation and the Fresnel equations.1–4 However, such an ap
proximation is not entirely correct in the presence of to
internal reflection. In reality, in the vicinity of a plane inte
face between two transparent media the field in a refrac
medium is described by a homogeneous traveling wave
angles of wave incidence arbitrarily smaller than the angle
total internal reflection~the critical angle! and is described
by an inhomogeneous wave decaying in the direction aw
from the boundary for angles of incidence arbitrarily grea
than the critical angle.1–4 The model system experiences
abrupt change in its qualitative state, but such a change
not really take place.2,3 The problem is that the actual wav
fields are always bounded and inhomogeneous in space
the reflection and refraction laws for spatially confined wa
beams differ from the laws for an infinite plane wave.2–4 The
disparity is especially significant in the presence of total
ternal reflection.

So far theoretical studies of the total internal reflecti
of spatially confined beams have been reduced to inves
tions of the reflected field, because excessively cumbers
integral equations are obtained for the refracted field.2–6 To
the best of our knowledge, there is only one paper7 in which
the refracted field of an inhomogeneous light beam subje
to total internal reflection has been investigated theoretica

In that paper an exact solution of the differential equ
tion for the wave function of the refracted field has be
constructed in the form of a double integral, and a sim
asymptotic approximation has been found for it, but cert
effects such as, for example, the Goos–Ha¨nchen shift3,5,6

cannot be described in this approximation. The objective
the present study is to develop a more realistic approxi
tion of the theory of field calculations in the reflection a
refraction of a Gaussian beam, which is the simplest mo
of a spatially confined light field.

Let a Gaussian light beam be incident from the nega
x direction at an angle other thanp/2 on a plane interface
4171063-7842/99/44(4)/5/$15.00
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between two isotropic media atx50 with dielectric permit-
tivities « i ~at x,0) and« ~at x.0), and let the wave field of
the beam at the interface be written in the form

Ui~0,z!5exp~2z2/w21 ibbz!, ~1!

wherebb andw are the propagation constant and the effe
tive half-width of the beam along the interface@the time
factor exp(2ivt) is omitted here, and the dependence of t
field on the tangential coordinatey, which is perpendicular to
the plane of incidence, is disregarded!.

The dielectric permittivities« i and « can be complex,
i.e., absorption is admitted in both media. We expand
function~1! into a Fourier integral in plane-wave modes wi
propagation constantsb along the interface, whereupon th
field of the incident beam near the interface is represented
the expression3,4

Ui~x,z!5E
2`

1`

A~b!exp~ ia ix1 ibz!db;

A~b!5~w/2p1/2!exp~2w2@b2bb#2/4!, ~2!

where a i5(k0
2« i2b2)1/2 is the component, normal to th

interface, of the wave vector of each~ith! Fourier component
of the field, andk05v/c is the wave number.

We also seek the reflected fieldUr and the refracted field
U in Fourier integral form. Allowing for the fact that eac
plane-wave Fourier component is reflected and refracted
dependently of the others, we can at once write integ
equations for these fields:3,4

Ur~x,z!5E
2`

1`

R~b!A~b!exp~2 ia ix1 ibz!db;

U~x,z!5E
2`

1`

T~b!A~b!exp~ iax1 ibz!db, ~3!

where

a5~k0
2«2b2!1/2; R~b!5~a iQ2aQ i !/~a iQ1aQ i !,

T~b!511R~b!52a iQ/~a iQ1aQ i ! ~4!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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are the Fresnel reflection and refraction coefficients;1–4 Q
5Q i51 for TE polarization of the incident light field, an
Q5«, Q i5« i for TM polarization.

It will be helpful in the ensuing discussion to represe
the coefficientsR and T ~4! in terms of the parameterv,
which we call the reflection parameter:

R~b!5exp~22v !; T~b!511exp~22v !;

v5tanh21~a iQ/aQ i !5
1

2
lnS 11aQ i /a iQ

12aQ i /a iQ
D . ~5!

The physical significance of this parameter is totally a
parent; its real and imaginary parts characterize the va
tions of the intensity and the phase of a plane wave in refl
tion.

To find the spatial distribution of the reflected and r
fracted fields, it is sufficient to substitute Eqs.~4! and~5! into
~3! and to evaluate the resulting integrals. Integral equati
of this kind are often met in various problems involving t
propagation of wave beams in layered systems,3,8 in particu-
lar, for calculations of exciting fields in planar dielectr
waveguides.9 In this article, therefore, together with the sp
cific results of calculations we also note some unconv
tional methods for performing such calculations.

In calculating integrals of this kind, it is customary
use an approximation based on the assumption that the
wavelengthl52p/k0 is small in comparison with the half
width of the beamw, i.e., that the conditionk0w@1
holds.3–6,8 The functionA(b) in the integrals~2! and ~3!
then differ appreciably from zero in a very narrow interval
the variable of integration bb(122/bbw),b,bb(1
12/bbw), so that the linear approximation in the argume
b can be used for the parametera i :

a i~b!'a ib2s i~b2b i !; a ib5~k0
2« i2bb

2!1/2;

s i5bbRe~1/a ib!. ~6!

The normal component of the averaged wave vecto
the beama ib can be complex-valued by virtue of absorptio
but the smallness of the refractive index means that
imaginary part of the parameters i can be ignored. In the
opposite case, i.e., for strong absorption in a semi-infin
medium, the exciting field~2! becomes negligible at the in
terfacex50.

Substituting the expansion~6! into Eq. ~2!, for the inci-
dent field we obtain

Ui~x,z!5exp~2@z2s ix#2/w21 i @bbz1a ibx# !.

This equation is the well-known expression for the fie
of a Gaussian beam, neglecting transverse diffractio
spreading of the amplitude~in the geometrical-optics ap
proximation!, and it is valid at small distances from the in
terface in question (uxu!k0w2).4,8 Here the phase of the fiel
depends on the longitudinal coordinate of beam propaga
(bbz1a ibx), and the intensity depends on the transverse
ordinate (z2s ix).

For the reflected and refracted fields this sort of sim
procedure of linearizing the spectral dependence ofa on b
works only for beams at angles of incidence much smalle
t

-
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much greater than the critical angle, i.e., whenbb(1
14/bbw),bc or bb(124/bbw).bc , where bc

5k0(Re«)1/2. The following approximation is then valid:

a~b!'ab2bb~b2bb!/ab ; ab5~k0
2«2bb

2!1/2. ~7!

However, if bc lies in the interval of integrationbb(1
22/bbw)<b<bb(112/bbw), the parameterab is found to
be very small or to vanish altogether, rendering the appro
mation ~7! invalid. To circumvent this difficulty, we expand
the parametera with respect tob, not at the pointbb , but at
the pointb5bb1s[bw , wheres is a certain complex quan
tity. Calculations for various values of this quantity and
comparison of the results with exact calculations7 show that
the optimum value iss52(11 i )/2w, which corresponds to
the expansion

a~b!'aw2bw~b2bw!/aw'aB2s~b2bb!, ~8!

where

bw5bb2~11 i !/2w;

aw5~k0
2«2bw

2 !1/2'@k0
2«2bb

21bb~11 i !/w#1/2;

aB5aw2bb~11 i !/2waw ; s5bb /aw . ~9!

The first term of the expansion~8! aB differs from its
counterpartab in the expansion~7! by the added complex
quantity in the square root. Obviously, for large values of
differenceuk0

2«2bb
2u, i.e., far from the region of total inter

nal reflection, this increment can be disregarded, but near
critical angle of incidence it renders the coefficients ~9!
finite ~at least in a nonamplifying medium, with nonnegati
Im e) and thus ensures that the linear representation~8! will
be valid.

Equations~6! and ~8! can be used to find an analogou
approximation for the reflection parameter~5!:

v'vB1q~b2bb!; vB5tanh21S Q iaB

Qa ib
D ;

q'
Q iQk0

2~«2« i !s

a ib~Q2a ib
2 2Q i

2ab
2!

~10!

or, sinces is not very large except at near-critical angles
incidence,

q'2Q is/Qa ib .

Substituting Eqs.~5!, ~6!, ~8!, and~10! into Eq. ~3!, we
can calculate the spatial distribution functions of the
flected and refracted fields. For the reflected field we obt

Ur~x,z!5exp~22vB14qR
2w222@z1s ix22qI #

2w22

1 i $bbz2a ibx24qR@z1s ix22q#%!. ~11!

From now on the subscriptsR andI are abbreviated notation
for the real and imaginary parts of the quantity to which th
are attached.

It follows from Eq. ~11! that the effective reflection pa
rameterveff is given by the equation

veff5vB22qR
2/w2. ~12!
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Even if allowance is made for the fact that the quant
vB ~10! does not coincide with the value of the reflectio
parameter vF5tanh21(Qiab /Qaib) corresponding to the
Fresnel equations,1–4 the real part ofveff is smaller thanvF ,
so that the average reflection coefficientR5exp(22veff) is
somewhat larger than the Fresnel coefficient. Moreover,
beam shifts as a unit whole along the interface~along thez
axis! by the amount

Dz52qI'2Q ibbawI /Qk0~awR
2 1awI

2 !~« i2«R!1/2,
~13!

i.e., we have the Goos–Ha¨nchen effect,3–6 which is not iden-
tical for TE and TM field polarizations.

Equation~11! describes another phenomenon: The dir
tion of propagation of the phase of the reflected beam, be
specified by the imaginary exponent of the exponential fu
tion ~11!, does not coincide with the longitudinal coordina
(bbz2a ibx), which is parallel to the lines of constant inte
sity of the field. This longitudinal coordinate obviously d
termines the direction of propagation of the beam ene
~11!. Consequently, the effective wave normal deviates fr
the ray normal in the direction of the interface by the ang

d r54Q i«R
1/2awR /Q~« i2«R!k0w2~awR

2 1awR
2 !,

which differs for TE and TM field polarizations. For th
reflected beam in an isotropic medium, therefore, the ind
tion of anisotropy takes place, eliciting a slight birefringen

All these effects resulting from the spatial inhomogen
ity of the incident field are the most conspicuous at ne
critical angles of incidence. We now estimate their order
magnitude in the optimal case:

veff5vB2Q i
2«R

1/2/Q2~« i2«R!k0w;

Dz/w5~Q i /Q!«R
1/4$2/~« i2«R!k0w%1/2;

d r5$23/2Q i«R
1/4/Q~« i2«R!%~k0w!23/2. ~14!

We compare the last quantity with the aperture angle
which a Gaussian beam must propagate, i.e., with the a
of its diffractional spreading, which has been disregard
above. This angle is equal to (2/k0w) ~Refs. 4 and 8! and
becomes much greater than the angled r ~14!. Hence it fol-
lows that the diffractional spreading effect is stronger th
the effect of angular shifting of the wave normal and c
tainly prevents it from being observable experimentally. F
the refracted field~3! the imaginary part of the coefficients
~9! of the linear expansion ofa with respect tob ~9! cannot
be disregarded as it was for the incident and reflected be
in regard toa i ~6!. The integrals~3! in the expression forU
are now integrals of the form

E
2`

1`

exp~2@b2bb2 iC#222isx@b2bb#/w!db, ~15!

in which the linear approximation fails for largex; the inte-
grand becomes far too large forx(b2bb)s I.0. To sur-
mount this difficulty, we replace the argument (b2bb) of
the term containingxs I in Eq. ~15! by its average valueiC/2
over the effective interval of integration. We then have t
approximate representation of the refracted field~3!
e
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U~x,z!5exp~ iaBx1 ibbz!$exp~2@z2sRx#2/

w21 is I@z2sRx#x/w2!1exp~22vB14qR
2w22

2@z2sRx22qI #
2/w21 i @s Ix24qR#

3@z2sRx22qI #/w
222qRs Ix/w2!%, ~16!

which is written as the superposition of the fields of tw
beams. At the interfacex50 their amplitudes are equal t
the amplitudes of the incident beam~1! and the reflected
beam~11!, respectively; the second beam is displaced alo
the interface relative to the first by the Goos–Ha¨nchen shift
~13! ~Fig. 1!. The constant-phas e surfaces of both bea
~16!, generally speaking, are not planar, and they hav
constant curvatureK52sRs I /bbw2. The extremumKe5
21/2w is attained at near-critical angles of incidence. Oth
effects are maximized in this same region: The reflect
parameter for the second refracted beam decreases b
same amount~12! as for the reflected field, and the amplitud
attenuation coefficients for the refracted beams differ by
amount 2qRs I /w2. Another phenomenon, analogous to t
induction of anisotropy for the reflected field, is readily di
cerned: The directions of propagation of the intensity p
pendicular to the planesz2sRx5const andz2sRx22qR

5const do not coincide with the directions of propagation
the phase, which are governed mainly by the coordinate
pendence (aBx1bbz) in Eq. ~16!. It is characterized by the
angle

d'~12aBRsR /bb!~11sR
2 !21/2

between the effective phase vector and the ray norm
whose maximum valued'(bbw)21/2 is again attained in the
region of near-critical angles of incidence.

If we make use of the fact that wave beams used
optics and acoustics usually obey the condition (k0w)1/2@1,
the expressions for the reflected and refracted fields~11! and
~16! are simplified:

Ur~x,z!'RB exp~ i @bbz2a ibx#2@z1s ix#2/w2!;

U~x,z!'TB exp~ i @bbz1aBx#2@z2sRx#2/

w21 is I@z2sRx#x/w2!, ~17!

FIG. 1. Diagram of the reflection and refraction of a beam near the crit
angle of incidence.
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FIG. 2. Spatial distributions of the intensityI and the phasew of the refracted at the interface of two transparent media with refractive indices« i51.6 and
«1/251.5 at angles of incidence 59 smaller than the critical angle~a!, equal to the critical angle~b!, and 59 larger than the critical angle~c!. The scale along
the x axis is magnified 2003 relative to the scale along thez axis.
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whereRB5exp(22vB)5(aibQ2aBQi)/(aibQ1aBQi) and TB

511RB52a ibQ(a ibQ1aBQ i) are the reflection and
transmission coefficients for the averaged directions
propagation.

In application to such beams almost all the abo
analyzed phenomena are found to be negligible, proba
with the exception of curvature of the wave front and t
difference in the directions of the phase and ray normal
the refracted beam.

The graphs in Fig. 2 illustrate the spatial structure of
f

-
ly

r

e

field ~17! refracted at the interface of two transparent me
whenk0w54.13104. The rapid change of phase along thez
axis as specified by the factor exp(ibbz) has been ignored in
plotting the graphs. A comparison of Fig. 2 with correspon
ing graphs in Ref. 7 shows that the approximation~17! far
better approximates the exact solution than the approxim
solution obtained in Ref. 7. In particular, it can be used
describe the nonlinear dependence of the phase on the
mal coordinatex. Figure 2 and Eqs.~9! and ~17! show that
the attenuation mechanism in a refracting medium com
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into play gradually until the increasing refraction angle
tains the critical value~approximately forbc2bb<1/8w and
bc5k0«R

1/2), and the oscillatory dependence on the norm
coordinate vanishes a little later~for bb2bc>1/8w). This
process takes place as though the spatial inhomogenei
the beam somewhat exceeded the refractive index and
duced a small absorption index in the transparent med
@see the expression foraw ~9!#. The presence of intrinsic
absorption in a refracting medium makes these beam c
finement effects less pronounced,7 and in an amplifying me-
dium (Im«,0) the above-developed theory is valid only f
uIm «u,1/k0w, i.e., for very low gains.
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Electromagnetic pulse amplification in a Cherenkov laser
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An investigation is made of the amplification of a Gaussian electromagnetic pulse in a
Cherenkov waveguide laser for the cases of long and short waveguides. It is shown that in the
first case, the concept of a characteristic pulse durationt0 can be introduced. It is
established that when the pulse duration is short (t,t0) the gain is determined only by its
spectral width, and the amplification process leads to a change in the pulse envelope. It is shown
that in a short waveguide pulse amplification can be achieved without any change in shape.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01404-X#
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INTRODUCTION

The amplification process in a Cherenkov waveguide
ser has been studied by many authors1–7 in cases where an
external monochromatic probe wave is supplied to the s
tem ~note that the present author8 has considered the cas
where the amplified radiation is formed from the sponta
ous noise!. Various waveguide shapes have been analyze
the literature to enhance the efficiency of interaction betw
the electron beam and the surface wave. These range
the simplest planar and cylindrical waveguides to more co
plex configurations.4–6 The amplification mechanism in
Cherenkov waveguide laser depends on the quality of
electron beam and the waveguide size.1 Walsh2 showed that
if the electron densityr0 is high ~the high-gain case!, and if
the electron beam spread is small and the waveguide is f
long, instability may appear in the waveguide-mod
electron-beam system with the growth rateG;A3 r0. If the
electron density is low~the low-gain case!, the gain is
G;r0 ~Ref. 1!. In this limit the gain is determined by th
ratio between the spread of thez projection of the velocity
Dvz and the spread of thez projection of the photon wave
vectorDkz52p/L due to the finite waveguide lengthL. For
a long waveguide (Dvz /vz.Dkz/2pkz) the simplest ampli-
fication mechanism is based on the imposition of a st
magnetic field along the electron beam.1 For a short
(Dvz /vz,Dkz/2pkz) waveguide~Ref. 3! the magnetic field
plays a focusing role and the amplification mechanism
based on the fact that the momentum conservation law is
satisfied along the waveguide.1 It was noted that all these
results were obtained assuming that the amplified signa
monochromatic. In practice, however, the probe wave
ways has a finite durationt. In the present paper a detaile
analysis is made of the electromagnetic pulse gain as a f
tion of its widthDv51/t in long and short waveguides. It i
shown that in the first case, the gain depends strongly on
pulse durationt and is accompanied by a change in shape
the second case, we find the condition under which amp
cation takes place without any change in shape.
4221063-7842/99/44(4)/4/$15.00
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PROPAGATION OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE IN A
PLANAR WAVEGUIDE

Let us assume that a monochromatic TM wave pro
gates along thez axis in a planar waveguide. We shall a
sume that the symmetry plane of the waveguide coinci
with the yz plane and its thickness is 2a. The projections of
the electric and magnetic fields are then given by

uxu.a,

Ez5E1zexp@ i ~kzz2vt !7qxx#, Ey50, Ex5
ikz

qx
Ez ,

Hz50, Hy5
iv

qxc
Ez , Hx50; ~1!

uxu,a,

Ex5E2zsin~k2xx!exp@ i ~kzz2vt !#, Ey50,

Ex5
ikz

k2x
E2zcos~k2xx!exp@ i ~kzz2vt !#,

Hx50, Hy5
i«v

ck2x
E2zcos~k2xx!exp@ i ~kzz2vt !#,

Hz50. ~2!

Here « is the dielectric constant of the waveguide. T
wave amplitudesE1z andE2z are related by

E2z5E1z

exp~2qxa!

sin~k2xa!
. ~3!

Without loss of generality, we can assume thatE1z is a
real quantity. The frequency and projection of the wave v
tor of the natural waveguide modes are related by

tan~k2xa!5«qx /k2x , ~4!

where

qx5S kz
22

v2

c2 D 1/2

, k2x5S «
v2

c2
2kz

2D 1/2

. ~5!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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We will be interested below in millimeter electroma
netic waves propagating synchronously (kz5v/vz) or al-
most synchronously (kz'v/vz) with the electron beam. I
follows from Eq. ~4! that each velocityvz corresponds to a
set of natural waveguide modes having the frequen
v i(vz) ( i 50,1, . . . ). Theentire following analysis refers
only to a single waveguide mode.

Let us now assume that an electromagnetic pulse of
ration t propagates in the same waveguide. Its field may
represented as a superposition of the fields~1! and ~2!

E5E dv E~v!exp@ i ~kzz2vt !2qxx# and so on. ~6!

For conciseness we shall only consider thez projection
of the electric field of the wave. To be specific, we sh
assume that the spectral expansion of the field has a Gau
profile

Ez~v!5
t

2Ap
E1zexpF2

~v2v0!2t2

4 G ~7!

and we shall find the pulse envelope in the laboratory co
dinate system. It is clearly impossible to integrate Eq.~6!
exactly. In order to simplify the problem we shall assum
that the pulse spectral widthDv51/t is not very large. We
shall also assume that in this frequency range the disper
of the waveguide material can be neglected:«(v)5«
5const ~this is easily satisfied in a quartz crystal, for e
ample!. Suppose thatv0, qx

0 , k2x
0 , andkz

0 are the frequency
and projections of the wave vector of the carrier wave
follows from Eqs.~4! and~5! that for frequenciesv nearv0

the projections of the wave vectork are given by

kz5kz
01n1dv, qx5qx

01n2dv, k2x5k2x
0 1n3dv. ~8!

Here the detuning isdv5v2v0 ~only linear terms with
respect to this parameter were taken into account in the
culations!,

n15
«v0

c2kz
0

qx
0a@~k2x

0 !21«2~qx
0!2#12@~k2x

0 !21«~qx
0!2#

qx
0a@~k2x

0 !21«2~qx
0!2#12«@~k2x

0 !21~qx
0!2#

,

n25~n1kz
02v0/c2!/qx

0 , n35~v0«/c22n1kz
0!/k2x

0 . ~9!

The formulas~8! hold when

dv,min$kz
0n1

21 , qx
0n2

21 , k2x
0 n3

21%.

Substituting Eq.~8! into Eq. ~6!, we find that thez pro-
jections of the electric field outside the waveguide (x.a
corresponds to1 and x,2a to 2! and inside the wave
guide (2a,x,a) are respectively given by

Ez5Ẽ1z
6 ~h1

6!exp~ iF1
6!, ~10!

Ez5E2z
1 ~h2

1!exp~ iF2
1!1E2z

2 ~h2
2!exp~ iF2

2!. ~11!

Here the following notation is introduced:

F1
65kz

0z2v0t6 iqx
0x, h1

65n1z6 in2x2t,

F2
65kz

0z2v0t6k2x
0 x, h2

65n1z6n3x2t. ~12!
s

u-
e

l
ian

r-

on

t

al-

The amplitudesẼ1z
6 and E2z

6 have the simplest form
when the termsn2x and n3x in formulas ~12! are small
(un2xu!t, un3xu!t),

Ẽ1z
6 5Ẽ1z5E1zexpF2

~n1z2t !2

t2 G ,

E2z
6 57

i

2
Ẽ2z7

1

2
k2x

0 aS n2

k2x
0

1
n3

«qx
0D ]Ẽ2z

]t
, ~13!

where

E2z5E1z

exp~2qx
0a!

sin~k2x
0 a!

expF2
~n1z2t !2

t2 G ~14!

@since the field~1!, ~2! only differs appreciably from zero in
the interval2a2qx

21,x,a1qx
21 , the inequalities used to

derive formulas~13! imply that the pulse propagation time i
this region is shorter than the pulse durationt.#

It follows from Eqs.~13! and ~14! that the signal enve-
lope has a Gaussian profile and its group velocity
vgr51/n1 ~9!. For a monochromatic wave (t→`) expres-
sions~13! and ~14! are the same as formulas~1! and ~2!.

Let us now assume that an electron beam propagate
the field ~1!, i.e., on either side of the waveguide~note that
this gives a weak dependence of the field amplitudeE1z on
thez coordinate and timet!. Fairly cumbersome calculation
show that in this case the Maxwell equations can be redu
to the form

]P

]z
1n1

]P

]t
52E

a

`

dxE
2 l /2

l /2

dyRe•~ j•E* !. ~15!

Here j is the electron beam current density and

P5
c

8p

lv0kz
0

c«~qx
0!3~k2x

0 !2
Ẽ1z

2 exp~22qx
0a!

3$«@~qx
0!21~k2x

0 !2#1aqx
0@~«qx

0!21~k2x
0 !#% ~16!

is the energy flux of the electromagnetic pulse across thexy
plane. If the pulse duration is large (t→`), expression~16!
is the same as the energy flux of a monochromatic wave6 ~1!,
~2!.

ELECTRON BEAM CURRENT IN THE FIELD OF A SURFACE
WAVE

Let us assume that the initial electron beam has a Ga
ian spread of momentum projections

f 0~p!5S 4 ln 2

p D 3/2 1

D'
2 D i

3expH 24 ln 2
px

21py
2

D'
2

24 ln 2
~pz2p0!2

D i
2 J .

We then direct the static magnetic fieldH(0,02H0)
along this beam. We assume thatL is the waveguide length
and its beginning is located at the pointz50. Solving the
Vlasov equation
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] f

]t
1v•

] f

]p
1eH E1

1

c
@v3~H1H0!#J •] f

]p
50

exactly for the static magnetic field and in the linear appro
mation for the field~1!, we find the electron distribution
function in these fieldsf 5 f 01 f 1 ~Ref. 1!. We then calculate
the electron beam currentj5er0*v• f 1dp. If the magnetic
field is fairly strong,H0@mcv0D/ueup0, we obtain

j x50,

j z5 j 1z1 j 2z52 ie2r0E dvE
2`

1`

dpzE
0

`

p'dp'

3E
0

2p

dw
vzEz~v!

v2kzvz1 ih8

] f 0

]pz
exp~2qxx!

3H exp@ i ~kzz2vt !#2expF i S v

vz
z2vt D G J ~18!

~an infinitely small imaginary componentih8 is introduced
in order to correctly bypass the Cherenkov pole!.

Note that the first term in the current~18! is usually
taken into account when the amplification region in a fr
electron laser is large9 (L→`) while the second term is
taken into account when the interaction region is bounde10

Hence, in the first case the signal is amplified by electr
lying on the Cherenkov cone (v2kzvz50), whereas in the
second case it is amplified by electrons outside this c
(v2kzvzÞ0). We shall initially integrate over momentum
and frequency in the currentj 1z . We shall assume that th
momentum pz5b satisfies the phase-matching conditi
v2kzvz50 for v5v0, kz5kz

0 , andp'50. Then, the solu-
tion of this equation can be written in general form as f
lows pz5b1q1p'1q2p'

2 1q3dv, where

q150, q25
b

2m2c2
,

q35
b

v0b0
2 S b

mcD
2

~v0n121!, b05
v0

c
. ~19!

Assuming for simplicity thatq2D'
2 !D i , we obtain

j 1z5p21/2~4 ln 2!3/2r0r 0l0S p0

mcD
2 mcE0~b2p0!

D f e
3

3expF24 ln 2
~b2p0!2

D f e
2 GE1z

3expF i ~kz
02v0t !2qx

0x2
h2

t2

D i
2

D f e
2 G

3@cos~g1h!1g2h sin~g1h!#. ~20!

Here

D f e5FD i
2116 ln~2!

q3
2

t2G 1/2

~21!
-

e

s

e

-

is the effective width characterizing both the photon be
and the electron beam,h5n1z2t,

g1516 ln~2!q3~b2p0!/t2D f e
2 , g252q3 /t2~b2p0!.

Note that the envelope of the current~20! is larger than
the envelope of the amplified signal~13!, ~14! t j

5tD f e /D i.t. In addition, oscillations having the perio
Tj5(p/8 ln 2)t2Dfe

2 /q3ub2p0u appeared along the current e
velope. We shall now calculate the currentj 2z . We know10

that in the short waveguide limit, we can neglect the elect
momentum spread, i.e., we can assume thatf 0

5d(px)d(py)d(pz2p0). Taking into account the expansio
~8!, we write the phase-matching condition in the for
v2kzv05v02kz

0v01dv(12n1v0). Quite clearly, when
the wave group velocity is equal to the electron beam vel
ity (n1

215v0) or the pulse duration is fairly large
t@u12n1v0u/uv02kz

0v0u, the second term in this expansio
can be neglected. In this case, the current

j 2z5 ie2r0E1zE dp
vz

v02kz
0vz

] f 0

]pz

3expF iv0~n1z2t !2qx
0x2

~n1z2t !2

t2 G ~22!

is directly proportional to the height of the pulse being a
plified ~10!, ~13!.

GAINS

Substituting the currents~20! and~22! into Eq. ~15! and
integrating the partial differential equation, we obta
p5p0 exp(G1,2L), where

G1524Ap~4 ln 2!3/2r0r 0l0Q
mc

p0
S p0

D f e
D 2 b2p0

D f e

3expF24 ln 2
~b2p0!2

D f e
2 GexpS 2

h2

t2

D f e
2 2D i

2

D f e
2 D

3@cos~g1h!1g2h sin~g1h!#, ~23!

G252p2r0r 0L2l0
21b0

25QS mc2

r 0
D d

dQ

sin2Q

Q2
. ~24!

Here the factor is

Q5~«b0
221!/~«21!b0

2

3H 122p
a

l0

1

«b0
3

mc2

r 0
F12«S mc2

r 0
D 2G J ,

and the parameter isQ5(v02kz
0v0)L/2v0. In the first case,

different points on the pulse envelope clearly have differ
gains G15G1(h), and this dependence is oscillatory. Th
gain depends on the electron energy spread and on the w
of the signal frequency spread~21!. For a monochromatic
wave both these effects disappear.

We shall make a more detailed study of the case w
the mismatch isb2p052D f e /A8 ln 2. In this case, the cen
ter of the pulse envelope (h50) has the maximum gain
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G1max58.4r0r 0l0Q
mc

p0
S p0

D i
D 2

. ~25!

We introduce the concept of the characteristic timet0 on
the basis of the conditionD i54A8 ln 2q3 /t0 ~20!. Taking
Eq. ~19! into account, we obtain

t052p21Aln 2T0uv0n121uS r 0

mc2D 2
p0

D i
, ~26!

whereT05l/c.
We assume that the pulse duration is large ift @t0. In

this case, the effective width isD f e'D i and the gain~25! is
the same as the monochromatic wave gain1

G058.4r0r 0l0Q
mc

p0
S p0

D i
D 2

. ~27!

If the pulse duration is shortT0,t,t0, the gain~25!
depends on the durationt and decreases as it becom
shorter. For very short pulses (t!t0) the gain of the enve-
lope center is

G5
t2

t0
2

G0 . ~28!

Taking into consideration the definition~26!, we find
that the amplificati on of short pulses is determined only
their spectral widthDv51/t.

We shall now analyze the gain at the pulse wings. S
stituting Eq.~27! into Eq. ~23!, we obtain

G1~h!5G0expS 2
h2

t2

D f e
2 2D i

2

D f e
2 D @cos~gh!1gh sin~gh!#.

~29!

Here we have

g52
4A2 ln 2 q3

t2D f e

52
A2 t0

t2~11t0
2/t2!1/2

. ~30!

Clearly the trigonometric factor in expression~29! de-
creases from one to zero asuhu increases. The gain the
becomes negative, i.e., the electron beam absorbs the en
of these sections of the wave. ThenG1 again goes to zero
and so on. Equating the expressions in parentheses to
we obtain the condition for which the gain goes to ze
tangh521/gh. Quite clearly, by using the oscillatory na
ture of the gain~29! ~especially in regimes with the mis
match b2p0.0) we can influence the shape of the pu
envelope.

If we need to amplify an electromagnetic pulse witho
changing its shape, the second regime~24! should be used.
y

-

rgy

ro,
:

t

CONCLUSIONS

We shall illustrate these results by means of numer
estimates, first considering the case of a long waveguide.
shall assume that the electron beam density isr050.5
3109 cm23 ( j 051.25 A/cm2), its average energy isE05U
1mc25660 keV, and the angular and energy spreads
d5D' /p051022, andD/E050.531022. We shall assume
that a pulse having the carrier frequencyv054.7310211Hz
(l054 mm! is amplified. Suppose that the waveguide
made of quartz~«53.8!, its length isL157 cm, and the static
magnetic field isH054 G. We then find from Eq.~26! that
for the selected parameters the characteristic time
t050.5 ns. If the pulse duration is large,t53, t051.5 ns, the
gain ~27! is G050.1 cm21. The gain~28! for a short pulse
t5t0/350.2 ns is an order of magnitude lowerG1

50.01 cm21. This factor should be taken into account wh
setting up an experiment. Note that the gain~29! goes to zero
for the first and second times at the pointsuh1u50.2 ns,
uh2u50.5 ns.

We shall now analyze the second regime~24!. We shall
assume that the waveguide lengthL254 cm and that all the
other waveguide and radiation parameters are the same
the previous case. Bearing in mind that the functi
d sin2Q/dQ2 reaches its maximum of 0.5 forQ521.26, we
find that in this case the average electron beam ene
should beE05690 keV. Note that under these conditions t
pulse group velocityvgr /c'1/«b050.39 is not equal to the
electron velocityv0 /c50.67. Assuming that the electro
density isr050.631010cm21 ( j 0515 A/cm2), we then ob-
tain the gainG250.1 cm21 for pulses of durationt.56 ps.
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Natural electromagnetic modes of a resonator formed by cutoff waveguides
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A spectral three-dimensional problem is solved to determine the resonant frequencies of a branch
formed by the orthogonal intersection of cutoff rectangular waveguides. Expressions for the
Hmng andEmng modes are derived and analyzed. Two classes of free nonradiating modes typical
of this structure are identified and analyzed. Numerical calculations are made of the
dispersion relations obtained for the different modes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The electrodynamic characteristics of wavegu
branches, variable cross-section waveguides, T-juncti
abruptly expanding sections, and so on have been studie
various authors.1–6 Resonators based on waveguide branc
have the property, which is of practical importance, that th
can support natural modes of oscillation when t
waveguides are cutoff waveguides. This feature is charac
istic of waveguide structures formed from rectangular7,8 and
circular waveguides.9,10 In these studies, which were con
cerned with damped modes, free oscillations were studied
the two-dimensional case.

The sparse mode spectrum, high intrinsic Q-fact
~;7000 or higher!, and the possibility of localizing the elec
tromagnetic field in small volumes mean that these reso
tors can have extensive practical applications. At pres
waveguide branches are used as measuring sections to d
mine the local parameters of dielectric and ferr
materials,10 to determine the direction of the axes of the r
fractive index ellipsoid for anisotropic materials, and so o
These branches are also used to fabricate passive and a
microwave devices. Astionenko and Motornenko11 described
a semiconductor microwave oscillator with a wide mecha
cal frequency tuning band and the capacity to sum the po
of several semiconductor diodes.

The fields of application of these resonant structures
be extended by studying the characteristics of the th
dimensional modes in them. Makeevet al.12,13 studied free
three-dimensional oscillations in an orthogonal branch of
cular and radial waveguides. Here we describe a metho
calculating the resonant frequencies of free electromagn
oscillations under conditions where the field varies alo
three axes of the coordinate system in an orthogonal bra
of rectangular waveguides.

FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF THE SPECTRAL
PROBLEM

We shall solve the problem of free oscillations in t
structure being investigated~Fig. 1! assuming that the
dampedEm(n)g and Hm(n)g modes exist. We shall use th
method of partial regions for which we isolate three regio
4261063-7842/99/44(4)/5/$15.00
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in the waveguide branch:1 and2 are regions of rectangula
waveguides of cross sectionsb3c and a3c, respectively,
and 3 is a region of dimensionsa3b3c formed by the
intersection of waveguides1 and 2. We shall assume tha
each region is filled with a magnetic insulator of permittivi
« i and magnetic permeabilitym i , where i 51, 2, or 3. To
simplify the problem, we neglect the losses of electrom
netic energy in the metal walls and the filling material. T
origin is located at the center of the branch, as shown in F
1. We assume that waveguides1 and2 are unbounded in the
direction of thex andy axes. Using the symmetry property o
the branch relative to the center of the coordinate system
select even (m,n50,2, . . . ) and odd (m,n51,3, . . . ) reso-
nant modes relative to thex andy axes, wherem andn are
the number of variations of the field along the correspond
walls of the waveguides forming the branch. Here we co
sider modes with an odd number of variations of the fie
along thex andy axes. The number of variations of the fie
(g) along thez axis is arbitrary.

FIG. 1. Waveguide branch formed by two orthogonal waveguides.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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In order to describe the electromagnetic field in all
gions of the branch, we shall use the magnetic (Ph) and
electric (Pe) Hertz vectors forH-type andE-type waves,
respectively. The components of the electromagnetic fi
required to solve the problem are expressed by mean
Maxwell equations in terms of the Hertz vectors using
well-known method.1

The magnetic and electric Hertz vectors for region1 are
written as Fourier series in terms of the dampedHmg or Emg

electromagnetic modes of the corresponding waveguide

Pmg
h1 52z0(

m,g
Amg

1

pm
2 pg

2
sin pmx

3exp@2gmg~y2b/2!#H sin pgz,

cospgz, ~1!

where

gmg5~pm
2 1pg

22k2«1m1!1/2H g50, 2, 4, . . . ,

g51, 3, 5, . . . ,

Pmg
e1 52z0

v«1

i (
m,g

Cmg

1

pm
2 pg

2
cospmx

3exp@2gmg~y2b/2!#H sin pgz,

cospgz, ~2!

where

gmg8 5~pm
2 1pg

22k2«1m1!1/2H g51, 3, 5, . . . ,

g50, 2, 4, . . . ,

Amg(Cmg) are the amplitudes of the magnetic~electric!
modes in the first rectangular waveguide,pm5mp/a,
pg5gp/c, k52p/l, l is the resonance wavelength,v is the
resonant angular frequency,i 5A21, andz0 is the unit vec-
tor along thez axis.

By analogy with the previous case, the Hertz vectors
the second waveguide~region 2! are written as the sum o
the damped waves in thex direction

Png
h252z0(

n,g
Bng

1

pn
2pg

2
sin pny

3exp@2gng~x2a/2!#H sin pgz,

cospgz, ~3!

Png
e2 52z0

v«2

i (
n,g

Dng

1

pn
2pg

2
cospny

3exp@2gng~x2a/2!#H sin pgz,

cospgz, ~4!

whereBng(Dng) are the amplitudes of the magnetic~electric!
modes in the second waveguide, andpn5np/b.
-

ld
of

f

The expressions forgng and gng8 are the same as thos
given forgmg andgmg8 in the first region withm replaced by
n and«1m1 replaced by«2m2.

The Hertz vectors describing the electromagnetic field
the third region are expressed as the superposition of
Hertz vectors of the first and second regions6

Pm(n)g
h3 52z0(

m,g
Amg8

1

pm
2 pg

2
cospmx

sinh~Gmgy!

cosh~Gmgb/2!

3H sin pgz

cospgz1z0(
n,g

Bng8
1

pn
2pg

2
sin pny

3
sinh~Gngx!

cosh~Gnga/2! H sin pgz,

cospgz, ~5!

Pm(n)g
e3 52z0

v«3

i (
m,g

Cmg8
1

pm
2 pg

2
cospmx

cosh~Gmgy!

cosh~Gmgb/2!

3H sin pgz

cospgz2z0

v«3

i (
n,g

Dng8
1

pn
2pg

2
sin pny

3
cosh~Gngx!

cosh~Gnga/2! H sin pgz,

cospgz, ~6!

where

Gmg5~pm
2 1pg

22k2«3m3!1/2H g50, 2, 4, . . . ,

g51, 3, 5, . . . ,

Gng8 5~pn
21pg

22k2«3m3!1/2H g51, 3, 5, . . . ,

g50, 2, 4, . . . .

The expressions for the Hertz vectors in each region
written in a form satisfying the Helmholtz wave equatio
The electromagnetic field expressed in these regions in te
of the appropriate values of the magnetic and electric He
vectors satisfies the radiation condition and the finite ene
condition in any bounded region of the structure.4

As a result of imposing the conditions of continuity
the interfaces on the tangential components of the magn
and electric fields, we obtain a system of functional eq
tions which can be reduced to two systems of linear algeb
equations of the second kind for the coefficien
Akg ,Amg(Ckg ,Cmg) ~wherek is the number of variations o
the electromagnetic field of a resonant mode in an em
waveguide! by projecting the magnetic and electric modes
first one and then the other waveguide in terms of eigenfu
tions. The difference between these systems is that in ong
is even and in the other it is odd. Thus, these systems ca
combined by assumingg50, 1, 2, 3, . . . , andthen writ-
ten as follows:

Ckg2
16«3

2

ab (
m

Cmg

~21!(m21)/2pk
2

Sm8 f kg8
Qmg8 50, ~7!
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Akg2
16

m3
2ab

(
m

Amg

~21!(m21)/2pk
2

Smf kg
Qmg50, ~8!

where

Sm(n)5Gm(n)g
2 1pn(m)

2 ; Sm(n)8 5G8m(n)g
2 1pn(m)

2 ;

f kg5~m1a31gkg!
211~m3Gkg!

21tanh~Gkgb/2!;

f ng5~m2a32gng!
211~m3Gng!

21tanh~Gnga/2!;

f kg8 5«1a31gkg8 1«3Gkg8 tanh~Gkgb/2!;

f ng8 5«2a32gng8 1«3Gng8 tanh~Gnga/2!;

Qmg5(
n

~21!(n21)/2

Snf ng
; Qmg8 5(

n

pn
2~21!(n21)/2

Sn8 f ng8
;

a315
k2«3m31pkpg2pg

2

k2«1m11pkpg2pg
2

; a325
k2«3m31pnpg2pg

2

k2«1m11pnpg2pg
2

.

The solution of the systems~7! and ~8! is nontrivial if
the determinant of each system is zero. By setting the de
minants of the systems of linear algebraic equations~7! and
~8! to zero, we obtain dispersion relations which can be u
to find the spectral parameters of the structure using its g
geometric dimensions and the known parameters of magn
insulators in each region of the branch.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

We shall begin our analysis of the system of equatio
~7! and ~8! with the case where the free oscillations of t
branch have no variations of the field along thez axis ~two-
dimensional modes!. Assuming thatg50 in Eqs.~7! and~8!,
we obtain systems of equations which are the same as t
described by Korobkinet al.7,8 It should be noted that the
structure of the system~7! is identical to the system studie
in detail by Shestopalovet al.4 Thus, the conclusions reache
in that study that the method of reduction can be applied
the determinants of the equations can also be taken to a
to the equations derived here. The modes under cons
ation in the waveguide branch are described by electrom
netic fields which decay exponentially with increasing d
tance from the branch region. Thus, Eqs.~7! and~8! contain
no matrix quantities~such asSm(n) andSm(n)8 ) which lead to
singularity of the solutions.

The free oscillations described by Eq.~7! will subse-
quently be denoted asHmng modes and those described b
Eq. ~8! will be denoted asEmng modes.

Hmng MODES IN AN ORTHOGONAL BRANCH

For theHmng modes, as in Refs. 7 and 8, we can isola
two classes of resonant nonradiating modess: natural m
in the branch, with real propagation constantsgmg , gng ,
Gmg , and Gng in all regions, and natural waveguide
insulator modes for whichgmg andgng are real andGmg and
Gng are imaginary.

A distinguishing feature of the first class of modes is th
they can exist in an empty branch, whereas the second c
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can only occur when the branch contains an insulator o
magnetic insulator which provides conditions for wa
propagation in this region.

Figure 2 gives the calculated curves of the normaliz
resonant wavelength of the first class ofH110 and H111

modes in an empty branch plotted as a function ofb/a for
various values ofa/c. The calculations were made assumi
that one damped wave exists in each waveguide forming
branch. By analogy with Ref. 7, the values of the reson
wavelength are normalized to the critical wavelength in
waveguide section having the largest transverse dimensi
i.e., curves 1–3 are normalized to lc52/@(1/a)2

1(1/c)2#1/2, and curves 18–38 are normalized to lc

52/@(1/b)21(1/c)2#1/2. The points of intersection of curve
1, 18 ~2, 28 and3, 38! correspond to the case where the prop
gation constants are the same in both waveguides. Calc
tions of Eq.~7! for the H110 mode and the similar equatio
for the H111 mode in the approximation indicated abov
showed that fora/c50 (c→`) the resonant frequencies o
these modes are the same for allb/a and they are also the

TABLE I.

l/lc

Mode

Number of terms
in inner sum H110 H111

1 1.211617 1.090702
2 1.206781 1.088932
3 1.207831 1.089318
4 1.207445 1.089176
5 1.207672 1.089243
6 1.207527 1.089206
7 1.207588 1.089229
8 1.207548 1.089214
9 1.207575 1.089224
10 1.207556 1.089217

FIG. 2. Calculated curves of the normalized resonant wavelength for
H110 ~1, 18! and H111 ~1, 18–3, 38! modes as a function ofb/a: «15«2

5«351, m15m25m351; a/c50 ~1, 18!, 0.5 ~2, 28!, and 1.0~3, 38!.
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same for allH11g modes. Thus when the dimensionc is
increased appreciably, the spectrum of natural mode freq
cies of the branch becomes more abundant. An increas
the ratioa/c ~curves2, 28 and 3, 38! leads to a decrease i
the resonant wavelength of theH111 mode, while that of the
H110 mode remains constant.

In order to determine whether the infinite system
equations converges, we calculated the determinant of
system~7! as a function of the order of the determinant a
the number of terms in the inner sum in Eq.~7! as a function
of the order of the determinant and the number of terms
the inner sum for theH110 andH111 modes. The parameter
of the system used for the calculations were:a/c51,
a/b51, «15«25«351, m15m25m351. Table I gives the
results which show thatl/lc varies as a function of the
number of termsN taken into account in the inner sum in E
~7!. In this case, the order of the determinant (M ) was 1.
Dependences ofl/lc on the order of the determinant a
illustrated in Table II. For the calculations the number
termsN in the inner sum and the order of the determinantM
were taken to be the same.

Figure 3 gives the results of numerical calculations
the dependencel/lc5 f («) „lc52A«/@(1/a)21(1/c)2#1/2

…

which illustrate how an insulator of dimensionsa3b3c in
the region of intersection of the waveguides influences
resonance properties of the branch. The conditions use
calculate the curves ofl/lc are the same as in the previou
case. For clarity we consider the casea5b5c. Curves1 and
2 in the rangel/lc>1 correspond to the first class ofH110

andH111 natural modes. Part of curve2 ~for l/lc,1) cor-
responds to theH111 waveguide–insulator mode. It can b
seen from Fig. 3 that the the longest wavelengths are for
natural modes in the branch when all the regions are cu
regions.

Emng MODES IN AN ORTHOGONAL BRANCH

As above, we shall separate the natural modes of
branch with real propagation constants and the nat
waveguide–insulator modes. An analysis of Eq.~8! for the
Emmg modes showed that no natural modes of the first c

TABLE II.

l/lc

Mode

Order of
determinant

of sum H110 H111

1 1.211617 1.090702
2 1.204085 1.087940
3 1.205039 1.088359
4 1.204612 1.088134
5 1.204765 1.088191
6 1.204657 1.088151
7 1.204708 1.088170
8 1.204666 1.088155
9 1.204688 1.088163
10 1.204667 1.088155
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exist in the orthogonal branch, just as in the two-dimensio
case,8 where a similar result was obtained for theEmn0

mode. Thus, we made numerical calculations for the fun
mentalE111 waveguide–insulator mode. In the calculatio
we assumed that there is a single type of propagating m
in the waveguide intersection region and we analyzed
casea5b5c. Curve3 in Fig. 3 gives the normalized reso
nant wavelengthl/lc as a function of the permittivity of the
sample filling the waveguide intersection region for theE111

mode.
An orthogonal branch of rectangular waveguides was

vestigated experimentally for the casea5b5c in the
2–3 cm wavelength range. The resonant frequencies of
H110 andH111 modes were measured in the empty branch
rectangular waveguides of 11311 mm cross section. The dif
ference between the calculated and measured values o
resonant frequencies did not exceed 1%. For the prac
implementation of devices based on these structures it is
to use the lowest-frequencyH110 or H111 modes.

CONCLUSIONS

A spectral problem of practical importance has be
solved for an electrodynamic system in the form of an
thogonal branch of rectangular cutoff waveguides. The
sults can be used to develop active and passive compon
for microwave engineering and also to develop means
making nondestructive measurements of the parameter
ferrite and dielectric materials or for monitoring these in
production cycle. The method used here can also be app
to study the resonant characteristics of structures in o
fields of physics~such as acoustics and gasdynamics!.
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Modeling and design of a magnetic resonance mass spectrometer with a resolution
of ;106
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The equations of motion for a charged particle in crossed magnetic and electric fields are used to
make a numerical simulation of the operation of a magnetic resonance mass spectrometer
for which the ion trajectory in the analyzer is divided into various sections. The calculations take
into account the real structural dimensions and the parameters of the main components and
systems and also allow for its operating characteristics in various regimes, as obtained by
investigating a prototype. The calculation s yield the optimum geometric, electrical,
frequency, phase, and magnetic parameters of the device, for which one can achieve a resolution
R5096'1.353106 and a current efficiencyKI'0.006. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01604-9#
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1. The magnetic resonance mass spectrome
~MRMSs! proposed1 and developed2–4 at the A. F. Ioffe
Physicotechnical Institute of the Russian Academy of S
ences possess good analytical characteristics which en
these devices to be used to solve various physical proble
One line of development involves maximizing the sensitiv
at the expense of some loss of resolution. For instan
MRMSs having the highest absolute and isotopic sensit
ties recorded so far have been used to study the isot
composition of helium and other rare gases: primary heliu
neon, and argon have been discovered in the Earth’s man5

ideas have been developed on the degassing of the Ea6

the rate of sedimentation and age of sedimentary rocks h
been determined, especially the growth rate of mangan
iron nodules,7 and the half-life of tritium has been measur
by a new helium isotope method,8 and so on.

Another line of development of MRMSs is aimed
achieving high resolution with correspondingly lower sen
tivity. These devices are required for precision measu
ments, e.g., to measure atomic masses or fundamental p
cal constants. Magnetic resonance mass spectrometers
been used for the most accurate measurements of the p
magnetic moment in nuclear magnetons9,10 mp8/mN and have
also recorded the3H1 –3He1 doublet for the first time, in
which the difference between the ion mass isDM'2
31025 u ~Ref. 11!. The resolution of this mas
spectrometer11 at the half-height of the mass peak w
R50%'3.53105. Since this MRMS was based on a perm
nent magnet with a magnetic inductionB'0.12 T, it oper-
ated in a narrow range of mass~3–4 u! and could not be
used for a wide range of applications. Nevertheless,
mass spectrometer was used to verify experimentally
confirm the validity of the proposed MRMS theory, it wa
used to investigate various operating regimes, and to s
how changes in the electrical, frequency, and magnetic
rameters influence the analytical characteristics.12,13

Taking these results as our basis, we began to design
4311063-7842/99/44(4)/7/$15.00
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construct an MRMS with a rated resolution at half-height
the mass peak greater than 106, based on a specially deve
oped precision electromagnet for which the magnetic ind
tion can vary between 0.05 and 0.5 T with a measurable m
range of 3–200 u. As well as having high resolution, th
spectrometer should have the highest possible stability
operate stably under various conditions. This device is
signed for precision measurements of the atomic masse
stable and unstable isotopes over a wide range of mass,
surements of the mass difference of the3H1 –3He1 doublet
to determine the rest mass of an electron antineutrino, de
mining the energies of chemical bonds in molecules, a
measurements of fundamental physical constants, in par
lar mp8/mN , and so on.

2. The operating principle of the MRMS, its various o
erating regimes, and proposed methods of calculating its a
lytical characteristics were described in detail in Re
10, 12, and 13. Thus, we shall merely give a schematic
the MRMS analyzer~Fig. 1! using the notation adopted i
the earlier publications. As in these previous studies, the p
gram for simulating the MRMS analyzer is based on cal
lating the trajectory parameters of an isolated ion in the c
tral plane of the device. Whereas Mamyrinet al.11 used nine
transcendental equations to describe the ion motion in
analyzer and Aruevet al.12 used of the order of fifty equa
tions, we use what we consider to be a more logical met
of simulating and calculating the parameters by solving
equations of motion for an ion in the device. For this purpo
the ion trajectory in the analyzer is divided into various se
tions, where the ions are exposed to the action of the st
magnetic field alone or to superposed static magnetic
alternating electric fields. In an analyzer with a thre
chamber modulator there are ten such sections:S0SA1S1 —
between the source and the modulator,d1 — in the first
modulator gap,d2 — in the central electrode of the modula
tor ~an arbitrary field-free space!, d3 — in the second modu-
lator gap, S1S2 — from the modulator to the drift slit,
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of MRMS analyzer:1 — ion source,2 — modulator,3 — ion collector,4 — reflecting gap,f — rf modulating voltage generator,S0 —
source exit slit,S1 — slits in modulator electrodes,S2 — drift slit, S3 — analyzer exit slit,SA1 andSA2 — aperture slits,d1 andd3 — widths of gaps between
central and side electrodes in modulator, andd2 — width of central modulator electrode.
r
tia

e
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ic
th
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m

S2SA2S1 — from the drift slit to the modulator,d1 , d2 , d3

— second transit of the modulator, andS1S3 — from the
modulator to the analyzer exit slit. The results of the nume
cal calculations for each section of trajectory are the ini
conditions for the next section.

We shall position thex and y axes of the coordinate
system in the central plane of the device so that the magn
field vector will be directed along thez axis ~Fig. 1!. We
shall assume that the modulator gap is an ideal plane-par
capacitor perpendicular to the central plane of the dev
The system of equations describing the ion motion in
crossed uniform magnetic and alternating electric fields
the planar modulator gap is then given by

d2x

dt2
5v0

dy

dt
1D~v0

22v2!sinQ sinvt,

d2y

dt2
52v0

dx

dt
2D~v0

22v2!cosQ sinvt ~1!

with the initial conditions at timetn

x~ tn!5xn , y~ tn!5yn , ẋ~ tn!5 ẋn , ẏ~ tn!5 ẏn .

Herex(t) andy(t) are the coordinates of an ion of chargeq
and massm at time t, v05qH0 /mc is the ion cyclotron
frequency in the uniform magnetic fieldH0 , uEu
5(U/d)sinvt is the field strength in the modulator gap,U is
the amplitude, andv is the angular frequency of the modu
lating voltage;

D5
qU

md~v0
22v2!

,

i-
l

tic

lel
e.
e
n

d is the width of the modulator gap, andQ is the angle
formed by the plane of the modulator gap and thex axis.

The solution is given by

x~ t !5xC1r sin@v0~ t2tn!2f#

1DH v

v0
cosvtn~cosQ2cos@v0~ t2tn!2Q#!

1
v0

v
cosQ~cosvt2cosvtn!

1sin@v0~ t2tn!2Q#sin vtn1sinQ sin vtJ ,

y~ t !5yC1r cos@v0~ t2tn!2f#

1DH v

v0
cosvtn~sinQ1sin@v0~ t2tn!2Q#!

1
v0

v
sinQ~cosvt2cosvtn!

1cos@v0~ t2tn!2Q#sin vtn1cosQ sin vtJ ,

~3!

where (xC ,yC) are the coordinates of the center of the circ
of radiusr along which the ion would propagate in a unifor
magnetic field in the absence of an electric field

xC5xn1 ẏn /v0 , yC5yn2 ẋn /v0 , ~4!
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uvnu5Aẋn
21 ẏn

2 is the velocity on entering the gap
r 5vn /v0, andf is the angle between the velocity vectorvn

and thex axis on entry to the gap.
We supplement the system~3! with an equation for the

point where the ion meets the opposite boundary of
modulator gap

@x~ t !2x1#sinQ2@y~ t !2y1#cosQ50, ~5!

where (x1 ,y1) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point o
the opposite boundary of the modulator gap.

Eliminating x(t) and y(t) from Eqs. ~3! and ~5!, we
obtain an equation fort which is the time when the ion
reaches the opposite boundary of the modulator gap

r cos@v0~ t2tn!2f1Q#

5hC11DH sin vt2
v

v0
cosvtnsin@v0~ t2tn!#

2sin vtncos@v0~ t2tn!#J , ~6!

wherehC15(xC2x1)sinQ2(yC2y1)cosQ is the distance be
tween the center of the circle along which the ion wou
propagate in a uniform magnetic field and the boundary
the modulator gap.

The transcendental equation~6! can be solved numeri
cally, with the first term in braces playing the role of a co
rection to the timet0 which is calculated from the equatio
for zero electric field andD50,

v0~ t02tn!5f2Q1arccos~hC1 /r !. ~7!

Note that Eq.~7! gives an exact solution for the proble
of determining the point of intersection of the ion trajecto
in a uniform magnetic field with a given planar boundary, f
example, with the slit planes of the mass analyzer. Then
the modulator gap, the method of solution involves the n
mal iteration procedure

v0~ t i 112tn!5f2Q1arccos~hC1 /r !

1
D

r H sin vt i2
v

v0
cosvtnsin

3@v0~ t i2tn!#2sin vtncos@v0~ t i2tn!#J ,

~8!

which converges very rapidly and gives a relative calculat
accuracy of 1025 for three or four iterations. Substituting th
value obtained for the timet into Eq. ~3!, we obtain the ion
coordinates at the exit boundary of the modulator gap. T
ion velocity components are then determined from equati
obtained from Eq.~3! by a single differentiation with respec
to time

ẋ~ t !5vncos@v0~ t2tn!2f#

1D$v cosvtn sin@v0~ t2tn!2Q#

2v0 cosQ sin vt1v0cos@v0~ t2tn!2Q#

3sin vtn1v sinQ cosvt%,
e

f

r
r

r-

n

e
s

ẏ~ t !52vnsin@v0~ t2tn!2f#

1D$v cosvtncos@v0~ t2tn!2Q#

2v0 sinQ sin vt2v0 sin@v0~ t2tn!

2Q#sin vtn2v cosQ cosvt%. ~9!

The initial parameters are set as: the ion coordinate
the exit slit of the ion source (xn0 ,yn0[0), the ion energy
and angle of emission from the source†qU0 ,

a5arctan(ẋn0 /ẏn0)], and the phase of the rf modulator vol
agevtn0. In addition, the following parameters are defin
to simulate the mass analyzer: the magnetic fieldH0, the
amplitude of the rf modulating voltageU, the charge and
mass of the ions being studiedm/q, the geometric param
eters of the analyzer, i.e., the diameters of the working or
D0 , D1, and D2, which determine the coordinates of th
centers of the analyzer slits, the widths of the ion source
S0, the modulator slitS1, the drift slit S2, the analyzer exit
slit S3, and the aperture slitSA0, located on the orbit at 90°
from the source slit, and the geometric parameters of
modulatord1 , d2, andd3.

A program was written for an IBM PC in the languag
FoxPro and C. The calculation part of the program gives
results in numerical and graphical form. The other part of
program provides a convenient interface for entering the a
lyzer parameters, semiautomatic tuning of the parameter
the modulating device to the operating regimes, and facili
for collecting the results in a database for further process

It was shown in Refs. 2, 10, 12, and 13 that the operat
regime of the MRMS analyzer is subject to certain additio
relationships between the defined parameters of the m
analyzer. Finding the set of parameters for which the m
peak is observed is equivalent to tuning a real device. T
program tuning regime is based on calculating the central
trajectory and estimating the first-order aberrations wh
can be used to obtain the direct ejection voltage, to estim
the precision of tuning to~for example! a compensation
mode of operation, the resolution, and the efficiency of u
lization of the current from the ion source.

During checks on the program and at the initial stages
the calculations we investigated how the final results of
calculations were influenced by the number of steps over
source exit slit, the angles of emission of the ions from
exit slit, and the ion energy and frequency of the modulat
voltage. An increase in the number of parameter steps
tween a factor of 2 and a factor of 10 significantly increas
the computation time although the resolution and other ch
acteristics varied negligibly.

3. The following factors associated with the design ch
acteristics and operation of the device were taken into
count in the calculations whose results are presented be
The precision electromagnet developed specially for t
MRMS has pole pieces of diameter 600 mm and an interp
gap of width 53 mm. When designing the magnet, we
sumed that the working orbit of the MRMS would be locat
at a distance of approximately two interpole gaps from
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edges of the pole pieces so that edge effects had a min
influence on the uniformity of the magnetic field for a wor
ing orbit of diameterD1. Thus, only those variants in whic
D1 was 400610 mm were considered in the calculation
Preliminary calculations showed that the nonuniformity
the field on the working orbitDH/H0 ~whereH0 is the field
strength on the symmetry axis of the pole pieces at the ce
of the gap! does not exceed6731026 with no additional
shimming. The design and characteristics of the electrom
net will be described in detail after the final setting up a
alignment.

Since the MRMS ion source is situated inside the a
lyzer chamber, its geometric dimensions should be sm
For the device under construction we developed a small
source whose ion-optical system incorporated a crossed
three-electrode lens which could focus the ion beam in
horizontal and vertical planes.14 The accelerating potentia
differenceU0 in the source was;2000 V, so that instabili-
ties of the accelerating voltage, scattered electric fields, c
tact potential differences, and space charge had a neglig
influence on the beam propagation over the initial orbit
diameterD0 and did not reduce the resolution of the devic
From this point of view it would also be advantageous
increaseU0 substantially ~several times or even tens o
times!. However such an increase would involve an alm
proportional increase in the geometric dimensions of the
sulating elements and the entire ion source, as well as
amplitude of the modulating rf sinusoidal voltageU rf , which
would be extremely difficult to stabilize. Thus, the calcu
tions were made for the rangeU rf 5 300–600 V in which the
required stability ofU rf is reasonably attainable.

Since changes in the orbit parameters of the analy
lead to changes in the direct ejection amplitudeU13, the
condition U rf <0.9U13 was used to obtain a unique trea
ment of the calculated results, whereU rf is the amplitude of
the modulating voltage required to achieve the compensa
mode of the MRMS. Another constraint taken into accou
in the calculations was imposed by the dielectric strength
the accelerating gaps in the modulator. As a result, the
widths d1 andd3 were set at greater than 0.5 mm.

4. One of the most important aspects from the point
view of the design of the device is to determine how t
resolutionR and the current efficiencyKI are influenced by
the diametersD2 andD0 and by their differenceD22D0.

The diameter differenceD22D0 determines the ampli
tude of the rf modulating voltage needed to ensure that i
of a particular mass and chargeM /q leaving the source
enter the analyzer exit slitS3 after the first pass through th
modulator, i.e., in the direct ejection regime. The direct ej
tion peak corresponds to the lowest amplitude of the rf v
ageU13 at which the ions enterS3. Therefore, the value o
U13 uniquely relates the geometricD0 , D2 and electrical
U0 , v parameters of the motion of ions having a particu
ratio M /q in the magnetic fieldH and can thus be used as
relative measure of the modulating voltageU rf . In most of
the calculations we used the relationU rf50.9U13 since first,
the absolute value of 0.1U13 is 30–50 V, which prevents
nonresonant ions from entering the exit slit, and second
al
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U rf increases, the resolution of the MRMS increases, i.e.,
best to operate at high modulating voltages.

Table I gives the results of calculations ofR50% andKI

as a function ofD0 and D2 for two different values of the
difference (D22D0). In this case, the diameter of the work
ing orbit D1 is calculated assuming that the MRMS is ope
ating in the compensation mode.12,13 For these differences
D22D0 of 6.2 and 7.2 cm the required values ofU rf

50.9U13 are 35261 and 41061 V, respectively. The calcu
lations show that as the diameter differenceD22D0 in-
creases, bothU rf and the resolution increase. The values
the diametersD0 andD2 do not influenceR50%. For its part
the current efficiencyKI , which determines its sensitivity
decreases with increasingD22D0 so that the product
R50%KI remains almost constant.

Figure 2 givesR50% andKI as a function of the modu
lating voltageU rf for two values of the diametersD0 andD2

and also their differencesD22D0. The calculations show
that for each set of geometric parametersD0 , D2, and
D22D1 the resolutionR50% increases while the current e
ficiencyKI decreases with increasingU rf . This improvement
in the resolution with increasingU rf can be explained, first
by the fact that the dispersion of the device increases a
second, the deflection of the packets cut out by the drift
S2 is reduced, which indicates a fall in the modulation ab

TABLE I.

D0, cm D2, cm D22D0, cm U rf'0.9U13 R50%/106 KI

36.0 42.2 6.2 351 1.076 0.007
36.2 42.2 6.2 351 1.075 0.007
36.4 42.6 6.2 352 1.076 0.007
36.6 42.8 6.2 353 1.078 0.007
36.8 43.0 6.2 353 1.077 0.007
37.0 43.2 6.2 353 1.074 0.007
36.0 43.2 7.2 409 1.224 0.006
36.2 43.4 7.2 410 1.225 0.006
36.4 43.6 7.2 411 1.228 0.006
36.6 43.8 7.2 411 1.225 0.006
36.8 44.0 7.2 411 1.223 0.006
37.0 44.2 7.2 411 1.220 0.006

FIG. 2. ResolutionR50% and current efficiency versus amplitude of mod
lating voltage: (D22D0)156.2 ~1!, 6.6 ~2!, 7.2 cm ~3!; s,n,h — KI ,
d,m,j — R50% .
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rations. These two factors also explain why an increase
R50% is observed with increasing differenceD22D0 for rela-
tive values ofU rf50.9U13.

The decrease inKI is caused by an increase in the mod
lation amplitude of the ion beam and a reduction in the nu
ber of ions in packets cut out by the drift slitS2. These
calculated dependencesR50%5 f (U rf) and KI5 f (U rf) show
good agreement with the experimental data obtained u
the MRMS prototype.13

The calculated data given in Table I and plotted in Fig
show that in order to achieve a high resolution, it is bes
have large differencesD22D0 and high values ofU rf .

It is known from the theory that in any type of ma
spectrometer the resolution is directly proportional to the d
persion and inversely proportional to the width of the i
beam image on the plane where the analyzer exit slit is
cated. The width of the image includes the width of the slit
the ion source~in our caseS0), the exit slit (S3), and all the
aberrations which contribute to the ion beam broadening
the calculations we allowed for the aberrations caused by
spread of ions over angles of emission from the source
energies, and also beam aberrations caused by the mo
tion process.

In order to calculate the magnetic aberrations, we n
to know the real distribution of magnetic field inhomogen
ities on the drift orbit of diameterD1 which is not known
exactly at present. Thus, on the basis of investigations
ried out using the MRMS prototype we estimated that
aberrations caused by these inhomogeneities may be bet
5 and 15mm. Bearing in mind that in preliminary investiga
tions the magnitude of the magnetic field inhomogenei
DH on the drift orbit did not exceed6731026 of H0, these
estimates of the magnetic aberrations seem realistic. Co
quently, the contribution of these aberrations to reducing
resolution of the device does not exceed;10%.

We shall now analyze how the widths of all the sl
determining the ion trajectory from the ion source to t
detector influence the resolution and the current efficienc
the MRMS.

Since the width of the ion-source exit slitS0 ~when var-
ied over a small range close to the real values! barely influ-
ences the resolution at the peak half-heightR50%, the pro-
gram was designed to calculate the resolution at 1% p
height by two methods: analytically, using the dispersion a
the width of the ion beam image, and also from the pe
profile. Graphs ofR1%; f (S0) obtained by the two method
are plotted in Fig. 3. The substantial difference between
values ofR1% is evidently attributable to the increased infl
ence of the ‘‘tails’’ at the base of the line in the analytic
method.

The sensitivity of the MRMS is determined not only b
the width of the ion-source exit slitS0 but also by the focus-
ing properties of the specially developed ion sources14,15and
by the current efficiencyKI which is equal to the ratio of the
current entering the exit slit of the analyzerS3 to the current
leavingS0. Assuming that the slitS0 is uniformly filled with
ions, reducing the widthS0 will lead to a proportional reduc
tion in the output current of the source. However, by impro
ing the focusing properties of the ion optical system, inclu
in
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ing vertical focusing of the ion beam,15 the output current
from the source and the overall sensitivity of the MRM
prototype were improved by almost an order of magnitu
with the resolution being maintained. Although in most
the calculations the slit widthS0 was taken to be 28mm, we
considered it quite permissible to reduceS0 to 20–25mm.

The width of the aperture slitSA1 positioned at 90° from
the source determines the angular aberrations of the
beam and can therefore influence the resolution and sens
ity of the MRMS. However, since the angular aberratio
make a small contribution to the beam image~<1mm! if the
total width of the image is;50mm, varyingSA1 between 0.2
and 2.0 mm leads to changes inR50% of 1–2%. The final slit
width SA1 will be chosen experimentally when the ion sour
is tuned.

The three slits in the modulator electrodes, having
same width and denoted asS1, do not directly determine the
resolution and sensitivity of the MRMS since their width
tens of times greater than the width of the source exit slitS0.
However, it is quite clear that for any slit widthsS1 in the
modulator, there is an electric field sag which indirectly i
fluences the modulator efficiency and the resolution of
device. Investigations using the MRMS prototype13 showed
that the presence of these sagging electric fields is simila
increasing the width of the accelerating gaps of the modu
tor d1 andd3, which lowers the resolution of the device. Th
effect can be compensated by increasing the amplitudeU rf .

FIG. 4. ResolutionR1% and current efficiency versus width of drift slit:1 —
R1% , 2 — Rgen, 3 — R50% , and4 — KI .

FIG. 3. ResolutionR1% calculated by two methods as a function of th
width of the source exit slit.
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However, for selected widths of the accelerating (d1 , d3)
and field-free (d2) gaps in the modulator, sagging of th
fields in the electrode slits imposes constraints on the
energy spread and the higherU rf , the more stringent are
these constraints.13 Bearing in mind that in the MRMS pro
totype, the amplitudeU rf was;570 V but in the device be
ing developed, this is;400 V, the influence of the saggin
electric fields should be weaker. Thus, in the calculations
slit widths S1 were taken to be the same as in the prototy
i.e., S1'1 mm.

The drift slit S2 sets the diameter of the working orb
D1 and cuts out ion packets from the modulated ion bea
Changing the widthS2 causes a proportional change in t
current efficiencyKI and an inversely proportional change
the resolutionR1% . This is because asS2 decreases, the
aberration caused by modulation of the beam decreases
calculations show that whenS2 is increased from 1.0 to
2.4 mm, the modulation aberrations increase from 4.5
26mm. Figure 4 gives the dependencesR1%' f (S2) and
KI5 f (S2). The optimum width of the drift slitS2 is in the
range 1.7–2.0 mm for which the modulation aberrations
11–18mm.

Figure 5 gives the resolutionR50% and the current effi-
ciencyKI as a function of the width of the analyzer exit s
S3 for S0528mm, S252.0 mm, andU rf50.9U13.

FIG. 6. ResolutionR50% versus width of accelerating gapsd1 and d3 for
symmetric (d15d3) and asymmetric gaps (d1Þd3): modulator d252.0
~circles! and 2.2 mm~triangles!.

FIG. 5. Dependences ofR50% ~1! andKI ~2! on width of analyzer exit slit.
n
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The optimum slit widthS3 to maximizeKI is equal to
the width of the ion beam image allowing for all aberration
It can be seen from the graph that the optimum slit widthS3

is ;50mm and in the range 40–50mm the relative drop in
KI is appreciably less than the relative increase inR50%. In
order to compensate for magnetic aberrations neglecte
the calculations, the value ofS3 should be increased towar
the upper limit. Thus, in the final calculations the width
the analyzer exit slitS3 was varied between 45 and 50mm.

The most difficult results to interpret are those of calc
lations to determine how the resolution of the MRMS
influenced by the widths of the accelerating gaps in
modulatord1 andd3, and also by the width of the field-fre
space in the central electroded2. One the one hand, if the
diametersD0 and D2 are kept constant, changes in th
widthsd1 , d2, andd3 lead to a change in the diameter of th
working orbitD1. This must be accompanied by a change
the magnitudes and phase of the modulating voltageU rf to
ensure that the MRMS operates in the compensation m
On the other hand, if the widths of the accelerating gapsd1

andd3 are varied, the electric field in these gaps and thus
ion trajectories vary~trochoids!. The result of the influence
of these two factors is that the calculated resolution of
MRMS remains almost constant in the presence of app
ciable changes ind1 , d2, and d3 if the condition

FIG. 7. Dependences ofR50% andU rf on the width of the field-free modu-
lator spaced2 ; d1Þd3 mm: 1, 4 — 0.8, 2, 5 — 0.9, 3, 6 — 1.0, 1–3 —
R50% , and4,6 — U rf .

FIG. 8. Dependences ofR50% on the width of the field-free spaced1 ,d2 ,d3

for U rf Þ0.9U13 , d15d3, mm: 1 — 0.8, 2 — 0.9, and3 — 1.0.
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U rf50.9U13 is maintained~Figs. 6 and 7!. In this case,U rf

has a minimum in the ranged2' 1.9–2.1 mm.
If the conditionU rf50.9U13 is not satisfied~e.g., if U rf

remains constant while the parametersd1 , d2, andd3 vary!,
the family of curvesR50%5 f (d1 ,d2 ,d3) has a maximum in
the ranged2'1.82–2.2 mm~Fig. 8! and (d1/21d21d1/2)
'2.7–2.9 mm~Fig. 9! both for symmetric accelerating gap
d15d3, and for asymmetric gapsd1Þd3. From this it fol-
lows that the width of the accelerating gaps is in the ran
0.7–0.9 mm. The minimum values ofU rf specifically corre-
spond to these values ofd1 andd3 ~Fig. 7!.

The final calculations of the analytical characterist
(R50%, R1% , and KI) of the MRMS analyzer were mad
with the parameters varied simultaneously in the narrow l
its specified at the preliminary stages. As a result, we de
mined the optimum analyzer parameters for which the ra
resolution is R50%'1.353106 with a current efficiency
KI'0.006.

In the course of the calculations we identified corre
tions which can be used, for example, to compensate for
influence of some parameters onR50% by varying another
parameter, which is required to tune and investigate
MRMS being built.

FIG. 9. Dependences ofR50% on the width of the modulator gapsd1 ,d2 ,d3

for U rfÞ0.9U13 ; d5(d1/2)1d2(d3/2); d2, mm: j — 1.9,L — 2.0,m —
2.1, 3 — 2.2, d — 2.4, ands — 2.5.
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The calculations also showed that this MRMS system
stable over a wide range of geometric, electrical, and
quency parameters. Comparing the results of the calculat
used to construct a MRMS withR50%'350 000 ~Refs. 11
and 12! with the results obtained here, we note some sign
cant advantages~such as an improvement in the resolution
the static stage of the device by increasing the orbit rad
an appreciable reduction in the amplitude of the rf modu
ing voltageU rf , and an increase in the diameter differenc
D12D0 andD22D1), which in our opinion indicate that the
calculated analytical characteristics can be achieved in p
tice.
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Determination of the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline diamond films by means
of the photoacoustic effect
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A new method of determining the heat-conducting properties of diamond films is proposed,
based on the photoacoustic effect. This method is used to study diamond polycrystalline films
grown on silicon by chemical vapor deposition in a microwave discharge plasma. The
thermal conductivity obtained was approximately half that for single-crystal diamond. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01704-3#
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INTRODUCTION

Among the many remarkable properties of diamond, o
of the most interesting from the applied and fundamen
point of view is its thermal conductivity. We know that dia
mond single crystals have the highest thermal conducti
of known materials ~up to 25 W•cm21

•K21 at room
temperature1!, which, in particular, makes diamond a prom
ising material for fabricating efficient heat transfer syste
for microelectronics devices such as laser and microw
diodes, multichip modules, and so on in which a large qu
tity of heat is released locally. High thermal conductivi
may prove one of the advantages of fabricating various
croelectronics devices using doped diamonds with semic
ducting properties. The extensive prospects for the prac
use of diamonds~including as heat transfer systems! are to a
large measure attributable to the development of techniq
for synthesizing diamond films by chemical vapor deposit
~CVD!.2

Despite the major interest in this problem, no reliab
methods of measuring the thermal conductivity of CVD d
mond films have yet been developed. Usually, the ther
diffusion length is measured experimentally and the ther
conductivity is calculated using tabular data on the den
and specific heat of diamond.3–6 The fact that these param
eters for polycrystalline films may deviate from the tabu
values and also the spatial nonuniformity in the properties
the films and other factors lead to errors in calculating
thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity can be det
mined directly by methods based on measuring the ste
state temperature distribution in a sample with a particu
configuration.7,8 However, the high thermal conductivity o
diamond materials makes these measurements fairly c
plex and in addition, specially shaped film samples are
quired, which limits the range of application of these me
ods. In particular, it is impossible to make loc
4381063-7842/99/44(4)/5/$15.00
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measurements of the thermal conductivity and nondest
tive investigations of large-area films. A consequence
these problems is that measurements made in different l
ratories give completely different values of the thermal co
ductivity, even for identical film samples.9 There is thus a
need to search for new methods of measuring the ther
conductivity which would be effective for studying diamon
materials.

PHOTOACOUSTIC EFFECT IN DIAMOND FILMS

In the present paper we analyze the possibility of m
suring the thermal conductivity of diamond films using
method based on the photoacoustic effect, whose phys
nature is similar to the mirage effect widely used to stu
thermal conductivity~including that in diamond films5,9!. In
the mirage effect, a laser probe beam propagating along
surface of an object is displaced as a result of refraction
gas or liquid in contact with the surface and heated nonu
formly by the heat released when the object absorbs l
from another fairly high-power light source~pulsed laser!.
One usually measures the time delay of the displacem
relative to the light pulse~or the phase shift, if the light is
periodically modulated!.

In the photoacoustic effect, an acoustic wave forms
the gas surrounding the sample as a result of the sam
being heated by absorbing an intensity-modulated li
beam. The amplitude and phase of the acoustic wave
measured using a sensitive microphone placed together
the sample in a hermetically sealed measuring cell.10,11 This
factor, which distinguishes the photoacoustic effect from
mirage effect, means that the thermal conductivity can
obtained directly from the experimental data without usi
additional parameters.

A theoretical analysis of the photoacoustic effect yield
general expression for the acoustic wave amplitude10,11 al-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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though this is fairly cumbersome and difficult to interpret.
some cases of practical importance this expression ca
simplified substantially. For example, if the sample thickn
is substantially greater than the effective light absorpt
depth 1/b ~whereb is the absorption coefficient!, which in
turn is smaller than the characteristic thermal diffusi
lengthm5(k/prCn)1/2, wherek is the thermal conductivity,
r is the density, andC is the specific heat of the materia
being studied, the acoustic wave amplitudeq can be given as

q5Y1

1

nAkrC
. ~1!

If the light penetration depth is greater than the therm
diffusion length (1/b.m), then

q5Y2

b

rCn3/2
, ~2!

whereY1 andY2 are constants comprising a combination
parameters determined by the experimental conditions,
properties of the gas filling the measuring cell, and the b
material on which the sample is deposited.

It is easy to see from Eqs.~1! and ~2! that if the mea-
surements are made at the same light modulation freque
for two samples of the same shape, the corresponding am
tudes of the photoacoustic signalq1 andq2 will be related by

q1

q2
5Ak2r2C2

k1r1C1
~3!

if the light absorption depth is less than the thermal diffus
length, and by

q1

q2
5Ab1r2C2

b2r1C1
~4!

if the thermal diffusion lengthm is less than 1/b.
It can be seen from formulas~3! and~4! that by making

measurements at the same frequencyn in different spectral
ranges for which the light absorption depth is less than
greater than the thermal diffusion length~the wavelengths of
monochromatic lightl1 andl2, respectively!, we obtain

k1

k2
5S b2

b1
D

l2

S q1

q2
D

l2

S q2

q1
D

l1

2

, ~5!

where the subscriptsl1 and l2 indicate the wavelength a
which the quantity in parentheses is measured.

Formula~5! can be used to determine the relative chan
in the thermal conductivity in different sections of a diamo
film or different samples with similar dimensions and rati
of thermal diffusion length to light absorption depth. Th
absolute value of the thermal conductivityk1 can be deter-
mined if we have a sample with known heat-conduct
propertiesk2, such as a diamond single crystal. In addition
the amplitude of the photoacoustic signal measured in
spectral ranges, we also need to know the light absorp
coefficientb2 andb1 in the relatively weak absorption rang
(b.1/m). Assuming that over a fairly wide range, the am
be
s
n
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plitude of the photoacoustic signal is linearly proportional
the light absorption coefficient (q;b) ~Refs. 8–10!, formula
~5! may be simplified substantially

k1

k2
5S q1

q2
D

l1

2

. ~6!

Note that formula~6! was obtained assuming that th
samples have fairly similar geometric dimensions~thickness!
and similar optical and heat-conducting properties. In ad
tion, the light modulation frequency should satisfy

m5A k

prCn
, l , ~7!

wherel is the sample thickness.
Substituting tabular data for single-crystal diamond in

formula ~7!, which are clearly the limiting values for poly
crystalline films1 (k525 W•cm21

•K21, r53.5 g•cm23, and
C56.19 J•g21

•K21), we find that for a 100mm thick dia-
mond wafer condition~7! will be satisfied for a modulation
frequency above 3.5 kHz and that for a 500mm thick wafer
similar to those used in heat transfer systems, the modula
frequency should be less than 150 Hz. This estimate sh
that the proposed method can be implemented in relativ
simple experiments at modulation frequencies attaina
with normal mechanical choppers.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD

The proposed method of measuring the thermal cond
tivity was checked out experimentally using 434 mm,
300mm thick single crystals of type 1b synthetic diamon
and also samples of polycrystalline films grown in a micr
wave discharge plasma as described by Graebneret al.6 A
diamond film 57mm in diameter was grown on a silico
substrate and then separated by etching the silicon in a m
ture of hydrofluoric and nitric acids. The film thickness va
ied between;250 and;200mm from the center toward the
edge. Six 838 mm samples were cut from different sectio
along the radius of this disk using a focused laser beam

The prepared samples exhibited morphology typical
diamond polycrystalline films with characteristic clearly d
fined faceting of randomly oriented crystallites. The Ram
spectra of the films recorded using 633 nm helium–neon
ser radiation revealed a single line at 1322 cm1 with a full
width at half-maximum of around 4 cm21, which corre-
sponds to crystalline diamond~Fig. 1!. The almost complete
absence of any light scattering in the spectral range 13
1800 cm21 indicates that the films contain no nondiamo
carbon.12 A characteristic feature of these films was the o
servation of intense luminescence centered around 740
~Fig. 2! ~excited using the 633 nm helium–neon laser lin!,
which indicates that the diamond crystal lattice contains s
con inclusions.13,14

The photoacoustic measurements were made using
updated photoacoustic spectrometer made by Princeton
plied Research Corporation~Model 6001!. The light source
was a 1 kW xenon lamp. A grating monochromator was u
to select light in a particular spectral range. The amplitude
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the photoacoustic signal was normalized to the flashla
spectrum by means of a pyroelectric detector. The light w
modulated by a mechanical chopper at frequencies betw
n520 Hz and 5 kHz. The size of the light spot on the sam
was 333 mm. All the measurements were made at ro
temperature in an air-filled cell.

FIG. 1. Raman spectrum of CVD diamond film.

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectrum of CVD diamond film.
p
s
en
e

Figure 3 shows typical spectral dependences for the
plitude and phase of the photoacoustic signal recorded
modulation frequencyn590 Hz. Since the photoacousti
amplitude is proportional to the absorption coefficient ove
wide range of values,10,11 the amplitude spectra in Fig. 3
represent the absorption spectra of the diamond film. Th
shape is typical of diamond polycrystalline films and is i
dicative of band–band absorption for photons whose ene
is higher than the diamond band gap of 5.4 eV~225 nm!. In
the range 225–250 nm the amplitude of the photoacou
signal falls appreciably because the fraction of light absor
in the film is reduced as a result of reflection from the pla
faces of the diamond crystallites.15 The phase of the photoa
coustic signal depends on the ratio of the characteristic l
absorption and thermal diffusion lengths, and its spectral
pendence also reflects the spectral dependence of the
absorption coefficient.

The absence of any clearly defined absorption lines
the visible, which are a consequence of various structu
defects and amorphous carbon impurities in the diam
films,15,16 correlates well with the Raman spectra shown
Fig. 1.

It was established by direct measurements in transm
sion that the absorption coefficient of light in the range 20
220 nm is at least 105 cm21, which satisfies one of the con
ditions used to obtain the initial formulas~1! and ~2!. The
second condition (m, l ) is demonstrated clearly in Fig. 4
which gives the frequency dependence of the ratio of
photoacoustic signal amplitudes for a diamond single cry
and samples of diamond films (q2 /q1) cut from the central
part of the 57 mm wafer~curve1! and from its edge region
~curve2!. At low modulation frequencies~up to n;200 Hz!
the thermal diffusion length exceeds the thickness of
films and the single crystal, as follows from formula~7! and
estimates made earlier, and the amplitude of the photoac
tic signal for both types of samples is determined mainly
the heat-conducting properties of the material used for

FIG. 3. Spectral dependences for the amplitude~1! and phase~2! of the
photoacoustic signal.
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measuring cell~stainless steel!.10,11Thus, the amplitude ratio
q2 /q1 in this frequency range is close to 1. At higher fr
quencies the thermal diffusion length becomes apprecia
less than the sample thickness, and the ratioq2 /q1 is deter-
mined by the ratio of the thermal conductivities as given
formula ~6!. The fact that some points on the frequency d
pendence lie outside the general dependence may be be
at the corresponding frequencies (;300 Hz! the thermal dif-
fusion length in the polycrystalline film is less than its thic
ness, whereas this condition is not satisfied for the diam
single crystal. Substituting into formula~7! the values
l 5250mm and n5300 Hz and the tabular values for dia
mond, r53.5 g•cm23 and C56.19 J21

•K21 ~Ref. 1!, we
find that the thermal conductivityk of polycrystalline films is
;13 W•cm21

•K21.
This estimate can be refined by using our experime

data and formula~6!. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the rat
q2 /q1 is ;0.7 for the sample cut from the central part of t
film and ;0.5 for the sample cut from the edge, i.e., t
thermal conductivity of the polycrystalline film is;0.5 of
that of the single crystal in the first case and;0.25 in the
second. Unfortunately we did not have the technical capa
ity to determine the thermal conductivity for the diamo
single crystal used in these experiments. However, its va
is most likely in the typical range for these crystals, 15–
W•cm21

•K21 ~Ref. 7!. As a result, we find that the therma
conductivity in the central part of the diamond film may
7–10 W•cm21

•K21 while that at the edges is 3.5–
W•cm21

•K21.
Bearing in mind data on the correlation between

heat-conducting properties of diamond films and the width
the diamond line in the Raman spectra,18 our values of the
thermal conductivity are fully consistent with the observati
that the Raman linewidth 4 cm21 is substantially greater tha
that for the single crystals (;2 cm21). The radial variation
of the heat-conducting properties of the polycrystalline d

FIG. 4. Frequency dependences of the ratio of the photoacoustic s
amplitudes for two samples of diamond film.
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mond film also correlates with the change in its thickne
and density determined from the weight of samples w
known dimensions~Fig. 5!. The deterioration of the therma
conductivity and reduction in the density at the edges of
diamond film may be attributed to the appearance of pore
the structure which are caused by the nature of the diam
deposition in this zone.

The presence of a fairly large quantity of silicon imp
rities in these films is evidently a consequence of the
tremely high degree of activation of the gaseous medi
which is required in order to increase the growth rate of
film but also causes the reduction of silicon from qua
components in the reactor with the appearance of silicon
the gas phase, and its subsequent incorporation in the de
ited film.19 At the same time, the high degree of activatio
leads to secondary nucleation of the diamond and con
quently results in the formation of additional intercrystalli
boundaries which impede the propagation of heat.

To conclude, we have shown that in principle, the ph
toacoustic method can be used to determine the thermal
ductivity of diamond materials, including diamond polycry
talline films. With some refinement, the proposed meth
may be used for rapid diagnostics of this fundamentally i
portant parameter of diamond CVD films. The noncont
optical nature of these measurements means that the sp
distribution of the heat-conducting properties of diamo
films with a large surface area can be measured.

The authors are grateful to A. A. Smolin and S. I. Vor
nin for preparing the samples of diamond films for the inve
tigations. One of the authors would like to sincerely tha

al

FIG. 5. Thermal conductivityk ~1! and densityr ~2! for different sections of
the same diamond film as a function of the distance measured along
radius from the center.
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Comparative emission characteristics of a negative hydrogen ion source with a reflex
discharge with and without Cs
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A theoretical and experimental investigation is made to determine how cesium in the volume and
at the surfaces of an ion source influences its emission characteristics. It is shown that
under the real conditions of an ion source, cesium in the volume makes an appreciable influence
to the kinetic processes but barely affects the H2 ion current extracted from the source.
However, cesium at the surface of the source increases the H2 ion current severalfold even when
the H–H2 conversion efficiency is low (g'1023). The theoretical conclusions show good
agreement with the experimental data obtained in the present study. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01804-8#
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INTRODUCTION

The present paper is a continuation of a series
studies1–4 on the kinetic processes in negative hydrogen
sources with a reflex discharge. Here we report theoret
and experimental investigations of the influence of cesium
the volume and at the surface of an ion source on its em
sion characteristics. It has been shown in various experim
tal studies~see, for example, Refs. 5–7! that the addition of
cesium vapor to plasma sources substantially increases
H2 ion current density and improves the gas economy of
source. In order to make optimum use of this effect, we n
to identify its mechanism. It is probably attributable to t
enhanced efficiency of the H2 ion formation processes in th
discharge volume or to the additional formation of H2 ions
at the surface of the anode which has a low work funct
because of the cesium film. The influence of cesium in v
ume processes has been examined in various theore
studies. Bakshtet al.8–11 investigated a cesium–hydroge
discharge at high hydrogen pressure and showed that a
paratively small amount of added cesium (NCs/NH2

51023

–1022) significantly alters the plasma parameters in the
mixture. The concentration of negative hydrogen ions m
reachNH251013cm23 ~Ref. 9!. The generation of negativ
ions at the cesiated surfaces of the discharge chamber
aspects of H2 ion extraction were not considered in Ref
8–11.

In contrast to Refs. 8–11, Fukumasa and Niitani12 exam-
ined only the influence of cesium via surface effects invo
ing the conversion of H, H1, and H2

1 to H2 at the cesiated
anode of a two-chamber source. These authors note that
face conversion may increase the concentration of H2 ions
severalfold compared with a pure hydrogen discharge.

Here we make numerical calculations allowing for t
influence of cesium on the volume mechanisms for the
mation of H2 ions and for the formation of H2 ions at the
cesiated surface of the anode. We show that under the
conditions of an ion source, cesium in the volume make
considerable contribution to the kinetic processes but ba
4431063-7842/99/44(4)/7/$15.00
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influences the H2 ion current extracted from the sourc
However, even when the H–H2 conversion efficiency is low
(g'1023), cesium at the surface of the source increases
H2 ion current severalfold. These theoretical conclusio
show good agreement with the experimental data obtain

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SOURCE EMISSION
CHARACTERISTICS

The source is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The el
tron source was a heated tungsten cathode1, 2 mm in diam-
eter. A diaphragm2 limiting the radial size of the discharg
and the plasma column6 was positioned in front of the an
ode chamber3. The electrons which ionize the gas we
reflected by an anticathode7 at the same potential as th
cathode. Gas was admitted into the anode chamber via e
distant apertures5. A maximum field of up to 2 kOe was
directed along the axis of the system. The ions were
tracted through a slit by the field of the electrode4. The
diameter of the discharge chamber was 2.5 mm and the
ode diameter was 5 mm. This ratio of parameters gave
maximum negative ion yield. The hydrogen pressure in
source chamber was varied between 231022 and
231021 Torr, the discharge voltage was varied between 1
and 200 V, and the discharge current between 1 and 1
The extracting voltage was varied between 8 and 14 kV. T
plasma parameters were measured in order to compare
experimental results with the calculations. The plasma d
sity in the column obtained from measurements of the
current to the anticathode increased proportionately with
discharge current and reached 1014cm23 ~the electron tem-
perature in the discharge column varied between 2 and 6
when the pressure varied between 231021 and
231022 Torr!. The plasma parameters outside the colu
were measured using a thin cylindrical probe inserted in
plasma through the emission slit and oriented perpendic
to the magnetic field. The plasma density at the edge
approximately an order of magnitude lower than that in
column, and the electron temperature atp'131021 Torr
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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was around 1 eV. Even these data show that this dischar
an analog of the discharge in the well-known two-cham
systems developed for neutral particle injectors. Inside
discharge the fast electrons create a dense plasma and
duce vibrationally excited H2 molecules, and outside the co
umn optimum conditions exist for the formation of H2ions.
The electrons are cooled by diffusion perpendicular to
magnetic field.

Cesium was introduced by the sputtering of a cesi
dichromate pellet8 placed on the reflector7 ~Fig. 1!. When
the discharge was initiated in the presence of this pellet,
discharge voltage dropped to 50 V and the negative ion
rent extracted from the source decreased. After several ho
the discharge voltage returned to the levels typical of p
hydrogen and the H2 ion current increased. Measuremen
were also made under these conditions.

Figure 2a gives the H2 ion current extracted from the
source as a function of pressure at an extraction voltag
14 kV. It can be seen that the addition of cesium apprecia
alters the emission characteristics of the source. The m
changes are as follows: 1! the maximum density of the H21

ion current increases; 2! the gas economy is improved, esp
cially at low pressure~Fig. 2b!; 3! the admission of cesium
has less effect as the slit width increases.

Attention should be drawn to a change in the behavio
these curves: whereas in pure hydrogen there is an optim
pressure at which the best gas economy is achievedp
'1021 Torr!, when cesium is added it is inversely propo
tional to the H2 pressure. The best gas economy is'2%

FIG. 1. Schematic of ion source.
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which is an order of magnitude higher than that in pure h
drogen.

Even these experimental results indicate that cesium
a predominantly surface effect. This is evidenced mai
from the fact that an increase in the slit width with add
cesium does not lead to a proportional increase in the
tractedH2 ion current~Fig. 2, curves1!. Without cesium
however, the extracted current is always proportional to
slit width ~curves2!. Another two factors also indicate th
surface nature of the effect: 1! cesium has the greatest effe
at low gas pressures, when volume processes are less im
tant; 2! with added cesium, the extracted H2 ion current
depends more weakly on pressure compared with a pure
drogen discharge.

However, for confirmation we carried out special expe
ments in which the emission slit was shut off by a metal g
9 isolated from the anode~Fig. 1!. The metal grid had a
spacing of 0.2 mm and a transmission coefficient of 0.8. T
voltage at this grid relative to the anode was varied betw
225 and125 V. Figure 3 gives the H2 ion current as a
function of the grid voltage at various pressures for pu
hydrogen and with added cesium. Without cesium the ma
mum negative ion current is observed at grid voltages of

FIG. 2. Emission characteristics of source: a — extracted H2 ion current
versus pressure in source chamber~1 — with cesium,2 — without cesium,
solid curve — 1.5340 mm emission slit, dashed curve — 0.7340 mm
emission slit!; b — gas consumption per unit extracted H2 ion current
versus pressure~1, 2 — source with cesium for emission slits of 0.7340 or
1.5340 mm, respectively;3 — source without cesium , 0.7340 mm emis-
sion slit!.
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order of 4–5 V. In the discharge with added cesium t
maxima are observed: a clearly defined peak at zero pote
and a less defined peak at around 5 V. However, the m
mum electron current extracted from the emission slit co
sponds to an electrode potential of the order of 4–5 V in b
cases. These results may be interpreted as follows. P
measurements show that the plasma potential relative to
anode is positive in the discharge region and varies betw

FIG. 3. Negative hydrogen ion current versus potential of emission e
trodes (0.7340 mm emission slit covered by grid!: a — without cesium,
b — with cesium, source pressure:1 — 3.7431022, 2 — 5.631022, and
3 — 8.731022 Torr.
ial
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be
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3 and 5 V, depending on the pressure, i.e., the electric fi
between the column and the anode is a retarding field for
electrons and H2 ions. At a grid voltage of the order of th
plasma potential the electric field in the plasma is partia
compensated, and the conditions for the extraction of e
trons and H2 ions formed as a result of volume process
become more optimal than those at zero potential. If the g
potential is increased further, the electrons and negative
begin to be trapped by the grid. This can explain the ex
tence of a maximum negative ion current a voltages of 4–
without cesium and the second peak in the presence of
sium. The maximum at zero grid potential in a cesium
hydrogen discharge indicates that most of the H2 ions are
created at the cesiated surface of the emission slit at
potential.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In order to determine the current density of the negat
H2 ions and calculate the concentrations of charged (ne ,
NH2, NH

2
1, NH1, NCs1, NCs

2
1), and neutral (NH2

, NH ,

NH2(n) , NCs! mixture components, we solved a system
transport equations~1!–~3! together with the Boltzmann
equation13,14

]Ni

]t
1div G i5(

i
kiNi1(

i , j
ki j NiNj , ~1!

G i5m iENi2Di

]Ni

]r
~2!

(m i has the appropriate charge sign!,

ne1NH2'NH
2
11NH11NCr11NCs

2
1, ~3!

whereE is the radial electric field, andm i and Di are the
mobilities and diffusion coefficients of the charged comp
nents, respectively.

We assumed that the plasma was uniformly distribu
along the axis of the discharge chamber and in the azimu
direction.

The spatial distribution of the neutral components w
assumed to be uniform along all the axes since their m
free paths are of the order of or greater than the cham
radius under the experimental conditions. Thus, for th
components we find divG i50.

The rates of the inelastic processes

ki j 5A2q

m E
0

`

«Qi j f 0~«!d« ~4!

were calculated using the electron energy distribut
function f 0(«). In Eq. ~4!, « is the electron energy~in elec-
tron volts!, m is the electron mass~in grams!, q51.602
310212erg/eV, andQi j («) is the cross section of the corre
sponding elastic process~in centimeters squared!.

The electron distribution function in the discharge w
determined from the Boltzmann equation assuming that
electron density in the column depends weakly on the rad
It was shown in our earlier studies1–4 that in pure hydrogen
the electron distribution function in the column has a fl

c-
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plateau between the beam input energy of;100 and;20 eV
and at low energies is almost Maxwellian (T 5 3–5 eV!.
Between the column and the anode the electron distribu
function has no high-energy component because of
strong magnetization of the electrons along the radius
the electron temperature is lower than that in the colu
(Te<1 eV!. As a result, the electron distribution functio
outside the discharge chamber was assumed to be Max
ian f 0m with a radially dependent temperature obtained fr
the energy balance equation

3

2
Ve

dTe

dr
52«nA2q

m
NH2

E
0

`

« f 0m~«!Qn~«!d«,

f 0m5
2

Ap
Te

23/2e2
«
Te. ~5!

Here Ve is the electron drift velocity at right angles to th
magnetic field with allowance for the ambipolar field,Qn(«)
is the cross section for excitation of the first vibrational lev
of H2 ~since vibrational excitation is the main channel f
loss of electron energy between the column and the ano!,
and«n is the vibrational quantum energy~in electron volts!.

The mobilities and diffusion coefficients were calculat
with allowance for the magnetization. We assumed that
ions have a Maxwellian distribution throughout the discha
chamber. The main mechanism determining the transport
efficients for the electrons at pressurep;0.1 Torr and
plasma densities of;1013–1014cm23 is scattering by ions.
As in Ref. 2, we assumed that the temperature of ato

TABLE I.

Process No. Process

1 H2(n)1e→H2
11e1e, n50, . . . ,14

2 H1e→H11e1e
3 H21e→H1H1e
4 H1H(wall)→H2

5 H2
11e→H1H

6 H21e↔H2(n)1e, n51,2,3
7 H21e→H2* (B1Su

1 ,c1Pu)1e→H2(n)1e1\v,
n51, . . . ,14

8 H2(n)1H→H2(n8)1H
9 H2(n)1wall→H2(n8), n51, . . .,14, n850, . . . ,n
10 H2(n)1e→H21H, n51, . . . ,14
11 H1e→H2

12 H2
11e→H21H1

13 H21H2
1→H1H2

14 H21H1→H1H
15 H21H2→H1H21e
16 H21H→H1H1e
17 H21e→H1e1e
18 H2

11e(wall)→H2

19 H11e(wall)→H
20 Cs1e→Cs11e
21 Cs11Cs1M→Cs2

11M
22 Cs2

11e→Cs1Cs
23 Cs11H2→Cs1H
24 Cs2

11H2→Cs1Cs1H
25 Cs11e(wall)→Cs
26 H1e(wall)→H2
n
e
d

n

ll-

l

e

e
e
o-

ic

hydrogenTH and the negative ionsTH2 is 43103 K. The
temperature of the other ions and atomic components in
mixture is close to room temperature.

Equations ~1!–~3! and the Boltzmann equation wer
solved taking into account the elementary processes liste
Table I. The transport coefficientsk1 describe linear pro-
cesses in terms of concentration~Nos. 4, 9, and 18–20 in
Table I!.

It should be noted that the calculations neglected
mechanism for the formation of negative ions via Rydbe
states, since numerical estimates show that under the pre
experimental conditions the contribution of this mechani
does not exceed a few percent. The formation of negative2

ions in the volume by dissociative attachment of electrons
CsH molecules was also neglected since the CsH conce
tion is low under our discharge conditions. The most op
mistic estimates show that the rate of H2 production by this
mechanism is two orders of magnitude lower than that
process No. 10~see Table I!.

CALCULATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE
EXPERIMENT

As was noted in the Introduction, the main purpose
this study was to determine how cesium in the volume of
discharge chamber and adsorbed on the surface influe
the emission characteristics of a negative hydrogen
source with a reflex discharge. As a result we made a
merical simulation of a reflex discharge for three main s
narios: 1! a pure hydrogen discharge~taking into account
processes 1–19 in Table I; 2! cesium is present only in the

FIG. 4. Density of H2 ion current at anode surface versus pressure
source:1 — pure hydrogen discharge,2 — discharge with added cesium
allowing only for volume reactions,3 — discharge with cesium only at the
surface,4 — the same as2; Up , V: 1–3 — 120,4 — 50.
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FIG. 5. Distribution of the density of various
plasma components and temperature along
radius of the discharge column: a — electron
density (104 cm23); b — H1 ion density
(1014 cm23); c — H2

2 ion density (1013

cm23); d — H2 ion density (1011 cm23); e —
density of Cs1 ions (1013 cm23), electron
temperature~eV!. Curves1–4 — the same as
in Fig. 4.
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volume of the discharge chamber~processes 1–25!; 3! ce-
sium is present only at the surface~processes 1–19, and 26!.
Conversion of H1 to H2 ions at the cesiated surface w
neglected, since the concentration of atomic hydrogen
much higher than the H1 concentration under these di
charge conditions.

Figure 4 gives the current density of negative hydrog
ions j H2 at the anode, plotted as a function of pressure
the three cases listed above. It can be seen from Fig. 4~curve
2! that the addition of cesium vapor to the volume of t
discharge chamber under conditions where the disch
voltage is artificially maintained merely leads to a negligib
increase in the currentj H2 at a higher pressure compare
with pure hydrogen~curve1!. The main mechanism respon
sible for the formation of negative hydrogen ions in this ca
as in a pure hydrogen discharge, is the dissociative att
ment of electrons to vibrationally excited hydrogen m
ecules~process No. 10!. A slight increase in the negative io
current when Cs is added is attributable to the followi
factors. In volume processes cesium plays both a pos
and a negative role. Since cesium has a low electron ex
tion and ionization energy, the number of electrons hav
as

n
r

ge

,
h-

e
a-
g

energies higher than the Cs excitation energy decreases
electron temperatureTe (Te521/(dln(f0 /d«)), which is
meaningful up to<20 eV! then decreases~Fig. 5f!, in agree-
ment with the experimental data. However, a drop in
electron temperature and in the number of fast electr
slows the rate of formation of vibrationally excited H2 mol-
ecules and therefore H2 ions. At the same time, a drop inTe

leads to a reduction in the rate of electron detachment~pro-
cess No. 17, the cross section for this process depe
strongly on temperature! and also reduces the rate of H2

dissociation and thus the concentration of atomic hydro
~Fig. 6!, which is actively involved in removing the H2 vi-
brational excitation. These last two factors promote an
crease in the concentration of H2 ions. These negative an
positive effects of introducing Cs into the volume almo
cancel out when the same discharge voltage is artifici
maintained~Fig. 4!. The actual lowering of the voltage t
50 V observed in experiments where cesium is added to
volume leads to a reduction in the H2 ion current~Fig. 4,
curve 4!. Thus, in agreement with the experiments the n
merical simulation indicates that cesium in the volume c
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not increase the current density of the H2 ions extracted
from the source.

In contrast, allowance for conversion of H to H2 at the
anode with adsorbed cesium even with a conversion e
ciencyg51023 leads to an increase in the H2 current~Fig.
4, curve3! and the H21 concentration in the volume~Fig.
5e! by a factor of 2–4. Without making a detailed compa
son between the calculations and the experiment, we
that this increase agrees with the experimentally obser
change in the H2 current~Fig. 2!. We also note that unde
the experimental conditions no special measures were ta
to optimize the cesium coating of the anode surface. Ho
ever, it follows from Ref. 15 that the conversion efficien
for ion sources usually varies between 1023 and 1021 de-
pending on the temperature of the hydrogen atoms and
cesium coverage of the surface.

The concentration of negative ions in pure hydrogen a
with added cesium reaches a maximum in the region
tween the discharge column and the anode. This impor
factor for the experiments can be explained as follows. T
value of NH2 is determined by the H2 production and loss
processes. The main mechanism responsible for the los
H2 is detachment of electrons as a result of collisions
tween H2 and fast plasma electrons~process No. 17!. The
cross section for this process depends on energy, as ha
ready been noted, and exhibits threshold behavior: the c

FIG. 6. Comparative concentrations of atomic and molecular hydrogen
also various vibrationally excited levels of the H2 molecule: 1 — pure
hydrogen discharge,2 — discharge with cesium only in the volume.
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section is zero at electron energies«<1.25 eV and at ener-
gies of;10 eV reaches;2310215cm2. Since the electron
temperature outside the column decreases along the ra
~Fig. 5f!, the rate of this process drops sharply, which lea
to an increase in the H2 concentration despite some decrea
in their rate of formation. If it is artificially assumed that th
rate of process No. 17 is constant, the maximum disappe
It can be seen from Fig. 5e that for a discharge column
radiusRk50.125 cm the maximum H2 ion concentration is
achieved forR/Rk'1.4. The experimental results given fo
various diameters of the anode chamberRa show good
agreement with the calculations: the maximum negative
current extracted from the source without cesium is obtai
for Ra /Rk52. It was noted in Ref. 4 that some differenc
between the numerical values of the calculated and exp
mental negative ion current extracted from the source can
explained first by the fact that the area of the plasma em
sion surface near the slit is considerably greater than
surface area of the slit; second, for these pressures the d
sion approximation used in the calculations to analyze
H2 ion motion is at the limit of its validity.

A reduction in the H2 ion current observed experimen
tally at high pressures may be caused by charge transfe
negative ions with the gas jet leaving the emission slit of
source. Estimates show that at high pressure this pro
may result in the loss of up to 30% of H2 ions leaving the
slit, which is quite sufficient for the appearance of a ma
mum on the experimentally measured dependencej H2(p).

It can be concluded from these experimental results
calculations that cesium in the volume of the ion source c
not increase the H2 ion current. The observed increase in t
H2 ion current is caused by conversion of hydrogen atom
the cesiated surface of the anode. In other words, the add
of cesium converts a volume-type of H2 ion source into a
surface plasma type.

This work was supported by the Fund for Fundamen
Research of the Ministry of Science of the Ukraine~Agree-
ment No. F4/342-97-32, 1997!.
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Influence of impurities on the photoluminescence of modified InP crystals
F. B. Baimbetov and N. G. Dzhumamukhambetov

Atyrau University, Atyrau, Kazakhstan
~Submitted March 18, 1998!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.69, 110–111~April 1999!

It is shown that a new emission band at 1.35 eV~77 K! is observed in the photoluminescence
spectra of laser-modified InP crystals, irrespective of the type of impurity or its
concentration in the initial crystal. It is established that the emergence of this band is a common
property of the lattice defect state of the modified semiconductors. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!01904-2#
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The luminescence properties of modified InP cryst
has been reported previously.1 It has been shown that a ne
band with a maximum at an energy of 1.35 eV is observe
the photoluminescence spectra at 77 K on account of the
dom distribution of structural defects after laser treatme
The objective of the present study is to investigate the in
ence of the dopant impurity in the initial crystal on the lum
nescence properties of the laser-modified crystals.

The original materials used to prepare the modified cr
tals were n-type and p-type InP: nominally undoped,n
5(1 – 2)31016cm23, doped with tin,n5231018cm23, and
doped with zinc,p5(7 – 8)31016cm23. The laser treatmen
procedure applied to the crystals is described in Ref. 1. P
to the measurements the crystals were etched in a fre
prepared H2O:HNO3:HCl ~6:3:1! polishing etchant at room
temperature.

The luminescence spectra of the initial crystals at 7
exhibited typical emission bands with energy maxima
1.415 eV, 1.405 eV, 1.371 eV, and 1.113 eV. At room te
perature the luminescence spectra of these crystals con
of only one broad band with an energy maximum of 1.34
1.347 eV. The nature of these bands is discussed in Re
and 3.

After irradiation by trains of pulses with a total energ
density of 100 J/cm2 the polished surfaces of the crysta
undergo a visible change, irrespective of which dopan
used. At 77 K the photoluminescence spectra acquire a
emission band with an energy maximum of 1.350 eV. Ho
ever, its intensity is much lower than the intensity of t
edge band of the initial crystals. As the total irradiation e
ergy density increases, the intensity of this band increa
attaining its maximum value atE5250– 300 J/cm2. At 77 K
its intensity is 5–10 times~for different crystals! the intensity
of the edge band of the initial crystal.

The temperature curves of the main parameters of
1.35 eV band coincide qualitatively for all the crystals, b
certain differences are observed quantitatively. For exam
the total intensity decreases exponentially as the tempera
increases~Fig. 1!:
4501063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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F5F0 exp~2kT/«* !,

where the characteristic energy«* lies in the interval 3.4–
4.3 meV for different crystals.

The half-width of this band varies nonmonotonically
the temperature increases~Fig. 2!. In the low-temperature
rangeT,230 K it increases linearly, attaining its maximu
value atT52302250 K ~for different crystals!. It decreases
in the high-temperature rangeT.250 K.

The maximum energyhnm also varies nonmonotonically
with increasing temperature~Fig. 3!, its curves exhibiting
qualitatively the same form for all crystals. However, t
energy maximum for modified crystals obtained from a
grownp-InP exceeds the corresponding values of the crys

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the total intensity of the 1.35 eV b
of modified crystals obtained from different grades of initial InP:~1! InP
^Zn&; ~2! InP̂ Sn&; ~3! InP.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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obtained fromn-InP at the same temperature. Here the te
perature corresponding to the maximum valuehnm for modi-
fied crystals prepared fromp-InP, ;120 K, is lower than for
crystals obtained fromn-InP, ;140 K.

Apart from their quantitative differences, the tempe
ture curves of the main parameters of the 1.35 eV emiss
band coincide, irrespective of the dopant used. The n
monotonic variation of the energy maximum and the ha
width as well as the exponential decay of the intensity w

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the half-width of the 1.35 eV ban
modified crystals obtained from different grades of initial InP:~1–3! the
same as in Fig. 1.
-

-
n

n-
-

increasing temperature indicates that the density of states
tails near the allowed bands, formed there as a result of
random distribution of structural defects of the InP crys
itself after laser treatment.

Consequently, the emergence of a new 1.35 eV ban
the photoluminescence spectra of the modified InP crysta
77 K does not depend on the type of impurity or its conce
tration in the initial material and is a common property of t
defect state of the crystal lattice.

1N. G. Dzhumamukhambetov and A. G. Dmitriev, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovo
27, 641 ~1993! @Semiconductors27, 356 ~1993!#.

2E. W. Williams and W. Elder, J. Electrochem. Soc. No. 12, 120~1973!.
3L. I. Kolesnik, A. M. Loshinski�, A. Ya. Nashel’ski�, and S. V. Yakobson,
Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Neorg. Mater.17~12!, 14 ~1981!.

Translated by James S. Wood
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the energy maximum of the 1.35
band of modified crystals obtained from initial InP with different types
conductivity: ~1! p-type; ~2! n-type.
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Modeling of the low-temperature production of gas-sensitive tin oxide films
V. V. Kisin, S. A. Voroshilov, V. V. Sysoev, and V. V. Simakov

Saratov State Technical University, 410054 Saratov, Russia;
N. G. Chernyshevski Saratov State University, 410601 Saratov, Russia
~Submitted February 24, 1998!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.69, 112–113~April 1999!

The deposition of tin oxide films by reactive sputtering of a stoichiometric target is investigated.
Conditions are determined for the formation of a crystal layer structure and the acquisition
of gas sensitivity without subsequent high-temperature annealing. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02004-8#
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Stannic oxide (SnO2) films prepared in vacuum from
stoichiometric source become sensitive to gases after
are annealed in oxygen.1 They acquire this property becaus
during deposition some of the oxygen is unavoida
pumped out of the region where the film is formed. As
result, an amorphous or heterophase layer containing
SnO, and SnO2 is deposited, and its homogenization requir
many hours of subsequent treatment at high temperature2,3

making it difficult to integrate the active layer into comple
sensing devices such as, for example, smart sensors.

At the same time, homogeneous polycrystalline Sn2

films can be obtained as the result of a low-temperature
cess involving the injection of oxygen into the reactor, wit
out having to resort to high-temperature treatment. Howe
the conditions underlying the formation of a layer possess
a specified stoichiometry are still not very well defined,
evinced by the attempts of different research groups to
gas mixtures with various oxygen contents.4–6 Obviously,
the composition of the growing layer is not solely depend
on the oxygen flow.

The objective of the present study has been to const
and experimentally test a model of the process of lo
temperature formation of a gas-sensitive layer by the reac
sputtering of a stoichiometric target with the capability th
the model can be used to relate the composition of the
posited layer to the parameters of the technological proc
and equipment.

We consider the rf-bias reactive sputtering of a Sn2

target. We assume that the metal and the oxygen are s
tered at the same constant ratef. The Sn atoms are deposite
on the walls and substrate, and the oxygen raises the pa
pressurep of the oxygen in the chamber. The pressurep is
also influenced by the injection of oxygen from the exter
source. At a flow rateq0 the number of oxygen molecules i
the chamber increases at the rateNaq0 /V0, where Na is
Avogadro’s number, andV0 is the volume of one mole unde
standard conditions. Evacuation causes the number of
gen molecules to decrease at the ratepSNa /P0V0, whereP0

is atmospheric pressure, andS is the evacuation rate of th
pump. The rateS is customarily assumed to be independe
of p in the design of industrial vacuum systems. Final
according to molecular kinetic theory, oxygen atoms are
mitted from the region with pressurep at a flux per unit time
4521063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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onto unit surface of the chamber walls and the subst
F52p/(2pmkT)1/2, wherem is the mass of the oxygen mo
ecule,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the absolute tem-
perature.

Allowing for the fact that free-electron capture tak
place in the chemisorption of oxygen and assuming that,
ing to the difference in the densities of free charge carrie
oxygen atoms do not stick to SnO as well as they do to
and do not stick at all to SnO2, we obtain the condition for a
constant oxygen pressure to exist in the chamber

q5C~s1a1hb!,

wherea, b, andg are the fractions of the chamber wall an
substrate surfaces coated with Sn, SnO, and SnO2, respec-
tively, h is the sticking coefficient of oxygen to SnO,q51
1q0Na /V0f At is the input oxygen flux,s5SNap/F0V0As

is the evacuation efficiency,C5FAs/2f At is the relative flux
of oxygen onto the chamber walls and the substrate, andAt

and As are the areas of the target and the deposited fi
respectively.

The area occupied by the metal increases as a resu
the spraying of Sn onto SnO and decreases as a resu

FIG. 1. Dependence of the composition of a tin oxide film on the influx
oxygen for the fractions of:~1! Sn; ~2! SnO,~3! SnO2; ~4! ratio of O2 to Sn
in the layer.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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oxidation. The area occupied by SnO2 increases as a result o
the oxidation of SnO and decreases as metal is sprayed
it. Under steady-state conditionsCa5b andhCb5g.

The results of calculations of the dependence of the fi
composition on the oxygen input into the chamber are sho
in Fig. 1. Without the external injection of oxygen (q51)
the film consists of a mixture of the Sn, SnO, and Sn2

phases. As the flow rate of oxygen is increased, the resu
film acquires a composition close to SnO, and with a furt
increase inq its composition is close to SnO2. If conditions
are established on the substrate such as to prevent the
tallization of SnO, the formation of amorphous layers can
expected at low oxygen flow rates, and polycrystalline lay
can be expected at high oxygen flow rates.

FIG. 2. Diffraction patterns of resulting tin oxide layers:~a! deposition in an
Ar atmosphere without heat treatment;~b! deposition with heat treatment in
an O2 flow; ~c! deposition in a 1:3 Ar/O2 gas mixture.
nto

n

g
r

ys-
e
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The model has been tested experimentally by mean
an apparatus of the UVP-2M type. Tin oxide films were d
posited by magnetron sputtering of a stoichiometric Sn2

target. During the process the total pressure of the arg
oxygen mixture was 3 mtorr, and the discharge power w
approximately 100 W/cm2. The substrate temperature wa
set at 170 °C so that the disproportionation of SnO wo
prevent crystallization of the layer in a lattice differing fro
a rutile-type lattice. Samples were prepared by depositio
argon with subsequent annealing in an oxygen atmosphe
by deposition in an argon–oxygen mixture. The film thic
ness was chosen in accordance with the thin-film gas se
tivity model.7 X-ray structural examinations were performe
by means of a DRON-2.0 diffractometer, and the electri
properties were measured in a three-electrode gas se
configuration.8

The films grown in argon were x-ray amorphous~Fig.
2a! and did not exhibit gas sensitivity. A two-hour anneal
an oxygen atmosphere at a temperature of 700 °C indu
crystallization of the layers~Fig. 2b!, a change in the elec
trical conductivity, and the suppression of gas sensitiv
The injection of oxygen into the chamber led to the form
tion of a gas-sensitive polycrystalline film during depositi
without additional heat treatment~Fig. 2c!. A maximum of
the gas sensitivity was observed for films deposited in a
argon–oxygen mixture, which for our apparatus cor
sponded to an input flow rateq5103. A further increase in
the flow rate led to an increase in the resistance of the la
as a result of a decrease in the density of intrinsic don
and, hence to degradation of the gas sensitivity.

The proposed model has thus been used successful
relate the composition of the deposited layer to the para
eters of the technological process and equipment, and als
determine the conditions for gas-sensitive layers to be
pable of forming at low temperatures.
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~1996!.
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Generalization of the Fresnel law to the case of a pressure-wave-induced displacement
of the interface between acoustic media

V. A. Pozdeev
~Submitted March 18, 1998!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.69, 114–115~April 1999!

The problem of interaction between a nonsteady-state pressure wave and a moving interface
between acoustic media is analyzed and solved for the first time with allowance for a finite
displacement of the interface induced by the wave. An analytic solution is obtained using a
nonlinear time transformation method. Expressions are obtained for the law of motion of the
interface, and for the reflected and transmitted waves as a function of the time profile of
the incident wave and the acoustic characteristics of the media. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02104-2#
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The interaction of an acoustic wave with a fixed inte
face between acoustic media is described by the well-kno
Fresnel formulas.1 Isakovich2 showed that a Doppler effec
appears when harmonic waves are incident on an inter
moving at a constant velocity. The present author3 solved the
problem of interaction between a nonsteady-state pres
wave and a moving interface for a given arbitrary time la
Here we analyze the reflection and propagation of pres
waves at an interface whose displacement is caused by
incident wave.

As in Ref. 3, we shall assume that a plane pressure w
is incident normal to the interface from a first medium ha
ing the acoustic resistancez15r1c1, wherer1 is the density
of the medium andc1 is the velocity of sound in the medium
The time profile of the incident wave has the formp10(t).
When the wave interacts with media which are initially
rest, it becomes displaced, the wave is reflected from
moving interface, and a wave is generated in the sec
medium whose acoustic resistance isz25r2c2 , z2Þz1. To
be specific, we direct thex coordinate in the opposite direc
tion to the motion of the incident wave and we position t
origin at the initial location of the interface. We measure t
time from the instant when the front of the incident wa
reaches the contact interface. We assume that the aco
media are nonviscous and will describe their motion by l
ear equations.

The following boundary conditions are satisfied at t
moving interface between the two media:

~p12p2!ux5h(t)50, p15p101p11, ~1!

~v12v2!ux5h(t)50, v15v101v11, ~2!

v2ux5h(t)5
dh

dt
, ~3!

where p1 and p2 are the pressures andv1 and v2 are the
particle velocities of the media, andh(t) is the ~as yet un-
known! law of motion of the interface.

We introduce the velocity potentials of the perturb
motion of the media

F1~x,t !5F10~ t2x/c1!1f11~ t1x/c1!, ~4!
4541063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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f2~x,t !5f2~ t2x/c2!, ~5!

wheref i are the velocity potentials of the motion of thei th
medium (i 51, 2),f10 is the potential of the incident wave
f11 is the potential of the reflected wave, andf2 is the
potential of the transmitted wave.

The pressure and velocity components are related to
velocity potentials by the well-known formulas

pi52r i

]f i

]t
, v i5

]f i

]x
. ~6!

Following Ref. 3, we shall solve the stated problem~1!–
~6! by the nonlinear time transformation method.4,5 Here we
give the expressions for the reflected and transmitted wa
in the form

p11~x,t !5
z22z1

z21z1
p10~ f 1~ t1

0!!, ~7!

p2~x,t !5
2z2

z21z1
p10~ f 2~ t2

2!!, ~8!

where

f 1~ t1
0!5t1

022h~w1~ t1
0!!/c1 , t1

05t1x/c1 ,

f 2~ t2
0!5t2

01~12c2 /c1!h~w2~ t2
0!!/c2 , t2

05t2x/c2 ,

t5w1~j1!→t1h~ t !/c15j1 ,

t5w2~j2!→t2h~ t !/c25j2 . ~9!

We can show that expressions~7!–~9! are equivalent to
the corresponding results of Ref. 3. We shall use the bou
ary condition~3!, the coupling relationv25p2 /z2, and ex-
pression~8! to determine the law of motion of the interfac
between the media as a result of elastic deformations.
obtain

dh

dt
5

2

z11z2
P10~ t2h~ t !/c1!. ~10!

If the condition (h(t)/(c1t))2!1 is satisfied, Eq.~10!
may be written in the approximation
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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dh

dt
2

2

z11z2

dp10~ t !

dt
h5

2

z11z2
p10~ t !. ~11!

Equation~11! can be integrated to yield

h5
2

z11z2
expS 2

p10~ t !

c1~z11z2! D
3E

0

t

expS p10~t!

c1~z11z2! D p10~t!dt. ~12!

We shall analyze an incident wavep10(t)5p0exp(2at),
wherep0 is the wave amplitude anda is the time constant. In
this case, the initial equation~10! can be integrated exactly

h52
c1

a
ln~11b0~e2at21!/c1!, ~13!

whereb052p0 /(z11z2),1.
If we confine ourselves to the time interval (at)2!1,

Eq. ~13! gives

h'b0t@12~at !~12b0 /c1!/21 . . . #, ~14!

p11'
z22z1

z21z1
p0 exp~2a1t1

0!, ~15!

p2'
2z2

z21z1
p0 exp~2a2t2

0!, ~16!

where

a1'aS 12
b0

c1
D Y S 11

b0

c1
D ,

a2'aS 12
b0

c1
D Y S 12

b0

c2
D .

It can be seen from expressions~14!–~16! thata1,a is
always satisfied and consequently, the reflected wave
stretched compared with the incident wave. Whenc2,c1 ,
a2.a, the transmitted wave is stretched relative to the in
dent one whereas whenc2.c1 , a2,a, the transmitted wave
is compressed.

It is interesting to consider the inverse problem of det
mining the form of the incident wave when the law gover
ing motion of the interface between the media is known. L
us assume that

h~ t !5v0~ t !2a0t2/2, 0<t<2v0 /a0 . ~17!

Then, in accordance with Eq.~10!, we obtain

p10~ t !5
c1~z11z2!

2 F12~12m1!A11
2a0t

c1~12m1!2 G
'

v0~z11z2!

2 F12
a0t

v0~12m1!
1 . . . G ,

m15
v0

c1
. ~18!

Thereafter, expressions for the reflected and transmi
waves can easily be derived using expressions~7! and ~8!.
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Transfer matrix method for media with quadratic optical nonlinearity
S. V. Fedorov
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A transfer matrix method is developed for media containing nonlinear layers. This method can
be used to calculate the propagation of light, the electromagnetic field profile, and also
second-harmonic generation in layered structures containing a layer exhibiting quadratic
nonlinearity. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02204-7#
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The transfer matrix method1–5 is widely used to calcu-
late the optical properties of layered structures. For a laye
medium, problems involving the propagation of light in
layered structure and determining the frequencies of
natural optical1 and polariton3 modes of this structure ar
reduced to multiplying the transfer matrices across the in
vidual layers forming the structure. For a linear medium
transfer matrices have dimensions of 232. The specific form
of the matrices is determined by selecting a pair of para
eters~basis! describing the electromagnetic field. The com
ponents of the electric and magnetic fields2 tangential to the
interface of the two media or the amplitudes of waves pro
gating in opposite directions3 are most commonly used as th
basis.

When various waves undergo mixing at some particu
layer ~for example, at a lattice of quantum wires, where t
incident and diffracted waves are mixed!, the dimensions of
the transfer matrix are twice the number of waves be
mixed.4

Recent advances in the field of vertical lasers, especi
the experimental observation of second-harmonic genera
in these systems,6,7 necessitate the development of an a
equate theoretical calculation method which can effectiv
solve the problem of light propagation in layered structu
containing nonlinear layers.

The aim of the present paper is to develop a trans
matrix method for media with quadratic nonlinearity.

We shall consider a layered structure on which a wave
frequencyv and amplitudeẼ1 is incident. Let us suppos
that the structure contains layers in which the light underg
frequency doubling. The amplitude coefficients of reflecti
and transmission of light at frequenciesv and 2v, denoted
r 1 , r 2 and t1 , t2, may be obtained by solving the system
linear equations

S t1Ẽ1

0

t2Ẽ1

0
D 5ẼS Ẽ1

r 1Ẽ1

0

r 2Ẽ1

D . ~1!
4561063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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Here the transfer matrix across the structureT̂ is the product
of the transfer matrices across the various layers and
boundaries between them. The transfer matrix across a si
nonlinear layer is determined by solving the system of d
ferential equations7

dE61

dz
56 ik1E612 ihE61* E62 , ~2a!

dE62

dz
56 ik2E622 ihE61

2 , ~2b!

whereE61,2 are the amplitudes of waves propagating alo
the normal to the layers~the direction of thez axis! and in
the opposite direction, respectively;h(v)5(v2/2c2)
3« i ,kl(v)eiekel is the nonlinearity parameter, which is pro
portional to the sum of the components of the second-or
nonlinear susceptibility tensor« ikl(v, 2v).

If the nonlinearity is so small that it hardly changes t
amplitude per pass through the nonlinear layer, the solu
of the system~2! can be written as

E61~z!5exp~6 ik1z!~A61E6102 ihzE610* E620!, ~3a!

E62~z!5exp~6 ik2z!~A62E6202 ihzE610
2 !, ~3b!

whereE610 andE620 are the wave amplitudes at the boun
ary of the nonlinear layer andA6151 for uhzE610u!1.

In this approximation the transfer matrix across a no
linear layer of thicknessdj will have the nondiagonal form
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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N̂j5S A11eik1dj 0 2 ihdjE110* eik1dj 0

0 A21e2 ik1dj 0 2 ihdjE210* e2 ik1dj

2 ihdjE110e
ik2dj 0 A12eik2dj 0

0 2 ihdjE210e
2 ik2dj 0 A22e2 ik2dj

D . ~4!
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For an arbitrary nonlinearity per pass through an isola
layer, the exact solution of the system~2!, after two integrals
of the equations are taken, is reduced to an elliptic integr8

This solution may be represented by formulas~3!, assuming
that the values ofA61,2 depend on the coordinate and th
input amplitudesA61,2(z,E610,E620). In this case, the struc
ture of the transfer matrix~5! remains the same, since th
nonlinear wave interaction takes place in pairs.

In order to find the transfer matrix across the nonline
layer ~4!, that is to say the transfer matrix of the entire sy
tem T̂, we need to define the amplitudes of thev and 2v
waves at the boundary of the nonlinear layerE610 andE620

in terms of the amplitude of the incident radiationẼ1, but
this can only be accomplished if we know the amplitude

the waves reflected from the systemr 1,2Ẽ1, since

S E110

E210

E120

E220

D 5L̂S Ẽ1

r 1Ẽ1

0

r 2Ẽ1

D , ~5!

whereL̂ is the transfer matrix from the edge of the structu
to the boundary of the nonlinear layer.

However, the reflection coefficientsr 1,2 are determined
by solving Eq.~1!, for which we need to know the transfe
matrix T̂ of the entire system.

We shall use perturbation theory in terms of the sm
nonlinearity parameterh to resolve this dilemma. In the ze
roth approximation~i.e., for the linear theory! the transfer
matrix in a nonlinear layer degenerates into a diagonal
trix, and the matrix of the entire systemT̂(0) and the coeffi-
cients of reflectionr 1,2

(0) and transmissiont1,2
(0) do not depend

on the amplitudesE610 andE620.
Having determined the form of the matrix of the enti

systemT̂(n) in the nth order of perturbation theory, we ca
determiner 1,2

(n) andt1,2
(n) using Eq.~1!. We then need to deter

mine the amplitudesE610
(n11) andE620

(n11) as follows:
d

l.

r
-

f
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a-

S E110
(n11)

E210
(n11)

E120
(n11)

E220
(n11)

D 5L̂S Ẽ1

r 1
(n)Ẽ1

0

r 2
(n)Ẽ1

D . ~6!

Substituting Eq.~6! into Eq. ~4!, we can determine the

matrices of the nonlinear layersÑj
(n11) and thus the matrices

of the entire systemT̂(n11) in the (n11)th order of pertur-
bation theory. Convergence of the iteration process
n→` is guaranteed8 for hDuẼ1u,1 whereD is the total
thickness of the structure. As a result, we solve a system
algebraic equations of the type~1! for the unknown ampli-
tudes of the field in the nonlinear layers.

To conclude, we note that the proposed algorithm for
transfer matrices and spectral parameters of nonlinear
ered systems is universal. It can easily be generalized
matrices of large dimensions when the radiation field is
scribed by a large number of pairwise mixing plane wav
and to a different type of nonlinearity of the layers.

The authors would like to thank the Russian Fund
Fundamental Research~Grant No. 97-02-18341!.
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Transition to chaotization and loss of self-averagability in two-dimensional two-phase
media at the percolation threshold
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Giant fluctuations of the electric field, recently identified experimentally in two-dimensional, two-
phase media at the percolation threshold, are discussed. A hierarchical realization of these
media is used to show that for Res i50 ~wheres1 ands2 are the conductances of the phases!
and Ims2/Im s1.0 the hierarchy construction procedure yields the Dykhne expression
se5As1s2 whereas for Ims2/Im s1,0 the procedure becomes chaotized and the medium loses
its property of self-averagability. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~99!02304-1#
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The effective conductancese of a randomly inhomoge-
neous medium, which by definition relates the volum
averaged fields and currents, is a quantity which charac
izes the overall conductance of an inhomogeneous sam
For a quasisteady-state field,se is broken down into two
terms, each having its own particular dependence on the
frequency, the conductances and permittivities of the pha
and their concentration. In two-phase, highly inhomogene
media these dependences are steepest in the so-called c
region, where the concentration of the highly conduct
phase is near the percolation threshold

Dykhne1 derived an expression for the effective condu
tance se of a two-dimensional two-phase medium with
geometric average equivalent phase configuration

se5As1s2, ~1!

wheres i are the local conductance of the phases, at a c
centrationp50.5.
4581063-7842/99/44(4)/4/$15.00
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In particular, these media~Dykhne media! include those
at the percolation threshold. Various authors2–5 have recently
shown that for Res150 and Res2!Im s2 these media ex-
hibit giant fluctuations of the local electric field. In particu
lar, this implies that the modulus of the electric field is n
averaged over dimensions of the order of the standard co
lation length ~see the experiment described by Lagark
et al.4!. Éntin and Éntin6 put forward the idea that a renor
malization group mapping for complex impedances with lo
local losses leads to a dynamical chaos scenario and a fr
dependence of the impedance for hierarchical chains.

An example of a hierarchical construction of a mediu
with a geometrically equivalent phase configuration was
scribed by Schulgaser,7 Morozovski� and Snarski�.8 Adopt-
ing the approach from Ref. 8 and considering the limiti
case Res25Res150, we can show that depending on th
sign of h5Im s2 /Im s1, the medium will have fundamen
tally different properties. Forh.hc50, the medium is self-
FIG. 1. Procedure for systematic construction of a Dykhne hierarchical medium.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. a — Behavior of the iteration sequence~6! when the purely imaginary values of the conductances of the phases have the same sign,h5s2 /s1;
b–d — chaotic behavior of the iteration procedure forh,0: h520.2 ~b! and22 ~c,d!.
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averaging, and the effective conductance is determined~as it
should be! by the Dykhne formula~1!. Whenh,he50, the
medium loses its self-averaging property, and it is difficult
introduce effective transport coefficients.

According to Ref. 8, at the first step the medium ‘‘
assembled’’ from strips of different thickness having t
conductancess1 ands2 ~Fig. 1a!. By making the strip thick-
nesses tend to zero, i.e., by homogenizing the medium,
obtain a single crystal with the principal components of
conductance tensors i(1) and s'(1) ~Fig. 1b!. Then, by
cutting strips of equal thickness from this crystal in the p
allel and perpendicular directions, we assemble a new si
crystal ~Fig. 1c! for which the principal components of th
conductance tensor ares i(2) ands'(2). It is easy to show
that at each stage we have

s'~n11!5~s'~n!1s i~n!!/2,

s'~n11!52s'~n!s i~n!/~s'~n!1s i~n!!. ~2!
e
e

-
le

Note that the numerical coefficients in Eq.~2! appear as
a result of normalizing to the geometric dimensions of t
total conductance of a medium with a large number~in the
limit an infinite number! of strips. The iteration procedur
~2! has the invariant

s'~n!s i~n!5s1s25a, ~3!

allowing for which Eq.~2! may be written in the form

s'~n11!5~s'~n!1a/s'~n!!/2,

s i~n!5a/s'~n!. ~4!

It is easy to show8 that for cases of reals1.0 and
s2.0, whenn→` we obtain expression~1! for the effec-
tive conductance of the medium.7 The mapping~4! does in
fact have a fixed stable points i(`)5s'(`)5se5As1s2.
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For largen, s'(n) has the form

s'~n!'As1s2~110.5~s1 /s221!exp~2n!!,

which suggests that the procedure converges rapidly~Fig.
2a!.

We shall investigate Eq.~4! for purely imaginary values
of s1 ands2 and we shall show that under certain conditio
the procedure loses its fixed points and stable cycles, and
sequences i(n) ands'(n) becomes chaotized. This implie
that the medium obtained by this procedure is not s
averaging. For purely imaginarys1 ands2 the elements of
the sequence determined by the procedure~4! will also be
imaginary Res'(n)50, Res i(n)50. The iteration proce-
dure has the same form as Eq.~4!. Note that for purely
imaginarys i ands' the parametera is real.

Two cases should be distinguished.

FIG. 3. Convergence of the iteration procedure with the mapping func
f (x)5(x1h/x)/2 to the fixed stable pointAh for h50.02.0 ~a! and loss of
stability of the iteration procedure forh520.1,0 ~b!.
he

f-

1! a5s1s2,0 ~i.e., s1 ands2 have the same sign; fo
example, the elements of the first and second phases
capacitances whose active resistances can be neglecte!. In
this case, we arrive at the same result as for reals1 ands2.
The procedure has stable fixed points and the effective c
ductance is given by

se5s'~`!5s i~`!

5H iAus1s2u, Im s1.0, Ims2.0,

2 iAus1s2u, Im s1,0, Ims2,0. ~5!

2! a5s1s2.0 ~i.e., s1 ands2 have different signs, for
example, the elements of the first phase are capacitances
those of the second phase are inductances whose activ
sistances can be neglected!. In this case, for the mapping
given by Eq.~4! no fixed points or stable cycles exist.
follows directly from Eq.~4! that for a5s1s2.0, s i(n)
ands'(n) have different signs for anyn. This implies that in
this case, the medium does not become isotropized. For
venience we convert to the dimensionless variab
xn5Im s'(n)/us1u and yn5Im s i(n)/us1u in Eq. ~4!, and
then this equation can be rewritten in the form

xn115~xn1h/xn!/2, yn5h/xn , ~6!

whereh5s2 /s1. The initial value is nowx0561 and the
parameter defining the different media ish. Figure 2 shows
the behavior of the iteration seqence~6! for varioush. When
h.0 the sequencexn converges to a stable fixed pointx`

~Fig. 2a!. Whenh becomes negative, the sequence cease
converge and ash decreases, it increasingly exhibits traits
chaotic behavior~Fig. 2b–2d!. The procedure~6! in fact
leads to chaotic dynamics, and for the mapping~4! f (x)
5(x21a)/2x ~wherea is positive and real! the Julia setJf

separating the basins of attraction of the stable fixed po
6Ah coincides with the imaginary axis.9 On Jf the mapping
~4! induces a one-dimensional mapping which reduces to
~6! and determines the dynamics on the Julia set. The m
ping ~4! is conjugate with the mappingR(u)5u2 obtained
by substitutingu5(x1Ah)/(x2Ah). The imaginary axis
~Julia set! then becomes a single circle on which the dyna
ics are defined by the mappingr (u)52u(mod 1). As we
know,9,10 this mapping generates chaotic dynamics.

The qualitative behavior ofxn as a function ofn may be
explained using a graph of the mapping functionf (x)5(x
1h/x)/2 which determines the iteration procedure~Fig. 3!.
Figure 3a shows a sequence of iterations and its converg
to the fixed stable pointAh for h.0. For fairly small nega-
tive h ~Fig. 3b! the sequencexn initially decreases monotoni
cally to zero„f (x)'x/2, uhu!uxu…, although the map has
‘‘dip’’ near zero „f (x)'2uhu/2x, uxu!uhu!1…, as a result of
which the sequence loses its monotonicity, changes sign,
after a certain number of iterations, returns to the region
high values~compared withuhu) and again begins to ten
monotonically to zero. Ash decreases further, the dip ne
the zero increases, which reduces the intervals of monoto
ity, and increases the irregular regions and the amplitu
xn .

n
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This procedure can also be used to obtain the spect
of resonant frequencies which is determined by the se
valuesh5s2 /s1 whose number increases with the iterati
stepn as 2n, for which the procedure~6! diverges.

To sum up, an example of one possible realization
Dykhne media with a hierarchical structure has been use
show that for certain values of the conductances of
phases, a medium, while remaining a Dykhne medium in
geometrical sense~two-dimensional, two-phase, geomet
cally equivalent phase configuration!, loses its self-
averagability in terms of physical properties, and the conc
of effective transport coefficients is thereby lost. Topics
further discussion are whether other possible procedure
sulting in Dykhne media lose their property of se
averagability and whether the ‘‘usual’’ checkerboard reali
tion of a Dykhne medium loses its self-averagability.

We are grateful to E´ . M. Baskin and M. V. E´ ntin for
discussions on the absence of self-averagability of the ef
tive properties of weakly absorbing media, and to M.
Éntin for allowing us to familiarize ourselves with Ref.
prior to publication and for fruitful discussions of this wor
which improved our understanding of the issues raised.
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Thermomechanical effect in a planar nematic induced by a quasistatic electric field
R. S. Akopyan, R. B. Alaverdyan, S. Ts. Nersisyan, É. A. Santrosyan,
and Yu. S. Chilingaryan

Erevan State University, 375049 Erevan, Armenia
~Submitted May 15, 1998!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.69, 122–124~April 1999!

A thermomechanical flow of uniformly oriented nematic liquid crystal induced by a quasistatic
electric field is observed. This flow occurs when the electric field strength exceeds the
static Fréedericksz transition threshold. The effect is attributed to an electric-field-induced
nonuniformity of the director orientation which is required for the onset of the thermomechanical
effect. The experimental results show good agreement with the theoretical estimates.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02404-6#
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1. Thermomechanical effects in cholesteric liquid cry
tals have been studied both theoretically a
experimentally.1–4 Akopyan and Zel’dovich5 predicted ther-
momechanical effects in nematic liquid crystals~NLCs! with
a nonuniform director distribution. In particular, those a
thors showed that a prerequisite for the establishment
thermomechanical hydrodynamic flow is the presence
three gradients: temperature, director distribution, and hyd
dynamic flow velocity. The thermomechanical rotation of
NLC film was first observed experimentally by Lavrentovi
and Nastishin,6 who measured the thermomechanical coe
cient. Akopyanet al.7 observed a thermomechanical effect
a hybrid-oriented NLC and also investigated oscillatory
gimes for the thermodynamic flow velocity. It was demo
strated experimentally that no thermomechanical effect
curs in homogeneous planar and homeotropically orien
NLCs.

Here we report the observation of a thermomechan
hydrodynamic flow in a planar oriented NLC induced by
quasistatic electric field. The effect is attributed to a nonu
form reorientation of the NLC director above the Fre´eder-
icksz transition threshold. However, the hydrodynamic fl
occurs in the presence of a vertical temperature gradient
a nonuniform director distribution. This effect provides val
able information on the electroelastic properties of NLCs

2. For the experiments we used a cell containing a pla
oriented sample of the nematic liquid crystal 5CB~Fig. 1!.
At the bottom of the substrate a planar boundary conditio1
was imposed by polishing. The boundary condition for t
top of the substrate is free. As a result we have a unifo
planar orientation for the NLC director. We used glass s
strates3, 1 mm thick, on which we deposited electrical
conducting coatings. A quasistatic electric field was appl
to the substrates. A vertical temperature gradient was cre
by using circulating water4 with two controllable tempera
tures. The thermal conductivity of the substrates was
tween two and three times that of the NLC film. This is
important condition to ensure that the boundary conditio
are constant for the temperature. The hydrodynamic mo
was observed by adding aluminum powder2 to the NLC at a
concentration of the order of 1023 wt %. The temperature
4621063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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difference was varied between 0 and 10 °C with an error
0.1 °C.

In the absence of the quasistatic electric field we
tected no thermomechanical effect involving the appeara
of a hydrodynamic flow perpendicular to the temperatu
gradient. For a cell of thicknessL570mm and a temperature
gradientDT54.7 °C the threshold electric field for the ap
pearance of a hydrodynamic flow wasU thr50.25 V. As the
strength increased, the flow velocity increased, tending
saturate~Fig. 2a!. This increase was caused by an increase
the orientation gradient of the NLC director. AtU514 V the
velocity wasVmax'1.06mm/s. As the field was increase
further, the director orientation gradient and the thermom

FIG. 1. 1 — Planar oriented nematic liquid crystal,2 — particles of alumi-
num powder,3 — glass substrates with transparent electrically conduct
coating,4 — circulating water,5 — optical illumination, and6 — micro-
scope.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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chanical hydrodynamic flow velocity fell to zero atU
518.4 V. Before a steady-state flow was established, the
locity exhibited oscillatory behavior caused by competiti
between reorientations of the NLC director and the hydro
namic flow ~Fig. 2b!.

3. For the theoretical estimates we shall first consider
thermomechanical effect in a planar oriented nematic w
the directorn: nx5sinu, ny50, nz5cosu. For instance, for
the hybrid orientation we haveu56(p/2L). Let us assume
that the temperaturesT(z50).T(z5L) are maintained on
the substrates of the liquid crystal cell. Then, if a direc
orientation gradient exists along thez coordinate, a thermo
mechanical hydrodynamic flow appears in the direction
the x axis: V(z)5exVx(z). We shall consider a situatio
which is steady-state (]/]t50) and homogeneous in th
(x,y) plane (]/]x5]/]y50). In the thermomechanica
single-constant approximation (j15j25 . . . j125j) we ob-
tain the Navier–Stokes equation in the form5

~h1nx
21h2nz

2!
d2Vx

dz2
12~h12h2!nxnz

du

dz

dVx

dz

5
1

4
j¹TS du

dzD
2

~32nxnz215nx
2116nx

3nz112nx
4!

1
1

4
j¹T

du

dz
~313nxnz2nx

223nx
3nz14nx

4!. ~1!

Here ¹T5(dT/dz) is the temperature gradient andh1 and
h2 are the Miesowicz viscosity coefficients. For the spec
form of the distributionu(Z) we need to solve Eq.~1!
numerically with the boundary conditionsVx(z50)
5Vx(z5L)50 and obtain the velocity distributionVx(z).
This distribution is close to parabolic with a maximum at t
center of the cell. For a hybrid cell this maximum has t
form

FIG. 2. Electric field strengthU versus liquid crystal flow velocityV for a
cell thicknessL570mm and temperature gradientDT54.7° ~a! and oscil-
lating behavior of the establishment of the hydrodynamic flow velocity~b!.
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Vmax'0.148
DT

L~h22h1!
. ~2!

We shall now analyze a nematic liquid crystal with a
initially uniform director distribution. No thermomechanica
hydrodynamic flow appears in this cell in the absence o
director gradient. However, under the action of exter
fields the director distribution may become distorted and
duce a thermomechanical effect. We know8 that at the
threshold electric field

Ethr5
p

2L
A4pK

«a
,

whereK is the Frank elastic constant and«a is the anisotropy
of the permittivity, a Fre´edericksz transition occurs where
the molecules are reoriented by the angleu:

u5um sin
pz

2L
, um5A~E2Ethr!

Ethr
. ~3!

Substituting the distribution~3! into Eq.~1! and integrat-
ing, we obtain the maximum velocity

Vmax5
pDT

64Lh2
jum . ~4!

This dependence of the hydrodynamic flow velocity
the temperature gradient (DT)/L shows good agreemen
with the experimental results. Thus, in an NLC cell with
initially uniform director distribution a field may induce
thermomechanical effect whereby, in the presence of a
tical temperature gradient, a uniform hydrodynamic flow
established perpendicular to the normal of the plane of
field-induce d reorientation of the director and the tempe
ture gradient. In these experiments the nonuniformity of
director distribution was provided by a quasistatic elect
field. However, in uniform cells a thermomechanical effe
can be induced by static magnetic and optical fields.
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An investigation is made of the Joule dissipation of energy in the superconducting phase of a
composite superconductor as the current in it increases. It is shown that at high rates of
current injection the dissipative processes are characterized by an appreciable release of heat,
which substantially influences the critical energies for the loss of superconductivity and
the velocity of the normal zone. An analytical expression is given for calculating the power of
the thermal losses during current injection. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~99!02504-0#
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Studies of thermal losses in composite superconduc
form the basis for estimating the stability of their therm
properties. In thermal stabilization theory it is generally a
sumed that the current flowing inside the composite va
negligibly.1,2 Consequently, in descriptions of the therm
processes taking place in superconducting windings the J
heat release is neglected at temperatures between the co
temperature and the so-called resistive transition temp
ture. In experimental investigations of the kinetics of t
normal zone in superconducting composites carrying a
idly varying current, Iwakumaet al.3 and Vysotskyet al.4

observed anomalously high normal-zone propagation vel
ties whose existence is outside the limits of the theory de
oped so far. In order to explain these effects, Pukhov
Rakhmanov5,6 proposed a model which assumes that
heating of a superconducting composite depends weakly
the details of the temperature dependence of the heat re
in the superconducting state and is a consequence of a re
tion in the current-carrying capacity of the superconduc
caused by an increase in the rate of current rise.

We shall solve this problem in a nonisothermal appro
mation assuming that the superconductor tempera
changes in response to the action of any external pertur
factor. This allows us to study the laws governing the loss
superconductivity in a more correct formalism.7,8

Let us assume that initially no current flows in a cool
composite superconductor of circular cross section and
the current then begins to increase linearly at a given r
We shall determine the instantaneous distributions of
temperature and electromagnetic field inside a compo
situated in its self-magnetic field by solving the system
equations

c
]T

]t
5

1

r

]

]r S lr
]T

]r D1EJ, m0

]J

]t
5

1

r

]

]r S r
]E

]r D ,

J5hJs1~12h!Jm ,

E5Jsrs expS Js

Jd
1

T2TC

Td
D5Jmrm ~1!
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with the initial and boundary conditions

T~r ,0!5T0 , E~r ,0!50,

l
]T

]t
1h~T2T0!U

r 5r 0

50,
]E

]r U
r 5r 0

5
m0

2pr 0

dI

dt
.

Here c and l are the specific heat per unit volume and t
thermal conductivity of the composite in the transverse cr
section,rs andrm are the electrical resistivities of the supe
conductor and the matrix,Js andJm are the currents flowing
in the superconductor and the matrix, respectively,h is the
coefficient of filling of the composite by the superconduct
h is the coefficient of heat transfer,T0 is the coolant tem-
perature,TC is the critical temperature of the superconduct
andJd andTd are the given rise parameters of the curren
voltage characteristic of the superconductor.

In addition to the numerical model, we make use of t
characteristic features of the conditions for stable curr
injection9,10 to write a simplified analytical expression fo
calculating explicitly the thermal loss power averaged o
the cross section of the composite. First we shall consider
range of currents whose upper limit is the so-called cut
current I m , above which the superconducting state is u
stable. Second, we shall allow for the existence of a ma
mum currentI max flowing in a superconducting composit
with a nonlinear current–voltage characteristic, assuming
infinitely slow rate of current injection.11 Finally, we shall
bear in mind that the temperature distribution over the co
posite cross section is almost uniform but the density of
current flowing in the matrix is much lower than the critic
density of the superconductor. Subject to these assumpt
we approximate the averaged power of the Joule heat rel
by the formula

G5
1

SES
EJ ds5

hJC0~12D!

S E
S
E ds.

HereJC0 is the critical current density of the superconduc
at the coolant temperature,D is a parameter which takes int
account the nonlinear nature of the superconductor curre
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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voltage characteristic, andE is the electric field strength. Fo
a wire of circular cross section this field is given byE
5(m0/2p)(dI/dt)ln(r/rp), where r p(t) is the penetration
depth of the electric field, which is related to the inject
current by I (t)5phJC0(12D j )(r 0

22r p
2). Supplementing

these expressions with the condition that in the lim

FIG. 1. Time variation of the Joule heat release and composite temper
for dI/dt510 A/s.
t

limr p→0I→I max and performing suitable transformation, w
write the desired expression for the heat release power in
superconducting phase

G~ t !5
m0

4p

dI

dt

I max

S F ln
I max

I max2I ~ t !
2

I ~ t !

I max
G . ~2!

This formula can be used to determine the backgrou
temperature of a superconducting composite preceding
onset of instability for arbitrary rates of injection. For allI
,I m this temperature is a solution of the heat balance eq
tion

c
dT

dt
52

hp

S
~T2T0!1G~ t !, T~0!5T0 ~3!

and we obtain in quadratures

T~ t !5T01
m0

4p

dI

dt

I max

cS E
0

t F ln
I max

I max2I ~t!
2

I ~t!

I max
G

3expF2
hp

cS
~ t2t!Gdt. ~4!

Figures 1 and 2 give temperature dependences of
Joule losses released in a wire in a stable superconduc
state per unit lengthGs5GS/2p for all typical rates of cur-
rent injection. For the calculations the initial parameters w
taken as: r 05531024 m, c51000 J/(m3

•K),
l5100 W/~mK!, h510 W/(m2

•K), T054.2 K, h50.5, rs

5531027 V•m, rm52310210V•m, Jd543107 A/m2,

re
t
or
FIG. 2. Time variation of the Joule hea
release and composite temperature f
dI/dt5104 A/s.
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Td50.048 K, and TCB59 K, which describe the
temperature-averaged thermophysical and electrophy
properties of a niobium titanium superconductor in a cop
matrix cooled with liquid helium. For these parameters
obtain I max51226 A, and the injection cutoff current has th
value I m51120 A for dI/dt510 A/s and the value
I m5367 A for dI/dt5104 A/s.

The solid curves in Figs. 1 and 2 give the numeric
calculations made by solving the system~1! while the dashed
curves give those using formulas~2! and ~4!. The straight
lines with data points show the change in the power of
heat flux transferred to the coolant, also per unit length of
compositeWs5r 0h(T2T0). The insets compare the corre
sponding values of the composite background tempera
calculated using the two models described above.

As expected, at slow rates of current injection the Jo
heat release is negligibly higher than the heat flux transfe
to the coolant over the entire range of superconductor ba
ground temperature all the way to the onset of instabil
Therefore the electric field induced by the current inject
barely heats the composite. As the rate of current injec
increases, this difference increases. As a result, in the st
stage of current injection the Joule heat release may ap
ciably exceed the cooling power of the coolant and the c
responding power of the thermal losses obtained for s
injection. For instance, forI 5200 A, which is attained in the
casedI/dt510 A/s, the heat release power isGs850.302
31025 W/m, while for dI/dt5104 A/s it is Gs950.299
31022 W/m, i.e., three orders of magnitude higher. As c
be deduced from the results, this difference increases as
current increases further. Consequently, at fast rates of in
tion the permissible increase in the composite temperat
against the background of which any instabilities can
velop, becomes very appreciable.

Adequate allowance for the role of the temperature f
tor in describing the dynamics of the dissipative proces
taking place in superconductors also forms the basis for
plaining the difference between the results obtained by
numerical and analytical models. The largest difference
observed directly before the onset of instability. In this co
text, we should note that it is incorrect to use formula~2! to
determine the heat released after the onset of instability
this case, the magnetic flux diffusion inside the composit
an avalanche-like process which will be accompanied by
creasingly intensive heat release. An analysis of these s
is outside the scope of the simplifying assumptions u
above which do not permit taking into account in an analy
cal model a substantia lly nonsteady-state magnetic flux p
etration process initiated by instability.

Changes in the thermal state of the superconduc
phase of a composite superconductor and the existence
appreciable additional heat release must necessarily be t
into account in theoretical analyses of the limits of perm
sible thermal perturbations and the velocity of the norm
zone in its irreversible propagation along the composite.
shall assess the possible qualitative influence of this ef
using the approximate formulas given in Ref. 5. Then un
conditions of poor cooling one can obtain the following e
timates for the relative decrease in the critical ene
al
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De5e9/e8 and the relative increase in the velocity of th
normal zoneDV5V9/V8 that will take place upon anr-fold
increase in the power of heat release (r 5q9/q8) for the same
current injected at two different ratesdI8/dt anddI9/dt:

De>121.5~r 21!q8/~12 i 2q8!,

DV>110.5~r 21!q8/~12 i 2q8!,

wherei is the dimensionless current andq is the dimension-
less power of the additional heat release.

These expressions show that even when the injected
rent does not reach the cutoff current, an increase in
additional Joule heat release is accompanied by an ab
increase in the decay rateDe and the rise rateDV . Conse-
quently, even at the stable current injection stage the crit
energies may decrease substantially and the velocity of
normal zone may increase.

To conclude, we draw attention to the fact that for
dI/dt.0 the curves ofGs and Ws describing the tempera
ture dependences of the released and extracted heat
only one common point atT5T0. Physically this is attribut-
able to the nonsteady-state behavior of the instantane
composite temperature described by Eq.~3!. Thus, at the
stable current injection stage, the temperature field of
composite will only decay to some thermodynamically sta
temperature distribution depending on the features of the
perconductor current–voltage characteristic and its coo
rate whendI/dt50. In the existing theory this specific fea
ture of the evolution of the thermal processes in compo
superconductors with current injection is neglected.

It therefore follows that the intensity of the heat relea
in the superconducting phase depends on the change in
rent and, appreciable thermal losses occur at high rate
increase. The heat released in this case differs by sev
orders of magnitude from that released under slow injecti
This heat release is accompanied by an appreciable ris
the composite temperature as a result of the nonsteady-
dissipative processes taking place in the superconductor.
sults obtained by both numerical and analytical solutio
were compared. The latter can provide both qualitative a
quantitative descriptions of the energy dissipation proc
that occurs in real superconducting wires without destroy
the superconductivity.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Project No. 97-02-16066a!.
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Ellipsometry as a rapid method of establishing a correlation between the porosity
and the gas sensitivity of tin dioxide layers
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It is shown for the first time that reflection ellipsometry may be an effective method of
establishing a correlation between the main parameters of gas-sensitive layers and their optical
characteristics, suitable for rapid monitoring. This can advance the capability of predicting
the properties of a material from its preparation conditions and consequently can reduce the
optimization cycle time and thus lower the cost of a technology. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02604-5#
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Recently, increasing attention has been focused on
micro- and nanoporosity of materials, which substantially
fluences their properties as gas-sensitive detectors. In o
to predict the gas-sensitive properties of materials use
adsorption detectors, it is relevant to develop rapid meth
of monitoring the porosity of gas-sensitive layers to pred
their sensitivity and selectivity.

The samples used for the present study are based o
conventional material for gas-sensitive sensors,1 SnO22x ,
doped with highly volatile impurities~tellurium and iodine!
which create vacancy defects and pores in the layers du
the treatment process. The aim of the present paper i
demonstrate that reflection ellipsometry is an effect
method of monitoring the layer parameters by establishin
correlation between their porosity, gas sensitivity, and o
cal parameters.2

A distinct disadvantage of SnO22x sensors is their rela
tively low selectivity for specific gases, which impedes d
tection in mixtures containing several reducing gases.
know that selectivity can be achieved by integrating seve
detectors having different relative sensitivities.3 Altering the
porosity of the material is also an effective method of co
trolling the sensitivity to different gases.4 In the present case
gas-sensitive layers of tin dioxide supersaturated with vac
cies and pores were formed by doping the initial tin cha
with highly volatile impurities such as iodine and also iodi
and tellurium. Layers of tin doped with impurities were pr
4681063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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pared on 22KhS ceramic, glass ceramic, Polykor, and opt
quartz substrates~the refractive indices of the substrates we
determined by ellipsometry using a pure surface model! by
explosive evaporation. The evaporation temperature
1150 °C. The layers were then oxidized in a controlled r
gas ~argon! atmosphere at oxygen partial pressures of 0
and 0.35 atm. The oxidation process consisted of two sta
low-temperature annealing atT5225 °C for 6 h followed by
high-temperature annealing atT5525 °C for 30 h. The tech-
nological aspects are described in detail by Dolotovet al.5

Bakin et al.4 showed that iodine is removed from th
samples as I2, SnI2, or SnI4, forming a porous structure. Dur
ing the treatment process the pore concentration depend
the initial level of doping. Table I gives the relative ga
sensitivity of layers of tin dioxide for toluene at a concentr
tion of 60 mg/m3.

In the present paper we suggest using an optical ra
diagnostic technique based on ellipsometric measuremen
the effective refractive index to establish a correlation b
tween the technological parameters of the layer synth
process and their gas sensitivity.

The ellipsometric anglesC andD for these layers were
determined using an updated LE´ F-2 device, and the refrac
tive index and the thickness of the transparent layers of
dioxide were calculated using the Holmes method.6 The ad-
equacy of the isotropic substrate–isotropic layer mode
confirmed by the satisfactory agreement between the res
ctive
TABLE I. Characteristics of technological preparation conditions of tin dioxide layers.

Sample Quantity andcomposition of dopant Oxygen pressure Sensitivity Refra
No. in initial mixture during synthesis, atm to toluene, % index,n

1 Undoped SnO2 0.25 56 1.97
2 SnTê I & — 5.7 mol% 0.25 78 1.66
3 SnTê I & — 22.4 mol% 0.25 59 1.85
4 SnTê I & — 26.6 mol% 0.25 51 1.91
5 SnTê I & — 14.1 mol% 0.25 68 1.75
6 Undoped SnO2 0.35 50 2.11
7 SnTê I & — 26.6 mol% 0.35 65 1.74
8 I — 5 at% 0.35 70 1.85
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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obtained for layers prepared on quartz, Polykor, and cera
substrates and also at different points in the same samp

These layers were previously examined by atomic fo
microscopy to establish a correlation between the poros
gas sensitivity, and refractive index.7 An investigation of the
surface topology showed that the gas-sensitive layers wi
high impurity content have a substantially more develop
surface relief. For instance, the characteristic size of the
face roughness at the base may differ by an order of ma
tude, with typical dimensions of 0.1–1mm.

The difference in the refractive indices of the layers d
termined by ellipsometry cannot be attributed merely to
surface roughness. The difference between the ellipsom
angles for layers of the same material with smooth and ro
surfaces on substrates having the same surface stru
should not exceed 2–3°, according to existing estimat8

which is substantially less than the difference obtained in
present investigation~Table II!.

The correlation established between the gas sensit
of the detectors and the refractive index of the sensor
suggests that the difference between the refractive indice
the tin dioxide layers reflects the different degree of poros

Although a porous material is an optically dissipati
medium, no absorption was observed in the layers (k50) in
these ellipsometric investigations. Thus, the porosity o
material with a grain size of the order of the radiation wav
length is manifested as a reduction in the refractive ind
averaged over volume.

Table I and Fig. 1 reveal a good correlation between
gas sensitivity~characterized by the relative change in t
resistance of the sensorDR/R) and the effective refractive
index, and the porosity of the film has a dominant influen
on its gas sensitivity compared with the influence of we
known technological parameters such as the oxygen pa

TABLE II. Ellipsometric angles for layers Nos. 6 and 7 on a quartz s
strate at an angle of incidence of 55°.

No. C, deg D, deg

6 18.95 164.64
7 9.52 206.50
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pressure. Figure 1 also gives data for undoped tin diox
samples. The correlation between the gas sensitivity of th
layers and their refractive index is satisfactorily described
the dependence shown approximately in the figure:
higher the porosity, the lower the refractive index of t
SnO22x layer. We have therefore shown that laser interf
ometry can be considered to be an effective method for r
idly monitoring the porosity of layers to predict their ga
sensitivity.

The authors are grateful to A. Yu. Il’in for supplyin
data from studies of the microrelief of layers by atomic for
microscopy.

This work was partially supported by Grant No
TsMID-37 from the Ministry of Education of the Russia
Federation.
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FIG. 1. Gas sensitivity of SnO22x layers for toluene (Ctol560 mg/m3) as a
function of the effective refractive index.
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A study is made of the efficiency of forming high-power wide-band and ultrawide-band radio
pulses by a sequence of resonance compression steps. An analysis is made of the
compression of radio pulses with a rectangular envelope in a chain consisting of two or three
compressors, and also in a chain where the output signal from the first stage has an
exponential trailing edge and the other stages have rectangular envelopes. The maximum energy
storage efficiency is determined for a cavity excited by a signal with an exponential
trailing edge. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02704-X#
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Novikov et al.1 showed that high-power wide-band an
ultrawide-band microwave pulses can be obtained by
quential resonance compression achieved by alternately
ing and rapidly releasing the pulse energy in a linear chain
cavities. However, any increase in the number of comp
sion stages clearly leads to additional energy losses. Co
quently, the energy characteristics of these devices ma
poor and depend strongly on the parameters of each s
For instance, the efficiency of the device in Ref. 1 did n
exceed 7% at a gain of;28 dB. In this context the possibil
ity of optimizing these systems to enhance the gain and
efficiency naturally arises.

In the present paper the gain and the efficiency are a
lyzed for the sequential compression of microwave pul
with a rectangular envelope and also for the compressio
pulses with an exponential trailing edge.

1. Pulses having a nearly rectangular envelope are c
pressed in a chain of compressors with single-mode cavi
For this case the gainM2 and the efficiency of energy trans
fer to the loaḑ for each stage are given by2

M254b~12exp~2t i~11b!/2tp!!2

3~tp /tB2b21!/~11b!2, ¸5hHhp , ~1!

whereb is the coupling coefficient between the cavity a
the rf section,t i is the input pulse duration,tp andtB are the
cavity time constant and the attenuation constant of the
put pulse,hH is the energy storage efficiency,hp is the cav-
ity efficiency,

hH54btp~12exp~2t i~11b!/2tp!!2/

~ t i~11b!2! ~from Ref. 3!,

hp512QB /QH , ~2!

QH andQB are the cavity Q factors in the storage and rele
regimes.

Equations~1! and ~2! readily yield a relationship be
tweenM2, hH , hp , t i , and¸:

M25hHhpt i /tB5¸t i /tB5hHti~Q0 /QB2b21!/tB ,

Q05QH~11b!. ~3!
4701063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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For compressors with single-mode cavities the followi
relationships hold:tB'T, t i.tp , QB!QH , so that Eqs.
~1!–~3! are transformed to give

M254b~12exp~2t i~11b!/2tp!!2M0
2/~11b!2,

¸'hH , hp'1, M2'hHti /T, ~4!

whereM0
251/2a is the cavity gain,a is the round-trip at-

tenuation constant of the wave, andT is the round-trip time.
For a chain ofN compressors we then obtain

MN
2 5t1 )

i 51

N

h i /TN5t1¸N /TN , ¸N')
i 51

N

h i , ~5!

whereTN is the round-trip time in the cavity in the last stag
Estimates show that two or three stages are a real

proposition. A larger number leads to an unjustified incre
in the weight and size of the system and appreciably low
the efficiency. The duration of the output signal from the fi
stage cannot exceed 30–40 ns, since any further increas
sults in an extremely long cavity at this stage, with a prop
tional decrease in the gain (M1

2;1/T1). Thus, for the second
and third stages the inequalitiest2,3!tp2,p3, (t25T1 , t3

5T2), are satisfied, which imply that the cavities at the
stages must operate with strong overcoupling (b2 , b3@1).
As a result we findh2,3'0.8 ~Ref. 3!, and for the two- and
three-stage systems expressions~5! have the form

MN52
2 '0.8h1t1 /T2 , MN53

2 '0.64h1t1 /T3 ,

¸N52'0.8h1 , ¸N53'0.64h1 . ~6!

It can be seen from Eq.~6! that the gain of the system
used to compress pulses with a rectangular envelope
function of the storage efficiency of the first stage and
ratio of the durations of the input and output pulses, wh
the efficiency is only a function of the storage efficiency
the first stage. In the first stage fairly long cavities must
used, having an almost constant value oftp1, so that for
given t1 the optimum valueb1 is also constant; therefore, i
the durations of the input and output pulses are fixed,
gain and efficiency of the chain will be constant almost
gardless of the individual parameters of the first stage. Th
in this particular case the choice of the first stage should
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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dictated merely by the acceptability of its overall weig
characteristics and electrical strength for a given input po
level.

2. Single-mode cavities can deliver pulses with a rect
gular envelope and have a high gain~up to 20 dB!. However,
because of their low Q factor and small volume, these can
store a sufficiently large quantity of energy, and thus th
cannot be used to obtain pulses with a high stored ene
Relatively high-Q multimode cavities are more suitable
this purpose, since these have a large volume with sm
overall dimensions and can form fairly long high-ener
nanosecond microwave pulses (;100 ns!. However, since
they have a high storage efficiency (h1'0.6), compressors
with multimode cavities have a relatively low gain (;10 dB!
and an output signal with an exponential trailing edge. T
makes them uncertain prospects for use in the first st
while their use in the second and third stages is very do
ful. Thus, we shall only consider a chain with a multimo
cavity in the first stage and single-mode ones in the follo
ing stages. The output pulse envelope for a compressor
a multimode cavity is given by2

b1
2~ t !58b1bB~12exp~2t1~11b1!/2tp!!2Pg

3exp~2t/tB!/~11b1!2, ~7!

where bB is the output coupling coefficient of the cavity
bB5tp /tB2b121, andPg is the generator power.

It can be shown that in this case, the storage proces
the second-stage cavity is described by the differential eq
tion

db2 /dt1b2/2tp2' jAb2b1~ t !/M01T2 , ~8!

whereM02 is the gain of the second-stage cavity.
From Eqs.~7! and ~8! we find

b2~ t !524Ab2~exp~2t/tH!

2exp~2t/2tB!!tHtBb1~0!/~T2M02~2tB2tH!!,

~9!

wheretH52tp2 /(11b2).
The gainM2

2 and storage efficiencyh2 of the second
stage are then given by

M2~ t !254M02
2 ~exp~2t/tH!2exp~2t/2tB!!2/~~11b2!

3~12tp2 /tB~11b2!!2, ~10!

h2~ t !5M2~ t !2T2 /tB . ~11!

It can then be shown thatM2(t)2 andh2(t) have a maxi-
mum at t5tm , which is given by tm52ztBln(z)/(z21),
where z5tp2 /(tB(11b2)). Then M2(t)2 and h2(t) have
the values

M2m
2 54b2tBz~z(1/(12z))2z(z/(12z))!2/

~~11b2!~z21!2T2!,

h2m5M2m
2 T2 /tB . ~12!

These expressions yield an equation to determine
optimum input couplingb2 of the second-stage cavity
r
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~12b22tp2 /tB!/2b22z ln z/~12z!. ~13!

In general Eq.~13! can be solved numerically. Howeve
in the limiting case whentp2@tB , it is easy to establish tha
b2'tp2 /tB21. Thenh2m tends asymptotically to

h2m54~12tB /tp2!/e2'4/e2→0.54, ~14!

and the gain decreases monotonically as

M2m
2 ' 4M02

2 tB /~e2tp2!'4M02
2 /

~e2~b211!!→4tB /~e2T2!. ~15!

Thus, these last expressions indicate that when the ca
is excited by a signal with an exponential trailing edge, t
storage efficiency cannot exceed 0.54 and the gain decre
monotonically as the exciting pulse becomes shorter, it t
to unity for tB'2T2. However, since for oversize cavitie
one generally hastB.10T2'0.1tp2, the second-stage gai
will be at least 5–10 in any case. For a chain of two or th
compressors expressions~1!, ~10!, and~11! readily yield ex-
pressions forMN

2 and¸N :

MN52
2 5¸1h2t1 /T2 , MN53

2 50.8̧ 1h2t1 /T3 ,

¸N525¸1h2 , ¸N5350.8̧ 1h2 , ~16!

where¸1 is obtained from Eq.~1! andh2 is determined by
formulas~12! and ~13!.

It follows from Eq.~16! that, unlike a chain of compres
sors with rectangular pulses, in a chain where the signal
an exponentially decaying edge the gain and efficiency a
the first stage are determined by the energy transfer
ciency not only of the first stage but also of the second. Si
generally¸1'0.6 ~Ref. 2! and h2 as given by Eq.~12! is
0.3–0.5, in this case the efficiency of the first two stages w
be almost the same as that for a chain of single-mode c
ties. This also applies to the gain. This confirms that a m
timode storage cavity is undoubtedly promising for the fi
stage.

3. To conclude, this analysis has shown that for a
quential compression of pulses with a rectangular envel
after each compression stage and also of pulses with an
ponential trailing edge after the first stage and a rectang
envelope in the following stages, the gain and efficiency
the system for fixed input and output pulse durations an
given number of stages are almost constant. This implies
there is some freedom in the choice of size of the first-st
cavities.

It has been established that the energy storage efficie
for microwave pulses with an exponential trailing edge do
not exceed 0.54.

The author would like to thank Yu. G. Yushkov for sup
porting this work.
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Physical mechanisms for the development of lightning discharges between
a thundercloud and the ionosphere
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An investigation is made of the influence of changes in atmospheric pressure with altitude and
the thundercloud geometry on the development of lightning propagating upward to the
ionosphere. It is shown that the mechanism for the development of high-altitude lightning does
not differ from that for the formation and propagation of ordinary lightning between a
thundercloud and the ground. It is established that high-altitude lightning forms as a result of a
reduction in pressure with altitude and can only take place from thunderclouds located at
high altitudes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02804-4#
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Studies of the physical mechanisms responsible for
development of discharges between thunderclouds and
ionosphere observed recently from artificial satellites a
termed ‘‘high-altitude lightning’’1,2 are important from the
scientific viewpoint and to determine their influence on t
characteristics of the ionosphere. Mechanisms usually c
sidered responsible for the development of high-altitu
lightning include the propagation of streamers in t
quasielectrostatic field of a thundercloud3,4 and breakdown
by runaway electrons.5,6 In the first case, the lightning is
initiated and develops without any external factors being
volved, whereas in the second case the initiation of the lig
ning is influenced by cosmic rays which generate hig
energy electrons which, on entering the strong electric fi
of the thundercloud, are accelerated and create a flux of
ondary avalanches. The second mechanism is supporte
the fact that the electric fields in a thundercloud are an or
of magnitude lower than the breakdown levels, and the
tiation of discharges in the absence of some other fac
cannot be explained. However, this mechanism requires
perimental confirmation, whereas the first mechanism occ
in laboratory experiments. Extensive experimental data
been acquired to support the electrical nature of the for
tion and evolution of a leader discharge in long air ga
However, laboratory experiments are usually carried ou
nonuniform gaps with a particular electrode geometry an
near-normal pressures. It is therefore necessary to study
changes in atmospheric pressure with altitude influence
formation and evolution of high-altitude lightning. The influ
ence of the thundercloud geometry on the formation of th
discharges also requires investigation.

In the present paper we investigate how changes in
mospheric pressure with altitude and the thundercloud ge
etry influence the formation and evolution of lightning di
charges from the top of thunderclouds to the ionosphere.
show that high-altitude lightning can be explained using
isting concepts on the mechanisms for the developmen
streamer and leader discharges.

The development of high-altitude lightning is influenc
4721063-7842/99/44(4)/4/$15.00
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by changes in pressure, atmospheric humidity, and thun
cloud geometry. Studies of discharge processes as a fun
of these parameters are important to identify the phys
mechanisms for the development of high-altitude lightnin

We shall take a dipole electric charge distribution as
thundercloud model. We know7 that the upper part of the
cloud is usually predominantly positively charged while t
lower part is predominantly negatively charged, i.e., t
thundercloud is an electric dipole. In addition to the ma
charges, small regions of positive charge may occur at
base of the thundercloud. The charged regions of the dip
have geometric dimensions of the order of a few kilomete

The change in pressure with altitude is expressed by8

p~z!5p~0! expH 2
ln 10

18400
zJ , ~1!

wherep(0) is the pressure at sea level, andz is the height
above sea level in meters.

There exists a threshold field for breakdown, which
determined by the equality of the frequencies of ionizat
and attachment. For air this field isEdis* /p'24 V/~m•Pa!. It
should be noted that these fields are required to initiat
streamer discharge or an avalanche–streamer transition
not for streamer propagation. These fields may be found n
microinhomogeneities~such as raindrops, charged particle
and so on! in a thundercloud. We know9 that the develop-
ment of a streamer discharge preceding the formation o
leader discharge depends on the air pressure, and the cr
electric field strength required for the propagation of strea
ers decreases with decreasing pressure. Measuremen
long air gaps show that at atmospheric pressure pos
streamers propagate in a fieldEstr* /p'5 V/~m•Pa! ~Ref. 10!.
At an altitude of 20 km, where the pressure
p58.23103 Pa, the critical field for streamer propagatio
will be Estr* '41 kV/m.

The condition for a streamer–leader transition must
satisfied to initiate a lightning discharge. This condition
usually satisfied if the electric field strength over the leng
of the streamer zone in the leader exceeds the critical va
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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E>E* 5E str* . Since the electric field strength decreases w
distance from the thundercloud, the condition for
streamer–leader transition is only satisfied when the po
tial ~charge! of the thundercloud exceeds the critical valu
However, at high altitudes the condition for streamer pro
gation can be satisfied at substantially greater distances
the thundercloud because the pressure decreases exp
tially with altitude. For a uniformly charged spherical thu
dercloud the electric field behavior may be expressed as
lows:

E5
rR0

3

3«0r 2
, r .R0 , ~2!

whereR0 is the radius of the thundercloud,r is the volume
charge density, and«058.85310212F/m is the permittivity
of free space.

Measurements show that the volume charge densit
thunderclouds reachesr'4 nC, and the electric field
strength isuEmaxu'50–100 kV/m~Ref. 11!.

Figure 1 givesE(z)/p(z) as a function of the distancez
from the upper edge of the thundercloud. It can be seen
the drop in pressure with altitude leads to a slower decre
in E/p with distance but that at high altitudes this quantity
even higher than it is near the thundercloud. This behavio
E/p as a function of altitude has the result that it is pref
able for the discharge to propagate upward from the thun
cloud rather than toward the ground. This is confirmed by
following results.

We shall use a method based on fractal theory12,13 to
simulate high-altitude lightning. In Ref. 12 we used th
method to simulate the formation of lightning with allow
ance for intracloud discharges but we neglected the influe
of changes in pressure with altitude. Here the fractal met
is used to simulate lightning discharges for various value
the potential, charge, and altitude of the thundercloud ab
the ground neglecting and allowing for changes in atm
spheric pressure with altitude. Figure 2 shows simulated
terns of breakdown trajectories from thunderclouds po
tioned at various altitudes. The calculations show that

FIG. 1. Variation ofE/p with distancez from a thundercloud of radius
R055 km for various cloud chargesQ when the upper part of the thunde
cloud is at an altitudeh520 km above the Earth’s surface:p(z)51 atm5
const;Q5100 ~1! and 200 C~2, 3!.
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formation of upward-directed lightning is mainly influence
by changes in pressure with height above sea level. The
velopment of upward lightning becomes preferred when
upper part of the thundercloud is situated at an altitude
around 20 km or higher. This is also confirmed b
observations.2 Since clouds are usually lower than this, hig
altitude lightning is observed less frequently than cloud-
ground discharges. For certain ratios of thundercloud par
eters and altitude, discharges can develop both toward
ground and upward~Fig. 3!.

The physical pattern of the development of high-altitu
discharges is in many respects similar to the so-called inc
plete discharges observed in long air gaps. The ‘‘blue je
discharges correspond qualitatively to the developmen
the streamer zone of a positive leader, while the ‘‘r
sprites’’ correspond to the processes in the streamer zon
a negative leader. For instance, the minimum propaga
velocity of a positive streamer corona in air14 and the propa-
gation velocity of the luminous front of a blue jet dischar
are the same (v'105 m/s! and they also have the same ge
metric shape. We note that the streamer zone of a pos
leader is a conical region filled with a branching structure
streamer channels at whose fronts the amplification of
field is sufficient for ionization. The same fine structu
should be observed in blue jet discharges. In Refs. 3 an
blue jet discharges are represented as the development
single streamer channel, but this model is incorrect, since

FIG. 2. Simulated patterns of breakdown trajectories, neglecting chang
atmospheric pressure with altitude~a! and allowing for pressure changes~b!.
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field at the front of this streamer is inadequate for ionizati
Red sprite discharges generally follow positive cloud-

ground lightning2 and are observed at substantially high
altitudes compared with blue jets. The penetration of
quasielectrostatic field of a thundercloud is small at h
altitudes because the medium is highly conducting. Th
only a rapidly varying field penetrates at high altitudes, su
as that created by discharges directed toward the gro
Qualitatively, red sprite discharges are very similar to d
charges from plasmoids formed at the front of the strea
zone in a negative leader in laboratory experiments in
atmosphere. The mechanism for the formation of these p
moids is presently unknown. They may be formed as a re
of the action of the electromagnetic field of high-power ligh
ning. However, we can postulate that the nature of the
mation of plasmoids in laboratory experiments and in hig
altitude lightning is the same. One of the most proba
mechanisms may be the focusing of streamers~plasma fila-
ments! in a nonuniform electric field. This is becaus
streamer formations are polarized in an external elec
field, i.e., they acquire dipole moments. Particles in a th
dercloud also acquire dipole moments and this promo
their focusing in regions of strong field. Estimates made
suming that the Coulomb repulsion forces are equal to
forces of attraction of the dipole moments show that t
mechanism does not contradict the observations. This s
mechanism may result in the formation of cells in a thund
cloud. We know that a thundercloud has a cellular structu
Cells with different densities of excess charge were also
served when cumulus clouds growing into thunderclou
were probed by airplane.15 Lightning is clearly initiated in
these zones of excess charge density.

It is interesting to determine the parameters of hig
altitude discharges and compare them with the paramete
discharges in laboratory conditions. For instance, using
Gauss theorem we can estimate the charge introduced b
streamer zone of a leader from the known electric fi
strength at the boundary of the streamer zoneEstr as

FIG. 3. Simulated pattern of a lightning trajectory propagating simu
neously toward the ground and upward.
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Q str5«0 R E dS'2p«0E str l str
2 S 12cos

V

2 D , ~3!

whereV is the apex angle at the tip of the streamer zone,l str

is the length of the streamer zone, and«058.85310212F/m
is the permittivity of free space.

The electric field at the front of a positive streamer zo
at an altitude of 40 km isEstr* '3.4 kV/m. The apex angle o
the streamer zone is usuallyV'15° ~Ref. 4! and the length
of the streamer zone isl'20 km. Substituting these value
into formula~3! we find that the charge in the streamer zo
is Q'0.7 C which gives an average electron concentrat
ne'107 m23. In laboratory discharges the charge of t
streamer zone is usuallyQ;1025 C. Estimates made from
direct measurements of the luminous exitance of hi
altitude discharges givene'107 m23, i.e., they agree with
our results. The intensity of the discharge optical radiation
determined by the densities of the air molecules and by
rates of excitation of radiative transitions16 and may be ex-
pressed in terms of the charge concentrationne as follows:4

I'231022
ne

~11331024
•ne

1/2!
, R.

Substituting the average value for the charge concen
tion ne'1027 m23, we obtain the radiation intensityI
'105 R (1R510210 photon•m22

•s21) which also agrees
with the direct measurements.

To conclude, the development of high-altitude lightnin
is strongly influenced by changes in pressure with altitu
and for a given size of thundercloud there are critical pot
tials at which a discharge may form. This explains why ligh
ning propagating from the tops of clouds to the ionospher
only observed at high altitudes above 20 km where the p
sure of the atmosphere is less than one-tenth of the pres
at sea level.
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Generation and focusing of shock–acoustic waves in a liquid by a multicenter electric
discharge

V. S. Teslenko, A. I. Zhukov, V. V. Mitrofanov, and A. P. Drozhzhin
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Results are presented from an investigation of the generation and focusing of shock–acoustic
waves by a multicenter discharge in an electrolyte in the shape of a segment of a sphere
of radiusR5170 mm and apertureD5145 mm. It is shown that compared with the well-known
electric-discharge generators of shock–acoustic waves, the development of this type of
generator holds great promise. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~99!02904-9#
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At present, shock–acoustic wave generators are find
increasing applications in medicine, underwater acous
and in scientific research. Topical problems involve formi
shock–acoustic waves (;0.1–1ms! of a particular geometry
in a given space. The following methods of generating a
focusing shock–acoustic waves are currently available
noninvasive lithotrypsy, surgery, and therapy:1,2 I — using
point electrical breakdown in water focused by a reflector
the shape of a truncated cavity of an ellipsoid of revolutio
II — using an electromagnetic emitter, where a conca
metal membrane is set in motion by electromagnetic ra
tion; III — using piezoelectric elements mounted in a mos
pattern on a segment of a sphere or other profile, IV — us
laser methods with various geometric profiles.

FIG. 1. Schematic of multicenter electric-discharge generator of sho
acoustic waves with focusing~a! and magnified multicenter electrode~b!.
4761063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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In the present paper we consider the possibility of g
erating and focusing shock–acoustic waves created b
multicenter discharge in a liquid.3 This is a discharge where
numerous plasma centers are formed above the surfac
one of the electrodes, outside the interelectrode gap and o
to the shock–acoustic wave radiation. The shape of this
face may be specified. Here we report the first results
electrodynamic investigations for a multicenter electr
discharge emitter in the form of a segment of a sph
of radius R5170 mm with a radiation working apertur
D5145 mm.

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A po
tive emitting electrode1 in the form of a segment of a spher
and having peaking devices2 was prepared by special tech
nology as a periodic grating structure in an insulating fram

–
FIG. 2. Results of measurements of the peak parameters of shock–aco
waves at the focus for three electrolyte concentrations as a function o
capacitor voltage.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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work K with apertures3 (d51 mm!. The entire surface o
the electrode, except for the peaking devices, was cov
with insulator. The steel peaking devices had an average
areas'0.15 mm2 and heighth'0.1 mm. The distance be
tween the peaking devices wasl'3 mm, and the number o
these emitting peaking devices was around 2000. A cop
negative electrode4 comprising a spherical segment of d
ameter D5220 mm was positioned at a distanceH54.5
(60.5) mm below the positive electrode plate. The electro
system was immersed in an electrolyte solution. A capa
tanceC52 mF charged from a current source (Y) was dis-
charged across the working electrodes1 and4 by means of a
controllable spark gapL. The pressure field was measur
using a tourmaline piezoelectric transducer5 with 0.5 mm
spatial resolution and 0.05ms temporal resolution. The dis
charge current was monitored using a low-inductance sh
Rs51023 V and an S-9-27 oscilloscope connected to a p
sonal computer. Multicenter discharges were generated i
aqueous solution of 5–20% sodium chloride at voltages
tween 1 and 10 kV.

Figure 2 gives results of measuring the peak parame
of the parameters of the shock–acoustic waves at the fo
for three concentrations of the electrolyte solution~5%, 10%,
and 20% NaCl! for capacitor voltages up to 10 kV.

We established that an increase in the concentratio
the electrolyte solution reduces the amplitude of the emi
shock–acoustic wave. This indicates that the eletroacou
efficiency depends on the electrolyte concentration. At l
discharge energies the oscilloscope traces of the pres
pulses show a rarefaction wave. As the discharge ene
increases, the rarefaction wave may be converted into a c
pression wave because of cavitation processes in the f
region.4

A comparison between this multicenter shock–acou
wave generator and a geometrically similar electromagn

FIG. 3. Oscilloscope traces of the current for geometrically similar sho
acoustic wave generators using the same current source:1 — electromag-
netic,2 — multicenter.
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generator (R5170 mm, nine turns, sector working diamet
D5220 mm, gap between planar coil and membra
250mm! for the same parameters of the initial current sou
and energy storeC shows that the multicenter generator h
advantages over well-known electric-discharge genera
because the discharge time can be reduced. Figure 3 sh
oscilloscope traces of the current for geometrically simi
electromagnetic~trace1! and multicenter generators~trace2!
with the same capacitive energy store. These traces show
by replacing the inductive load with an active one, we c
reduce the discharge time and therefore the duration of
shock–acoustic wave. We note that this electromagnetic g
erator has parameters close to the optimum for this type
generator.5

We know that the sharpness of focusing and the am
tude of the focused shock–acoustic wave depend on the
rameterk5D/F (F is the focal length!, i.e., the largerk, the
better the focusing of the wave. However, for electroma
netic generators an increase in the parameterk ~for fixed F)
increases the inductanceL (L;D) which therefore increase
the discharge timet;R L C and the duration of the shock
acoustic wave. Reducing the inductance of electromagn
generators by reducing the gap between the coil and
membrane is limited by the electrical strength of the insu
ing spacers. For a multicenter shock–acoustic wave gen
tor ~with the same energy storeC), the situation is the re-
verse. In this case, if the electrical conductivityg of the
electrolyte is fixed, an increase in the aperture leads to
increase in the number of peaking devicesn and the total
electrode areaS5n s, which reduces the load resistanceR
'H/(g S), the discharge time, and hence the duration of
generated and focused shock–acoustic waves. The la
number of peaking devices means better erosion resist
compared to type I point electrical-breakdown generato
We also note that for voltages above 8 kV the discharge t
may decrease nonlinearly as a result of electrodynamic
cesses at the peaking devices, but this topic is outside
scope of the present article.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research Grant No. 96-02-19329.
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Galathea plasma traps1 contain current-carrying conduc
tors immersed in the plasma. These conductors are ca
myxines and are specific to the Galathea,2 so that analyses o
possible myxine designs are urgently required for the de
opment of a Galathea fusion reactor.

In the present paper we consider fundamental aspec
the design of a myxine with a superconducting chord fo
demonstration reactor, i.e., a Galathea with a pulse dura
of around 1000 s. The myxine parameters should be m
tained during burning of a DT plasma, from which a neutr
flux of 1 MW/m2 reaches the myxine surface. The main fe
tures of the myxine design described below were reporte
conferences.3,4

We consider a three-zone~or triple-shell! radiation-
accumulative myxine in which the outer~‘‘red’’ ! shell is
heated toT;2000 K and effectively radiates up to 90%
the incident energy flux from the plasma~1 MW/m2). The
next~‘‘gray’’ ! layer is separated from the red by a multilay
heat-insulated vacuum shield and should reduce the en
flux to the superconductor by a factor of approximate
1000. Finally, the third~‘‘blue’’ ! zone is the cryozone. A
superconducting Nb3Sn winding is immersed in hydroge
slush~a mixture of liquid and solid hydrogen!. Here the tem-
perature of the superconductor is determined by the mel
point of hydrogenT514 K. In the working state the tem
perature may rise to 17 K~evaporation point of hydrogen a
1 atm!, at which Nb3Sn is still a superconductor. The cryo
zone is also separated from the gray zone by a heat-insu
vacuum shield to reduce the heat flux to the cryozone.
task is to determine the transport and absorption of neut
and gamma rays in this myxine design. We report results
preliminary calculations of the energy distribution over t
minor diameter of the myxine, which is taken to be 1.7
with its volume divided into 15 layers. The calculations we
made using the MCNP code5 recommended for neutronic
calculations at ITER. The specific heat of the materi
which can be used in the myxine varies between 1.6 and
J/cm3 K for C, Si, W, and Fe, respectively. Estimates sho
that the average myxine temperature would reach;2000 K
after a 1000 s fusion pulse if there is no cooling. Thus,
diation of most of the energy by the red layer limits t
myxine temperature. We shall analyze each myxine zon
greater detail.

The main constraints on the red zone are that it sho
absorb approximately 90% of the neutron and gamma
energy, the materials should have a low vapor pressur
2000 K, and the thickness of this zone should be as sma
4781063-7842/99/44(4)/2/$15.00
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possible. Bearing in mind these constraints, we selec
tungsten, which can reduce the neutron and gamma en
flux tenfold at a low vapor pressure (;10211Torr at
;2000 K! with a thickness of 10–15 cm. Its thermal condu
tivity is ;100 W/mK and the thermal diffusivity is;0.4
cm2/s. The most important characteristic of tungsten is
large neutron albedo, which in our model reached;60%.

The thickness of the gray zone with the heat-insulat
vacuum shield was selected as 45 cm. The rate of temp
ture rise of the layer was estimated here neglecting the t
mal conductivity of the shield (l;0). This zone is mainly
stainless steel. In addition, three water-based layers use
moderate the fast neutrons and reduce the energy relea
the gray zone.

The blue zone~cryozone! contains a Nb3Sn supercon-
ducting chord immersed in a hydrogen slush with a hea
fusion of 4.2 J/cm3. The minor radius of the cryozone i
25 cm, the cooled volume of one linear meter of the myx
is approximately 0.2 m3/m, the thickness of the supercon
ducting coil is around 5 cm, with a minor radius of 20 cm
and the total cross section of the superconductor
;630 cm2. The permissible energy at the superconducto
;0.8 MJ/m. The power flux to the Nb3Sn is limited to
800 W/m for a 1000 s pulse.

This myxine design presupposes that there are ther
bridges passing through the heat-insulating vacuum sh
and linking the gray zone with the red zone and the cr
zone. Estimates show that the heat fluxes flowing across
thermal bridges are considerably lower than the incom
energy flux with the neutrons and gamma rays. We prop
that tungsten should be used in the red zone for struct
strength and that stainless steel should be used in the
and blue zones. The myxine cross section is shown in Fig
The thickness of the red zone~tungsten! is 15 cm, the thick-
ness of the gray zone with the heat-insulating vacuum sh
is 45 cm, and the cryozone radius is 25 cm.

The heat distribution over the myxine thickness from t
neutrons and gamma rays was calculated for several se
materials. The simplest version is shown in Table I, wh
indicates that 15 cm of tungsten is sufficient to absorb m
of the energy in the red zone, and the release in the cryoz
is then reduced approximately 1000 times.

We then determine the current in the myxine required
form a magnetic layer 50 cm thick around the myxine, b
tween the plasma boundary and the myxine surface, to
vent fast alpha particles from reaching the myxine. Fo
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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magnetic fieldB;1 T at the outer boundary of the magne
layer, the current in the superconductor should beI m;7 MA
for the chosen dimensions. Estimates show that the t
mass per linear meter of myxine together with the struct
is around 15 tonnes. In this case, levitation of the myx
may be sustained by an additional transverse magnetic
of around 0.03 T.

The myxine is one of the principal components of t
Galathea so that an estimate of its cost will give some ide
the overall cost of a Galathea fusion reactor. At present
difficult to make an absolute cost estimate. However, its c
may be compared with that of the ITER experimental to
mak fusion reactor.

The design of the myxine may be compared with o
section of the ITER fusion reactor, having a single toroid
magnetic coil together with a radiation shield, i.e., 1/20
the reactor. From this it follows that the cost of the myxi

FIG. 1. Cross section of myxine:1—red zone,2—gray zone,3—blue zone,
4—magnetic layer of myxine,5—vacuum shields with thermal insulation6.
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should not exceed 1/20 of the cost of the magnetic sys
with the radiation shield in the ITER reactor.
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TABLE I. Distribution of neutron and gamma-ray energy release over
teen layers of myxine cross section.

Layer Material W, W / cm3

1 Hydrogen 1.82E203
2 Nb3Sn 8.39E203
3 Hydrogen 2.11E203
4 Ice 3.97E203
5 SS 1.56E202
6 SS 3.02E202
7 SS 1.06E201
8 Ice 4.52E202
9 SS 1.67E201
10 SS 2.63E201
11 SS 8.38E201
12 Water 4.30E201
13 Tungsten 2.08E100
14 Tungsten 2.35E100
15 Tungsten 5.38E100

Note: Each layer is 5 cm, layers 1–3 form the cryozone, layers 4–12 fo
the gray zone, and layers 13–15 form the red zone; layers 4, 8, and 1
water, and layers 1 and 3 are hydrogen slush.
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